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INTRODUCTION
The French EURATOM-CEA Association made in 1998 significant contributions to the European Fusion Technology

Programme. This report presents all EURATOM-CEA activities which are carried out in the frame of the European fusion
technology programme as follows :

• The ITER CEA activities and related developments are described in the first part
• The second part is dedicated to the Long Term activities as Blankets and structural materials developments, long

term safety, socio-economic problem.
• The Underlying Technology activities are compiled in the third part of this report.
• And the fourth part describes the inertial confinement studies.

hi each section, the tasks are sorted out to respect the European presentation. For an easy reading, appendix 4 gives the list of
tasks in alphabetical order with a page reference list.

The CEA is in charge of the French Technology programme. Three specific organisational directions of the CEA, located
on four sites (see appendix 5), are involved this year in this programme:

• Advanced Technologies Direction (DTA), for Material and Remote Handling tasks
• Nuclear Reactors Direction (DRN), for Blanket design, Neutronic problems, Safety tasks
• The Physical Sciences Direction (DSM) uses the competence of the Tore Supra team in the Magnet design, Plasma

Facing Component field and Cryogenic technologies.

The CEA programme is completed by collaborations with industry (Technicatome, COMEX-Nucléaire) and external
laboratories (Ecole Polytechnique, University of Paris XI, University of Toulouse).

The breakdown of the programme by Directions is presented in figure 1.

The allocation of tasks is given in appendix 2 and in appendix 3, the related publications.

DTA
DRN

DSM
1PSN

__ Inertial Confinement

Underlying Technology

Long Term

Next Step

Industry
External

Lab.

Figure I : Breakdown of the work carried out by Directions and Topics
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CNET 96-412

Task Title : ITER OUTBOARD BAFFLE : DESIGN, ANALYSIS, TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS & FOLLOW-UP OF FABRICATION &
TESTING OF MOCK-UPS AND PROTOTYPES

INTRODUCTION

The ITER BAfile (BA) modules, which are the inboard
and outboard bottom row of shielding blanket modules,
have the main function of avoiding particle back-flow from
the divertor chamber. For this reason they are considered
to belong to the divertor system. As a consequence, the BA
First Wall (FW) is submitted to an high thermal flux and
its design needs the use of high-heat-flux component
technology. The activities have been focused on the
outboard B A-FW because of the more severe heat flux load
conditions and the more complex overall geometry
compared to the inboard one.

This contract, originally running from March 1996 to June
1998, covers the second phase of the ITER T232.10
subtask. It includes design and analysis of the BA-FW
mock-ups (small-scale, medium-scale and prototypes), the
prediction of the results on the mock-ups tests, the
interpretation of the obtained experimental results, and the
follow-up of the mock-ups manufacturing. In order to
cover all the required expertise, these activities are
supported by an established collaboration between
members of different CEA Departments, in particular
DMT, DRFC, DER and DEM/SGM. Moreover, the work
is performed in close collaboration with industry
(EFET/Framatome).

Because of the new attachment system developed for the
primary shielding modules by the ITER JCT at the end of
1996, significant design modifications for most in-vessel
components have been required. In particular, the
modularity of the shielding blanket has been modified. For
an almost unchanged total number of modules, the new
poloidal segmentation has been increased to 26 modules.
Both inner and outer baffles are now formed by two
modules, the lower and the upper baffles. Moreover,
because the new ITER shielding blanket envisages frontal
penetrations of 30 mm of diameter, the existing concept of
belt-limiter using three rows of outboard shielding modules
is no more acceptable. The main reason is the very high
heat loads at which the armour material around the frontal
holes will be submitted (15-20 MW/m2, mainly located on
the hole side walls). For this reason, a new concept of
limiter, a port-limiter, which will be located in the
horizontal ports and which can then be easily replaced
during ITER BPP operations, has been preliminary
designed by the ITER JCT. Reasonable heat loads (peak
values of 10-15 MW/m2) can be obtained with two
identical limiters located in two toroidally-opposite
horizontal ports.

This situation has lead to a significant modification of the
time-scale and contents of the BA-related activities. It was
decided by the NET Team that the medium-scale mock-ups
will be manufactures, if necessary, as a demonstration of
specific details (e.g., corners) of the BA-prototype, by the
industry charged of the prototype manufacturing.
Moreover, it was decided that the BA-prototype should also
cover FW-designs relevant for the port limiters.

Therefore, the 1998 situation is the following: the
fabrication of two different prototypes was launched in
spring 98, one with CFC/W FW-protection and one with
Be-protection. The manufacturing of both prototypes is
expected by the end of 99 and their tests should be
performed in spring 2000.

The CEA activity in 1998 has been focused on the
predictions of the prototype behavior under thermo-
mechanical testing (which can have an impact on the used
prototype fabrication techniques), while the prototypes and
testing follow-up have been extended to the years 1999 and
2000.

1998 ACTIVITIES

With reference to the 1997 Progress Report [1], the
activities in 1998 have been focused on the two baffle
prototypes (Be and CFC/W) as defined after a call for
tender to which the CEA has participated in the framework
of the present task. The first prototype (indicated hereafter
as the "CFC-prototype") will have four FW-panels using
respectively CFC-tiles, W-plasma spray, and two CFC-
monoblock designs (see Fig. 1). It is under fabrication at
Framatome (France). The second prototype (indicated
hereafter as the "Be-prototype") will have four FW-panels
using respectively Be-tiles 4 mm and 8 mm-thick , two Be-
monoblock with the same design. It is under fabrication at
NNC (England). The specificity of the baffle module and,
therefore, of the proposed prototypes is the presence, in the
poloidal direction, of two corners at the bottom and at the
top of the FW-panel, which requires a challenging FW-
panel arrangements and extrapolation of the selected
fabrication techniques.
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Figure 1 : CFC-prototype horizontal cross section

The objective of the work was to evaluate the thermal and
thermo-mechanical behaviour of the various First Wall-
panels when submitted to the EB-heat flux and using the
cooling conditions available in the assumed testing
facilities. It is recalled that the CFC-prototype is assumed
to be tested in the EB-2000 facility located at Le Creusot
(France), while the Be-prototype is assumed to be tested in

the Neutral Beam facilities available at the JET site
(Culham, GB). Because several analyses have already been
performed in 1997 on Be-, CFC-, and W-tiles panels, the
1998-activities have been focused on the monoblocks
panels of the prototypes.
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CFC-MONOBLOCKS PANELS

The steady state thermal analysis has been performed first
with the incident heat flux as parameter (variation from 1
to 10 MW/m2). For example, maximum temperature in the
CFC-monoblock under 10 MW/m2 is 1074°C. The first
part of the Table 1 resumes the main results. Thermal
transient has been performed for an incident heat flux of
10 MW/m2. Values of the characteristic times, x6g% and x
90%, are respectively 1.8 s and 3.8 s.

Mechanical calculations have been divided in two distinct
parts : the first one concerned the straight part of the
mock-up and the second one the bottom corner which is
expected to be the most critical corner. Fig. 2 gives for
example the stresses in each material direction in the CFC-
monoblock for an incident heat flux of 10 MW/m2.

Maximum displacements, useful in particular as boundary
condition for the bottom corner calculations, are however
calculated for an incident flux of 5 MW/m2 (average). For
the bottom corner, it has been necessary to distinguish the
cases of the "slotted-monoblock" and of the "sliding-tie
monoblock" (different boundary conditions). In each of the
four cases performed for the "sliding-tie monoblock", even
the most favourable free-tube case, a stress concentration
appeared on the tube in the first element between two
monoblocks. In any cases, the maximum level of stress was
located in such a zone. In the case of the slotted-
monoblock, for the bottom corner no difference in
boundary conditions appears with and without incident
flux on the straight part of the mock-up. Indeed, the FW
being strongly attached to the shield through the steel pad,
there is no FW elongation to be accommodated by the
corners. Found maximum stresses are lower than those
obtained for the "sliding-tie" monoblock concept.

Table 1: Main results of the parametric steady state thermal analyses

Temperatures (°C) obtained in the CFC-prototype parametric steady state thermal analysis

incident flux (max)

min

CFC monoblock aver.

max

min

OFHC layer aver

max

min

CuCrZr tube aver.

max

Water (mid)

1 MW/m2

145 °C

164

208

145

151

161

144

149

158

142

2.5 MW/m2

152 °C

202

320

151

168

192

150

164

185

146

5 MW/m2

163 °C

269

534

162

195

242

160

187

228

152

7.5 MW/m2

174 °C

341

788

173

221

292

169

209

272

158

10 MW/m2

185 °C

420

1074

183

247

341

179

231

312

164

Temperatures (°C) obtained in the Be-prototype parametric steady state thermal analysis

incident flux (max)

min

Be monoblock aver.

max

min

Glidcop tube aver.

max

Water (mid)

1 MW/in2

35

45

87

34

42

56

32

2.5 MW/m2

41

68

177

40

59

91

35

5 MW/m2

50

106

347

48

85

148

39

7.5 MW/m2

58

145

546

56

109

202

44

10 MW/m2

66

186

776

64

132

255

48
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Figure 2 : CFC concept A, straight part: stress distribution in each material direction in the CFC-monoblock
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BERYLLIUM-MONOBLOCK PANELS

Calculations performed for the Be-prototype are about the
same than those performed for the CFC one. The parametric
steady state thermal analysis has been performed first. The
second part of the Table 1 gives the main results.

Characteristic times, X68% and X 90%, obtained in the thermal
transient analysis under 10 MW/m2 are lower (respectively
1.4 s and 2.7 s).

Elastic mechanical calculations performed for the straight
part of the Be-prototype have been repeated for the cases of
10 and 20 mm-long monoblocks. Von Mises thermal stress
distributions have been obtained. It was observed that the
maximum values of stress obtained in the case of the
20 mm-long monoblocks were about 40% higher than in the
case of 10 mm-long monoblocks. But for both cases, it was
not possible to conclude with this analysis neither on the
structure lifetime nor on it's failure probability (problem of
stress concentrations). However, taking into account the
large difference between the maximum levels of stress, it is
strongly recommended to manufacture the mock-up with 10
mm-long Be-monoblocks.

Because of the difficulty on the results interpretation, it has
been decided to make a comparison with the stress levels
obtained for a similar component already tested under flux
during the small-scale mock-ups testing campaign. Thermo-
mechanical calculations of Be-monoblocks which have
been successfully tested in JET (able to withstand 10.1
MW/m2 for 5s for a few hundred of cycles without damage)
has been performed using the same type of modelling than
the one used for prototype in order to compare the stress
levels. The obtained stress levels are comparable. One can
therefore expect similar lifetime.

Contrary to the CFC-prototype for which the inlet
temperature is high, for the Be-prototype the bottom corner
is submitted to stresses only when the mock-up is heated by
the incident flux. During the shot, if one assumes that the
Be-dove tails of the monoblocks will slide, the thermal
expansion of the FW tube has to be accommodated by the
two corners. It is supposed here that the bottom corner is
submitted to half of the global expansion (which is 1.1 mm,
as determined for the straight part with 10 mm-long
monoblocks). The number of attached monoblocks after the
corner was a parameter. Fig. 3 gives a visualisation of the
boundary conditions (obtained displacements) in the case
where the last 3 monoblocks are attached to the shield. As
for the straight part calculation, maximum stresses in the
Glidcop tube were located in some particular points of the
mesh where the modelling is not enough precise (in term of
nodes density and mechanical properties description) to
have confidence in the accuracy of the results. However, as
for the CFC case, lower stresses are obtained when only one
monoblock (the last one) is attached to the shield.

Figure 3 : Be-monoblock concept A,
bottom corner displacements (ampl. 50),
case with the last 3 monoblocks attached,

average flux of 5 MW/m2 on FW

CONCLUSIONS

Thermal & thermo-mechanical analyses have been
performed for the FW-panels present in the CFC-prototype
and the Be-prototype of ITER baffle being under
manufacturing within EU. The analyses have been focused
on the most-critical FW-panel designs (Be-monoblock and
CFC-monoblocks) which are supposed to be tested under
heat-flux conditions corresponding to the expected ITER
baffle & limiter (when applicable) working conditions.

The obtained results show that all FW-panels are able to
withstand the reference heat-flux when their thermo-
mechanical behaviour is compared to previous small-scale
mock-ups testing. It must be stressed that the obtained
results do not take into account fatigue phenomena, because
no data are available. The only available data are those
obtained with the small-scale mock-ups testing. Using these
data, the FW panels are expected to withstand a large
number of cycles.

Unfortunately, the geometry of the small-scale mock-ups
were significantly different of that used for the prototypes
FW-panels. Therefore, unexpected fatigue phenomena,
especially in the FW-panel corners, could occur. The used
calculation models cannot predict them. On the other end,
the tests results will be very useful to interpret the obtained
computed results. This would allow to evaluate and
interpret the results of future thermo-mechanical analyses.
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CNET 97-463

Task Title : HIGH HEAT FLUX TESTING OF PRIMARY FIRST WALL
SMALL SCALE MOCK-UPS
200 kW electron beam gun test

INTRODUCTION

The scope of this contract is to test under high heat flux
actively cooled mock-ops representative of the ITER first
wall. Evaluation of the joining, mock-up preparation and
post mortem examination are also included in this contract
The FE 200 high heat flux test facility is operated jointly by
CEA and FRAMATOME since 1991. Various testing have
been performed under NET contracts on this installation
since 1991.

The ÏTER first wall technology is an integrated concept
with a water cooled copper heat sink joined to the stainless
steel blanket modules and covered by a beryllium plasma
facing material. The average incident heat flux is in the
order of 0.5 MW/nf.

The aim of this study was to compare the different qualities
of the copper to stainless steel joints and characterize the
behavior of representative small scale mock-ups under high
heat flux fatigoe loading.

Nine Hipped (powder or plate) elements where delivered to
DRFC: "

- 4 produced by Studvick
- 4 produced by NNC
- 1 by CEA

All elements where prepared and examined by CEA. Only
four where fatigue tested in FE200 under heat load higher
than designed (X 10).

Four large element manufactured by solid Hipping where
assembled two by two (FW2 & FW3) for fatigue testing in
the FE200 test facility.

The comparison was always between a precipitation
hardened (PH) and a dispersionned hardened (DH) copper.

FIRST TEST CAMPAIGN (FW2)

After a screening test up to 7 MW/nr", the fatigue testing
started at 5 MW/nr.

The surface temperature measured during the testing where
comt>arable for each elements.

* 800

I 600 :

| 200 ~

2 4 6

heat flux jHWIm1)

Figure 2 : Comparison of the thermal behavior
o/PH and DH Hipped element

The DS element started first to failed (hot spot) after 315
cycles. The testing continued until 960 cycles and the visual
examination showed a large disbonding of a copper to
copper joint and a deep surface crack (fig. 3. bottom
element).

Figure 1 : MKI and MK2 elements [CuCrZr (powder)
Hipped to Stainless steel (powder and plate)] prepared

for IR testing on SA TIR

Figure 3 : FW2 mock-up after fatigue testing
a! 5 &7 MW/mr. Disbonding failure on DS element

and surface cracking on PH element



The PH element survived 1000 cycles at 5 MW/nr without
temperature excursion. A hot spot appeared after 300 cycles
at 7 MW/nr but fatigue testing was pursued until 800
cvcles.

CONCLUSIONS

Visual examination of the
surface crackings (figure 4).

surface show's many small

Figure 4 : Surface cracking on PH copper element
ofFW3 mock-up after fatigue testing (cell size = 2 mm)

SECOND TEST CAMPAIGN (FW3)

An improved DS copper element for the second pair of
solid HIP components was produced after the first testing
campaign (FW2).

Surface temperature remained constant during the 1000
cycles fatigue test at 5 MW/nr on both elements. After
opening a large crack was visible between the copper heat
sink and the stainless steel back part on the DS copper
element. No crack was detected at the copper/copper
interface.

After 150 cycles at 7 MW/nr on the PH copper element a
hot soot was detected at the center of the heated area.

The Hipping technology deveioped for these elements is not
satisfactory for assembling DS copper and stainless steel
when the component is subjected to high heat loads in the
range of 5 MW/m2. The PH copper assembled by the same
technology has a better behavior but cannot survived at 7
MW/nr. Nevertheless this technology couid be sufficient
for the low design heat loads (0.5 MW/m1) of the first wail.

TASK LEADER

Ph. CHAPPUIS

DSM/DRFC/SIPP
CEA Cadaracfae
13108 St Paul Lez Durance Cedex

Tél. : 33 4 42 25 46 62'
Fax : 33 4 42 25 49 90

E-mail : chappuis@dric.cad.cea.fr

POST MORTEM EXAMINATION

The DS copper element with a large crack at the copper to
stainless steel interface had the largest deflection (0.5 mm /
200 mm).

The PH copper element showed the same orange skin as for
the first test (FW2). The electrical conductivity
(proportional to the heat conductivity) and the
microhardness were reduced on the exposed area(50%). The
DS element remained roughly with the same values.
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CNET 98-477

Task Title : THERMAL FATIGUE OF DIVERTOR MEDIUM SCALE
COMPONENTS
200 kW electron beam gun test

INTRODUCTION

The scope of this contract is to test under high heat flux
actively cooled mock-ups representative of the ITER
divertor.

The FE 200 high heat flux test facility is operated jointly by
CEA and FRAMATOME since 1991. Various testing have
been performed under NET contracts on this installation
since 1991.

The ITER Divertor requires to test different high heat flux
technologies which could used in the full region of the
divertor (dome, gas box, dump, vertical target). During the
year 98, only one test campaign has been devoted to such
qualification:

Prodivl : prototypical mock-up of the vertical target.

The aim was to characterise the behavior of a 400 mm long
element made of 27 CFC (NS 31) monoblocks mounted
with a sliding tail on a stainless strong back.

Melted copper had migrated through the CFC and could be
seen on the heated surface. A white deposit was also present
around the damaged area (fig. 2).

Figure 1 : PRODIV1 mock-up after high heat flux testing

TESTING RESULTS

The testing campaigns took place in January and April
1998.
The Cooling parameters were identical to the ITER
requirements (150°C, 12m/s, 3.5 MPa).

After 1000 cycles at 20 MW/m2, done in January 1998, a
slight increase of the heat flux (22 MW/m2) caused a CHF
with a water leak.

Figure 2 : Critical heat flux damage on the PRODIV 1

Chemical Analysis of this deposit showed that it was
mainly Na, Ca, Fe and could originate from the water
chemistry.

Figure 3 : Local view of Prodivl with an infrared surface
temperature after 1000 cycles at 20 MW/m

indicating a defect

During the last fatigue cycles a hot spot was visible on tile
NC8 (figure 3). This indication of a local defect was
confirm by the SATIR analysis done on the mock-up (figure
4).

|}=r i" r iM r m r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r- r r r r t={j

• •
• •

Figure 4 : Satir testing on Prodivl after heat flux testing
with indication of the possible defects
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CONCLUSIONS TASK LEADER

This mock-up demonstrated the ability of the monoblock Ph. CHAPPUIS
concept to sustain very high heat flux (up to 20 MW/m2).
The critical heat flux negative margin could be explained DSM/DRFC/SIPP
by an increased peaking factor du to some local defects. A CEA Cadarache
new test campaign was done to correctly evaluate this 13108 St Paul Lez Durance Cedex
margin.

Tél. : 33 4 42 25 46 62
Fax : 33 4 42 25 49 90

E-mail : chappuis@drfc.cad.cea.fr
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DV4

Task Title : FULL SCALE MANUFACTURING OF HIGH HEAT FLUX
COMPONENTS DESIGNS FOR DIVERTOR MODULES

INTRODUCTION

Tube-to-tube connections are necessary to connect the
plasma facing components (PFC) to cooling water circuits.
PFC are equipped with Cu alloy cooling tubes whereas
ancillary circuits are type 316LN austenitic steel tubes.
CuCrZr is weldable, so short tubular connections can be
fabricated by HIP diffusion welding and welded to CuCrZr
long tubes afterwards. On the opposite, DS-Cu alloys are
not weldable, so the DS-Cu tubes must be equipped with
steel ends before PFC fabrication. By the way, it would
allow to weld the steel canister for HIPing to the cooling
tube. The process used for this connection must thus be
applicable to long tubes, i.e. it must not rely on HIP
diffusion welding. Both HIP and non-HIP processes have
been considered here.

High Heat Flux (HHF) plasma facing components are
among the most highly loaded components in a fusion
reactor. They are composed of a copper alloy tube (CuCrZr
or DS-Cu), a compliant layer (Cu OFHC) and a plasma
facing material (CFC, Be, W). Several design concepts have
been developed, like the flat-tile concept, the macro-brush
concept or the saddle-like monoblock. The former ones are
easier to manufacture but their performance under glancing
particle flow is not satisfactory. On the opposite, the
monoblock concept potentially presents a better behaviour
but its fabrication is more difficult due to the coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch between the materials.
The fabrication of tungsten monoblocks using diffusion
welding has been investigated.

1998 ACTIVITIES

DEVELOPMENT OF CU ALLOYS / SS316LN TUBE
TO TUBE CONNECTIONS

CuCrZr /SS316LN connections

Connections have been fabricated by Hot Isostatic Pressure
Diffusion welding (HIP-DW). The principle of the process
is to manufacture first a rod-to-rod joint with an overlap
(figure 1) and to machine a tubular connection from this
rough component.

The HIP parameters are 920°C, lOOMPa for lh. The
cooling rate available with the HIP device is not fast enough
to obtain quenching of the CuCrZr alloy.

Thus, after the HIP cycle, the specimens are solution
annealed at 990°C for lh and water quenched. Following
this heat treatment, an ageing treatment (4h at 480°C) is
performed.

This procedure allows to restore the microstructure of the
CuCrZr alloy. Machining of the specimens is made after
HIP and post heat treatments.

, HIP canister

^^HSS316LNHB CuCrZi-

Figure 1 : Scheme ofCuCrZr/SS316LN
connection fabrication

DS-Cu /SS316LN connections

This technique is based on the thermal expansion mismatch
between stainless steel and copper alloys. By choosing
properly the joint design, it is possible to apply a force on
the interface during heating provided that the CTE
difference is significant, which turns out to be the case for
DS-Cu but not for CuCrZr. Tubes ID/OD 10x12mm have
been used.

The joint design is based on a conical fitting. After a surface
preparation procedure, the DS-Cu alloy is fitted inside the
S S part. Then the parts are heat treated for bonding under
vacuum at 1000°C for 30mn. Imperfect bonding is obtained
if no constraining ring is used. On the contrary, if a graphite
ring is used, helium tight joints are achievable. However the
process reliability is not satisfactory, as the tightness is not
reproducible.

HHF COMPONENTS DEVELOPMENT

A scheme of the mock up is shown on figure 2. The
tungsten alloy is W-l%La2O3. The Cu alloy tube must be
joined to the tiles via an intermediate, compliant layer
material (Cu OFHC).

In the case of CuCrZr it is advisable not to exceed 500°C as
joining temperature, otherwise a post heat treatment is
necessary, including quenching.

Quenching may damage the Cu-W joints due to the high
CTE mismatch. This is why a high temperature step is
applied for W-Cu joining while a low temperature step is
applied for CuCrZr-Cu joining.
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Figure 2 : HHF mock up

Development of W-l%La2O/Cu OFHC joints and Cu
OFHC/Cu alloy joints

W and Cu form an immiscible system and, even though
direct joining is possible, an intermediate layer providing a
"metallurgical transition" is desirable to obtain resistant
joints. The interlayer choice was made on the basis of phase
diagrams, diffusion coefficients and literature data. Best
results were obtained with a 10um thick nickel foil. The
HIP cycle is based on a 2h step at 950°C. In the case of DS-
Cu, the same HIP cycle is used for DS-Cu / Cu OFHC
joining.

In the case of CuCrZr, several techniques have been
investigated. Direct HIP DW at 500°C is achievable. The
tensile properties of flat specimens are comparable to those
of pure, annealed Cu OFHC, the rupture being located away
from the interface. However, this result was not repeated
with a tubular geometry due to CTE mismatch. Joining at
500°C using the so-called diffusion brazing process allowed
better results. In this process, isothermal solidification of a
brazing material occurs during the temperature step due to
the dissolution of the braze by the base metal. The braze
metal is pure tin.

The fabrication process is based on the use of a copper
canister (figure 3). After surface preparation, the tungsten
alloy tiles as well as Cu OFHC tube and Ni foil are inserted
in the canister. The canister is sealed by electron beam
welding. A first high temperature HIP cycle is applied.
Then, CuCrZr tube and a Sn foil are inserted in the canister
which is sealed again by EB welding. A second HIP cycle
(low temperature) is applied. Only one HIP cycle is
necessary in the case of a DS-Cu alloy.

Figure 3 : Canister for HHF components
mock up fabrication

Joint design

Finite Element Modelling has been used to evaluate the
effect of the interface geometry on the stress and strain,
using FE code Castem 2000.

The model chosen is an axi-symmetric representation of
two tiles in which a OFHC copper tube ID/OD 12/14mm is
inserted. The calculation takes into account the cooling
from 950°C (HIP joining temperature) to 50°C.

Different joint geometries have been considered : 90° joint
(reference), 0.5mm 45° chamfer, rounded edge 0.5mm. In
the latter case, copper filling of the angle has been taken
into account.

The results are shown on figures 4-6. In all cases high stress
concentration develops on cooling in the tungsten tiles.
Conversely, plastic deformation of the copper OFHC
occurs. Though the value of the maximum Von Mises stress
shall not be considered as an exact result because of
calculation divergence, a qualitative comparison can easily
be made between the different configurations considered.

The peak stress is greatly reduced when a 45° chamfer is
machined on the tiles or when the tile edge is rounded. It
decreases from 1.8GPa to 680MPa and finally 210MPa. In
the second and third case it is worth noting also that the
location of the stress concentration in tungsten does not
coincide with a free edge of the joint, whereas it does in the
case of 90° tiles.
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Figure 4 : FEM calculation of Von Mises equivalent stress (unchamfered tile)
From left to right : mesh, enlarged view of Von Mises stress, scale (Pa)
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Figure 5 : FEM calculation of Von Mises equivalent stress (45° chamfered tile)
From left to right : mesh, enlarged view of Von Mises stress, scale (Pa)
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Figure 6 : FEM calculation of Von Mises equivalent stress (rounded tile with copper filling)
From left to right : mesh, enlarged view of Von Mises stress, scale (Pa)

CONCLUSIONS

A HIP diffusion welding technique has been used to
fabricate CuCrZr / SS316LN bimetallic tubular
connections. Single and double overlap tubular connections
(CuCrZr/SS316LN and SS316LN/CuCrZr/SS316LN) have
been fabricated and delivered to Forschungzentrum Julich
for tensile, pressure and low cycle fatigue testing
respectively. The application of a diffusion bonding
technique to DS-Cu tubes was not successful.

Using HIP diffusion welding with a copper canister, it is
possible to manufacture monoblock HHF mock ups. This
process allows to use smaller tubes than dia. 14mm because
the expansion of the tubes can easily be obtained. It is thus
adapted to the fabrication of curved shaped HHF
components. However in that case the canister design has to
be improved to reduce the machining costs.

For CuCrZr alloy a two step HIP process is proposed. A
first HIP cycle is used to diffusion weld Cu OFHC and W-
l%La2O3 at 950°C using a Ni foil, and a second HIP cycle
is used to diffusion braze Cu OFHC with CuCrZr at 500°C,
using a Sn foil. For DS-Cu alloy a only one HIP cycle is
necessary thanks to the thermal stability of DS-Cu.

Finite Element Modelling has shown that a 90° joint angle
leads to very high stress concentration on cooling. Much
better designs are obtained by chamfering the tiles.

Four mock ups, three of which with chamfered tiles, have
been fabricated and delivered to Forschungzentrum Julich
for irradiation at 0.2dpa and l.Odpa.

PUBLICATIONS

[1] E. Rigal, Ph Bucci "Full scale manufacturing of high
heat flux components designs for divertor modules",
ITER task DV4, final report, Note Technique DEM n°
69/98
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T222.4ter

Task Title : MANUFACTURE AND TESTING OF PERMANENT
COMPONENTS OPTIMISATION OF COOLING SYSTEM
Critical heat flux and thermo-hydr. of representative elements (continuation T222.4);
Non destructive testing, calibrated defects, heat load influence (T222.15)

INTRODUCTION

The work on task T222.4 has been actively pursued in
1998:

- after round robin tests performed in 1997 in Sandia Nat.
Lab. (US) new tests were performed in JAERI (Japan),

- various tentative of the manufacture of brazed swirl tape
insert were launched,

- two tube-in-tile concept mock-ups were tested on the
FE200 facility.

1998 ACTIVITIES

ROUND ROBIN TESTS [1 to 9]

A new mock-up named ST22ter identical to ST22 tested at
FE200 and to ST22bis tested in Sandia Lab. [7] was tested
during October in JAERI (2mm thick twisted tape with a
twist ratio of 2) . As the mock-up was tested on the PBEF
of JAERI (Particle Beam Engineering Facility) it was not
possible to control the beam profile which is roughly a
gaussian one, the reference profile used at the FE200 being
about an half of this gaussian profile (Fig. 1).

35,00

-100 0 100

Longitudinal X axis (mm)

Figure 1 : PBEF profile (MW/m2) compared
with reference profile (dashed line)

It was not possible on this facility to have a wide range of
thermal hydraulic conditions, especially for the inlet
temperature. Fourteen critical heat flux were performed at
the following thermal hydraulic conditions :

P = 2.05 MPa,

P = 0.32-0.39 MPa,

P= 1.0 MPa,

V= 12.8 m/s

V = 5.0, 7.5, 10.2, 12.8 m/s

V = 5.3, 7.6, 10.2, 12.7 m/s

Tin = 24.7°C

Tin = 21-27 °C

Tin = 20.5-25.5 °C

Observed phenomena's were very typical of CHF behaviour
with hot points and visible transient excursions both on
near-surface thermocouple and on infrared measured
temperature.

Results obtained are very consistent in regards to velocity
(Fig. 2) but not to local subcooling (Fig. 3). This suggests
that the water local pressure was poorly estimated leading
to important errors on the evaluation of the subcooling.
Surprisingly the CHF values are in agreement with those
obtained on the FE200 for other thermal hydraulic
conditions and a different heat flux profile. Nevertheless the
tests have confirmed the high value of 37 MW/m2 obtained
at CEA with a axial velocity of 12 m/s.

5Î 30
• •

• Dtsub 80-95X, Tin=20-27"C

• Otsub 127-135'C, Tln= 20-27'C

ADtsub17VC. Tln-aWTC

• CEA Dtsub 100-0, Tln= 135'C

8 10 12

Velocity (m/s)

Figure 2 : JAERI CHF results versus velocity
compared with CEA ones

jr 20 'y ^5,1 m/s
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Figure 3 : JAERI CHF results versus local subcooling
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BRAZING OF A THICK SWIRL TAPE [10]

After the difficulties encountered with the first selected
manufacturer who resigned after some tries, a new call for
tender was launched grouping together the swirl tape
specific manufacturing and the brazing.

The problem was found too critical by the industry and the
asked prices were not compatible with CEA budget. The
study will be pursued in 1999 in Tore Supra laboratory.

4 8 12 16 20
EHFCMW/m2)

Figure 4 : Screening test on the Prodivl Prototypical
mock-up; comparison between tests (points)

and FE calculations (lines) on a without-defect zone

PROTOTYPICAL MOCK-UP : THERMAL FATIGUE
TESTING [11 to 15]

A prototypical mock-up made of 22 monoblock tiles was
received in December 1997 and prepared for tests on the
FE200 in January 1998. The component was screened (Fig.
4 and 6) and thermal fatigue tested in the FE200 electron
beam facility. A thousand cycles at about 20 MW/m2 were
performed over an heated length of 110 mm (Fig. 5).
Although defects were visible at the beginning (Fig. 6 left)
and propagated slowly during the 1000 cycles (Fig. 6 right)
the mock-up sustained well the fatigue cycling.

Figure 5 : Surface temperature during the last cycle,
after 1000 cycles at 20 MW/m2, 12m/s, 3.4 MPa,

140°C, shot 2047

Figure 6 : Screening test performed before (left, shot 2041) and after (right, shot 2048)
the thermal fatigue testing, IHF = 11 MW/m2, 12m/s, 3.4 MPa, 140°C

Figure 7 : View ofPRODIV2 mock-up (tiles 16 to 27)
before its installation on FE200 test bed

PROTOTYPICAL MOCK-UPS:
FLUX TESTS [12 to 17]

CRITICAL HEAT

Two mock-ups were CHF tested during two campaigns:
PRODIV1 and PRODIV2 (Fig. 7). This latter was built
from the non tested part of PRODIVl, after the water leak
during the first campaign, and was extensively tested on the
infrared test bed SATIR of CEA Cadarache; some defects
were visible and well correlated with the screening during
FE200 testing (Fig. 8).
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Tàble 1 : Interpolated CHF results (3.5 MPa, ATsub,out=100°C, V=12m/s, ID = 10 mm)

Twist
Ratio

ICHF
(MW/m2)

flat | peaked

Pressure
drop

(MPa/m)

-22
-30

0.61

Pumping
power

(W/m)

428

27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17

Figure 8 : Comparison between SATIR testing
and 11 MW/m2 FE200 screening for PRODIV2

For these mock-ups it was not possible to detect the CHF by
looking at the infrared (IR) camera screen so that each time
the mock-up was damaged up to the water leak. The IR
images of the surfaces just before water leak are given
Fig. 9 and 10.

1030

Figure 9 : IR image of a flat profile at 21 MW/m2

onPRODWl mock-up, Shot 2049, 100 mm, 47 kW

Tile 20

Figure 10 : IR image with a peaked reference profile
at 29 MW/m2 on PRODIV2 mock-up, Shot 2094, 45 kW

The low CHF values (Table 1) are attributed to defects at
the bond between CFC and Cu layer or between this layer
and the Glidcop tube. A limit at 22MW/m2 was found under
a flat profile whereas 27 MW/m2 was expected after tests
on Glidcop mock-ups; under peaked profile the limit was
30MW/m2, the lowest value of the range 30-37 MW/m2

expected. However the problem of CHF is a stability one
and the low thickness of copper in the tube-in-tile concept
(0.5 mm of copper and 1 mm of Glidcop) could also explain
a trend to decrease the CHF. FE calculations show a good
correspondence, in terms of wall heat flux distribution,
between Glidcop blocks and tube-in-tile concept, so that the
CHF decrease cannot be attributed to that. The temperature
profile under peaked heat flux given by the IR image is
influenced by the IR camera resolution (about 5 mm
compared with the 23 mm mock-up width). After CHF
tests, an examination of PRODIVl was undertaken. A cross
section of tile 12 showed that the CHF occur on the middle
of the tile at the place where swirl tape is perpendicular to
the heated surface (Fig. 11 and 12). It is clear that at CHF
the copper was molten and drew up by the porous CFC
(Fig. 13).

Figure 11 : Destructive examination of tile 12 after CHF,
cross section AA near the middle of the tile

Figure 12 : Destructive examination of tile 12 after CHF,
cross section BB on the side of tile 12
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20 mm

Figure 13 : Destructive examination of tiles 12 and 13 after CHF,
longitudinal section showing how the copper layer has been drawn up at CHF

CALIBRATED DEFECTS, NON DESTRUCTIVE
TESTING AND HEAT LOAD INFLUENCE

The definition of the calibrated defects has been done in
1997. During 1998 the mock-up was in fabrication in
Plansee. The mock-up should be delivered in March 1999
and be tested on the SATIR test bed and the FE200 facility.
The objectives of this study are to demonstrate the
capability of the CEA Infra Red Test facility SATIR to
detect a certain size of defect in the bonds between the tiles
and the copper tubes and to correlate the defects to the
lifetime of the element under heat flux; the life time being
evaluated by cycling tests on the FE200 facility.

CONCLUSION

After CHF tests on Glidcop swirl tubes in 1997 which led
to the choice of a thick twisted tape with a twist ratio 2, the
task was pursued in 1998 with round robin tests in JAERI
which confirmed the high values obtained at CEA and with
fatigue tests and CHF tests on 2 prototypical mock-ups.
These mock-ups, made of Si doped CFC monoblocks with a
thin Cu layer of 0.5 mm and a cooling Glidcop tube
equipped of the selected twisted tape, sustained well the
1000 cycles at 20MW/m2.

This result validates the concept, despite some defects
which did propagate during the cycling. Low values of CHF
were obtained compared with those expected, however the
value of 30MW/m2 sustained with a peaked profile gives a
good margin for these mock-ups. Nevertheless the process
of manufacture has to be improved by the industry
(Plansee).

The task will continue in 1999 with complementary
destructive tests of the prototypical mock-ups, the test of a
medium scale mock-up and with the testing of the
calibrated defect mock-up.
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CNET 98-473

Task Title : ITER REFERENCE BREEDING BLANKET DESIGN (STAGE 2) :
SAFETY ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

As a contribution to Non-site Specific Safety Report of
ITER (NSSR2), Loss Of Coolant Accidents inside a
breeding blanket module (so called in box LOCA) have to
be analysed. The main acceptance criteria for this safety
analysis is to limit the hydrogen production (caused by
oxydation of Be with steam) to lower than 10 kg .

1998 ACTIVITIES

A schematic drawing of half a module of the ITER
reference breeding blanket design is presented in fig. 1.
The cells of the module contain the breeder rods which are
surrounded by a binary beryllium pebble bed. The pebbles
with diameters of 2 mm and 0.1 to 0.2 mm are needed as
neutron multiplier. The free volume of the module is filled
with helium which flows in the breeder rods and through
the Be (multiplier) to the He purge gas lines.

The postulated accidents are a leakage of one pipe (from
the FW cooling channels or from the lateral cooling plates)
discharging water coolant into the module.

The in-box LOCA consequences are a pressurisation of the
module and possibly a leakage of the module into the
vacuum vessel (In vessel LOCA).

[nkt manifold 'Backplare
Cooling manifold

Figure 1

A strongly exothermic chemical reaction (Be + H2O -->
BeO + H2 -370 kJ/mol) occurs between the hot Be and
the water and steam of the cooling loop.

The reaction rate is a function of the steam pressure
(maximum pressure dependency factor for a steam pressure
of 6 bar) and of the temperature of the beryllium (see
fig-2).

Figure 2

METHODOLOGY AND CODES USED FOR THE
ANALYSIS

Three codes were used to perform this analysis :

- ATHENA [1] : Athena is a ID thermal hydraulic code
which was used to calculate the characteristics of the
fluid in the cooling loops and the characteristics of the
fluid at the break (flow rate, void fraction,
temperature).

The modélisation includes the breeding blanket
modules of the cooling loop up to the primary heat
transfert system.

The characteristics of the fluid at the break (flow rate,
temperature of the fluid and ratio between vapor flow
rate and total flow rate) were given as boundary
conditions to Intra code.

The following results from Athena were used as input
data for Ansys code :

* heat transfert coefficient between the fluid and the
heat slabs,

* temperature of the fluid in the cooling channels.

- ANSYS [2] : Ansys is a general purpose 2D/3D FEM
code which was used to perform a 2-D thermal analysis
to have the temperature distribution in the blanket
internals in normal condition and after a transient from
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normal operation to fully developped Loss Of Flow
Accident (LOFA) conditions. The output temperature
profile was given to Intra code as an initial boundary
condition for LOCA analyses. The Ansys modélisation
consisted of a breeding blanket basic cell.

- INTRA [3] : Intra is a ID thermal hydraulic code
which was used to calculate the pressure and
temperature in the module and the hydrogen
production during an in box LOCA. Since Intra is a
ID code, we didn't put (as a conservative assumption)
the lateral cooling plates in the modélisation of the
breeding blanket module.

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

Three different scenarios have been studied :

- in box LOCA during normal operating conditions,

- in box LOCA following a Loss Of Flow Accident
(LOFA) without active plasma shutdown,

- in box LOCA following an ex vessel LOCA without
active plasma shutdown.

For these scenarios, a single breeding blanket module of
the cooling loop is affected by the in-box LOCA. The He
purge gaz lines are isolated by a passive system when the
module pressure increases.

In-box LOCA

In case of in-box LOCA during normal operating
conditions, the module is assumed to sustain the pressure
of the cooling loop (40 bar) since the temperature profile is
rather low. No plasma shutdown is assumed during the
first minutes of the transient.

The Intra results showed a very low hydrogen generation
(less than 1 g) because of the low temperature of the
beryllium pebbles which doesn't allow a révélant Be/steam
reaction.

LOFA + in box LOCA

To investigate the ultimate safety margins of the design a
loss of flow in the coolant loop (LOFA) followed by an in
box LOCA has been analysed. The LOFA consequences
are an elevation of the coolant temperature up to the
saturation at 40 bar and a strong decrease of the heat
transfert coefficient between the steel of the pipes and the
emulsion (from 25000 W/m2/°C down to 1000w/m2/°C).

No active plasma shutdown is assumed after the pump trip
(aggravating event). The passive disruption due to impurity
influx is assumed to occur once the Be temperature of the
first wall (of the affected loop) reached 1150°C.

The subsequent disruption is assumed to cause a failure of
one cooling pipe of the breeding blanket module (in-box
LOCA).

The pressure in the box reached 10 bar within one second,
then the failure of the box was assumed, and the pressure
inside the module was kept constant (conservative
assumption to maximise H2 production). After an increase
of the Be pebble bed temperature (up to 740 °C) due to the
heat coming from the hot steel of the first wall, the Be is
cooled down by convection with the steam.

The hydrogen production reached 15 g for this reference
case, which is far below the safety limits of 10 kg.

Ex vessel LOCA + in box LOCA

In this case, an ex vessel LOCA was assumed as initiating
event. The most important difference between the ex vessel
LOCA and the LOFA is the decrease of the heat transfert
coefficient down to a lower value in the ex-vessel LOCA
case (from 25000 W/m2/°C down to 400W/m2/°C).

Therefore, the temperature profile in the breeding blanket
at the moment of the in box LOCA is higher (maximum Be
pebble bed temperature : 840°C between the first wall and
the first breeder rod).

The INTRA results showed that the temperature of the
hottest Be pebble bed heat slab was high enough to cause a
révélant chemical reaction, so the increase of the Be
temperature is linear with the flow rate crossing the
module.

A diverging reaction occurs, and the hydrogen production
is only limited by the steam flow rate crossing the module.
In this case, the safety criteria of 10 kg of H2 is exceeded.

CONCLUSIONS

Theses analysis showed that the most severe accidents of in
box LOCA in cat V can lead to an hydrogen inventory over
the safety limit of 10 kg.

A flow blocage in one breeding blanket module would also
be a very severe initiating event because the disruption
would occurs when the temperature of the first wall tile has
reached a higher level (1300°C instead of 1150°C because
of the smaller area affected by the accident).

Further analysis are needed to show that a propagation of
an in box LOCA to adjacent blanket modules can be
excluded.
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CNET 98-474

Task Title: ITER REFERENCE BREEDING BLANKET DESIGN :
THERMO-MECHANICAL AND PEBBLE-BED ANALYSES AND
BREEDER MATERIAL ASSESSMENT

INTRODUCTION The first two activities have been performed at
DMT/SERMA, the third one at CEREM7CE2M.

The Breeding Blanket for ITER is designed to breed the
necessary tritium for ITER operation during the Enhanced
Performance Phase (EPP). It replaces the Shielding
Blanket (SB) and the upper baffle modules of the Basic
Performance Phase (BPP).

The BB design was submitted to various technical and
programmatic constraints. The main ones are the
following: i) the module geometry, coolant parameters,
structural material and attachment system have to be
identical to those of the SB ; in particular, the design has
to accommodate the presence of 8 holes in the FW, which
would be unacceptable for DEMO breeding blankets;
ii) the design has to maximise the benefit from R&D
efforts required to develop DEMO blankets, in order to
minimise the need of additional ITER-specific R&D;
iii) maximise the benefit derived from the ITER blanket
operation to DEMO blanket activity, which, in particular,
means the use of ceramic breeder and Be pebbles.
Moreover, the ceramic breeder has to be one the ceramic
breeder candidates for DEMO blankets (e.g., Li-zirconate,
Li-titanate, and Li-silicate).

The reference ITER BB concept was selected at the end of
1997 and corresponds to the one proposed the EU HT [A].
It is recalled that the main design parameters are the same
as for SB; the concept is based on the use of Li-zirconate
and Be pebble-beds and of flat radial-poloidal cooling
plates. Enriched Li (90% in 6Li) is used to enhance the
TBR. Contrary to the SB, the 5 mm-thick Be-tiles are
directly attached to the 316L(N)-IG steel FW. The
breeding zone has a poloidal coolant flow in radial-
poloidal coolant panels. These panels are also used to
reinforce the blanket module structure in addition to the
cooling function. A poloidal bundle of breeder rods is
located between each pair of adjacent coolant panels. Each
breeder rod consists of a steel tube with the breeder rods
and the panels and the module structure. The breeder and
the Be are purged with Helium flowing through the pebble
beds. The breeder rods bundle has two supporting tube
plates at the poloidal ends which supply and collect the
Helium and a central spacing grid.

This contract includes the 1998 CEA contribution to the
BB studies which includes the following activities:
i) thermal and thermo-mechanical analyses of a sample
module ; ii) evaluation of numerical tools for pebble-bed
mechanical modeling ; and, iii) ceramic breeder materials
data collection and assessment to be included in the ITER
Material Property Handbook (MPH).

1998 ACTIVITIES

Hereafter are summarized the main results obtained during
the year 1998 in the framework of this contract.

THERMAL ANALYSES [B]

The thermal response of the ITER Breeding Blanket
outboard module [1] has been studied with the help of the
CASTEM 2000 code [2] for normal cyclic operation as
well as during plasma Vertical Displacement Event
(VDE), which represents the most critical transient
condition to be considered.

This study has first permitted to evaluate the thermal
response of the outboard Breeding Blanket module #19. It
has been shown that the time response coefficients of the
module components - for 50 s of fusion-power ramp-up -
are ranging between ~ 100 s for the shortest (Be protection,
first wall) to ~ 300 s for the longest (breeder material). The
effect of a +20% overpower lasting ~ 100 s has been
studied too and has revealed that the effect on the Be
protection and first wall is quite limited : less than 10% of
increase of the maximum temperature reached during
operation.

Thermal transient studies have also shown that, during
each high-power VDE on the FW (60 MJ/m2 in 0.3 s), a
thin layer of the Be protection - less than 1 mm - will melt
(see Table 1) and will probably be removed from the FW,
the maximum temperature at the surface reaching about
1990 °C. These results strongly indicates the interest of
considering a larger Be protection thickness - at least 10
mm - related to the expected number of VDE encountered
by the FW during the EPP of ITER. The choice of a Be /
stainless steel interface material, which is related to the
maximum temperature reached, should also take into
account the temperature increase due to the reduction in
thickness of the Be protection during each VDE.

THERMO-MECHANICAL ANALYSES [B]

The thermo-mechanical behavior of the stainless steel
module box (first wall, cooling plates, shield block) has
been assessed using the FE code CASTEM 2000.
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Table 1 : Thermal results for a slow high-power VDE in the first wall (60 MJ/m2 in 0.3 s)
with different Be protection thickness

T max Be tile (°C)

Be tile thickness > T melting (mm)

T max Be/SS interface (°C)

T max FW channel wall (°C)

FWwith 10 mm
Be protection

1991

0.6

493

219

F W with 13 mm
Be armour

1991

0.6

438

208

FWwith 18 mm
Be armour

1991

0.6

380

196

: . is

•i'..

2 . OOC-tOÎ

O.ITE-tOS
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Figure 1 : Von Mises thermal stress (MPa) distribution at steady state under 100% nuclear heating
(Finc = 0.5 MW/m2, NWL = 1.25 MW/m2). Zoom on the side part of the module

Transient calculations during normal cyclic operation have
been performed on a cross section of an outboard module in
order to evaluate the stress level in regions which have not
been explored yet (side walls, shield block) and to assess
the effect of the global deformation of the module on local
stress level. The calculated stress levels in the current part
of the first wall and cooling plates (far away from side
walls) are in good agreement with previous local
calculations. But, this study has shown clearly the need to
define detailed design of the cooling circuit in shield block,
side walls and at the front corner of the stainless steel
module box. The thermal stress level in those regions are
indeed often very high (see Figure 1, max. -495 MPa) and
could be minimized with appropriate design of the cooling
circuits.

Some preliminary local thermo-mechanical calculations on
the Be tile / First Wall bonding have been also performed in
order to evaluate the size effect of a poloidal castellation. A
preliminary 2D local calculation on the first wall shows that
a smaller size of Be tiles obtained by poloidal castellation
goes in the sense of a reduction of the stress level in the first
wall. This effect should be higher with both poloidal and
toroidal castellations which could be analyzed in further
calculation with a local 3D model. An optimization of the
size of the tiles should be done too on the basis of a
parametric study, taking also into account a possible
compliant interlayer material.
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EVALUATION OF NUMERICAL TOOLS FOR
PEBBLE-BED MECHANICAL MODELING [B]

Under operation the ITER Breeding Blanket Be pebble bed
will tend to expand more than the stainless steel
surrounding structures and will then be compressed
leading to a possible internal rearrangement.
Heterogeneous temperature internal distribution in the bed
may also contribute to this rearrangement. The design
requirements are to understand and evaluate the behaviour
of the bed and surrounding structures with regard to
mechanical criteria. Two numerical approaches have been
evaluated for their capability to modelise typical fusion
blanket problems.

The first one is based on the use of a Discrete Element
Method (DEM) which, starting from the mechanical
interaction of each pebble with the surrounding pebbles or
structures, permits to determine a macroscopic behaviour
of the pebble bed. The DEM approach appears interesting
as it gives at each time step, the local void fraction and
contact forces between particles. The deformation of
particles should also be taken into account, but a
DEM/FEM coupling appears to be too costly for a large
number of particles. To preliminary simulate the plasticity
of the particles, a numerical artefact such as the use of a
threshold in the reaction force between particles could be
anyway envisaged in a simple DEM approach. The DEM
approach has also appeared practically limited to the
modélisation of large pebbles, the small pebbles
overreaching the million even in thin test cross sections.
The thermal loading and irradiation-induced swelling
could be easily simulated in the DEM approach by an
increment of reaction force between particles. It should be
noted also that the dynamic aspect of the DEM approach
may also constitute an advantage for blanket pebble bed
simulation.

The second approach consists in describing the pebble bed
as a continuous homogenised medium through a Finite
Element Model (FEM). Based on soil mechanics, a FE
model derived from the Cam-Clay model has been
implemented in CASTEM 2000 and qualified.
Experimental campaigns have demonstrated that this
model gives good results for predicting round shape pebble
beds behaviour. They have also permitted to obtain ranges
for the setting parameters. This approach could be
especially interesting to modelise the overall stress level of
the surrounding structures and evaluate the risk of local
mechanical failure. Attention should be paid to the fact
that the model has been developed and qualified on non-
rigid compression test (large deformation of the overall test
volume), as the configuration of the blanket pebble beds
appears to be quite rigid (high packing factor and rigid
walls). Further work may consist in evaluating the
relevance of the Hujeux model for a specific blanket
configuration.

For both approaches, the modélisation of the initial state of
the pebble bed appeared to be essential as it determines the
bed capability for further internal rearrangement.

The need for a high initial Be bed packing factor achieved
during through vibro-compaction and a rigid containment
structure may however limit the possibility of bed
accommodation under operation.

CERAMIC BREEDER MATERIALS DATA
COLLECTION AND ASSESSMENT [C]

The properties data available within EU for optimised
Li4Si04, Li2Zr03 and Li2Ti03 ceramic breeder materials
have been compiled and assessed.

Compositions of the EU optimised ceramics are :

- 0.935 Li4Si04 + 0.065 SiO2 denoted Li/Si = 3.74
- 0.95 Li2Zr03 + 0.05 ZrO2 denoted Li/Zr =1.9
- 0.95 Li2Ti03 + 0.05 TiO2 denoted Li/Ti = 1.9

Following recommendations, the aim of this work was to
collect consistent sets of data. Therefore, single datum
and/or single or discontinued materials were generally not
included in the collection or the case was clearly indicated.

First priority was given to collecting pebble beds properties
data, and second priority to collecting properties data for
basic materials.

Data reported in the final report [4] related to :

1. Li4Si04 single bed of 0.25 mm - 0.63 mm pebbles
(Melt/Spray) ;

2. Li2Zr03 single beds of -1.2 mm pebbles (Extrusion)
and of 0.1-0.3 mm pebbles (Atomisation) ;

3. Li2Ti03 single beds of ~ 1.2 mm pebbles (Extrusion)
and of ~1 mm pebbles (Agglomeration) ;

4. Li2Zr03 basic material ;
5. Li2Ti03 basic material

Typical included data, besides the basic physical properties
of pebbles and basic material, are for instance (when
available) information on fabrication, microstructure,
compatibility with steel, interaction with Hydrogen and
water, tritium residence time, and partial pressure of
Lithium species.

Including also the LiO2 among possible candidate
materials, it has been noticed that available data bases of
pebble beds of the four ceramics are uneven, mainly
because some of them (e.g., ) were considered only
recently. Focus has therefore to be placed on R&D
programs for data base completion before being capable of
a sound evaluation of the four candidates, and, thereby, a
sound selection. In particular, key issues, such as
irradiation behaviour of pebble beds up to end-of-life
lithium burn-ups, and the thermo-mechanical behaviour
under representative blanket conditions are presently being
addressed. The performed assessment has been included in
the ITER Material Assessment Report as chapter 5.2
corresponding to Breeder Materials.
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CONCLUSIONS TASK LEADER

The calculated stress levels in the current part of the BB-
module FW and cooling plates (far away from the side
wall) are in good agreement with previous local
calculations and are acceptable. On the contrary, this study
has clearly shown the need to improve the design of the
cooling circuit in shield block, side walls and at the front
corner of the SS-module box. The thermal stresses in these
regions are indeed often very high and could be reduced
with more appropriate cooling circuit design. The interest
of having small Be-tiles (castellation) has also been clearly
demonstrated.

Concerning the modélisation of the pebble beds for
mechanical evaluations, the major conclusion is that for
both approaches, DEM and FEM, the modélisation of the
initial state of the pebble beds (which is at present a major
unknown) is essential as it determines the bed capability
for further internal rearrangements. Both methods are
therefore promising but, at present, unsatisfactory.

Data base for making a sound selection of the ceramic
breeder material for the ITER BB pebble beds are still
uncompleted although at different degrees for the different
candidates. However, an extensive effort is under way to
test and compare the behavior of pebble beds of the four
candidate ceramics, both out-of-pile and in-pile, under
blanket representative conditions. In parallel, large-scale
fabrication issues of the as-optimized pebbles are being
addressed.
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NWC2-2

Task Title : AQUEOUS CORROSION
Out-of-Pile and in-pile experiments on the stress corrosion cracking of reference
316L stainless steel and welds

INTRODUCTION CONCLUSION

In the framework of the Next European Torus (NET) and
ITER programmes, 316L stainless steel has been accepted
as the reference material for the realisation of the first wall
cooling circuit as stainless steels are not commonly
considered as highly prone to Stress Corrosion Cracking
(SCC) in high temperature water, though experience in
Boiling water Reactors (BWRs) showed a risk for
sensitized structures in presence of oxygen.

However, these alloys are liable to exhibit SCC or other
types of localized corrosion under particular conditions,
even when not sensitized. These particular conditions may
include :

- A relatively high temperature (> 100°C)
- A high level of tensile or cyclic stresses
- A cold drawn or cold rolled state
- A galvanic coupling with other metallic materials
- The presence of radiation (Irradiation Assisted Stress

Corrosion Cracking and water radiolysis)

The contract in reference was aimed at an investigation of
the corrosion susceptibility of the selected material under
high temperature and high stress level, both with and
without the presence of a neutron flux. It included
Constant Elongation Rate Tests (CERTs) in inactive
conditions and Constant Deformation Tests (CDTs) on
Reverse U-Bent (RUBs) specimens under both active and
inactive conditions.

The aim of the CERTs was to quantify the SCC behaviour
by means of a general method developed at the CEA for
extracting, from a micrographie examination of the sample
at the end of the test, data on both crack initiation and
propagation. Compared to the CDTs, these tests can be
considered as very severe and short. The CDTs, more
representative of in service conditions, were aimed at
providing an overall indication about the risk of 316L SCC
in severe conditions, namely high temperature, high stress
level, and neutron flux.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The samples from the last series of in-pile tests, which, due
to problems in the OSIRIS reactor, had been irradiated for
3 reactor cycles instead of 6, were examined by the hot
cells laboratories

The examination of the last series of irradiated RUBs
specimens in water plus hydrogen at 200°C did not reveal
any trace of SCC cracks, as observed on the samples of the
previous series tested in water plus oxygen.

This result was consistent with the feed back from
Pressurized Water Reactors were SCC rupture of 316L
internal bolts has not been observed for fluences lower than
10 dpa.

This last experiment ends the series of tests carried out in
the framework of this contract. In spite of some cracking
that could be observed after one CERT under inactive
conditions in water at 360°C [1] (very severe test
conditions), the risk of stress corrosion cracking of the first
wall cooling system can be considered as extremely low in
operating conditions.
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T204-1

Task Title : ITER BACKPLATE MOCKUP PROJECT
LASER CUTTING FOR REPAIR

INTRODUCTION The laser gas cutting using nitrogen assist couldn't achieve
a performance higher than 25 mm thick (figure 1).

This survey, as part of a research and development program
is involved in the maintenance operation of fusion reactors.
It consists in cutting defect part of reactor plasma chamber
with YAG laser. The chamber is composed of double plates
of 60 mm thick each separated by 200 mm. The quality of
the cuts have to be compatible with an ulterior welding
operation, in order to replace the defect parts.

Thus, the objectives are to validate experimentally YAG
laser thick cutting with both pulsed and continuous wave
YAG lasers, it includes the design and the manufacture of
the high pressure cutting head , the improvement linked to
the gas flow outcoming of the nozzle and the cutting
parameters.

1998 ACTIVITIES

First of all, thick cutting trials have been implemented using
the IQL pulsed YAG laser with the average output of 1.2
kW.
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Figure 1 : Correlation between the maximum cutting
speed and the sheet steel thickness (Nitrogen assist

and set of pulsed parameters N°l, 1.2 kW mean power)

Meanwhile the cut quality was good with a kerf of 1 mm
width (figure 2).
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Figure 2 : Cut appearance of plate cutting with pulsed YAG laser and Nitrogen assist
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The laser gas cutting using oxygen assist could perform a
better performance with a cut quality better than the one
done with nitrogen (kerf of about 1 mm width), but the
thickness reached was not higher than 50 mm with 1.2 kW
mean power (table 1 and figure 3).

Table 1 : Pulsed parameter sets used
for pulsed YAG laser cutting

Parameter
set

N°l

N°2

pulse
duration

(ms)

5

2

repetition
rate
(Hz)

10

60

Energy
per pulse

(J)

120

20

Maximum
cut thickness

(mm)

50

25

» Parameters set N°2 —

• Pararn(

i

tore set N*1 —

20 30 40
Plate thickness (mm/min)

So, whereas pulsed YAG laser couldn't provide an average
power high enough to reach the 60 mm thick steel, a
continuous wave YAG laser source was required.

The feasibility of 60 mm thick cut by continuous wave
YAG laser with the output of 4 kW has been carried out.
These tests also allowed to define the future high pressure
cutting head characteristics (30 bar). This high pressure
cutting head used to remove the molten debris out of the
kerf is shown below, (figures 4 and 5).

As aerodynamic conditions depend mainly on the shape of
the nozzle, workpiece proximity and the kerf shape, a
research is being done to improve the shape of the gas flow
by modifying the nozzle internal shape and the kerf width.
First trials have been implemented with different kind of
nozzle. The jet flow is visualised by strioscopy.
Efforts are being made to decrease the diameter of the jet
flow while increasing its length. But flow impinging on
plates as well as flow propagation between two plates are
also being studied.

The figure 6 shows the jet outcoming of two different
nozzles, the left one is conical, the right one has been
improved, it is a kind of convergent/divergent one.

The jet outcoming of the last one appears to be thinner and
longer. In results the first cutting trials have been
implemented with this nozzle.

Figure 3 : Correlation between the maximum cutting speed
and the sheet thickness with oxygen assist

for both sets of parameters (mean power 1.2 kW)

Collimation lens
Nozzle

Focusing lens
ight port

Workpiece

Figure 4 : Diagram of the high pressure cutting head

Figure 5 : Picture of the high pressure cutting head
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Picture 1 Picture 2

Convergent/divergent nozzle exit

Figure 6 : Picture of the jet flow outcoming,. difference between a conical nozzle and a convergent/divergent one

The first cutting trials concern 20, 40 and 60 mm thick
plates, they allow to estimate the maximum cutting speed
compared to this tisree different thicknesses (figure 7).

At a power of 4 kW on the plate, the thickness of 40 mm
can be easily cut with a cutting speed of about 80 mm/min.
The cut appearance is shown on the figure 8.

On the other hand, the thickness of 60 mm can't be
performed with a cutting speed higher than 5 mm/min
(figure 9).

20 40 60
PLATE THICKNESS (mm)

Figure 7 : Correlation between the cutting speed
and the plate thickness with nitrogen assistance
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Figure 8 : Cut appearance of plates cut by CW YAG laser at a power of 4 kWwith nitrogen assistance
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REPORT AND PULICATION
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Figure 9 : Picture of the beginning of kerfs on the edge
of a 60 mm thick plate with 30 bar of nitrogen assistance

[1] C. Dupuy, J.P. Aifillé.. "ÏTER project : Thick cutting
evaluation using a 1.2 kW pulsed YAG laser in
laboratory conditions" . DPSACLFAW-NTOOS/JPA
T204-1, March 99.
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CONCLUSION

These preliminary tests have provided some accurate
information about thick cutting parameters.

Oar objectives are now to implement new trials to cut 60
mm thick plates. The first step will be to optimise the
cutting at a power of 4 kW, that means to enlarge the kerf to
two mm in order to make the removal molten easier, to
improve the internal shape of the nozzle to a kind
supersonic one and to change the inert gas to a mixture of
Nitrogen and Oxygen.

The second step is to make trials with two lasers, one of 4
kW the other of 2 kW, combine together in a new cutting
head, to enhance the power to 6 kW on the workpiece.
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T204-4

Task Title : ULTRASONIC INSPECTION FOR BACKPLATE INTER-SECTOR
WELD

INTRODUCTION

The vacuum vessel of ITER is a toroidal structure made up
of several 316L stainless steel sectors of about 60 mm
thickness. A project aiming to demonstrate the feasibility
of one sector is in progress. The next stage of the program
is to develop both a suitable inter sector welding process
and the related non destructive testing method.

As far as non destructive examination is concerned, the
objective of the study is to work out an ultrasonic testing
method which can be applied industrially on the inter
sector welds during the vacuum vessel assembly. This
method is required to ensure both detection and sizing of
weld defects.

The main stages of the program are described below :

- Stage 1 : Development of US method on available
mock-ups.

- Stage 2 : Validation of the US method on realistic
welds.

- Stage 3 : Qualification of the US process on
realistic specimen.

The first stage has been addressed in 1998, the next two
will be addressed respectively in 1999 and 2000.

1998 ACTIVITIES

A recent detection and sizing US method based on a
phased array probe and a multi-channels unit (FAUST
system) developed at the CEA/STA, has been used.
Advantages of this new method are to considerably
increase the capacity of the US process, both to detect and
to fully characterise the flaws. This technique allows to
steer and focus the ultrasonic beam radiated by a
transducer split into an array of individually addressed
elements, according to specific delay and amplitude laws,
supplied by a multi-channels acquisition system. The
resulting US parameters can then be fully optimised to
ensure the best performances of the control.

A field computational model developed at the CEA/STA is
used to design tailored phased arrays dedicated to specific
NDE configurations. Theoretical delay laws and related
ultrasonic fields can be computed through this model.

In addition, these computed delay laws can be fed as data
automatically to the FAUST system. Several fields has
been computed. The calculation has been carried out in
wide band mode, the focusing depths varying step by step
from 0 to over 120 mm (in order to take a reflection on the
backwall into account). In every case the main features of
the acoustic beam (length, width, focusing depth, wave
form duration ...) has been calculated in order to assess the
expectable defect size accuracy.

The tests has been carried out in two phases : the detection
phase and the characterisation phase.

- The detection phase was performed using the delay law
producing the most suitable field for detection sake.
This phase has been carried out through a beam
reflection on the back wall so that to ensure a longer
field length, hence a better through wall detection
likelihood. Detection tests were carried out using 45°
shear waves at fixed focusing depth.

- For every detected flaw, the characterisation phase was
performed by radiating a field whose focusing depth
matches that of the flaw. The focusing depth is
optimised so that to allow accurate sizing and location
of every detected flaw. At first, these experiments are
performed in immersion through an elliptical sectored
phased array transducer (80 mm diameter, 12 rings, 2
Mhz). Then, further capabilities along with the
development of a phased array contact probe will be
experimented within the following stages.

The specimen involved in the 1998 work is a 316L
stainless steel mock-up representative for the vacuum
vessels both in terms of material and thickness (60 mm).

Even though the welding process is not yet known
(electron beam welding, laser beam welding,...), it will
provide a narrow weld to ensure minimum weld
distortions. Consequently, in first approximation the weld
sides can be considered perpendicular to the component
walls. Two sets of notches have been machined on both
sides of the mock up in order to simulate defects
perpendicular to the weld sides.

The field computation have shown that a delay law that
makes the phased array probe focuse at 100 mm in depth is
suitable to detect both sets of defects. The detection phase
was carried out successfully that way. For instance figure 1
shows the detection results regarding the first set of
breaking surface defects. In this case the detection method
relies on the high amplitude of corner echoes seen after
beam reflection on the back wall.
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Figure 1 : Detection of surface breaking
flaw corner echoes

For every sets of defect the characterisation phase was
performed by radiating a field the focusing depth of which
matches that of the flaws.

One can see on figure 2 three true Bscan displays allowing
an accurate defect sizing thanks to the detection of the flaw
tip diffraction echoes (with or without reflection on the
back wall.

CONCLUSIONS

True bscan images

15 mm high
notch

10 mm high
notch

5 mm high
notch

X(mm) 93

Figure 2 : Sizing of back wall breaking defects
(the diffraction echoes are arrowed)

REPORTS

Development of ultrasonic non destructive testing method
for the vessel inter sector weld of ITER. Modelling of UT
beams produced by a phased array probe : calculation of
delay laws applied to depth focusing. O. ROY STA/LMUS
RT 3758.

Development of ultrasonic non destructive testing method
for the vessel inter-sector weld of ITER - Feasibility of the
ultrasonic method using phased array transducer on a planar
mock-up. O. ROY STA/LMUS RT 3795.

TASK LEADER

The working out of an ultrasonic method allowing both to
detect and to size accurately realistic defects machined in a
realistic specimen has been achieved successfully . This
technique relies on an immersion phased array transducer
driven by a multi-channels ultrasonic device developed at
the CEA (the FAUST system). Next year the technique will
be validated on realistic flaws machined into welded
specimens.

Marc SERRE

DTA/DPSA/STA/LMUS
CEA Saclay
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex

Tél. : 33 1 69 08 60 41
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T216

Task Title : DEVELOPMENT OF A RELIABLE 316LN/DS-Cu/Be JOINT

INTRODUCTION

In the frame of the ITER project, beryllium is a candidate
for Plasma Facing Components. In the present design,
beryllium is joined onto Dispersion Strengthening Cu alloy
(DS-Cu) which is joined onto Stainless Steel 316LN.
Beryllium-copper alloy junctions must withstand high in-
service temperature of, at least, 300cC depending on the
design of components. This working temperature may reach
higher temperature values during transient events. These
different materials are joined by Hot Isostatic Pressing
Diffusion Bonding (HIPB) which has been selected as the
reference joining technique for ITER Primary First Wall
[1-3].

The work performed during 1998 was focused on the
development of 1) high temperature SS/DS-Cu joint and 2)
Beryllium/DS-Cu joint with aluminium base alloy
interlayers and titanium base alloy interlayers. Mock-ups
with these two different technologies have been fabricated
and delivered for irradiation purpose. Different diffusion
barriers have been proposed in order to avoid reaction with
the materials to be joined and then make easier the removal
of the canister after the HIPB process.

1998 ACTIVITIES

DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH TEMPERATURE
SS/DS-CU JOINT

This development was focused on the fabrication and
characterisation of two Glidcop® grade IGO and IG1 joined
onto 316LN by HIPB at 1050°C. For both grades the
interface is clean without segregations and defects. Some
precipitates are observed along the joint in the copper. The
thickness of the Zone Affected by the Diffusion (ZAD) is
about 80um, mainly located in the Glidcop®. The thickness
of this interdiffusion zone is twice the one observed for
joint performed at 920°C. No significant differences are
observed between the 2 joints. Figure 1 reports tensile test
at 300°C for these two grades joined onto 316LN.

The rupture occurs always in the Glidcop® after striction at
20 and 300°C. The yield and ultimate stresses of the
IG1/316LN joint are lower than IG0/316LN joint.

Grain growth and modification of the extruded Glidcop®
structure are changed by heat-treatments above 1060°C.
Figure 2 shows that there is a hardness decrease associated
to these changes.

It has been concluded that a maximum temperature of
1050°C is recommended. Taken into account an incertitude
of 10°C on temperature measurements, a nominal value of
1040°C should be chosen.

IGO-junctlon 1050"C

IGl-junction 1050°C

True strain (%)

0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 9% 10%

Figure 1 : Tensile curve at 300°C

140

130

! 1 2 0

block 19 * I

900 920 940 960 980 [000 1020 1040 1060 1080

temperature

Figure 2 : Hardness as a function ofT°.

DEVELOPMENT OF Be/DS-Cu JOINT

Interlayer for low temperature application

Aluminium base alloys with various thickness were used as
interlayer. Diffusion barrier was used in order to avoid large
dissolution of aluminium into copper. It has been shown
that the diffusion barrier must be sputtered onto copper
instead onto the aluminium foil for a good joining.
Aluminium diffuses through cracks that are present within
the diffusion barrier but this is not deleterious to the
adhesion at the interface the maximum size is several
microns. The addition of magnesium to aluminium or the
use of aluminium alloy such as 6061 don't improve the
strength of the joint.
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Interlayer for high temperature application

A complete description of the Be S65C/DS-Cu joint
structure is given in [4] for 3 different titanium base
interlayers. The interdiffusion at the Be/Ti and Cu/Ti is
reduced by the addition of vanadium-aluminium or only
aluminium : The thickness of the intermetallics at the
interface has been divided by two, thus, the mechanical
resistance should have been improved.

Moreover, different potential candidates for diffusion
barrier to be placed between the canister and the parts to be
joined have been proposed. The idea is to avoid reaction
between the canister and the parts so the joined parts may
be extracted easily. Even 2 or 3 materials can be used as
diffusion barrier, it is not sure that the parts can be removed
easily because the canister is pressed against the internal
materials during the HIPB process [4] and adhesion may
have occurred. Thus, machining of the canister may be
necessary.

Up to now the HIPB temperature was chosen between 820
and 850°C, this study was dedicated to the study of
different HIPB temperature and pressure using three
different titanium base alloys and pure titanium as
reference. The titanium base alloys were designed in order
to decrease the process temperature and to create a less
abrupt interdiffusion profile on the beryllium side.

MOCK-UPS FABRICATION

Mock-ups have been fabricated for irradiation purposes : 3
with aluminium interlayer and 3 with titanium one [1-3].
Figure 3 shows some of the mock-ups. The different steps
of the fabrication may be described as in the following as :

- electromachining of the beryllium substrate, the surface
to be joined are perpendicular to the pressing direction
for beryllium powder compaction (longitudinal
direction),

electromachining of the DS-Cu substrate,

- degassing of the DS-Cu under vacuum at high
temperature,

- placement of the interlayer between the beryllium and
the DS-Cu,

- surface preparation of DS-Cu, Al, and Be,

- stacking in the canister previously equipped with
outgassing tubes,

EB welding of the canister,

- cleaning of the atmosphere and degassing of the canister
using argon flow,

- sealing of the outgassing tubes.

Figure 3 : 3 mock-ups (length of the tube : 76 mm)

CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions are the following :

1) Fabrication, the microstructural and mechanical
characterisation of stainless-steel/DS-Cu joints. Joints
with IGO and IG1 were HIPped at 1050°C and 140MPa
for 2 hours : the yield and ultimate stresses for
IG1/316LN joint are lower than IGO/316 LN SS,
probably due to an actual HIP temperature higher than
1050°C. The evolution of the IG1 hardness is presented
as a function of temperature.

2) Fabrication of 6 mock-ups : 3 mock-ups with titanium
interlayer and 3 with aluminium one have been
fabricated. The different steps of the fabrication have
been defined.

3) Development of joining technology : low and high
temperature solutions based respectively on aluminium
and titanium interlayer have been tested. The different
titanium base alloys were chosen in order to decrease
the process temperature. Three different Ti base alloys
have been fabricated and the container with the different
junction Be/DS-Cu have been HIPped.

Moreover, we have performed different experiences in
order to have an idea of the vacuum level in the
container during the degassing within the Electron Beam
machine and after the welding of the containers. We
have also designed an experiment for the cleaning and
degassing of the containers with various atmospheres
before the welding: a better vacuum quality is reached
when a cleaning of the atmosphere is performed with
inert gas. The vacuum level in dynamic condition
(measurement during pumping) is about 10'5 mbar and
in static condition (measurement with no pumping) is
within the range 10"'-10"2 mbar.
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T216-1

Task Title : ATTACHMENT OF BLANKET MODULES TO THE BACK-PLATE
Laser process for cutting and welding of the hydraulic connections

INTRODUCTION 1998 ACTIVITIES

The aim of this study is to validate experimentally one of
the basic aspects of the blanket modules assembly and
disassembly from the back-plate within the scope of the
ITER project.

The contribution of the CLFA team is to implement die
cutting and welding of hydraulic connections between the
blanket module and the back-plate by YAG laser.

The laser tools will access each pipe stub through a front
access hole of diameter 30 mm. Only the feasibility of
cutting and welding will be demonstrated during this
contract.

The work program concerns, the design and manufacture
of the cutting /welding laser tool. In a first stage,
parametric cutting and welding tests will be carry out in
the CLFA laboratory.

Then during a second stage the YAG laser, the
cutting/welding tool will be set on the Brasimone moke-up
in order to validate the laser process.

\

For the cutting tool and the welding tool, the decision was
to combine in the same tool both the cutting and the
welding operations. The figure 1 shows a diagram of the
complete tool.

The laser head optical part is composed of the fibre output,
an optical system with two lenses (a collimating lens and a
focusing lens) and a folding mirror to deflect the laser
beam by 90° towards the tube. For the tool centring (the tip
part), an adjustable system takes place into the hole inside
the plug.

The only difference between the cutting and welding tool is
located near the interaction area (not represented on the
drawing). The picture 2 shows a complete view of the tool
and the detail of the head tip.

A special nozzle is use to perform the cutting operation by
multiple strokes as it was achieved during the previous
contract(1). For the welding operation a cross-jet is set in
order to protect the folding mirror inside the laser tool.

c-c

Tool stand

Tube to
cut/weld

Figure 1 : General diagram of the cutting/welding head
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Figure 2 : Complete view of the cutting/welding head and detail of the tool tip

Surface bead profile

Reverse bead profile

Laser parameters :

- Welding speed : 150 mm/min
- Cover gas (top) : Argon (301/min)
• Cover gas (back) : Argon (201/min)

- Power on sample : 900 W
- Pulse duration : 4 ms

- Repetition rate : 40 Hz

Cross section of weld bead

Figure 3 : Aspects of the weld bead of a 3 mm thick plane plate welded by pulsed YAG laser
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The assembling of the orbital tool as well as the first trials
of beam introduction in the cutting/welding head have
been achieved at the end of the year 98. The remote control
of the rotating head is driven by a computer using the
LABVIEW software. It enables to achieve cutting cycle by
multiple strokes as well as welding cycle.

First welding tests were carried out on plane plates
(thicknesses of 3 and 4 mm) in order to determine the
pulsed parameters before beginning the welding tests with
the orbital tool.

These tests were performed with a local cover gas of argon
on both sides of the plates. At a mean power of 900 W the
results of the welding trials are:

- For 3 mm thick plates, the welding speed is 150 mm/min,
- For 4 mm thick plates, the welding speed is 75 mm/min.

But some tests were also carried out with two different
plates thicknesses (3 and 4 mm) in order to simulate the
welding capability of different tubes.

The figure 3 shows the welding results of the 3 mm thick
plates.

CONCLUSION

The work carried out in 98 consisted in the study and
manufacture of the laser cutting/welding head. Also,
welding tests were carried out on plane plates in order to
determine the process parameters.

EXTERNAL REFERENCE

[1] J.P. Alfillé, T.Dubois, B. Stockmann, "ITER project :
Orbital cutting inside a 50 mm diameter tube by
means of a pulsed YAG laser", DPSA/DIR/97-
NT004/JPA, T329-1 (C.E.A. V, 2052,112), december
97
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laser", DPSA/CLFA/97-NT008/PhA/NA, december 97
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T216-2

Task Title : NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND METALLURGICAL EXPERTISE
OF FIRST WALL MOCK-UPS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this work is to provide an expertise of two
mock-ups (Figure 1) representative of the ITER first wall,
after testing under high heat flux in the Le Creusot FE200
facility. The first mock-up, named DS IF is made of 316LN
stainless steel and of DS copper Al-25, manufactured using
a solid HIP technique. The second one, named PH/S IF is
made also of 316LN stainless steel and of Cu Cr Zr alloy.

Figure 1 : View of both mock-ups in Le Creusot facility

The loading is a cyclic high flux performed by an electron
beam, going alternatively on one mock-up and then on the
other. As the DS IF mock overheated rapidly, the testing
went ahead by shooting alternatively the right side then the
left side of the PH/S IF mock-up.

In this study, metallurgical examination and modelling have
been performed to understand their behaviour under high
heat flux testing and to point out the differences observed
between the 2 mock-ups.

1998 ACTIVITIES

POST-MORTEM ANALYSIS

Post-mortem analysis include mock-ups cut up, visual
observations, optical microscopic and scanning electron
microscopic examinations.

The DS-1Fmock-up

A cut-up has been performed by electrodischarge
machining. The result is shown on Figure 2.

Figure 2 : View of the DS IF mock-up after cutting

Macroscopic examinations :

A crack is observed, it makes an angle about 45° from the
surface of the copper to the extremity of the hole of the
thermocouple, then is perfectly aligned with it, and stops
just at the joint between the two copper plates. (Figure 3)

Figure 3 : View of the crack

The delaminated plane continues into the mock-up under
the first tube, then over and partly under the second tube
and under the third tube. Therefore, after electro-discharge
machining, this part crumbs in pieces. Figure 4 gives an
overview of the different parts indicating that the crack was
not only between the two plates of copper, but also all
around the stainless steel tubes.

Figure 4 : View of the parts
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Microscopic examinations :

Different parts of the mock-up have been observed and
some defects have been seen. On one extremity, so far from
the heating flux, two flows have been observed by optical
mean and SEM. These have revealed the presence of a
small crack (Figure 5). It reachs the first tube and it most
probably corresponds to the initial interface between the
two copper plates. No pollutions nor inclusions have been
detected. However, The SEM is not able to reveal small
quantities or light atoms.

Figure 5 : Crack aligned with the interlayer

Considering that this crack was located in a part of the
mock-up that has not been submitted to the heating flux; it
means that the bonding has not been achieved during HIP
cycle.

On the other side (Figure 6), close to the fourth tube, a fine
examination of the interface between the copper and the
stainless steel has revealed the presence of small cavities
along the interface within the copper. It is quite surprising
to find such flow not at the interface itself but 1-2 mm from
it. Once again, we can wonder whether some copper has
been deposited on the tubes previously to the HIP process.
This kind of defects have been observed on others parts of
the mock-up.

On the other extremity of the mock-up, many singularities
have been observed.

Figure 6 : Holes in copper near the Cu/SS junction

Figure 7 shows a crack opening close to the second tube.
This crack is located at the interface between the two
copper plates. This inclined shape which is usual for this
mock-up indicates that the lower part of copper has been
chamfered and so the upper part has to creep to fill this
void.

Figure 7 : Aperture close to the second tube

This hypothesis is confirmed by the SEM observation on
Figure 8 where we can see alignment of alumina following
the same inclined orientation.

Figure 8 : Alignment of alumina

Between the second and the third tube, there is a thick line
coinciding with the interface, and Figure 9 show both edge
of this line. Firstly, it appears like a large crack, partly filled
by copper. But regarding on a view perpendicular to Figure
9 : Line close to the second tube we observed that these
damage.

Figure 9 : Line close to the second tube

One explanation could be that some residual elements due
to the surface preparation has not been removed properly
before the hipping, or perhaps some oxygen has been
trapped, leading to some damage of the copper.
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Along the tubes, an other damage zone has been detected. X
analysis performed on the SEM has indicated only the
presence of iron, copper, chromium and nickel.

Never the less, we guess that there was some residual
elements on the surface of the copper plate, which has
reacted with the materials during the HIP cycle. It is worth
noting that such kind of damage has not been detected
everywhere on the mock-up but just in this area.

PH/S-1Fmock-up

Macroscopic examinations :

The first observations are illustrated on Figure 10. The
copper plate has been deformed during the tests. The upper
face (viewing the heat flux) presents an network of small
cracks. This kind of damage is frequently observed on
surfaces submitted to thermal fatigue.

There are some waves on the top of the mock-up, the crests
corresponding to the location of the tubes. It can be also
seen, that the tubes have been deformed.

No crack has been detected between the two copper plates.
But some damage can be seen between the stainless tubes
and the copper on the hottest side of the tube.

Figure 10 : View of the middle of the mock-up (part 4)

Optical and SEM analysis :

Detail of the damage close to the stainless steel is shown on
Figure 11. We can see that the crack does not lie within the
interface between the tube and the plate but in the copper at
20 - 50 (am from the tube.

t

THERMO-MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

Introduction

The second part of the study is devoted to numerical
calculations. Previous thermal-elastic analysis has proved'
that both copper and steel reached their yield stress. Thus
inelastic calculations have been performed.

Thermal analysis

For both mock-up the loading is the same. We simulated a
heat flux 7 MW/m2 on the upper face, and a cooling in the
tubes with water at 140°C.

Figure 12 present the temperature distribution for a heat
flux of 7 MW/m2 on the DS IF mock-up. The temperature
distribution is nearly the same for the PH/S IF mock-up.

> 1.8 9E+02

•= 6.J3E+02

Figure 11 : Crack in the copper, close to a tube (x 200)

Figure 12 : Typical map of temperature
for 7 MW/m2 heat flux

Mecanical analysis

Figure 13 shows the evolution of the maximum of Von
Mises Stress for both mock-up over few cycles. We can see
that the level of stresses grows at each cycle and does not
present accommodation. Such behaviour is not good to get
a long life time.

Figure 14 shows the evolution of the cumulated plastic
strain and we still have a constant increasing of plasticity
for each step.

Even that there are some differences between the amount of
stresses for both mock-up, the plasticity seems equivalent
for the outer tube, but the plasticity is more important in the
DS copper than in the Cu Cr Zr alloy.
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Figure 14 : Evolution of cumulated plastic
strain versus timeFigure 13 : Evolution of Von Mises versus time

The next figures represent Von Mises and Cumulated plastic strain at the end of the third cycle (171 s)
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Figure 15 : View of Von Mises and cumulated plastic strain for DS IF mock-up

CONCLUSIONS PUBLICATION

The different behaviour under high heat flux should result
of some defects during the fabrication. The junction DS
copper - DS copper was not enough good and rapidly a
aperture propagates.

The modelization shows that both mock-ups should react in
the same way. The level of stress are more important with
the DS copper than Cu CR Zr alloy, but the plasticity is
nearly the same.

An other information get by computation is that the
plasticity is more important in the outer tube, and increases
at each cycle. Such behaviour will limit the number of
cycles before the damage of the mock-up even under low
flux (1 MW/m2).

[1] Le Gallo P., Burlet H., «NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
AND METALURGICAL EXPERTISE OF FIRST
WALL MOCK-UPS ». NT DEM 99/11
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T217

Task Title : IMPROVED MATERIALS AND JOINT CORROSION TESTING
Fabrication of a CuCrZr IG/316LN IG joint for corrosion testing

INTRODUCTION

Several types of Stainless Steel/Cu joints are specified in
the design of the plasma facing components. The joints
must withstand the thermal, mechanical and neutron loads
and the cyclic mode of operation. In terms of structural and
galvanic corrosion requirements, the pressure boundary
joints are the most critical ones, and their reliability has to
be guaranteed throughout the components' lifetime.
Manufacturing the joints by Solid HEPing has advantages
in comparaison with commonly used methods
(Combination of forging, pressing, machining, etc) but
relatively limited experience exists on HEPing of CuCrZr
/Stainless steel joints.

The objective of this task is to demonstrate the feasibility of
a CuCrZr IG / 316 LN IG joint by HIPing and to supply a
final junction - whose dimensions are 200x80x (2x35)
mm3 - in order to perform the corrosion testing.

1998 ACTIVITIES

PRODUCTION OF HEP DIFFUSION WELDED
SPECIMENS

The CuCrZr alloy used in this study has been supplied by
Le Bronze Industriel. Its grade is Electral CRM 16N TR.
The Cr and Zr contents of the sheet fall within the ITER
specifications. The as-received material is solution
annealed, quenched and tempered.

A billet of 316L stainless steel in as-forged conditions has
been supplied by Tecphy. The billet was produced under
vacuum conditions.

Preliminary joints have been produced, using the following
parameters :

HIP parameters :
Solution treatment

Ageing :

820°C for lh under 100 MPa.
990°C for 2h, followed by water
quenching.
480°C for 4h, followed by furnace
cooling.

The geometry of the specimens was :

Diameter of the specimen :
Copper part :
Stainless steel part :

29 mm
36 nun thick
64 mm thick

The plane of the joint was perpendicular to the plane of the
axial direction of the forged billet of stainless steel and
parallel to the CuCrZr plate.

uCiCuCrZr

Figure 1 : Joint Specimen Configuration

The main role of interlayers is to limit the diffusion
through the interface of elements that can potentially
fragilize the joint. In CuCrZr/steel joints the main problem
is to avoid the precipitation of zirconium carbide particles
at the joint.

CHOICE OF AN INTERLAYER

The following foils have been selected as interlayers :

Material

Titanium

Molybdenum

FN 42 (Fe-42wt%Ni)

Copper OFHC

Nickel

Thickness (mm)

0.025

0.0125

0.1

0.025

0.01

The choice of the final interlayer or direct bonding was
based on the mechanical and microstructural properties.
Bending tests, metallographical characterisation and
microprobe analysis of the joints (fig. 2 for direct bonding)
have ben performed.

Results :

Refractory metals (Ti, Mo) do not allow to achieve sound
joints. Bonding with a Ni foil provides satisfactory joints
but the bending test results are slightly better with FN 42
or from direct joining without interlayer. Bonding with a
Cu foil leads to premature failure during the bending test.
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In regards to the mechanical tests and he metallographic
examinations there is no significant evidence for selecting
the FN 42 interlayer or the direct bonding.

The dimensions of the plate after machining are 200x80x
(2x35) mm3. The part is shown after HIPing and
machining :

Stainless steel on the left / CuCrZr on the right

Figure 2 :
a) Metallographic examination
b) Micropobe analysis of Nickel

The microstructure of the joint is characterised by a nickel
depletion on the stainless steel side, leading to a ferrite band
4 urn wide. Conversely the CuCrZr alloy is enriched in
nickel, leading to the disappearing of Cr precipitates close
to the interface.

PLATE FABRICATION

It has been decided to fabricate the bimetallic plate without
any interlayer, thereby minimising the number of
interfaces. The extrapolation to the fabrication of a part
with an interface of complex shape is easier.

The fabrication of the plate was done by using the process
parameters defined in Section I.

Figure 3 : Diffusion bonding
SS 316 LN- COPPER ALLOY CuCrZr

MOCK UP after machining

CONCLUSIONS

The bimetallic plate has been joined without an interlayer
using HIP conditions : 920°C, lOOmpa for lh. After HIPing
a heat treatment was applied, consisting of a 2h step at
990°C followed by water quenching and finally ageing for
4h at 480°C. It was chosen not to use an interlayer on the
basis of previous microstuctural examination and bending
tests.

PUBLICATIONS

[1] S. Revol, C. Labonne, T. Portra, E. Rigal « Improved
Materials and Joints Corrosion Testing » NT DEM n°
74/98.
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T224

Task Title : DEVELOPMENT OF A THERMAL BOND LAYER FOR FIRST
WALL REPAIR - STUDY OF RHEOCAST Aï-Ge THIXOTROPIC
COMPLIANT LAYER FOR IN-SITU REBRAZING

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study concerns the development of
metal forming processes of the AI-17%wtGe alloy, chosen
as brazing alloy because of its sufficient intrinsic strength
and enough amount of eutectic for brazing the First Wall,
(FW) of thermonuclear fusion reactors to a permanently
cooled high conductivity copper substrate. It has been
already shown [1-4] that this alloy family is able to be used
as « Thermal Bond Layer » which functions are to provide a
good thermal contact between armour and heat sink and to
be compliant for reducing the interface thermal stresses.
Extrusion is a candidate technique for the fabrication of
complex shapes that are required for the fabrication of First
Wall components.

The billet and container heating is performed in a
conventional furnace of resistances. Reduction by extrusion
is measured by using the expression (A;-Af)/A;. being A; the
area of the initial cylindrical material, and A{ the final area
of the section obtained. This reduction is -95%. The
extrusion parameters (temperature, force, extrusion speed)
were chosen in order to get a recovexy/recristallisation
process and thus a good homogeneity of the different phase
within the material.

MICROSTRUCTURE CHARACTERISATION

The structure of the material after extrusion is given in
figure 2. The germanium phases are aligned along the
extrusion direction. During extrusion, germanium particles
are broken in small parts and are much more rounded than
before extrusion. Some heterogeneity were observed.

1998 ACTIVITIES

EXTRUSION

The extrusion is an operation for the production of various
solid and hollows sections by forcing suitable material
through a die by means of a ram under high level pressure
(see figure !).

BcrausoN

Figure 1 : Extrusion process

of the high forces required in extrusion, most
metals are hot extruded under conditions where the
deformation resistance of the metal is low. Ingots from pure
Al and Ge were obtained by casting the molten alloy into a
water-cooled cylindrical copper mould. Diameter of
cylinder was of 40 mm and height of 50 mm. The extrusion
of the Ai-17%wtGe is made with an hydraulic vertical
oress.

Figure 2 : Microstructure of the extruded ÀÏ-17%Ge alloy

This material was heat-treated with various conditions in
order to obtained the globular structure. Figure 3 gives the
transversal and longitudinal microstructure. Globules are
aligned along the extrusion direction (see longitudinal
section figure 3b }. Entrapped liquid are present and aligned
also along the extrusion direction. The amount of entrapped
liquid decreases with the increase of the temperature and
duration of the heat treatments.

The globule size is about the same whatever the heat-
treatment duration and temperature in the semi-solid state.
The globule size is twice smaller when the material is
extruded and cold-rolled.
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a) TRANSVERSAL

Figure 3 : Extruded Al-l7%Ge and heat treated a) Transversal section.
b) Longitudinal section. Details of globules without entrapped liquid (1) and

globules -with high quantity of entrapped liquid aligned in the direction of extrusion (2)

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISATION

The different metal process routes have bees, compared.
Figures 4 aod 5 gives the tensile behaviour at 25 and 300°C
for Ai-Ge after extrusion, extrusion + cold rolling and, hot
rolling. The yield strength of the extraded-f-cold rolling is
higher than only extrusion or hot rolling. The behaviour of
the extruded material or the hot rolling one is the same.

T=25°C

oEXTRUDED 2
• EXTRUDED 2+COLD-ROLLED
* HOT-ROLLED

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Figure 4 : Tensile tests of Al-17%-wtGe alloy fabricated
by various routes

50 —
4 5 -
40 ~

AJ-17%Ge T=300"C

• HOT-#0U_=D
A EXTRUDED 2+COLD-ROLLED.

| ..«GLOSJLAR .r\
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Figure 5 : Tensile tests of Al-17%wtGe alloy fabricated
by various routes

BRAZING

A new brazing process have been defined : even with low
Ge content, the brazing température is about 450°C Figure
6 gives the typical microstructure of a brazed sample. Cu-Al
base intermetailics are present at the interface between the
brazing alloy AI-Ge and copper. The mechanical resistance
(shear strength) of such assembly is about ISOMPa.
Recommendations for the improvement of the quality and
homogeneity of the joint structure along the interface are
presented : a possible way is to control the germanium
repartition at the interface.

INTERMETALUCS AI-17%wtGe

QJJGUDCOP

Figure 6 : Typical Al-17%wtGe/copper interface structure

CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that the extrusion is possible at
intermediate temperature. The globular microstructure after
extrusion is equivalent to the one observed after hot rolling.
The strength of such alloy after extrusion is at least
equivalent to the one obtained after hot rolling only and is
improved if cold rolling is performed after extrusion. A new
brazing process with a temperature of about 450°C has been
patented.
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T301-2

Task Title : YAG LASER WELDING FOR SECTOR FIELD JOINT
LASER MULTIPASS WELDING OF A PROTOTYPE
CONTAINMENT VESSEL SECTOR

INTRODUCTION

For first assembly and remote replacement of large tokamak
containment sectors, welding of up to 60 mm thick stainless
steel is required with good productivity and low distortion
to maintain the high tolerances required. Present NGTIG
welding techniques do not offer this. Existing results with
lower powered YAG lasers indicate welding of 12 mm with
one pass should be possible with the new 6 kW combined
laser system. The rest of the thickness will be filled in a few
passes using very narrow gap technique, also by the same
lasers. Techniques for pre-and heating the weld zone to
improve penetration and coupling will use cheaper diode
lasers, which can also be transmitted along fiber optics. A
second phase includes the investigation of multiple position
welding for both root pass subsequent weld runs.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The objective of the performed work was to determine the
maximum thickness which can be welded in a single pass
using the maximum YAG laser power, which can be
operated on the work piece.

The aim of this set-up of the fusion shape zone and the weld
penetration depth was to :

establish the penetration depth of the root pass which
could be operated for the field sector welding,

- estimate the penetration depth of each filling pass and
determine their number for welding the 60 mm 316 LN
stainless steel thickness of the vessel.

RESULTS

In first stage, the work has been carried out on a 4 kW YAG
laser (HAAS-TRUMP LASER) which is the most powerful
YAG Laser on the market. This power will remain the
maximum one for many years, due to the high number of
rods in the laser cavity.

In using different focal length of the laser bean from 100
mm to 500 mm, a penetration depth between 4 mm to 8 mm
has been get. The shape of the fusion zone move from
hemispheric one to enhanced one. The process can be
adapted, depending on the welding sketch on the joint, to

accept a minimum gap, or in welding position (from flat to
overhead).

To get more efficient power in the workpiece, an original
solution developed by HAAS laser has been used. The
process can be called multi YAG laser welding. It consists
to deliver two laser power, coming from two different
lasers, inside two optical fibers. These fibers, at the end of
the fiber multi cable, are assembled, parrallale, close
together in the same connector than a normal fiber. So two
welding spots, which for every one the power coming from
the laser at the input, are produced on the workpiece.

The distance from each spot is 600 microns, and the spot
size for each spot can be adapted from 300 microns to 1,5
mm, depending of the focal length used.

So a laser power of 4+3 kW, that means 7 kW on the
workpiece has been reached.

V= 0,2m/mn V= 0,5m/mn V=lm/mn

MB/F6 STAINLESS STEEL FOCAL LENS 150

-Weld width (mm)
Penetration mm

- Top weld width (mm)

0,2 0,4 0,5 0,75 1 1,5 2
Welding speed (ni/mm)

The above curve shows the penetration depth, depending on
the welding speed in 316L stainless steel. High rate of
penetration depth for not too slow welding speed has been
get : 20 mm at 0,lm/mn and 14 mm at 0,5m/mn. The width
of the weld is large enough to follow the joint, but narrow
enough to minimize distorsions of the structure after
welding.
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Hot cracking has been observed in the middle of the joint.
But the stainless steed tested was standard one. This point
must be followed in the following results. In working the
process, by changing the shape of the fusion zone, this
phenomena must be controlled, evenmore in using the pre
and post heating laser diode, which will be tested in April
1999.

Filler wire technology is get acquired. The process will be
studied in the second semester of 1999.

CONCLUSIONS

For Fieldwels, a power of the continuous Yag Laser up to 4
kW is necessary. A root pass with a penetration depth
between 10 to 12 mm seems to be achieved. The shape of
the fusion zone can be adapted by working the process :
welding speed, length of the focusing lens. A gap seems to
be adapted by working the process (work to be carried out).
Penetration deptli of 20 mm has been get on stainless steel
in one pass welding. The filler wire system has been
selected and successfully tested and qualified. The Arcueil
facility is equiped from the march 2nd with 4 kW and 2 kW
continuous Yag Lasers, and the twinlas fiber.
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T330

Task Title : WATER RADIOLYSIS IRRADIATION TESTS

INTRODUCTION

The radiolysis of water gives free radicals which are short
lived and molecular products, H2, H2O2 and O2. In presence
of a small concentration of hydrogen (1.5 ppm) dissolved in
water, most of the radiolytic products are recombined and
in some cases the concentrations of the molecular species
H2, H2O2 and G? reach a steady state where there
concentrations remain constant as a function of the
irradiation time. The level of the concentrations in the
steady state depends on the experimental conditions. Above
a threshold, which depends of the intensity and LET of the
radiation together with the temperature, the hydrogen
concentration and the presence of impurities in the water, a
sharp transition is observed with a net water decomposition
and no steady state. Above this threshold the concentration
of O2, H2O2 and H2 increase with the irradiation time and
are many orders of magnitude higher than in the steady
state regime [1] [2]. It was also shown that in the steady
state conditions the main oxidising species is H2O2 and that
the concentration of O2 is three orders of magnitude lower
than the concentration H2O2 [1] [2].

The purpose of the task is to determine experimentally and
by computer simulations the concentration of the molecular
products as a function of the LET and irradiation intensity
and to check the influence of some impurities in the water.
The results will be then extrapolated to the condition of
irradiation in ITER for the water of the in-vessel
components.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The beam Energy of Carbon Ions C^ is 1110 MeV
corresponding to a LET (-dE/dx) of 26 keV per micron in
water.

The solutions are prepared with ultrapure water with a
resistivity of 18 MQ cm. They are thoroughly deaerated by
bubbling high purity Argon and then saturated under
atmospheric pressure with hydrogen. The concentration of
H2 in the water is 7.5 x 10"" M (1.5 ppm). In some
experiments to test the influence of corrosion products a
solution of copper sulfate was added in the water saturated
with H2. It was shown previously that the sulfate anion does
not interfere with the radiolysis of water.

The irradiations are performed in quartz cell at room
temperature. The solution are flow through the cell during
the irradiation. After irradiation, the concentration of H2O2

is determined by a spectrophotometric method. The limit of
detection is 0.2 yM (7 ppb).

RESULTS

The experimental results are given in tables 1 and 2 and in
figure 1. The concentrations of H2O2 in micromole per liter
and in ppm are given as a function of the dose rate. In
absence of copper sulfate, the concentration of H2O2

increases as a function of (I)1/3 where I is the dose rate. The
influence of Cu** is clearly shown on figure 1. For the same
dose rate there is an increase in the concentration of H2O2

which is much more pronounced for Cu = 378 ppb than for
Cu = 63 ppb but an increase of a factor 6 in the copper
concentration gives only an increase of a factor 2 in the
concentration of H2O2.

The influence of LET, irradiation intensity and the presence
of copper cations on the formation of H2O2 which is the
main oxidising species was studied with high energy ions
beam of carbon. The irradiations were performed in the
Grand Accélérateur d'Ions Lourds GANIL at Caen.

Table 1
Irradiation with C6^ E = 1110 MeV
LET = 26 keV/|im Solution H2O +1.5 ppm H2

In the whole range of dose rate and copper cations
concentrations there is no evidence that the threshold was
attained, where the concentration of radiolytic products
increase with the dose. This is confirmed by computer
simulation [2] where the calculations show that the
hydrogen peroxide concentration remains in a steady state.

N°

1

2

3

4

5

6

Dose rate
krads'1

44

44

118

118

458

458

Dose
krad

234

234

630

630

2400

2400

H2O2

ppm

0.36

0.37

0.61

0.60

0.84

0.73

[H2O2]

pM

10.5

10.9

18

17.7

24.6

21.5
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Table 2

Influence of copper cations
Irradiation with C6*

= 26keV/nm
E=1110MeV
Solution H2O +1.5 ppm H2

N°

7

g

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Cu
ppb

63

63

63

378

378

378

378

378

378

Dose rate
loads'1

10

80

350

11.5

43

108

149

317

500

Dose
krad

54

432

1890

61

230

570

790

1680

2650

H 2O 2

ppm

0.14

0.61

1.06

0.25

0.74

1.42

1.69

1.91

2.04

[H2O2]
HM

4.1

18

31.7

7.3

21.8

41.9

49.8

56.1

59.9

100

90

80

70

60

5 0

30

20

10

0

• [Cu ] = 0
D [Cu**] = 63ppb
A [Cu**] « 378 ppb

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

Dose rate / krad s

Figure 1 : Influence of dose rate and copper cations
Carbon ions, LET = 26keV//jm

CONCLUSION
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In the presence of 1.5 ppm of H2 dissolved in water the
formation of H2O2 from the radiolysis reached a steady
state. The level of the concentration increases with the
intensity of the irradiation.

The presence of copper cation Cu"" has a detrimental effect
and increase the level of the H2O2 concentration at the
steady state but there are no indications that the threshold,
where there is no steady state, is attained in the range of
LET and copper concentrations studied.
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V63

Task Title : IMPROVED MATERIALS AND JOINTS IRRADIATION TESTING
Cu alloys and joints improvement. Standardization of joint testing procedures

INTRODUCTION

The main objective of this task is to develop experiments
and analyses to characterise the toughness of dissimilar
bimetallic joints. The studied joint is manufactured using
the solid diffusion bonding technique under Hot Isostatic
Pressing (HIP). The two materials to be bonded are a
forged stainless steel 316LN, and a reinforced copper.
Different kinds of specimens are machined within bonded
blocks. CEA conducts tests on CT specimens whereas VTT
conducts tests on SENB specimens.

In addition to this mechanical work, fine examinations of
the microstructure of the glidcop are carried out. The plate
used in this study has been manufactured according to
specification IG1. It is delivered rough from cross-rolling
and with the cladding of pure copper acting as a protector.
The study of the relationship between the microstructure
and the mechanical properties of this material should
provide useful indications for improving this material. A
description of the nature, size and distribution of the
inclusions, the texture, the grain is given below, the
examinations of the deformed state being delayed to 99.

1998 ACTIVITIES

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISATION OF
DS-COPPERIG1 PLATE

In order to analyse the tests performed on the bimaterial
specimens, it is necessary to measure first the toughness of
pure glidcop, having seen exactly the same heat treatment
than the base materials of the assembly.

The studied state all along this report is thus the
following :

1000°C - lh30 under vacuum + 920°C - 3h under vacuum

Specimen and testing procedure

Two kinds of CTJ20 specimens have been prepared :
standard CT-TL, and sandwich CT-SL. For this last
specimen, the thickness of the decladed plate being 18mm,
the CT were machined in an assembly SS/Cu/SS such that
the crack is located in the middle of the copper.

All the tests have been conducted under standard
ASTM1737-96. Electro-discharged machining was made
up to a depth of a=15mm. Then fatigue precracking was
carried out at room temperature. The specimens were then
side-grooved.

Test results

The results are summarised in Table 1. Note that the tests
at 200°C were performed under inert argon. The unloading
slopes were linear proving that no relaxation occurred.

Discussion :

The values obtained on the CT-TL are quite usual, even if
the scatter is quite high. The values of the CT-TS are
unusual especially at room temperature for which
experiments conducted on SENB on a DS-copper IGO lead
to 40kJ/m2. Numerical calculations are currently done to
analyse this difference.

Table 1 : Fracture toughness of glidcop IG1

specimen number

10

l ib

3h

4h

12

13b

5h

6h

orientation

TL

TL

SL

SL

TL

TL

SL

SL

temperature

20

20

20

20

200

200

200

200

Jq (kJ/m2)

50

71.9

63.1

80.8

27.5

27.5

19.8

21.5

comments

standard CTJ20

standard CTJ20

sandwich 3 materials specimen

sandwich 3 materials specimen

standard CTJ20

standard CTJ20

sandwich 3 materials specimen

sandwich 3 materials specimen
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M1CROSTRUCTURE EXAMINATIONS OF
DS-COPPERIG1 PLATE

Optical examinations

Optical micrographs of the heat treated plate IG1 made in
the planes S-T and S-L, have revealed a fine elongated grain
structure oriented in the extrusion direction. They are
looking like platelets with typical size: length in the range 5
- 20 urn. width m the range 5-10 urn, and thickness in the

aspect ratio is thusrange 0.5-2 urn. The grain
approximately between 5 to 10,

TEM examinations

TEM examinations have revealed a subgrain structure
bounded by dislocation walls (figure 1). The subgrain size
is in the micron range.

Figure 1 : TEM micrographs showing
a subgrain structure

Fine AliOj particles can be imaged using large
magnification. Analysis of their distribution requires
caution because some of these can be deposited over the
thin foil during the electropolishing. This is the case for
most of the large particles observed on figure 2.
Nevertheless we can note that the particle distribution is not
homogeneous within all the grains. Some grains contain a
large number of particles (figure 2) whereas others contain
only a few aligned long the rolling distribution (figure 3).
Most of the particles are sphere-like with a diameter in the
range 5 to 2Gnm, except some particles which are elongated
along a <01 i> copper direction.

Figure 3 : Grain containing a few alumina particles

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISATION
OF SS/DS-COPPER JOINT

The process route used within this study is the following :

- heat treatment for the giidcop parts : 1000CC - L5h
under vacuum,

- HIP cycle : 920°C - 3h/3h/3h - 12QMPa.

Tensile tests

Some tensile tests have been performed on bimaterial
specimens to check the soundness of the joint. The fracture
always occurred in the giidcop side, far from the interface at
room temperature but close to it at both 200 and 300°C.

Nevertheless, the debonding zone was limited to a narrow-
band underneath the external surface, proving mat the joint
was not weak.

Fracture toughness tests

Eleven bimaterial CTJ20 specimens have been machined in
blocks manufactured by CEA. They have all the same
orientation : CT-SL. For nine specimens, a crack is
machined up by electro-discharged to a given depth as close
as possible to the interface. These specimens are then side-
grooved to force the crack to remain in the vicinity of the
bond, before being fatigue precracked at room temperature.

As we fear that the crack will not remain within the
interface during the fatigue loading, two special CT
specimens have been manufactured for which the precrack
has been introduced during the elaboration. An alumina
film of thickness Sum has been deposited on the stainless
steel part using magnetron reactive Physical Vapor
Deposition technique. Side grooves have also been
machined on these specimens.

The tests have been conducted according to standard ASTM
1737-96. The results are summarised in table 2.

Figure 2 : Grain containing a large number
of alumina part ides
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Table 2 : Fracture toughness ofSS/glidcop IG1 joints

specimen
number

2b •

7

8

lh

2h

5b

6b

initial crack

fatigue

oxide flaw

oxide flaw

fatigue

fatigue

fatigue

fatigue

temperature

20

20

20

200

200

200

200

Jq (kJ/m2)

9

11.5

6.9

9

2.2

6.5

7.2

comments

the fatigue crack was located in the glidcop.

the crack deviates from the interface to grow in
the glidcop parallel to the Interface

the crack deviates from the interface to grow in
the glidcop parallel to the interface

precrack and crack in the glidcop side

precrack and crack in the glidcop side

precrack and crack in the glidcop side

precrack and crack in the glidcop side

Discussion :

It can be noticed that the toughness measured on fatigue
precracked specimens are similar to those obtained on CT
with an initial flaw located exactly at the interface.
Moreover, both the fatigue and final cracks grew within the
copper side parallel to the interface (see figure 4). These 2
results indicate that the rupture of the assembly is governed
by the glidcop. Numerical calculations are currently
performed to determine a criteria in terms of plastic strain
(see figure 5) and main stress in the glidcop to predict the
rupture of these joints. The same analysis will be applied to
SENB specimens tested at VTT on the same joint.

Figure 5 : Plastic zone in a bimaterial CT
specimen at rupture

CONCLUSIONS

All these results detailed in [1] indicate that the rupture of a
stainless steel - glidcop joint manufactured by solid
diffusion under High Isostatic Pressure is governed by the
glidcop.

Applying a rupture criteria of the laminated plate to the
assembly should predict correctly its failure. To confirm
this assumption, the analysis of fracture toughness tests
performed on different kinds of specimens (SENB, CT...) is
still necessary, and will be performed in 99.

m
Figure 4 : Fracture surface of a bimaterial CT
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CNET 94-345

Task Title : DESIGN STUDY ON ITER JOINTS

INTRODUCTION

The conductor joints in the ITER CS and TF coils must
function under conditions of pulsed current and pulsed
external field. Rapid variation of external field and current
is known to be able to cause a quench of the coil originating
at the joints, due to eddy current heating and circulating
currents. Furthermore, the joint resistance contributes
significantly to the cryogenic load at 4.2 K, and must be
balanced in the design against the losses and saturation of
the joint. Several options can be considered for the design
of the joint, compromising among the above aspects (joint
performance) and the manufacturing issues.

The first part (Stage 1 ) of this work, performing a critical
analysis of the ITER CS and TF joint design options and
issuing a design of sub-size and full-size joint of each type,
was completed at the end of 1994. The second part (Stage
2) of this contract covered the design in 1995 of the first EU
full-size joint sample (SS-FSJS) to be tested in SULTAN
(Switzerland) and in PTF (USA), and the monitoring of the
industrial fabrication of the sample which was performed by
Ansaldo (Italy). The inner joints of the ITER Toroidal Field
Model Coil (TFMC) were designed according to the SS-
FSJS joint design, therefore the fabrication of the SS-FSJS
was also considered as a trial for the fabrication of the
TFMC inner joints.

1998 ACTIVITIES

Our activities in 1998 were concentrated on the technical
monitoring of the fabrication of the SS-FSJS at Ansaldo
(Genoa, Italy). This sample was manufactured as a separate
work package within the frame of the TF Model Coil
contract by the AGAN consortium, therefore the overall
monitoring was performed by the NET Team and CEA
played only a role of technical support to the NET
coordinator. In the consortium, Ansaldo was responsible for
the sample R&D and manufacture.

The fabrication started in March 1996 and the sample was
delivered beginning of November 1998 to the SULTAN
facility (Villigen, Switzerland) for testing. Therefore the
final report was completed at the end of 1998 [1]. Besides
technical problems, a large part of the delay of the sample
fabrication (more than one year) can be explained partly by
the parallel fabrications of the TFMC and the SS-FSJS by
the same company within a single contract, thus any priority
put on the TFMC fabrication led practically to slow down
the fabrication of the SS-FSJS.

The long time (delivery end of Feb. 97) required by
Ansaldo to get the tooling needed for the compaction tests
and for the SS-FSJS fabrication gave also a substantial
contribution to the delay. The fault which occurred in the
oven in December 1997, during the heat treatment of the
SS-FSJS and the first double pancake of the TFMC,
contributed to postpone the final assembly of the sample in
1998.

Following the reparation of the oven, the heat treatment
restarted beginning of February 1998 and ended on
February 23. After the dismantling of the tooling, it was
observed that all the joint boxes were deformed (bending)
in the same way, with in addition a random deflective angle
between conductor jacket and joint box. The deflection at
each end of the two legs was too large (5-10 mm range) to
be corrected by a simple machining of the joint box copper
soles as foreseen in the design ( 2 - 3 mm available). The
bending of the joint box has been attributed to residual
stress in the heavy weld (5 mm deep) of the steel cover to
the steel part of the copper-steel joint box, while the
deflection angle has been attributed to a badly controlled
welding process between joint box and conductor jacket.
Obviously, substantial corrective actions had to be
undertaken in order to recover a final sample geometry in
agreement with the tolerances of the test facility, but the
task was complicated by the handling of a reacted Nb3Sn
conductor on which only small local deformation could be
accepted not to degrade the superconducting properties.
Numerous discussions arose between CEA, NET and
Ansaldo, and small qualification tests were performed both
by CEA and Ansaldo, before the solutions proposed by
CEA were finally accepted. For the most deformed upper
joint, counter welds were successfully applied to the
conductor jacket close to the joint to recover an acceptable
overall alignment of the box with the conductor (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1 : Counter welds on the jacket of leg 2
near the upper termination
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For the lower joint (to be tested in high magnetic field), this
solution could not be retained and a copper wedge had to be
inserted and tin soldered between the two copper faces of
the jointed boxes (see Fig. 2).

CONCLUSIONS

Figure 2 : Lower joint with inserted copper wedge
after tin soldering

In addition, the copper soles of all the joint boxes had to be
machined up to the maximum acceptable value to recover
as much as possible a correct overall sample geometry.
Obviously, at the end a final machining of the joint boxes
was also needed to enter the facility dimensional tolerances.
The mechanical assembly of the sample was thus completed
at the end of September 1998. The rather substantial
instrumentation of the sample was then installed in October,
and the sample was delivered to the SULTAN facility on
November 4, 1998 (see Fig. 3) for testing.

Figure 3 : SS-SS-FSJS ready for testing
in SULTAN facility

The main achievement of this manufacture is a successful
transfer of the technology developed for the subsize
samples in a laboratory (at CEA/Cadarache) to a full size
sample manufactured in industry. Although unexpected
deformations of joint boxes occurred after heat treatment, a
recovery procedure could be set up which allowed to
proceed with the sample assembly leading to a final
geometry compatible with the test facility requirements.

The actual fabrication of the SS-FSJS started in June 1996
with the first R&D work on the terminations and ended in
October 1998. Although no major technical problem was
encountered before the heat treatment, a significant time
delay finally arose (about one year) which must be mainly
attributed to the wish to carry out the R&D work on the SS-
FSJS in parallel to the R&D on the ITER TF Model Coil to
avoid any problem of technology transfer. The inclusion of
the sample manufacture into the contract for fabrication of
the first ITER TF Model Coil double pancake led,
particularly at the beginning, to delay some operations on
the SS-FSJS due to the lack of available manpower in
Ansaldo. Finally the sample was delivered at the beginning
of November 1998 to the CRPP for testing in the SULTAN
facility .

From the technical point of view, only few critical issues
concerning the joint fabrication were identified, they are
mainly related to the characteristics of the full-size cable
which could not be simulated during subsize joint
fabrications. Thus the inner spiral tube of the cable had to
be replaced by a thick plain tube in order to avoid buckling
during the compaction process, on the other hand this
change has been cleverly used to improve the cooling of the
annulus area of the cable inside the joint (compared to the
original design). Sometimes a slight modification
introduced to improve the design led to further much
heavier modifications, this was the case of the preliminary
heat treatment of the joint box which led to machine deeper
the compaction tooling to provide a better holding of the
box side walls during the cable compaction, and then to
modify accordingly the heat treatment beams. Also to be
noted is the rather high force (about 200 tons) finally
required to achieve the compaction, compared to the value
(about 100 tons) estimated from subsize sample tests. Last
but not least, the large deformations of all the joint boxes
observed after heat treatment could not be expected at such
levels from the subsize joint fabrications. These
deformations have been attributed to residual stresses
remaining after heat treatment, from initial stresses created
during the deep welding of the steel cover. Such a
phenomenon was also observed on the TFMC joint boxes, it
can be reduced by applying a proper welding process and
can be associated with a preliminary counter deflection
angle between the conductor jacket and the joint box in
order to recover an acceptable overall alignment after heat
treatment.
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The SS-FSJS was successfully tested in November and TASK LEADER
December 1998, the joint resistance was the lowest
measured so far on this kind of joint (about 1.3 nO at 4 T),
and both conductor leg critical currents were at the Q Q A Z Y N S K I
expected levels (see report on contract CNET 96-432).

DSM/DRFC/STEP
CEA Cadarache

REFERENCE AND PUBLICATION 131Og St Paul Lez Durance Cedex

Tél. : 33 4 42 25 42 18
[1] P. DECOOL et al. : NET Contract 94-345 : Final Fax : 33 4 42 25 49 90

Report : Manufacture of the SS-Full Size Joint sample
- Note NT/EM/98/61 - December 17, 1998.
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CNET 96-409

Task Title : ITER CRYOPLANT DESIGN EVALUATION

INTRODUCTION

The ITER cryoplant can be considered as a quite large
extrapolation with respect to the worldwide previously built
and tested helium refrigeration plants.

The total cooling capacity of about 120 KW is around 6
time larger than the largest existing helium refrigerators.

The typical working conditions of a tokamak machine
caracterized by a pulsed cryogenic load are quite
incompatible with a safe and efficient operation of the
cryogenic refrigerators.

A large scattering between the various operating duties
(cooling down, standby or full power operation) asks for a
large operational flexibility.

Due to the relevant experience available within the
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY, first, for the design and
operation of the TORE SUPRA tokamak, then, for the
building at CERN of large cryogenic plants for the LEP and
LHC particule accelerators with the support of industrial
firms (Air Liquide and Linde), the ITER joint central team
has requested support from the EUROPEAN home team to
get technical assistance for the ITER cryoplant design.

1998 ACTIVITES

Only the first half of the year was devoted to provide
technical assistance to The ITER JCT about the same topics
than described in the 1997 activity report.

The results will be summarized hereafter and only specific
points for which further studies were performed will be
outlined.

PULSED OPERATION AND COOLING CAPACITY
ADJUSTMENT

No more study was performed by 1998.

The solution investigated and reported in 1997 was kept as
a reference with the following specificities :

- No additional helium storage dewar working as a
thermal buffer is needed.

- The pulsed energy is kept stored where it is deposited
(coils, cases, structures) then removed by controling
several indépendant cooling circuits with the relevant
algorithm and the adéquat hierarchy to avoid coil
quenching while keeping constant load to the

refrigerator (cooling power shifted in time from one
circuit to the other).

- Cooling capacity adjustment performed by using three
different ways with graduated time constant :

. For short period of time or for periodic capacity
check, electrical heater.

. For few hours transient regimes, LHe storage dewar
with varying liquid level.

. For daily adjustment versus expected scenario,
cooling cycle operating pressure adjusted from l i b
for standby to 15 b for normal operation.

(See for reference : ITER cryoplant and magnet system
control for pulsed operation. Note SBT/CT/97-32, July
1997 by G. CLA UDET, P. ROUSSEL and V. KALININ).

80 K REFRIGERATION PLANT
FOR ITER THERMAL SHIELDS

In the proposal studied and reported in 1997,
indépendant 80 K cooling systems were considered :

two

- For 80 K shielding with heat loads of 500 kW in normal
operation and 300 kW additional load for plasma vessel
baking, a liquid nitrogen cycle was proposed and
associated with a helium closed loop, activated by a
room temperature circulator.

- For 80 K precooling inside the seven 4.5 K, 18 kW cold
boxes, helium turbo-expanders are included in the
helium Claude cycle to produce about 50 kW for each
(350 kW total power).

A more centralised concept has been considered for two
main reasons :

- A central 850 to 900 kW liquid nitrogen cycle would be
better optimised than two indépendant sources.

- A full redundancy level should be obtained to provide
the capability to keep cold the machine near 80 K in the
case of any trouble coming from the cryoplant and
cryodistribution system.

This new concept will have to be more deeply investigated
in a further study.

FAST COOLING OF THE TORUS CRYOPUMP

Due to tritium inventory any of the 16 cryopanels has to be
regenerated by degassing near 80 K then cooled again at 4
K in a time cycle of about 5 minutes.
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In the proposed solution using 300 K helium gas for fast
heating and liquid helium filling for fast cooling the
equivalent power consumption at 4 K was 37 kW.

A more advanced proposal was suggested by the CEA
Grenoble team to save energy by considering serial
coupling between one pump to be heated and an other one
to be cooled in order to directly transfer enthalpy from one
to the other.

Technical assistance given to the Garching European home
team ended by July 1998 with the withdrawal of the US
members (Kurt SCHAUBEL from vacuum pumping and
fuelling group).

DETAILED DESIGN AND LAY OUT

No specific problem was associated with the lay out of the
cryoplant itself for which relevant references were available
from the EUROPEAN STATE OF THE ART (CEA-
DESY-CERN-AIR LIQUIDE-LINDE).

The most questionnable part was about the cryodistribution
system at which CEA technical assistance was mainly
concentrated :

- From a preliminary failure analysis, it was shown that
the needed 80 K redundancy was not satisfactorily given
by using only one cryoline from the refrigerator
building to the machine building.

- By using two different cryolines and by separately
feeding, on one side, the auxiliary cryostats associated
with the coils and, on the other side, those connected to
the structures, it was shown that full redundancy can be
obtained at 80 K and, in more, a limited redundancy
level could be obtained at 4.5 K at least for standby
operation.

(See for reference : ITER cryoplant and cryolines general
lay out. Note SBT/CT/98-39, Draft 0 - April 1998 by G.
CLAUDET).

- A further study was discussed and recommended,
starting from a more detailed failure analysis in order to
perform a conceptual design taking into account all the
ITER specifications and lay out constraints.

DETAILED DESIGN DESCRITPION REPORT AND
COST ESTIMATE

DDD 3.4 (cryoplant and cryodisribution system) was
amended and completed up to mid 1998 in close contact
with the JCT Naka group.

Cost estimate was also revisited and adjusted to help JCT in
preparing several variants for reduced cost ITER options.

REFERENCE

[ 1 ] ITER CRYOPLANT DESIGN EVALUATION
ITER task agreement N34 TD 01
Net reference 96-409
Final report : SBT/CT/98-28, G. CLAUDET,
July 1998.
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CNET 96-432

Task Title : MODELLING, TESTING AND ANALYSIS OF FULL SIZE ITER
JOINTS

INTRODUCTION

hi the frame of the NET contract #94-345, CEA was in
charge of designing the EU proposal of joints for ITER.
Within this contract a full size prototype sample (FSJS) was
designed. Two joint samples are now being manufactured in
industry, the so-called SS-FSJS and TFMC-FSJS, in the
frame of the TF Model Coil manufacture, under technical
monitoring by CEA. During this phase an important
experience has been gained on joint designing.
Considerations on manufacturing process and assembly in
relation with heat treatment, analyses of pulsed field losses
and DC electrical resistance, have led to the present twin
box concept which has been retained by ITER. Taking into
account this concept, further work is needed to model the
behavior of such a joint, as well in DC as in AC conditions.
This work has to be done in a strong coordination with the
test of the manufactured joints in order to assess the model
with the experiments.

Contract 96-432 is dedicated to the modeling of the DC
behavior of the joint and to interpretation and analysis of
test results of the two above full size joints. In addition, this
contract covers the participation of CEA in the tests and in
the data analyses of these two EU full-size joint samples :
the SS-FSJS in PTF (MIT, Boston) and in SULTAN
(Villigen, Switzerland), and the TFMC-FSJS in SULTAN.

1998 ACTIVITIES

Our activities in 1998 were concentrated on the tests of the
SS-FSJS in SULTAN during November and December.
These tests were divided into three parts : firstly the tests of
the joint with the sample lifted up in the facility in order to
place the joint in the SULTAN magnetic field, secondly the
tests of the two conductor legs with the sample in the
regular position, and last new tests of the joint (sample
lifted up) with reverse helium flow to simulate the TFMC
inner joint operating conditions.

JOINT TESTS

The DC resistance of the joint was measured using
electrical measurements and was cross checked with
calorimetric measurements. In order to adopt a more general
point of view, the joint resistance Rj01M has been plotted in
Fig. 1 as a function of the maximum magnetic field on the
joint (i.e. SULTAN field + sample self field).

o j

— r\
1• Bsultan > 2 T

o Bsultan = 0 T

It can be seen in this figure that as soon as Bmax > 0.5 T, the
magneto-resistance effect is constant and the resistance can
be written as follows (R in nfi, B in T) :

RJ0mt = 0.68 + 0.129 Bmax

Joint Resistance at 4.7 K

1.8
1.6
1 4

1.2

0.6

0.4

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Bmax (T)

Figure 1 : SS-FSJS joint resistance as a function of
maximum magnetic field on joint

This result is more remarkable that it looks first because, for
a given transport current, the exploding electromagnetic
force on the joint increases as BSultan increases, therefore this
result shows that no de-cohesion has been observed
between superconducting strands and copper sole in each
joint box in spite of the high e.m. force.

It should be also noted that this resistance is the lowest
value ever measured so far on ITER FSJS joint fabricated
by other ITER parties (USHT and JAHT).

The joint resistance was measured under ITER TFMC joint
operating conditions with increasing operating temperature.
Thus, with 5.5 T in SULTAN and 80 kA in the sample
(max. field on joint 6.8 T), a DC resistance of about 1.5 nQ
was measured, this value remaining constant up to an
helium inlet temperature of 8.0 K. At an helium inlet
temperature of 8.9 K, stable operation (without quench) was
possible with a slight increase in joint resistance of 9%,
which shows stable current transfer in the joint. Note that
this operating point (at 4.5 K.) corresponds to the working
conditions of the inner joints of the ITER TFMC with 80
kA in this coil and no current in LCT.

Also with 6.7 T in SULTAN and 70 kA in the sample (max.
field on joint 7.8 T), a DC resistance of about 1.7 nQ has
been measured, this value remaining constant up to an
helium inlet temperature of 7.5 K. At an helium inlet
temperature of 8.4 K, stable operation (without quench) has
been possible with a slight increase in joint resistance
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of 7%, which shows again stable current transfer in the
joint. Note that this operating point corresponds (at 4.5 K)
to the working conditions of the inner joints of the ITER
TFMC with 70 kA in this coil and 16 kA in LCT.

The measurement of the joint losses under pulsed field
using the SULTAN pulse coils was not so fruitful because
this system in not suitable for measuring loss time constant
in the 1-10 s range.

Neither the area of the magnetization loop, nor the
relaxation time constant, nor the calorimetric method give
consistent values really usable, excepted an overall range of
I to 5 s for the m value. The main reason of this difficulty
is the too short time duration (ramp time and plateau) of the
pulse which is provided by a pair of copper coils.

CONDUCTOR TESTS

The critical currents of the two conductor legs were
measured for various magnetic field in SULTAN (7 to
I1 T) at different operating temperature (6 to 9 K).

The values of the critical current have been found to be in
agreement with the values calculated at the maximum
magnetic field (including sample self field), using strand
critical current (multiplied by the s/c strand number) with
the expected strain in Nb3Sn of s = -0.65%, within the full
range of measurement (see Fig. 2).

Although the full analysis of the results will need further
investigation, it should be already noted that considering the
maximum field on the conductor is the way used for
dimensioning ITER superconducting magnets.

It should be noted that these critical currents are not quench
currents but they do really correspond to current sharing
with an average electric field of 0.1 uV/cm 0-e- 4.4 uV over
a cable twist pitch length of 44 cm) along the conductor
length located in SULTAN high field. It should be also
noted that the two legs exhibited so similar behaviors that it
was possible to perform both measurements at the same
time. Last but not least, below about 80% of the critical
current, no measurable voltage was found along the
conductor.

Again, with the conductor legs, the pulsed field losses were
not easy to measure because of the constant ramp down of
the pulsed field with the maximum ramp rate (only ramping
up is variable) and the difficulty to get an accurate
numerical compensation of the main field (data acquisition
frequency will have to be significantly increase for next
tests). Nevertheless, from the magnetization relaxation
signal, a loss time constant between 60 and 160 ms has
been found, which is within the expected range.

REVERSE FLOW EXPERIMENT

This last experiment was mainly devoted to
thermohydraulic measurements with the lower joint located
at helium inlet as in the inner joints of the TFMC.
Temperature evolution in the joint and after the joint has
been measured for helium heat slug at inlet and with or
without current in the joint. Results will be compared to
theoretical models and will help to adjust unknown
parameters in codes to be able to predict joint behavior in
the TFMC. During these tests it was observed that the joint
could operate without quench (but with a slight extra Joule
heating) at the critical current of the conductor under same
magnetic field, which is a good news for the operation of
the TFMC. Complementary measurements will be
performed on the next sample (TFMC-FSJS).

SS-FSJS : Right leg conductor critical currents
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Figure 2 : Critical current measurements (IcR) of right leg compared to Ic_Bmax
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CONCLUSIONS TASK LEADER

The first European full-size joint sample, so-called SS-
FSJS, was successfully tested in November and December
1998 in the SULTAN test facility. The joint exhibited the
lowest value ever measured on this type of sample (1.3 nD.
at 4 T) and was able to be operated up to the critical
current of the conductor without quench. The two
conductor legs showed very similar behaviors with stable
critical currents in agreement with expected values from
strand properties at maximum magnetic field. A significant
analysis work remains to be done and comparisons with
more sophisticated theoretical models will be very fruitful
[2]. On the other hand, pulsed field operation have shown
to be disappointing in SULTAN and losses measurements
will need a serious improvement (if possible) in the future
tests. As a general conclusion, the results gained with the
tests of the SS-FSJS in SULTAN give confidence in the
good behavior of the inner (high field) joints of the TFMC.

B.TURCK

DSM/DRFC
CEA Cadarache
13108 St Paul Lez Durance Cedex

Tél. : 33 4 42 25 47 45
Fax : 33 4 42 25 49 90
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[1] D. CIAZYNSKI - NET Contract 96/432 : SS-FSJS
Testing Program in SULTAN - Note NT/EM/98/51 -
October 10, 1998.
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M29

Task Title : CONDUCTOR FABRICATION
ITER Conductor R&D and monitoring

INTRODUCTION

The ITER PF coils are made of NbTi superconductor. A
solution is investigated for NbTi CICC to control losses at
an acceptable level [1], It is to design the strand with a
resistive layer inside the copper crown surrounding
filamentary area.

This would have the advantage to be a cheap solution. To
test this method, three NbTi strands have been
manufactured with a lOum copper nickel layer. The
location of the resistive layer is different for each strand in
order to evaluate the effect of the location on the efficiency
of the layer. Three 36 strands CICC have been realised to
perform interstrand resistance and AC losses measurements.

1998 ACTIVITIES

SAMPLES DESCRIPTION

Three NbTi strands have been produced by GEC Alsthom,
with three different locations of a CuNi30% resistive barrier
of 10|im thickness. Each strand has a 0.81 mm diameter.

The CuNi barrier location is characterised by the thickness
of copper remaining around the barrier (see Table 1). The
barrier location associated to sample #1 is adjusted during
the billet assembly (see Fig.l strand #1 cross section).

The barrier location of samples #2 and #3 is adjusted after
the extrusion process by shaving the external copper shell.
This produces only a very small variation of the inter-
filaments distance and filament diameter. Residual
Resistance Ratio and Non Copper Ratio have been provided
by the manufacturer.

The cable manufacturing and jacketing has been done by
Shapemetal Innovation. The cable is a 3x3x4 multistage
CICC with A316LN stainless steel jacket (see Fig.2). The
specified void fraction is 33 %(see Table. 1). The final outer
diameter of the cable is 8.52±0.02 mm.

A scattering can be noticed in the last twist pitch length
(from 120 mm to 160 mm) compared to the specified value
120 mm. It has to be noticed that a scattering has also been
observed along a cable length. This remark is very
important because coupling losses are proportional to the
square of the twist pitch length.

Figure 1 : Cable cross-section

Figure 2 : Strands #1 cross section

Table 1 : Samples description

(Cu+CuNi)/NbTi

RRR

Copper sheet
thickness

Twist pitch pattern

Void fraction

Units

Urn

mm

mm

#1

1.52

130

22

30x86x140

33.2%

#2

1.38

137

14

30x80x160

32.8%

#3

1.23

132

0

29x76x120

34.8%

MEASUREMENTS

Losses

For each strand, hysteresis and coupling losses have been
measured by a magnetisation method. Magnetisation is
measured using two compensated pick-up coils and a
pulsed solenoid providing a ±3 T trapezoidal field for rates
between 0.3 T/s and 6 T/s. The hysteresis reference volume
is the non copper volume (copper nickel is included in
copper volume).
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The coupling losses reference volume is the strand.
Coupling losses per volume unit, Qc, are usually
characterised by a time constant m :

Table 3 : Inter-strand resistance

nxB'
(1)

For each cable, hysteresis and coupling losses have also
been measured using the same method as for strands. A
superconducting dipole provides a +2 T trapezoidal field
for rates between 0.02 T/s and 2 T/s. Two cable lengths are
used for these measurements, 240 mm and 400 mm. In
order to be installed on the sample holder an epoxy frame
has been impregnated on the conductor jacket. It means
that every conductor has been heat-treated before losses
measurements, typically at 120°C during 3 hours. All these
measurements are summarised in Table 2 (nxM is the
measured time constant). It has to be noticed that there is a
factor ~2.5 between the hysteresis losses on strands and
cables because the applied pulsed fields were different. A
discrepancy can be observed between measurements on
same samples (30% for #1, 40% for #2, 5% for #3). It
could be explained by the difficulty to measure low
hysteresis losses on samples with high time constant. It is
important to notice that the strand time constant is not
negligible compared to the cable time constant.

Inter-strand resistance

On each 240 mm long cable, inter-strand resistances have
been measured in every triplets. These measurements have
been performed under DC field from 0 T to 4 T and for a
DC current from 50 A to 300 A by step of 50 A.

Table 2 : Losses results

nxM

nxo

nxR

strand

240mm cable

400mm cable

strand

240mm cable

400mm cable

Units

mJ/cm3

mJ/cm3

mJ/cm3

ms

ms

ms

ms

ms

#1

107

55

60

4.8

38

32

72

10

#2

127

36

59

5.8

46

34

88

17

#3

128

/

53

7.0

/

12

11

7

No influence of the transport current on the resistance has
been measured. A 20% increase of the resistance has been
noticed between 0 T and 4 T from samples #1 and #2. The
#3 inter-strand resistance appears to be independent of
field. Measurements are summarised in Table 3.

Discussion

The time constant design value of ITER conductors is
100 ms. It means roughly a value of 50 ms for our sub-size
cables.

nCi.m

BDC=0 T

B D C =4 T

Max

Mean

Min

Max

Mean

Min

#1

35

45

65

41

53

78

#2

21

22 .

26

23

26

30

#3

295

330

394

295

329

394

As 35 ms and 40 ms were measured for samples #1 and #2,
it appears that an inner copper nickel barrier could ensure
a sufficient inter-strand resistance to reduce coupling
losses to the required level. The strand with an external
copper nickel barrier has a very low time constant, 12 ms,
that is of the same order of magnitude as the strand time
constant, 7 ms. It is important to note that the time
constant should not be reduced too much in order to ensure
the current redistribution capability in case of current
imbalance among strands.

CONCLUSION

It has been demonstrated in this study that a CuNi resistive
barrier can ensure sufficiently low coupling losses in large
twisted NbTi cables. To be efficient this barrier should be
nearly external. For ITER application, on the one hand
external CuNi barrier can be achieved in practical NbTi
composites, on the other hand plating solutions using
chromium or Nickel are also possible. Both kinds of
industrial solutions will be explored and economically
compared in a next Euratom contract led jointly by
ENEA/Frascati and CEA/Cadarache.

REFERENCE

[1] T. Schild, J.L Duchateau. AC losses dependence on
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(1998) p.247-252
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M30

Task Title : CONDUCTOR FABRICATION
ITER Conductor R&D coordination

INTRODUCTION

The frame of this task is the coordination of the European
activity in the field of ITER magnet R&D.

This coordination consists in monitoring the tasks of
several European laboratories and industry and in
preparing new tasks in relation with ITER tasks. For 1998
the laboratories and industries included in this activity
were : University of Twente, University of Padova,
University of Create, University of Torino, CEA
Cadarache, CEA Saclay, FZK, ENEA ,CRPP and
Outokumpu. About 16 different contracts have been
covered.

Meetings were organised in the different laboratories and
industries to monitor the fabrications, to prepare the
experiments or to discuss the results. A central meeting
was organised in March 1998 at Cadarache with the four
parties of ITER. About 10 nationalities were present to
discuss ITER design criteria, taking into account the recent
results of R&D and try to reduce the cost of the machine.
Main results of this activity are presented there.

1998 ACTIVITIES

CONDUCTOR PERFORMANCES

- For the PF coils of ITER, due to the low field in the
region, NbTi can be used for the conductor. To control
the losses at an acceptable value an internal CuNi
layer can be used situated in the outer copper shell of
the composite. Three 36 strands samples have been
produced, with three different locations of the CuNi
layer. The conclusions of the losses and contact
resistance measurements at CEA Cadarache, is that the
internal layer solution is at the upper limit of the ITER
specifications for the PF coils. Other solutions like
coatings have to be studied.

- Mechanical cycling has been performed at Twente
University on two full size ITER samples. It turned out
that this cycling is greatly affecting the conductor time
constant. There is roughly a decrease by a factor of
three, starting from a virgin sample. The explanation is
probably that the oxygen diffuses through the copper
matrix during the heat treatment of the sample at the
closed contacts between strands. Starting from a low
value of the contact resistance, some reoxydation could
then take place during the cycling and the associated
strand movement.

The losses are quite within the ITER specification in
this condition, but the current redistribution between
strands could be affected if the resistance is too high.
Friction losses have been also evaluated during the
cycling using hysteretic cycles. These results have been
used as an input in the theoretical homogenous model
developed by University of Padova.

- Concerning losses measurement on full size samples, a
cross checking has been performed at CEA Saclay on
the full size Japanese conductor, to confirm the low
value of the coupling time constant of full size
conductors already obtained at Twente University. A
factor of three between the calorimetric measurements
at Saclay (55 ms) and at Twente (108 ms corrected to
162 ms to have the correct superconducting strand
reference section ) can be pointed out. It can be
perhaps put in relation with the evolution along the
time of this time constant due to the reoxydation of the
contact surfaces of the strands after heat treatment.

JACKET MATERIAL MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The quality of the incoloy-copper bonding has been studied
at CEA Cadarache on mechanical samples. The
mechanical behaviour of this joint at cold temperature is
quite comparable to the stainless steel-copper bonding
behaviour. The limitation is always associated to the
copper and not to the joint.

This study has demonstrated the ability to manufacture an
incoloy version of the European connection box. Dummy
joint boxes were manufactured, then heat treated under
vacuum. The joint design will have to take into account the
deformations due to the differential thermal contraction
and stresses relaxation occuring after heat treatment and
thermal cycling of incoloy-copper explosion bonding
material.

TEST COIL PERFORMANCES

New tests have been performed on the 12 T CICC magnet.
It is believed that critical current reduction in multistrand
cable superconducting cables in non steady state condirion
is caused by non uniform current distribution among
strands. This current imbalance has been pointed out on
this experiment, for different ramp rates, by means of
numerous local miniature field sensors located in a few
positions along the conductor. It has been shown that
severe current nonuniformity exists in the cable and that
induced current loops are generated which decay with very
long time constants, (up to 104-105 s). The next step is now
for this coil to be tested at nominal field in the Sultan test
facility.
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CONNECTIONS

Model

An electrical model has been developed at CEA Cadarache
to predict the behaviour of a conductor associated to its
connections at the two ends, in steady state. This model
takes into account the unequal distribution of current
among the strands in the connection due to the contact
with the copper sole and the current redistribution process
occurring all along the length of the conductor.

This current redistribution is a function of the conductance
between the strands and of the critical properties of the
strand. These characteristics cannot always be obtained
from experience.

This model is a theoretical basis to work out data coming
from Sultan experiments, but also to predict the behaviour
ofthelTERTFcoil.

Tests

A Japanese conductor has been tested at Sultan with a so-
called lap joint. A very high unacceptable resistance of
more than 100 nD has been pointed out on the lower joint.

The European SS-FSJS has been tested. This sample was
aimed to validate, for ITER, the twin box concept
developed by CEA Cadarache. CEA has made the
connection concept by using a full size Nb3Sn ITER
conductor, then has monitored the fabrication at Ansaldo
(Genova, Italy) in the frame of the TF model coil
fabrication. The CEA has been in charge of organising the
tests at the Sultan CRPP test facility (Villigen,
Switzerland). The results were very good. One of the most
significant results is the following :

The connection resistance does not exceed 1.5 nQ for
80 kA current in a field of 6.8 T with a temperature up to
8.2 K.

CURRENT LEADS

Studies are carried out jointly by CRPP and FZK to
promote HTSC current leads for ITER and reduce the
associated losses. During the first stage of the contract on
1-2 kA leads, Bi-2223 tapes electrically stabilised by AgAu
material were selected for the further development
program because of their larger safety margin than bulk
material. In a next step one 10 kA current lead has been
received from the industry and another one is being
manufactured at FZK. The first one will be tested in 1999
at FZK.

OTHER STUDIES

Starting from their general contribution on eddy currents
in ITER during normal scenario and disruptions last year ,
University of Create has provided this year more refined
calculations on points specified by ITER.

These points were mainly field maps in the TF magnet
during disruptions, additional results on pre-loading
flanges and lower OIS (Outer Intercoil Structure) during
the normal scenarios and disruptions and poloidal eddy
currents induced by a plasma disruption. The conclusion
for this last point was that the thermal effects of the
poloidal eddy currents are negligible compared to those of
the toroidal eddy currents.

CONCLUSION

The very good results obtained on the SS-FSJS has pointed
out that a solution was quite available for the ITER
connections. The research community is now quite
conscious that current distribution among strands is really
a problem for large Cable in Conduits and can bring
instabilities. As a matter of fact, Niobium Titanium
conductor could be specially affected by this problem due
to the very low critical temperature. R&D is now urgently
needed for the NbTi conductor of the PF ITER coils and in
particular to control the inter strand conductance at the
right level.
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M40

Task Title : DESIGN WORK ON MAGNET R&D

INTRODUCTION

The aim of the task is to perform the design work linked to
the R&D for the magnet program in Europe, in close
cooperation with the other european laboratories. This
includes the participation to the ITER TF Model Coil
(TFMC) programme [1]. The conceptual design of the
TFMC was issued in 1995 [2] and the AGAN consortium
(Ansaldo, GEC Alsthom, ACCEL, Preussag Noell) was
selected as manufacturer at the end of 1995. After
completion of the manufacture, the coil will be delivered to
FzK (Karlsruhe, Germany) were it will be tested in the
TOSKA facility. The delivery of the coil in Karlsruhe is
scheduled for autumn 1999.

1998 ACTIVITIES

TF MODEL COIL ENGINEERING DESIGN

The analyses performed by AGAN to assess the TFMC
Engineering Design have been provided and submitted for
examination to CEA and FzK [3], In addition to the
reference case of no-bonding between winding-pack and
case, two cases have been investigated : half-bonding and
full bonding. All cases show that when both coils are
operated the stress criteria are not exceeded.

MANUFACTURE OF THE TF MODEL COIL

A main part of the activity of AGAN concerning the
manufacture of the TFMC [4] during the year 1998 was the
manufacture of the double pancakes (Fig. 1).

The heat treatment was completed on 26 February 1998 for
the pancakes of the first double pancake (DPI) and on 30
September 1998 for those of the last double pancake
(DP5).The last radial plate was delivered to Ansaldo on 12
May 1998.

The impregnation of the Dummy Double Pancake (DDP)
was completed on 10 August 1998 and that of DPI on 26
October 1998, which enabled their delivery to Alstom in
November 1998. The impregnation of DP2 was completed
in November 1998. The manufacture of the double
pancakes was delayed by several months due to several
problems :

- repeted breakdowns of the oven heat treatment which
interrupted the heat treatment of the pancakes,

- time needed longer than expected for adjustment of
parameters for laser welding (Fig. 2) of the covers of the
radial plates,

Figure 1 : TFMC double pancake completed Figure 2 : Laser welding of TFMC radial plate covers
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modifications required for the impregnation tool (Fig.
3), in order to meet the specifications on the double
pancake thickness and flatness.

Figure 3 : TFMC double pancake impregnation tool

TFMC-FULL-SIZE-JOINT-SAMPLE

A prototype joint sample of the outer joints of the TFMC is
planned to be tested at CRPP (Villigen, Switzerland) in the
SULTAN facility [5]. The legs of this TFMC-Full-Size-
Joint-Sample (TFMC-FSJS) have been manufactured and
heat treated by Ansaldo and delivered to Alstom on 20
November 1998 for assembly and installation of the
instrumentation. This sample will incorporate the
technology of copper pins welded by electron beam to the
termination box copper sole.

TF MODEL COIL MAGNETIC FIELD
CALCULATIONS

A detailed model of the TFMC was built with the TRAPS
code to perform a precise calculation of the magnetic field
on the conductor. The maximum field values are shown in

Table 1 and the variation of field along the DP 1.1 pancake
inner turn when the TFMC is operated with the LCT Coil is
shown in Fig. 4. As it can be seen, a strong magnetic field
gradient arises through the conductor cross-section.

Table 1 ': Maximum field on TFMC conductor

Operating
conditions

Maximum field

Single mode

I TFMC = 80 kA,
I LCT = 0 kA

7.80 T

Operation with LCT

I TFMC = 70 kA,
IL C T=16kA

9.02 T

TFMC OPERATING DIAGRAM

The TFMC operating diagram has been revised (Fig. 5),
taking into account the precise field calculations presented
above and the results of the experiments performed at FzK
on samples made with the TFMC conductor subcables.

TFMC CONDUCTOR HYDRAULIC
CHARACTERISTICS

The thermohydraulic analyses of the TFMC require a
modeling of the conductor taking into account two
hydraulic circuits in parallel : the cable area and the central
channel .This needs to determine the hydraulic
characteristics, in particular the friction factor, of each of
these circuit. Pressure drop measurements have been
performed at Cadarache in the OTHELLO facility with
samples of the actual TFMC conductor in order to
determine these friction factors [6]. The friction factor of
the cable area is determined by closing the central channel
in inserting a plastic tube in it and the friction factor of the
central channel is derived by substracting the pressure drop
of the cable area from that of the full conductor (Fig. 6).
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Figure 4 : Magnetic field along DP 2 inner turns (I TFMC 70 kA, I ICT 16 kA)
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Figure 6 : Pressure drop measurements on TFMC conductor

QUENCH TRIGGERING CALCULATIONS

Resistive heaters will be installed on DPI pancakes helium
inlet in order to heat locally the helium circulating inside
the conductor. The heat slug will propagate inside the
conductor and a quench will be triggered inside the
pancake. In order to check that the quench will occur in the
conductor and not in the joint area, a dedicated
thermohydraulic model was built to investigate the heat slug
propagation. The temperature along the conductor is
computed at each time step and compared to the conductor
current sharing temperature. As shown in Fig. 7, when both
coils are operated, the quench will arise first in the
conductor, but the margin between minimum Tcs value in

conductor and joint is very small (Table 2). The model will
be assessed by comparison with the SS-FSJS test results
and parameters adjusted.

Table 2 : Current sharing temperature in DP 1.2
during heat slug propagation

W = 8 0 kA ; ILCT= 16 kA

Bmax(int)

Bmin(int)

Tcsmax(int)

Tcsmin(int)

Joint

8.23 T

7.95 T

6.91 K

6.65 K

Conductor

9.68 T

8.23 T

7.48 K

6.16 K
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CONCLUSION TASK LEADER

The assessment of the TFMC Engineering Design has been
completed and the manufacture of the double pancakes has
well progressed, despite some delay. The preparation of the
testing included in 1998 magnetic field calculations,
measurement of hydraulic characteristics of the conductor
and analysis of the heat slug propagation.
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M48

Task Title: WINDING AND INSULATION DEVELOPMENT
Joint Development

INTRODUCTION

The task was divided into threedifferent parts, the first part
deal with measurements of ITER strand critical currents
under field having angles with regard to the wire axis, the
second part was concerned with the modification of the
Cadarache test facility for testing subsize joints under
parallel field and with the test of an already existing
subsize joint sample (from task MWIN-2) under parallel
field, this part also covered an extra test on a modified
subsize joint sample for the TF Model Coil. The third part
was devoted to fabrication and characterization tests of an
incoloy-copper plate bonded with the explosive method,
foreseen for the fabrication of the ITER joints.

1998 ACTIVITIES

PART 1: TESTS OF NB3SN STRANDS UNDER
VARIOUS FIELD ANGLES

This part was completed in 1997.

PART 2

Completion of tests of one modified MWIN-2 subsize
joint sample for the TFMC

This activity was completed in 1997.

Modification of the Cadarache joint test facility to allow
parallel field testing

The Cadarache joint test facility previously developed
within task MWIN-2 for testing subsize joints under
transverse field was upgraded by the addition of an extra
assembly where the dipole has been replaced by a solenoid.
This NbTi helium bath cooled solenoid can provide a
maximum field of 7.5T with a maximum ramp rate of
0.5T/s over about a 500mm length and with an available
bore diameter of 80mm. It allows to test under parallel
field the electrical resistance and AC losses of subsize
joints like the ones developed within the task MWIN-2.
The test facility JOSEFA available in Cadarache has been
fully operational since March 1998 to perform tests on
subsize samples like joints both in transverse and parallel
field.

Completion of test of one MWIN-2 (Phase II) sample
under parallel field

One subsize joint sample previously tested within task
MWIN-2 in transverse magnetic field was again tested in
parallel magnetic field in the CEA test facility JOSEPHA
which has been upgraded to allow testing in parallel field
up to 6T of subsize joint samples cooled by supercritical
helium. DC resistance measurements with high transport
current up to 10 kA and with high ratio to the critical
current were performed. Joint losses under pulsed field as
well as stability tests under varying magnetic field were
also carried out.

The tests results have been compared to the previous
results gained under transverse magnetic field.

No sensible modification of the joint resistance has been
found.

The quench temperatures have been found to be in
agreement with the theoretical values of the current
sharing temperatures Tes, calculated using the average
angle (a = 20°) between strand axes and cable axis, and
are therefore higher than under transverse field (a = 90°).

The pulsed field loss measurements have shown a nr value
of about 0 .1s inside the joint which is consistent with
previous experimental values determined within task
MWIN-2 and which shows that the main contribution to
the losses comes from pure eddy currents in the joint
copper soles.

The stability tests were perturbed by problems of quench
occurring at the connection between the sample and the
current leads of the facility (due to local overheating).
Nevertheless a minimum critical energy boundary of
286 mJ/cm3 for a temperature To = 9.5K was measured
which is in agreement with theoretical models and with
preceding results under transverse field. This result also
shows that no substantial limit of the joint stability margin
has been observed due to unexpected phenomenon, such as
induced circulating currents.

PART 3

Fabrication of an incoloy-copper plate by the explosive
bonding

This activity was completed in 1997
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Characterization of the incoloy-copper assembly

Samples for tensile and shear tests as well as foil size joint
box mock-ups using the EU design for joints have been
manufactured using the explosion bonded incoloy-copper
plate.The shear and tensile tests were performed before and
after heat treatment simulating the Nb3Sn reaction heat
treatment at 300K and 4K. The results were compared to
those gained during the previous qualification program of
steel-copper assembly bonded by the explosive method.
The mechanical behaviour of the incoloy-copper bonding
was found to be as good as it was for the steel-copper
bonding which means the breakage never occurred at the
interface, the mechanical limits were always given by the
copper itself. Two full size dummy joint boxes were heat
treated under vacuum simulating the Nb3Sn reaction.
Dimensionnal measurements and leak tests before and
after LN2 thermal cycling were performed. As it was found
with steel-copper material, no cracks on the joint boxes
using incoloy-copper bonded material was found. The
deformation after heat treatment shows a bending of the
boxes due to differential thermal contraction between
copper and incoloy added to a first pre-bending of the
boxes due to stress relaxation of incoloy. This bending
appears towards the copper sole in the straight part in a
range of a 20m radius and towards the opposite direction
in the pre-bended part of the joint boxes within the same
range. These deformations were not observed on the steel-
copper joint box mock-up. So, particular attention will
have to be paid in the fabrication of joints using incoloy-
copper explosion bonded material in order to take into
account the deformations due to differential thermal
contraction and stresses relaxation occurring after heat
treatment of incoloy-copper explosive bonded assembly.

CONCLUSIONS

Part 2 of the task was completed by the availability of the
upgraded Cadarache joint test facility for testing subsize
joint sample in transverse and now in parallel magnetic
field. The test of a previously manufactured subsize joint
sample in parallel field has not shown any degradation of
the joint performances by comparison with the previous
tests in transverse field (higher Tes and low losses).

Due to the important delivery delay of the incoloy plates,
part 3 of the task could be completed at the end of 1998.
Now the Incoloy-copper bonding has been folly
characterized and leads to confirm the validity of the EU
concept for ITER joints. These results have allowed to start
the fabrication for tests of a TF Full Size Joint Sample
using the ITER TF incoloy jacketed conductor and the
Incoloy-copper bonding technology for the joint.
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[1] T.SCHILD, H.CLOEZ - Final report M48 part I:
Tests of two Nb3Sn ITER strands under various field
angles - Note NT/EM/97.40, September 22, 1997

[2] P.DECOOL - Task M48: Test of one modified
MWIN-2 subsize joint sample for the TFMC - Note
NT/EM/97.08, February 17, 1997

[3] P.DECOOL - Task M48 part II: Modification of an
existing joint test facility to allow parallel field testing
- Note NT/EM/98.56, december 21, 1998

[4] P-DECOOL - Task M48 part II: Test of one MWIN-2
subsize joint sample under parallel field - Note
NT/EM/99.06, March, 1999

[5] P-DECOOL - Task M48 part III: Manufacture of an
incoloy-copper plate bonded by the explosive method
- Note NT/EM/98.36, September 09, 1998
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T252

Task Title : RADIATION TOLERANCE ASSESSMENT OF STANDARD
COMPONENTS FOR REMOTE HANDLING AND PROCESS
INSTRUMENTATION

INTRODUCTION

This present report is corresponding to the intermediate
report on CEA/DEIN/SLA and CEA/DEIN/SPE
contribution to ITER T252 task "Radiation tolerance
Assessment of standard components for remote handling
and process instrumentation".

From now, the known missions for remote handling
modules are organised around three main topics :

- very short visual in-vessel inspection (few hours) just
after shut-down of experimental reactor where total dose
level expected for vision modules is around lMGy,

- extensive in-vessel inspection (few days) where total
dose expected during such missions is up to 1 OMGy,

- maintenance (2 or 3 months) where total dose could
reach up to lOOMGy. The main actions to be taken
during this time are the replacement of divertor cassette
and the control of the blanket. It should be possible to
change critical modules every week in order to not
exceed lOMGy for them.

One topic should normally be added, the six-months storage
of inspection modules. But, if the environmental conditions
of the third ones are agreed by ITER teams (between 50°C

and 200°C for a dose rate averaged to 30kGy/h), it seems
not to be the same for storage period. Total dose and dose
rate are unknown. Neutrons are at least 1012n/m2/s and
spectrum is not defined. For all duration of post-EDA T252,
we do not take into account this topic.

The purpose of CEA/DEIN is to assess the radiation
tolerance of commercial electronic or optical components
able to be integrated in remote handling modules. For
electronic components, studies are mostly focused on MOS
technologies but nothing stands to look at emerging or
oldest technologies to design a digital elementary module of
ITER remote control.

State of the art of methods to reduce constraints on
umbilical (size, weight, maintenance) has started with
delay due to the priority given to organise experiments.

1998 ACTIVITIES

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

The purpose of the work performed here is to assess the
radiation tolerance of electronic commercial components
and technologies, mainly MOS.
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Our strategy would also include assessments of modules
(based on these components) prototyped in our lab and
already industrialised able to be included in ITER engines.
A first campaign of irradiation has been engaged at the
beginning of the year to reach lOMGy (6kGy/h and 50°C
for environmental conditions) on sets of components
usually found in electronic embedded systems for lower
dose tolerance.

Due to the proximity of irradiation facilities and the great
number of components (for each one, at least two samples
of the same lot, and when possible, multiple lots and
manufacturers, multiple bias conditions to cover main
future uses), intermediate tests in our lab have been
scheduled at regular total dose levels. Components are pull
out irradiation cells, measured and put back to be irradiated
again. Figure 2 shows on the cards used for these
experiments.

Figure 2 : Card used to irradiate set of components
up to lOMGy (steps by steps tests)

Data exploitation is not yet finished but some results are
shown above.

A large set of components have been irradiated with
different bias conditions and evaluation has been made by
steps. All the results are not yet analysed. However, the
following curves (Figure 1) on PMOS and NMOS
transistors give enough information to continue to test them
under hardest conditions like for ITER. Permanent state has
been arriving around 1 OOkGy with no significant evolution
after. Recovery at room temperature after more than 6
months is not so significant.

Curves not shown in this report give the behaviour of
transistors from other technologies. Like for MOS
components, a permanent state is reached for bipolar
components. It does not changed when total dose increases.

The other, SiC, is an emerging technology. Today, the
components come from laboratories, not enough debugged
to be commercial. One of its main characteristic is the
ability to support very high temperature. So, components
could be use for ITER inspection missions.

A transistor (biased at -12V during irradiation) has badly
recovered (an other sample has been destroyed during this
period) to reach lOMGy.

The second campaign, using SCK/CEN facilities to be
neared ITER goals, could not be a remake of the previous
one. Even if for few components, data could be taken
through previous results, too much parameters are
uncertain.

Firstly, we have never met such high dose rate (up to
30kGy/h). The early hours of irradiation get sometimes
information on the establishing of permanent state.

Secondly, the short period (3 weeks) and the distant area of
irradiation do not simplify management of experiments.
Risk is important to test components unable to give
significant data.

Thirdly, no such level of temperature has been requested in
our background. If for an electronic component, thermal
annealing is well known to recover characteristics off line,
the combined effect of dose and temperature is an open
subject.

Due to these reasons, we have been opting for in-line
measurements with a specific measuring method.

To make it into action, we chose MOS transistors. We
justify this choice because these components are useful for
low and high power applications and already used on real
conditions under irradiation. We have many results on
previous irradiation tests and good feedback about
applications using it.

We have been designing a new testbed based on existing
one to take into account ITER constraints et developping
specific test cards and wires to connect them to BRIGITTE
plugs.

Figure 3 shows one of the MOS testbeds use in our lab.
ITER testbed is similar to it.

Figure 3 : Instruments used to evaluate components
after steps of irradiation (see an other card used

for lOMGy campaign)

During irradiation, component is biased. Many types are
used (+/-10V, OV, +5V, alternate +/-10V and unsupply).
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Parameter Vgs is followed by on-line tests every defined
period (one hour). Bias Vgs voltage is switched to test Vgs
voltage. The measure of Vgs give significant data on the
ability for the component to be able to change state, from
blocking to passing (in that case, Ids must be 50mA or
100mA, mean value for a power transistor, and Vds =
2,5V).

Components (12) to be evaluated for ITER constraints is an
IGBT power transistor (MOS technology mixed with
bipolar ). It is a recent component more and more often
used now in power applications (motor driving, supplies) to
replace MOS transistors. Some papers spoke about it at
Garching June meeting.

The manufacturer identifier is IRGCP50U from
International Rectifier.

Figure 4 show results of total dose acceptance obtains after
lOMGy and a week of annealing state at 65°C the same
temperature than during irradiation.

No components shown failures during that time.

Permanent state is obtained early (less than lOOkGy). A
drift with a little evolution under radiation could be seen for
bias conditions of -10V, alternative, 0V and unsupplied.
During tests, we very quickly lost the working state and
never retrieve it along the irradiation period ; this is due to
the limits of testbed. Annealing time of a week at the same
temperature shows that an immediate recovery raises of few
volts the level of permanent state. Data from bias 5V and
10V are obtained. It should be possible to say that
permanent level of such biases is not so far from -20 V.

SINGLE OPTICAL COMPONENTS

The irradiation has been made in the SCK\RITA facilities.
This equipment is composed by several cobalt 60 radiation
sources. The dose rate is rounding 3 kGy/hour.

An existing testbed and the equipment of RITA had been
modified to be able to manage the experiment.

The following figure shows the experimental setup.

Photodiode photocurrent is measured by a resistance
connected in series with the component. Hence the
photocurrent is converted in a voltage easily measured by
digital converter. The resistance value connected in série
are :

- 0.5MQ-0.8MQHFD3013
- 4 kQ-30 kQ FD80FC

The experiment has been done to compensate rising and
downward fibre influence by a measure of a reference fibre
(canal 2 of the multimode et singlemode optical switch).

After the 36th day of irradiation we have go out the
experiment of RITA facilities to observe the recovery of the
different fibres and components. This irradiation stopping
lasted 2 days, next the initial irradiation condition resumed.

Some results (Figure 5) are given about optical fibers
during irradiation and during recuperation time. These tests
on four different fibres show that we can choose a
multimode fibre (SPECTRAN) or a singlemode fibre at
1310 nm (OXFORD) to perform a hardness optical link.

IGBT transistor IRGPC5OU
( Dose rate : 30 kGy/h )

Ids = 50 mA

Irradiation at 65 C Recuperation at 65 C

460 5ij)0

Bias during .radiation :

j vgs= 10V

| Vgs=5V
' Vgs- 0V
! Vgs - « - 10V

Vgs=-10V
i Unsupptied

Duration (h)

Figure 4 : Experimental data for IGBT IRGPC50U
under ITER conditions
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Figure 5 : Evaluation of attenuation for single and multimode fibres during irradiation and recuperation
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The recovery on the CORNING fibre haven't been studied
because of rupture in link between instrumentation and
irradiation container.

These tests show that the fibre tend to get back to normal
attenuation after a irradiation stop. But when irradiation
resumed, attenuation evolution continue like before
irradiation stop.

The next tests are about single optical components used to
transmit and receive light. DEL, laser diodes, photodiodes
and VCSEL (emerging technology for optical components)
had been evaluated during irradiation and recuperation.

These test (Figure 6 and Figure 7) show that DEL have a
very stable comportment under irradiation. The efficiency is
rapidly decreased of 2dB, and after the comportment is very
stable. The component find is initial efficiency after
irradiation stop.

Like DEL, efficiency of laser diode loss 2 dB, and this
modification can be recovery by a irradiation stop.
Irradiation tend to change threshold current and electro-
luminescent effect before laser effect, but most of time this
part of characteristic is unused.

The VCSEL irradiation show a good comportment of this
component. The only influence is a small fall of the ficiency
( rounding 1 dB) and for one component an instability
power at 4 mA (an unused current).

On this experiment, it seems that the optical link between
instrumentation and component has been damage. So the
optical power on this photodiode wasn't enough to make an
good measure. Nevertheless we can remark a modification
of the comportment for a dose rounding 2 MGy.
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CONCLUSION TASK LEADER

Due to the very short time from the end of first campaign
irradiation under ITER constraints, we have not had
enough time to analyse all the measured data. But the
preliminary results on some important electronic
components (if we included results of previous campaign)
are cheerful. They tend to show that designing specific
modules using these components and taking into account
the shown degradation (permanent state) of main
parameters could be reach for ITER maintenance missions
and could contribute to reduce number of wires on the
umbilical.

Emerging technology have shown mainly good response to
lOMGy. It should be important for task T252 to follow
these technologies which could be an answer at the design
time of ITER future machine.

This preliminary results tend to demonstrated that the
weakest element for an fibre link is the photodiode.
Multimode and monomode fibre can be used without a
great variation of their attenuation, as well as emitter
element like DEL, VCSEL, and DL.

An efficient optical link for remotely controlled handling
unit will require to test more photodiode type.

The necessary work to perform during beginning of 1999
will take into account the influence of temperature and
irradiation on the behaviour of same components than in
1998. The results of theses experiments could give an
answer to the use of electronic for short time inspection
missions. Temperature levels expected are 140°C and
200°C. Nothing is really known about the ability of each
element to support such environment. We must be careful
and increase the control of testing supports (cards, wires,
connections, weldings,..).

In the same time, testing supports will be made for logical
components in order to test them during second or third
trimester.

For optical components, irradiations will be scheduled to
continue the evaluation of total dose acceptance on laser
diodes, VCSEL and optic fibers (single mode and multiple
mode) in order to reach ITER level constraints ( in 1998,
steps were around 3MGy).

With SCK-CEN teams, a large number of photodiodes will
be irradiated in order to be able to select the hardest ones.
The evaluation of temperature in the behaviour of optic
components will be engaged.

Alain GIRAUD

DTA/LETI/DEIN/SLA/CSD
CEA Saclay
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex

Tél. : 33 1 69 08 64 30
Fax : 33 1 69 08 20 82

E-mail : alain.giraud@cea.fr
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T329-1

Task Title : BORE TOOLING FOR DIVERTOR COOLING PIPE

INTRODUCTION

The present concept of ITER includes hundred of pipes,
most of them are associated with the divertor cassettes.
These pipes must be severed, when these cassettes are
removed during the reactor maintenance shutdowns. The
objective of the task is to design, to procure and to qualify
three operated tools :

- Cutting Tool Head
- Welding Tool Head
- Inspection Tool Head

So that to cut ,to weld then to inspect the pipes.

In this frame work the Ultrasonic Testing Method
Laboratory part of CEA/DPSA/STA is :

In charge of the working out of an ultrasonic method
devoted to the weld of 160 mm diameter tube. This
method is to be applied from its inner side.

- Involved in the method implementation through the
Inspection Tool Head which is developed by COMEX
TECHNOLOGIES.

Figure 2 : ITH in the calibration mock-up

The qualification of the tool have need some adjustments
and improvements before operating tests. The qualification
has been performed successfully on three welds.

The first qualification acquisition was made on the
calibration mock-up with artificial defects machined in
during study in laboratory. The results of this ultrasonic
data acquisition was compared with good accordance with
the results obtained in laboratory during the first step of the
study.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The last step of the study achieved this year, was to finish
the integration and to qualify the ultrasonic method,
validated in the first step in 1997, in the Inspection Tool
Head developed by COMEX TECHNOLOGIES.

ITH QUALIFICATION
VALIDATION IN
LABORATORY

Figure 1 : Inspection Tool Head Figure 3 : Calibration mock-up, detection results
on the T 60° way
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The following acquisitions were made on two welds
realized in operational conditions by the Welding Tool
Head. We obtained in both cases some complete inspection
results. One of the specimen have a lowest thickness. In
this case the acquisition parameters must be adapted.

The qualification have been realized with a laboratory
acquisition software specifically modified for that purpose.
This software is running on a personal computer dedicated
to the ultrasonic data acquisition. The ultrasonic data can
be controlled by an imaging software just after the
inspection with the same computer. The expert software
CIVA was used to produce the detection results.

TASK LEADER

D. DE PRUNELE

DTA/DPSA/STA
CEA Saclay
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex

Tél. : 33 1 69 08 20 14
Fax : 33 1 69 08 75 97

CONCLUSIONS

The ITH associated to an ultrasonic data acquisition system
is able to inspect the whole cooling pipe weld.

All parameters described in the operating instructions are
validate by the qualification.

In specific conditions, the method can be applied to a
different pipe thickness but with other acquisition
parameters.

The ITH qualification confinns the system's capability to
obtain complete exploitable data file during a cooling pipe
weld inspection. The system uses 4 ultrasonic channels
with 45° and 60° shear waves contact focalized
transducers.

REPORTS

[1] RT3602 : ITER - Contrôle par ultrasons des
tuyauteries de 160 mm - Description et spécification
de fonctionnement de l'acquisition - octobre 1997

[2] RT3662 : ITER - Contrôle par ultrasons des
tuyauteries de 160 mm - Evaluation de la méthode en
laboratoire - mars 1998

[3] RT3732 : ITER - Inspection par ultrasons des
soudures de tuyauteries de 160 mm - Mode opératoire
- septembre 1998

[4] RT3733 : ITER - Contrôle par ultrasons des
tuyauteries de 160 mm - Rapport final - septembre
1998
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T329-2

Task Title : MAGNET FEEDER LINES AND CRYOGENIC CONNECTORS
MAINTENANCE

INTRODUCTION

The R&D program carried out by the teleoperation and
robotic section of CEA/STR was to demonstrate the
feasibility of a representative in-cryostat remote repair
operation on ITER magnet system components. While all
the components inside the ITER cryostat are designed to
last the lifetime of ITER without requiring inspection or
maintenance, provisions are made for unscheduled
inspection and/or repair interventions. Although hands-on
emergency repair operations are intended to be the reference
scenario, in-cryostat remote handling access and operation
will be required when the environment inside the cryostat
will exceed the radiation level which prevents human
intervention. A typical repair operation on ITER super
conducting magnet system component has been selected as
a reference.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The R&D programme was set up to demonstrate that :
a) the electrical insulator of one magnet cryogenic cooling
system line can be replaced remotely,
and
b) a magnet current feeder connector can be disconnected
and re-connected remotely.

A full model of ITER machine, set up on a CAD system.
The system is equipped with a robotics package which is
used to determine the manipulator/transporter system to be
used for the reference repair operation (Fig. 1).

Following the above computer analysis, a more specific
assessment of the RH equipment requirements (hardware
and control system) for the repair, with two manipulators,
of a cryogenic line electrical insulator and the connection
and disconnection of a current feeder of ITER magnet
system was carried out. This basis was used to set up the
1:1 scale mock up tests described below (Fig. 2).

Isupervisory staion 7"C 3D graphic station

Controllers

Figure 1 : Remote repair, CAD analysis

Figure 2 : Test campaign equipment description

The programme was carried out using a mock-up facility
which included a fully remotely controlled robotics system
with two master-slave servo-manipulators and a dedicated
set of remote handling tools and jigs. The remote control
station included remote cameras and was fitted with a force
feed-back control system to ease the operator task.

A CAT (Computer Assisted Teleoperation) system
(TAO2000) was also used to assist the operator, to increase
the remote operation efficiency and to prevent collision by
means of virtual boundaries.
The tests campaign addressed the following issues:

a- performance of all .the elementary process tasks
(cutting, alignment, welding, inspection, ...) in a
remote assisted mode;

b - pre-programming of the remote operation sequence
and execution with a "man in the loop" mode;

c - ability to cope with unexpected situation (design of the
CAT should also fit this requirement);

d - effectiveness of the graphical assistance to improve
the operation speed and quality.

The above master-slave force reflecting manipulators (50
kg load capacity each) were used in conjunction with
remote controlled tools based on modified hands-on
welding, cutting and bolting/unbolting tools.
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The mock-up included a model of a typical ITER break
box, reflecting all the spatial constraints (walls, adjacent
pipes, etc.)- The break box mock-up was mounted such that
its position relative to the servo-manipulators could be
changed to reflect different positions as it would be the case
on ITER. Remote cutting of a section of a cryogenic pipe,
positioning of a new pipe and re-welding it was
successfully tested (Fig 3.).

Figure 3 : Remote repair ofcryoline

A further mock-up was built to simulate a current feeder
disconnection/re-reconnection. The test did not address the
issue of cable and feeder terminals alignment, focusing only
on bolting/unbolting of the feeder clamps and on the
handling/positioning of the feeder cover required for helium
cooling containment. Further tests were successfully
conducted to demonstrate the possibility of ground
electrical insulation application to the feeder cover.

CONCLUSIONS

A test campaign on key components of the ITER magnet
system indicated that basic repair operations can be
successfully performed remotely with the aid of suitably
designed CAT system to drive two manipulators. The tests
provided useful indications for improving the design of the
above components. Recommendations for ITER design
have been produced therefore.

Figure 4 : Remote repair of current feeder line
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T329-4

Task Title : CARRIER AND BORE TOOLS FOR 4" BEND PIPES

INTRODUCTION

This project is an R&D program in remote handling
activities for Fusion reactor In Vessel maintenance.

The removal/installation of Vacuum Vessel components
often requires cutting, welding and inspection of cooling
pipes. To allow the replacement of these components while
minimising the space requirements, bore tools are
preferred to orbital tools for these operations.

Following the latest ITER developments, an effort to
standardise the pipes inside the cryostat is underway. One
of these standards could be 4" pipes (100 mm ID). These
pipes will be bent with a bending radius greater than 400
mm and cutting / welding will be required up to 10 meters
away from the tool insertion point.

The objective of this task is to demonstrate the feasibility to
operate with bore tools in 100 mm bend pipes and to study
the associated mechanism required.

This task includes design activities, manufacture and
testing of a demonstrator of the basic steps of 100 mm
bend pipes maintenance.

1998 ACTIVITIES

This year the study is focused on the analysis of the
intervention in these pipes, the design of the carrier with
associated bore tools and the manufacture and testing of a
demonstrator of the carrier.

ANALYSIS

The status of piping inside Fusion reactor machine induces
different isometric constrains on bore tools and carrier
design.

The analysis of the intervention inside bend pipes induces
the use of a modular carrier concept with 4 main
functions :

- set up tools from pipe entry point to working zone,
- position tools at the correct location,
- generate stress in pipe :

clamping on pipe,
compensate internal pipe stress after cutting,

. align two faces of pipe before welding;
- and rescue of the system.

The carrier should also onboard tools required to proceed
to the maintenance operations. The required tools
functions are :

- Milling, to cut 80% of the pipe
- Final cutting with a cutting disk
- Tack welding
- Butt welding with filler metal
- Non destructive testing to check the quality of the

operation.

One of the major difficulties for the design of such carrier
is the lack of space to onboard all the required devices, to
produce enough forces, to deal with bend pipes during
progression.

We therefore proposed an optimised concept that consist in
a flexible modular structure, able to be rigidify, that
onboard process devices in the modules.

The basic case selected to drive the design activities
concerns the Divertor cooling pipe with various possible
interfaces. Possible cases are semi-embedded or embedded
pipe which directly influence the flexibility of the pipe that
the carrier should connect/disconnect.

These cases have been analysed. It shows the need of 100
daN level of stress generated by the carrier to align the
pipe before the welding operation within 20 mm maximum
free space along pipe axis and 10 mm radialy.

The main issue to demonstrate the feasibility of the
intervention is focused on the operations which requires
the use of a process while maintaining the pipe on place
(compensation of internal pipe stress) : the final cutting of
the pipe requires to compensate internal pipe stress, tack
welding induces alignment of the two faces of pipe. Those
are the two selected operations to demonstrate.

CARRIER DESIGN

The carrier should be flexible in order to progress into
bend pipe, and must rigidify along the intervention area
when process requires to compensate heavy loads.

The carrier is made of cylindrical modules dedicated for
various functions with flexible links to progress along bent
pipes.

When in the intervention area (straight part of pipe), a
cable mechanism assembles the modules. Carrier is now a
rigid structure with good capability to generate stress in
pipe.
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Carrier modules are also equipped with clamps to lock
inside the pipe.

Carrier motion is controlled from outside the pipe with a
glass fibre flexible rod which could be assisted, if
necessary, by a specific propulsion module when motion
required forces become too high.

After end of cutting or before welding operation, the carrier
should compensate the stress of the pipe in order to separate
/ reassemble the both side of pipe along the interface.

Therefore, a front process module is required to produce
stress inside the pipe. Previously, the two faces of the pipe
have been aligned by the carrier itself.

Other modules are dedicated to support and carry out
process operations.

TOOLS DESIGN

The study concentrates on final cutting and tack welding
because it allows to demonstrate all the major difficulties.

The final cutting tool ends the cutting of the pipe after the
milling process. The milling process only produces 80% of
the cut, avoiding schwarff off the pipe. When the cut is
achieved, the carrier should compensate the constraints
between the two parts of pipe in order to avoid jamming of
the tool.

The tack welding tool is located in the Front Process
Module (FPM) of the carrier and should perform 3 tack
welding points at 120° in the welding groove of the pipe
after the carrier had been aligned and approach the two
faces of pipe.

Figure 1: 3D view of the CARRIER

Final Cutting Tool Tack Welding Tool

Figure 2 : 3D view of the tools
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DEMONSTRATOR MANUFACTURE AND TESTING

A demonstrator of the basic functions of the carrier has
been manufactured and tested to qualify its principles :

- Displacement, in a bent pipe, of the carrier by means of
a flexible rod,

- Assembling, along the straight part of pipe, of the carrier
by means of traction on cables,

- Correct positioning,
- Clamping inside the pipe,
- Alignment of pipe prior to tack welding, axial and axial

drive of the pipe with the carrier.

REFERENCES

Figure 3 : Demonstrator of the carrier's basic functions

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the maintenance operation has been
performed and an innovative modular system of carrier and
tools has been proposed that fit all the requirements.

The carrier and the associated bore tools has been designed.

A demonstrator of the basic functions of the carrier has
been manufactured and tested. The first test campaign
shows that it reaches the required values of performance.

The future work program consists in the following steps :

Manufacture and testing of a complete carrier (without
process tools).

- Manufacture and testing of two tools identified as
highest issue, the final cutting tool and the tack welding
tool.

- Test and upgrade of the complete equipment (carrier
with embedded tools).
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T329-5

Task Title : IN-VESSEL RH DEXTEROUS OPERATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Scope of this work is to carry out an R&D program to
demonstrate the feasibility of an effective remote handling
dexterous operation that takes place within the Divertor RH
maintenance.

The maintenance operation will be performed under so
called « blind » conditions (without video feedback
assistance) based on 3D graphical model assistance. A
Divertor Test Platform has been set-up in Italy (ENEA site)
to demonstrate the feasibility of such maintenance for
nominal conditions. An open issue of such operation
concerns the demonstration of unexpected situation
specially when rescue mode is required.

The main concern of this R&D project consist in the
demonstration under real remote handling conditions such
force feedback device can afford with unexpected situation
in rescue mode. Therefore, a demonstration is foreseen on
the Divertor Test Platform at ENEA site.

1998 ACTIVITIES

Project T329-5 started in July 1998.

Specification of the RH operation has been defined with a
special issue concerning the definition of the rescue
scenario to be taken into account. The situation takes place

within the divertor region located in-vessel at the
botomside.

The rescue scenario finally defined is the following :

1. CTM to release the cassette,
2. CTM backward by monitoring driving motor currents

(few tens of cm to allow enough free space for MAM
operation),

3. MAM , with tactile sensors, to position the CTM /
rails, to send to the supervisor the real position of the
CTM,

4. CTM toroidal re-positioning (Operator in override
mode),

5. CTM backward to RCC (for example) for position
sensors re initialisation,

6. CTM forward the cassette at low speed (5 mm/s) up to
the detection of the cassette by means of one CTM US
sensors,

7. CTM backward a few cm to provide enough space to
the MAM operation,

8. MAM with tactile sensors, to send to the supervisor
the real position of the cassette,

9. MAM to check and totally unlock if needed both CLS,
10. Use of the real cassette position at the supervisor level

to prepare the cassette mission rescue :

- correct toroidal alignment of the cassette (over-ride
mode)
removal of the cassette (nominal mode)

Cassette
CTM : Cassette Toroïdal Mover

MAM : manipulator arm MAESTRO

Figure 1 : RH operation
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Once the mission defined and specification completed, the
work has been focused on the graphical model to be used
for RH assistance. The mission can be prepared off line
using a geometric model of the DTP. Since, the system used
at BRASIMONE for DTP modeling by ENEA is DENEB 's
CAD system TELEGRIP, and system used at C.E.A / STR
is derived from ALEPH 's ACT CAD system, a graphical
model adaptation is required. Both these systems are CAD
robotics systems. They provide different kind of
functionality but are completely disconnected : one can't be
included into the other one.

The work has then consisted on adaptation of the graphical
model of the mission environment based on IGRIP software
to have a graphical model compatible with TA2000
Teleoperation system developed by CEA. To respect the
performances, it must be considered the obstacle avoidance
and visualisation of 3D models. We have demonstrate the
possibilities to work with a model comming from ENEA
site.

Selected operation for this demonstration is the bolting
operation of the two clamps on the connector core. The
mock up features are illustrated below.

Figure 2 : MAESTRO and DTP tractor

We then experiment some of our obstacle avoidance and
trajectory generation algorithm successfully with this
model. We, finaly, procured a specification document to
focus ENEA work to built the 3D environment of the DTP.

After graphical model adaptation task, we analysed and
validated the feasibility of remote manipulation in blind
conditions based on graphical model assistance.

Trials and evaluation of remote manipulation and bolting
operations in blind conditions have been performed using
the experimental site set up for the Fusion project,
« Magnets feeder lines and cryogenic connectors
Maintenance », which is composed of RD500 slave
manipulators controlled with TAO2000 remote control
system and the mock up of magnet system electric feeder
line connectors. This experimental site represents realistic
conditions to carry out such analysis and validation with
time and resources saving since it is already set up.

Clamps to bolt

Electric connector

Figure 3 : Electric connector

Three steps have been executed to validate the feasibility of
remote manipulation in blind condition :

REMOTE MANIPULATION BASED ON
GRAPHICAL ASSISTANCE WITHOUT
POSITIONING ERRORS

In that case, remote operation is done with only graphical
assistance, video camera feedback is switched off.

The graphical model fits « perfectly » the real mock up
environment so the operator has not to overcome
positioning error. In this ideal case (positioning errors less
than 5 mm), we have analysed the effect of the graphical
based remote operation.

Figure 4 : Right and front view of the graphical
model of the connector
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The same view in line graphical configuration :

Screw axis

Screw driver
machine fitting

Figure 5 : Right and front view « in line » of the graphical model of the connector

In these conditions, we have demonstrated that RH
operation could be done in safe and efficient way.

REMOTE MANIPULATION BASED ON
GRAPHICAL ASSISTANCE WITH POSITIONING
ERRORS

Connector mock up is shifted by +/- 25 mm from original
position used for graphical modelling. Trials in that
condition have shown that RH operations are difficult and
not reliable.

CALIBRATION OF GRAPHICAL MODEL

To be able to work in conditions close to case 1, calibration
of the graphical model is required. This operation is
essential since RH operation based on graphical assistance
is achievable only if positioning errors are limited.
Calibration is performed by the manipulator equipped with
range finder sensor and remote controlled in Master/Slave
mode by the operator. This calibration procedure done in
« blind » condition requires the operator to sense
characteristics features of the environment to calibrate (as
plane surfaces) thanks to force feedback capabilities of the
system. Results of these experiments have demonstrated
that the size of surfaces to measure for calibration is critical
and that a minimum size seems to be close to 100 mm x
100 mm.

CONCLUSIONS

The work carried during this first phase of the project
pointed out the feasibility of two critical point :

Adaptation of the graphical model to get IGRIP models
from ENEA into TAO2000 system is possible through DXF
format exchange. RH operation in « blind » condition is
achievable with some constraints : calibration is a critical
step to overcome, to get the graphical model to fit the real
environment, thus measurement features like surfaces with
minimum size of about 100 mm x 100 mm are required.

The project is now running the following steps :

mission analysis
- RH tool and light mock up design and manufactory,
- preparation of mission at Brasimone,
- mission final demonstration.

In addition, three sub-tasks have been considered in order to
follow fusion requirements :

- Absolute positioning of the manipulator within its real
environment, considering advanced technics to optimize
use of contact sensors.

- R&D activities for the use of pure water hydraulic
actuator for force feedback manipulators in order to
respect environmental requirements.

- The study of a long distance remote handling intends to
improve advanced maintenance for ITER : remote
maintenance with support of several expert located at
long distance various sites, advanced remote diagnostics
.... are fields of interests for large project like ITER.

These sub-tasks will start beginning of 1999.
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SEA 1-11
SEA 1-2

Task Title : SAFETY APPROACH AND DOCUMENTATION SUPPORT FOR
ITER - ASSESSMENT OF ITER NON SITE SPECIFIC SAFETY
REPORT

The objectives of this work are twofold : to assist the Joint
Central Team for the ITER safety documentation and to
assess the ITER safety documentation from European point
of view.

INTRODUCTION

At the end of ITER Engineering Design Activities (EDA),
the Joint Control Team (JCT) prepared a version of the
Non-Site Specific Safety Report (NSSR). The objective of
the latter was to provide a possible candidate host country
for the ITER site with the various elements required to
assess the impact of the installation of this facility with
respect to safety and the environment.

During the subsequent phase, it is planned to begin the
preparation of a preliminary safety report for the facility.

The contents of the safety report is dependent on the
regulatory practices of the host country. A harmonization
of requirements is, however, in progress. In Europe, this
effort, which was started for the EFR (European Fast
Reactor) has been continued in the framework of the TSO
group under the aegis of the European Community.

The safety report is not the only regulatory document. In
addition to general documents relative to the installation of
any large plant, independent of its nuclear aspect (building
permit, study of regional impact, etc.), other documents
will be necessary in view of its nuclear aspects, such as, for
example:

- Studies on the impact of normal releases to the
environment (agriculture, hydrology, etc.),

- A file relative to the information of partners in the
European framework (Euratom),

- Documentation relative to the control and protection of
nuclear material (public safety, Euratom, IAEA).

Obviously, it is not possible here to cover all these aspects,
but to provide a certain number of guidelines with a view
to enable the safety documentation (and hence the safety
approach) to evolve into a document more consistent with
the form required for a preliminary safety report.

Finally, it should be specified that this report does not
address certain deficiencies that have been pointed out in

the framework of the European assessment relative to the
framework of the European assessment relative to NSSR
(let us cite, for example, the case of the classification of
components, the analysis of the failure of common mode
faults, or even the analysis of severe accidents).

1998 ACTIVITIES

GENERAL

A preliminary safety report is a complete report that
describes the planned facility and provides a convincing
demonstration of its safety with respect to the public and
the environment. As regards its descriptive aspect, focus
should not be placed at this stage on a detailed description,
but on the functional aspects.

With respect to the demonstrative aspect, it is important to
underline its rigour so as to ensure the reader's confidence.

As regards operational safety, focus should be placed on
showing that the ALARA process has not only been
applied throughout without reference to objective limits but
also consistently and for the whole facility.

Finally, an important point consists in showing that all the
studies, as well as subsequent fabrication and operation,
are and will be performed in compliance with Quality
Assurance requirements.

This therefore means making certain technical changes
compared to the NSSR, but, above all, it entails a change
in perspective.

Generally speaking, this involves showing the safety
authorities that safety has always been a priority during
design and that all the risks have been taken into account
according to the « Defence in Depth » principle (and not in
a philosophical manner, but by referring to specific
functional standards and specifications).

With respect to the plan of the PSAR, several approaches
can be used, which may be country dependent, but the
approach selected for the NSSR seems quite acceptable.
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It will anyway contain the following data:

- General information on the safety approach, including
the logical approach, the main principles, the
objectives, and main safety functions,

- A descriptive aspect: the manner in which the safety
functions are installed,

- A quantification of the risks,
- Operational safety (dose to workers),
- Effluents and releases under normal operation,
- Wastes and dismantling,
- Accident analyses (classes 2 to 4),
- Severe accident analyses,
- Accidents of external origin.

SAFETY FUNCTIONS AND THEIR INSTALLATION

The presentation of the safety systems should not be
limited to an individual description of each system or
component, but should provide, in addition, overall
functional aspects, together with the interfaces between the
systems.

The starting point should consist in a global description of
the facility, its environment and its operating conditions.
The desired operating range should also be described with
sufficient precision to enable assessing its safety and of the
relevance of the analyses presented.

Furthermore, once overall safety objectives have been
defined (in terms of releases to the environment, for
example), it could be interesting to express them as a set of
objectives at sub-assembly level.

The analysis of these sub-assemblies would thus provide
the demonstration that, under normal or accident operating
conditions (in the entire specified domain), these objectives
would be met.

Let us take an example: Let us consider the ventilation
system in the exchanger rooms:

It is understood that the ventilation of these rooms is
assured under normal operation and that the closure of the
vent is ensured within a specified time in the event of a
risk of a significant water circuit leak.

It is therefore necessary to:

- Define the instrumentation and the way to determine
the values which will actuate this system,

- Describe the process itself,
- Analyze the entire chain, identifying the risks of

failure. Common mode hazards (loss of power, fire,
etc.), as well as possible interfaces should also be
identified.

This analysis will permit having all available data for
accident studies and enable making the demonstration:

- Envelope of slight leaks that do not lead to the closure
of the venting system,

- Precise conditions of the action with its uncertainties
(response time, etc.),

- Data for the analysis of possible common mode
failures.

At the preliminary report stage, the design of these systems
will probably not be sufficiently developed to permit
making this analysis: their functional specifications will
therefore be given and will serve as guidelines for design.

All the systems relative to safety (which will subsequently
be cited in the accident analysis, for example) should be
treated in this way.

ACCIDENT ANALYSES

The presentation of accident studies should not require
many changes insofar as the assumptions relative to the
evolution of consequences are consistent with the analysis
of the various systems cited.

The consistency of the various approaches for the selection
of accidents should also be verified (it should be checked,
for example, that the failures considered are consistent
with the analysis of the systems).

In addition, the validation of the computer codes, models,
and basic data, together with the uncertainties involved,
should be discussed. The validation of all the data, codes
and models used for the safety analysis is an important
issue in the licensing process.

Both the transient analysis and the Ultimate Safety
Margins analysis depend heavily on computer codes. This
has required the development of new specific codes and the
use of codes developed for other purposes, but which are at
times required to operate outside the existing qualification
envelope.

A systematic approach for exhaustive verification and
validation of the Thermal-Hydraulic codes for fission
applications in LWR (Light Water Reactor) has been
carried out over the last decade by the CSNI (Committee
for the Safety of Nuclear Installations) of the OECD
Nuclear Energy Agency. It is suggested that a similar
methodology for fusion would be appropriate. This would
however only need to concentrate on validation of those
phenomena which are specific to fusion.

This work would involve the identification and
characterisation of the fusion specific phenomena and
establish a facility cross reference matrix, using all
relevant data. It is suggested that a dedicated group of
experts should evaluate the validation program and verify
the results.
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OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY

If the ongoing process relative to the investigation of all
maintenance operations is pursued so as to consistently
aim for a minimization of doses to workers, the current
presentation is correct, associated with its resulting zoning.

However, care should be taken to avoid presenting in the
ALARA process any objective that could be considered as
final: the objectives cited are only intermediate, permitting
the consistency of the approach to be assured.

In addition, non-scheduled maintenance operations should
also be investigated, including those intended, for example,
to put the facility back into operation following an incident
or accident likely to occur during the service life of the
facility (a small coolant leak, for example).
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CONCLUSION

In the frame of the cost reduction objective of ITER, a
process of redesign this installation will be done during the
extension phase of the EDA.

This could be an opportunity to ensure a better definition
of the safety implementation including the objective of
minimising the doses for the workers (by a systematic
ALARA process).

In parallel an effort should be done for the validation of
codes and data on the basis of comparison with
experiments and benchmark exercises.
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SEA 1-14

Task Title : CONTRIBUTION TO THE EUROPEAN ASSESSMENT OF THE
DOCUMENTATION EMITTED BY JCT

INTRODUCTION

A veiy comprehensive effort has been made, during the
last years, by the ITER Joint Central Team to integrate a
set of safety recommendations within the ITER design and
to organise a preliminary safety assessment of the plant.
Detailed documentation is now available : the Non-Site
Specific Safety Report (NSSR-2).

Following a proposal described in ref. [1] and recalled in
the document, the task starts a systematic analysis of the
ITER safety approach, both concerning the methods
implemented for the design as well as those used for the
safety assessment. The objective is to lead the final designs
to correctly answer the safety authorities requirements
through the detailed and systematic analysis of this
documentation.

The « regulatory » requirements are not yet explicit for
large fusion plants. This is why the basis for the suggestion
is the coherency with the evolution that characterises the
safety approach for future fission plants. This objective
does not mean that the « standardisation » of the details of
the safety approach among fission and fusion plants will be
the solution. Nevertheless, it seems obvious that all the
differences must be identified and understood verifying
that the basis of the « safety philosophy », used for the
definition of the recommendations for the future nuclear
installations, is respected.

Practically, all the recognised discrepancies have to be
identified and understood in detail, by performing a
detailed comparison between on one side the ITER concept
characteristic and, on the other side, the safety and design
requirements applicable to large fission plants.

1998 ACTIVITIES

OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH

The radiological risk that characterises large fusion plants
lead to consider them - from regulatory point of view - as

Nuclear Installations1. This administrative classification
ask for ad-hoc licensing procedures.

* ITER must be considered as Nuclear Installation, due to
quality and quantity of its confined radiotoxic materials.

The fundamental safety objectives (i.e. the radiological
impacts) as well as the fundamental principles for the
safety implementation and the assessment (i.e. the defence
in depth) must be analogous for all the future Nuclear
Installations. On the other hand, it is recognised that the
demonstration that these objectives are correctly fulfilled
shall be achieved integrating the specificity of the ITER
plant.

Thus, the goal of the engaged analysis is the assessment of
the ITER safety approach from both design (i.e.
architecture) and safety analysis (i.e. rules and methods for
the analysis) point of view.

The whole ITER safety approach is presented through the
Non-Site Specific Safety Report (NSSR-2) [3] and a series
of complementary documents (see next Section).

The assessment can be performed taking as references
different documents currently available for future fission
nuclear plants.

Within this context, the present work has the main
objective to investigate the real capability to « assess » the
ITER safety related design options, by analysing its
available safety-related documentation, through a detailed
comparison versus the current actual safety requirements
for future advanced European LWRs, when applicable.
As a matter of exercise, this analysis has been focused on
the EUR document's parts that have more important
relevance from safety point of view i.e. the Safety
Approach [2].

ITER - EUR DOCUMENTATION COMPARISON

EUR documentation analysed

The main goal of the EUR [4] consortium is « to produce a
common set of utility requirements, endorsed by major
European utilities for the next generation ofLWR nuclear
power plants ». Moreover « One of the main objectives is
that a standard LWR project designed to comply with the
EUR should be licensable in the different countries of
Europe without need for significant changes to meet
differences in national licensing requirements ».

In connection with our goal, the interest of the document
was double :

- First, it shows a comprehensive set of requirements and
the risk to forget something is reduced.

- Second, these safety related requirements are currently
analysed by the European safety authority.
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This « on line » assessment will identify the discrepancies
with the safety authority's recommendations and, if
necessary, will have feedback on the EUR content.

The EUR « Safety Requirements » (Volume 2, Chapter 1)
have been analysed and compared with the claimed ITER
safety approach.

ITER documentation analysed

The NSSR-2 [3] is structured into the different following
volumes :

Vol. I Safety Approach and functions
Vol. II Safety Design
Vol. Ill Radiological and Energy Source Term
Vol. IV Effluents and Emissions
Vol. V Waste Management and Decommissioning
Vol. VI Occupational Safety
Vol. VII Analysis of Reference events
Vol. V m Ultimate Safety Margins
Vol. IX External Hazards Assessment
Vol. X Sequence Analysis
Vol. XI Safety Models and Codes

Coherently with the objectives discussed above, all these
volumes must be completely reviewed. But, for this
preliminary comparison only the NSSR-2 Volumes I, II,
and VIII have been taken into account.

Three other official ITER documents have been also
analysed : the ITER General Safety and Environmental
Design Criteria (GSEDC) [5], the Safety Analysis
Guidelines (SAG) [6], and the Safety Importance
Classification (SIC) [7] related to the General Design
Requirements Document (GDRD) [8]. These documents
detail the basis for the ITER safety approach.

ITER - EUR comparison

To operate such a review, as a preliminary step, Appendix
1 of ref. [2] presents a detailed analysis of each section of

the EUR Chapter « Safety Requirements »^, reporting
comments on the evaluation of the possible applicability
and on any discrepancies.

Items that require more thorough analysis are also
identified. In the commented text of Appendix 1 some
indications are given on the 'applicability / application
realised' of the different statements.

Still using the EUR document, an exhaustive assessment of
both the ITER technical principle and design options could
be organised to achieve a preliminary exercise, performed
by following the main functions, whose role is analogous
in ITER and in the future nuclear fission plants (e.g. Decay

2 Only the Sections 2.1.7 (Site Conditions) and 2.1.8
(Tables), and the Appendices A and B are not specifically
commented. In any case the relative text in the annexed
Appendix 1 is presented to complete the comparison.

Heat Removal (DHR), Containment System, Primary Heat
Transfer System, etc.).

MAIN HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE PERFORMED
ANALYSIS

By the performed analysis, as far as initial and
preliminary, some technical highlights may be deduced in
order to discuss the ITER safety approach.

- During the next design developments a satisfactory
operator-related analysis (Human Factor) will be
suitable. Making this it some operator action targets
shall be taken into account, like for example : « The
release targets of Design Basis Categories 2, 3, and 4
Conditions and DEC (each event sequence category),
can be met without operator action from the main
control room in less than 30 minutes, and no action
outside the main control room in less than 1 hour »
(EUR [4]).

- A more detailed examination is necessary to operate a
meaningful comparison and understand ITER Safety
Importance Classification (SIC) for both components
and functions categorisation. For the moment, no safety
category I equipment are present in ITER. This would
be thoroughly assessed after the discussed SIC
approach.

- The Controlled Plant State notion is not retained in
ITER and furthermore the general approach assessing
the plant performances after accident conditions is very
different. The optimisation of the SIC phase is possible
through the adoption of Controlled Plant State and Safe
Shutdown State notions.

- Neither licensing practices nor real operational
experience are available for fusion. There is no
experience feedback for fusion machine like ITER and
therefore reference is made, where possible, to fission
reactor experience and elsewhere a certain field of
uncertainty remains to be investigated.

- ITER Containment barrier target is not to contain
accident conditions, but instead a reliability target is
adopted. This is made because the reference option is
the notion of « dynamic confinement ».

- Among the issues linked to the rules for the analysis,
the Single Failure Criterion is an important tool. Its
application should be detailed.

- The Severe Accident concept for ITER is not
explicitly expressed and thus no reference Severe
Accident has been selected. The following definition of
SEVERE ACCIDENT is proposed: «Sequences or
accidental situations, characterised by an occurrence
frequency beyond design limits. In these conditions, the
installation is severely damaged and it exists a
potential for the release of a significant radiotoxic
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inventory, considered unacceptable for the
environment ». In analysing the Design Extension
Conditions, complex sequences constitute an
implementation of additional failures (like for ITER
Cat-V events) and the specific Severe Accident analysis
ensures the design against a possible lack of
exhaustivity. If the Hypothetical Sequences are
evaluated (equivalent to EUR complex sequences),
nothing is present in the ITER safety approach in
relation to Severe Accident.

The ITER no-evacuation objective constitutes a
significant difference in terms of safety approach with
respect to the EUR considerations for Design Extension
Conditions.

The uncertainties assessment for the Cat-V events
shall be thoroughly analysed to verify the coherency
with the need for appropriate attention to residual
scientific uncertainties. This is mainly necessary
particularly by performing best estimate analyses.

The loads resulting from the adequate combination of :
normal or extreme environmental conditions, initiating
events, or hazards together with Design Basic
Conditions, shall be used for the design of systems,
structures, and components.

It seem interesting to investigate the occurring of ITER
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS)
events. In feet, the ATWS event can be considered as :
«failure of the emergency shut-down system when
operational conditions of I and II category need
intervention of that system ». For this event
combination the Safety Authority requests « to
demonstrate that the implemented dispositions permit
to drive the event consequences, from a safety point of
view, to the level of IV category » ([CAB], in Appendix
lof réf. [2]).

For the H2 hazard no distinction is made between
deflagration and detonation by hydrogen.

Likely further developments in the Cat-V events
(NSSR-2/Vol. VIII) should be operated to investigate

the « cliff edge effect »•*.

The cumulative probability value for all sequences of
10"6 per year for unacceptable consequences, remains a
milestone. The ITER approach seems coherent with the
requirement. The only ambiguity arises from the
statement : «(...) the no-evacuation goal implies the
need to limit doses to the local population to

3 This risk corresponds to the mobilisation of a potentially
unacceptable source term - severe accident - with the
simultaneous loss of the containment (releases much
higher than those which are acceptable).

approximately 50 mSv /event early dose, even for some
Category V events. » (note d, of Table 2.7.1-1, in [5])

Choice of HTO and Divertor-First Wall as reference
data for release limits shall be thoroughly discussed.

It will be necessary better investigate the fire hazard.

A more specific fault tolerance application should be
performed.

A major effort in explaining design features for
reliability of safety functions is necessary.

Concerning plant performance after accident
conditions, the specific favourable inherent and
passive characteristics of fusion should be further
investigated and understood.

The ITER enunciation for the Defence-in-depth
principle is in accordance with the EUR enunciation,
but careful attention shall be paid to its correct
application.

The well balanced deterministic-probabilistic
mixture for the safety approach is in good agreement
with the EUR's requirements.

Use of the same type of reference dose definition will
be necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

The current available ITER safety documents describe the
safety approach elaborated with the support of the partners
home teams. Obviously differences still exist with the
home teams positions. For example, following a rough
comparison, it appears that the current ITER design and
the corresponding safety documentation do not answer
integrally the needs of a hypothetical licensing procedure
in an European context.

By means of the present study, a preliminary evaluation of
the possible applicability and of any discovered fission-
fusion discrepancies between EUR's recommendations and
ITER safety approach has been performed.

Nevertheless, a more complete detailed comparison is
suggested between on one side the ITER concept
characteristic and, on the other side, the requirements from
both regulatory bodies and utilities to identify and
understand in detail all the still existing discrepancies.

In any case, the performed comparison results in a
meaningful tool to verify the ITER safety approach.
Because it enables to determine, through a point-by-point
analysis, some shortages and some suitable developments
for the next design progresses.
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Thus, this activity would be the first step of a more
comprehensive analysis that should improve the coherency
and the acceptability of the plant design, as well as the
safety documentation content.
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SEA 3-1
SEA 5-2

Task Title : COHERENT SYSTEM OF CODES FOR THE ITER SAFETY
ANALYSIS - VALIDATION OF COMPUTER CODES AND
MODELS

INTRODUCTION 1998 ACTIVITIES

The main purpose of these tasks has been to optimise the
coupling methodology for a set of representatives cases for
ITER studies, and to provide users with a better tool for the
control of coupled runs.

To achieve this last objective, a new command language has
been introduced to solve some problems that could not be
solved by the previous Gibiane command language. This
new version does not require any modification of the slave
codes ATHENA, INTRA and NAUA, already integrated
into ISAS. Only small modifications of the supervisor input
decks are needed.

The general activity of task SEA5-2 concerns also users
assistance and bug fixes.

INTRODUCTION OF PARALLELIZATION FOR
COUPLED RUNS

hi order to reduce the CPU time needed for some reference
calculations, often larger for coupled runs than for stand
alone runs because of the drastic reduction of the internal
time step into each slave code, parallelization has been
successfully introduced.

For example, an application for the LOFA5 calculation
shows 40% saving of CPU time :

Sequential run

Total cpu : 15309

Total CPU

Athena Intra ISAS

Parallel run

Total cpu : 9145

40% saving
of CPU time

Total CPU time is
approximatively
Athena CPU time

Athena Intra ISAS

with the same physical results :
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Mixed methods based on the variations of some physical
variables, using a parallel run when the gradients of these
variables are not stiff, and a sequential run otherwise, have
been also successfully tested.

RELEASES OF THE ISAS SYSTEM

Several releases of the ISAS system have been done due to
the introduction of new versions of tlie slave codes INTRA
and SAFALY that take account of new physical abilities.

During this period, SAFALY code was integrated into the
ISAS system. Several interface routines were written to
enable coupled runs with ATHENA.

NEW VERSION OF THE ISAS SUPERVISOR

During this period, a new version of ISAS has been
developed. So as to provide users with a better tool for the
control of coupled runs the main improvement has been
the replacement of the Gibiane command language by an
object oriented one, OCAML developed by INRIA

The purpose was to get some improvements without any
effect on the work already achieved, and we can resume
this updating as follows :

- no modification or recompilation of any slave code was
needed : tlie supervisor input deck only is different and
it has to be written again.

- a better way to control potential problems such as
crashes of slave codes, using exception mechanisms of
OCAML.

- the OCAML Command language is more powerful and
fast as compared with Gibiane.

- a direct exchange of data is made between slave codes
without any transit by ISAS.

The firsts tests for tlie control of Athena and Intra with the
OCAML version of ISAS are conclusive.

PRE-PROCESSING CAPABILITIES OF ISAS

The objective was to give the user of Intra the same
graphic abilities as those implemented by the Xmgr
package as for Athena, it consisted in exploring the results
of a calculation after a run from files generated by the slave
code.

REPORTS DURING THE PERIOD

[1] ISAS : Description of Athena, Intra, Naua and Safaly
coupling for safety analysis
DMT 97-574 update 11/98

[2] ISAS : on line documentation based on HTML3.2
language
DMT 97-575 update 11/98
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SEA 3-5

Task Title : IN VESSEL SAFETY ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION 1998 ACTIVITIES

In the frame of validation and verification of the codes
used for ITER safety demonstration, a benchmark is under
progress between the different parties of the project. The
aim is to compare experimental tests achieved on the
'Ingress of Coolant Event' (ICE) Japanese facility and
calculations by different pressurisation codes (INTRA,
PAX, MELCOR, TRAC). The objectives are to investigate
the pressurisation rate and heat transfer characteristics of
water injection into the vacuum vessel of ITER. The
present work is based on the PAX calculations of the
fourth set of tests on the ICE facility.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ICE FACILITY

The facility consists of a boiler pressurised at 35 bar used
to inject water through a nozzle on a target plate inside the
vessel (0.38 m3 initially at 10 pa) connected through a
rupture disk to a blow down tank (0.55 m3). A shematic
flow diagram of the facility is shown on figure 1.

The parameters of the tests are : the temperature of the
fluid in the boiler, the temperature of the vacuum vessel
and blow down tank structures, the size of the nozzle, the
injection duration and the rupture disk design pressure.
They are summarised in table 1 :

'boiler

target
Blow down tank

Rupture disk

Figure 1 : Schematic flow diagram of the ICE facility

Table 1 : Tests parameters

Parameters

case 1

case 2

case 3

case 4

case5
case 6

case 7

vacuum vessel walls
Temp (°C)

250

250

100

230

230

230

230

fluid Temp
(°Q

200

200

200

160

160

160

160

AP of the rupture
disk (bar)

2

10

2

10

10

2

10

Nozzle diam
(mm)

2

2

2

0.5

0.5

2

2

flow duration
(s)

10

10

10

10

160

10

10
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PAX CODE CALCULATIONS

Pax code capabilities

The PAX code is a safety studies code used mainly to
evaluate both :

- the depressurisation of a containment (cooling loop for
example) and,

- the resulting pressurisation of a vessel receiving the
fluid from the depressurisation.

Safety Authorities acknowledge this code as a tool for
pressurisation calculation and safety reports support.

The main parameters that can be taken into account are :

- for the containment (here the boiler) :

. thermodynamic conditions,

. thermal inertia of the containment structures,

. pressure losses in the piping to the break.

The flow at the break can be evaluated through a correlation
developed under a specific experimental programme.

- for the vessel :

initial thermodynamic conditions,
. temperature profile in the structures (made of

different material slices),
. rupture disks (or scrubbers) and expansion

containment.

The main results that can be provided are :

- for the containment (here the boiler) :

. thermodynamic conditions,

. temperature of the containment structures,

. flow at the break,

- for the vessel :

. thermodynamic conditions,

. water/steam inventories,

. temperature profile in the structures,

Main hypothesis

The followings hypothesis and correlations, based on
engineering judgement and using the experience gained by
participation in the previous pre and post test calculations,
were used for the PAX calculations :

- the wet surface at the bottom of the vacuum vessel was
calculated at each time step in order to take into account
the pool boiling effect (important for the pressurisation
of the vacuum vessel)

- the pool boiling correlation is deducted from the boiling
curve at 1 bar (ref [1]),

- the impingement target was chosen as a disk of 0.2 m in
diameter which corresponds to a focalised spray (feed
back of the previous sets of tests),

- a constant heat transfer coefficient (if the temperature of
the walls is higher than the fluid) of 5000 W/m2/°C has
been applied on the target (corresponding to dry wall
mode condition),

- the condensation correlation used was a Nusselt law
without uncondensable gas,

- the axial and cross conduction has been neglected in the
calculation.

RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS

The PAX results were in good agreement with the
mesurements and were presented during the last ICE/LOVA
meeting held in San Diego in February 98 (ref [2]). The
main pressure transient are plotted in the following figures :

figure 2 : Case 1 pressure in the vacuum vessel and in the
blow down tank,
figure 3 : Case 3 pressure in the vacuum vessel,
figure 4 : Case 7 pressure in the vacuum vessel,
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Figure 2 : Test 1 ; pressure transient

The rupture disk opens after 5 s of injection, at about 15 s
there is no more liquid water in the vacuum vessel
(superheated conditions in the vacuum vessel).
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Figure 3 : Test 3 ; pressure transient

adiabatic external condition for the vacuum vessel has
been assumed,
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The pressure rises in the vacuum vessel during the 10 s of
injection, and it is stopped by the condensation when it
exceeds the saturation pressure at the walls temperature.

REFERENCES

Vacuum vessel pranure

^ . ! !
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i !
i

100
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Figure 4 : Test 7 ; pressure transient

During this test, the initial pressure rise is due to the
injection flow rate and then, the pressure continue to rise
because of the pool boiling effect and the natural
convection.

CONCLUSIONS

This analysis has pointed the importance of heat transfer
under impinging jet and pool boiling conditions as far as
vacuum vessel pressurisation is concerned. Since these two
phenomena might be met during accidental transients on
ITER (any scenario that could lead to an in-vessel LOCA),
it is very important to specify and analyse clearly these
situations. However, as these types of global tests have
shown not to be sufficient to built a precise correlation for
the heat transfer coefficients under jet impingement
conditions, experiments to provide the necessary
information will be outlined.

[1] J.G. COLLIER: « Convective boiling and
condensation »

[2] Technicatome : « ICE FACILITY : 4th set of pre and
post calculations of in vessel LOCA's » 1998
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SEA 5-1

Task Title : VALIDATION OF COMPUTER CODES AND MODELS
Pactiter validation

INTRODUCTION

The activated corrosion products from the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) can be of
major concern regarding the Occupational Radiation
Exposure (ORE) [1].

The PACTITER [2] code has been extensively used to
determine the deposited activities, created by corrosion
products, of the various heat transfer circuit of ITER [3].

Release rate, from metal alloys to the bulk fluid, depends
strongly on the wall surface temperature. Whereas
PACTITER code was originally developed for Pressurized
Water Reactor applications (temperature range between
280°C and 320°C), it has been clearly identified that
release rates predicted by PACTITER for the low
temperature range of ITER [140°C, 250°C] have to be
validated.

1998 ACTIVITIES

In order to estimate the release rate for typical stainless
steel alloys at low temperature, experimental test will be

conducted in the CORELE loop [4]. The activity of
DEC/SECA/LTC in 1998 was to define a test matrix,
representative of ITER conditions, which aim is to validate
and to improve the corrosion product release model of the
PACTITER code.

THE CORELE 2 LOOP

The goal of the CORELE facility is to determine the
release rate of corrosion products coming from alloy
elements (Fe, Ni, Co, Cr, ...) which can be found in the
primary circuit of a PWR or in the divertor loop of ITER.

The CORELE facility can be conducted using various
thermal-hydraulic and chemical conditions in order to
estimate their influence on the corrosion product release
rate. Indeed, it is well known that release rate depends
strongly on chemical conditioning. It may also be
influenced by the mass transfer coefficient which is directly
accessible through hydraulic conditioning.

Figure 1 is the schematic representation of the CORELE 2
loop. The hot temperature part is made of Zircaloy, while
the cold temperature part is made of polymer. These two
materials were selected in order to avoid release from the
circuit and to have release only from the test section.

CORELE 2 LOOP

Sampling

Ion exchangers
(purification)
2 x 50 liters

4 x 2 liters
ion

exchangers
(measurement)

Figure 1 : Schematic representation of the CORELE 2 loop
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The test section consists of two parallel tubes (as received
steam generator tubes for PWR applications) which are
pre-irradiated in pile. Each of the two sections are followed
by ion exchanger resins where the corrosion products,
under ion form, are trapped. Filters are not necessary
because, due to water circulation and purification, elements
never reach equilibrium concentration in the water and
therefore it is not foreseen to have aggregation of ions
forming particles.

TEST MATRIX

Two stainless steel types are foreseen to be used in the heat
transfer circuits of ITER : SS 316L(N) and SS304L. The
material composition is reported in the table 1 [5]:

The operating conditions for the water chemistry are [6] :

- pH(300°C)=5.7 (neutral at room temperature
pH(20°C)=7.0 (the solution might be probably
controlled to maintain pH(300°C)=5.7)),

- no Boron,

- hydrogen content = 25cm3/kg,

- oxygen content < 1 ppb,

chloride and fluoride < 1 ppb.

Concerning the temperature range and fluid velocity of the
different heat transfer circuits of ITER, they are summarize
in table 2.

The inner diameter of the different heat transfer circuits,
presented here above, vary from 20 mm to 54 mm.

To define the test matrix, the vacuum vessel will not be
considered. Indeed, its temperature range and fluid velocity
in the main piping are really different to those of the other
circuits. Due to the limited number of experiments that
should be carried out, the vacuum vessel, not
representative, will not be accounted for.

Two tests will be conducted in the CORELE loop for ITER
purpose. Influence of temperature and fluid velocity will be
studied while chemical conditions (those from ITER) will
remain constant for the two tests.

Two tubes will be tested in parallel during the two
experiments.

Table 1

Material

SS316L(N)

SS 304L

Fe (%)

65.00

67.80

Ni(%)

12.30

10.00

Co(%)

0.10

0.25

Cr(%)

17.50

19.00

Mn(%)

1.80

2.00

Cu(%)

0.0001

0.0001

Table 2

Primary First Wall / In Board Baffle (FW/TBB)

Limiter / Out Board Baffle (LIM/OBB)

Divertor (DV)

Vaccum Vessel ( W )

temperature (°C)

140- 191

140 - 174

140 - 165

100 - 109

velocity in main pipes (m/s)

3.4-4.5

4-5 .6

3 - 4

0.5-1.5

Testl

Tube

# 1

#2

material

SS316L(N)

SS316L(N)

chemical conditions

ITER conditions

ITER conditions

tube geometry

Length 250mm
Diam. 22 mm

Length 250mm
Diam. 22 mm

fluid temperature"

140 °C

140 °C

fluid velocity*

3 m/s

5 m/s

Data still submitted to changes according to ITER's staff request
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Test 2

Tube

# 1

# 2

material

SS316L(N)

SS316L(N)

chemical conditions

ITER conditions

ITER conditions

tube geometry

Length 250mm
Diam. 22 mm

Length 250mm
Diam. 22 mm

fluid temperature *

190 °C

190 °C

fluid velocity*

3m/s

5m/s

CONCLUSIONS TASK LEADER

In agreement with ITER design and up-to-date chemical
specifications, a test matrix, for the CORELE facility, has
been settled. The aim of this test matrix is to study release
from stainless steel alloys at low temperature (ITER range)
in order to validate and to improve the PACTITER code.

REPORTS

[1] D. TARABELLI, P. SCHTNDLER
Definition of the CORELE test matrix for ITER
purpose
Technical Note DEC/SECA/LTC/98-176
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CEA Cadarache
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SEA 5-3

Task Title : VALIDATION OF COMPUTER CODES AND MODELS
Thermalhydraulic codes validation experiments EVITA

INTRODUCTION

The safety implementation of fusion facilities has been
widely developed during two main programs which are
ITER and SEAFP in Europe. Lots of specific phenomena
have been discovered and needs to validate and qualify
new or adapted modeling have arisen. From a global
perspective, the safety goals for a fusion reactor will be
fulfilled. However it is necessary to anticipate questions
that doubtless will come from the regulatory boards and to
follow the trends concerning safety that are going to
induce more and more constraints on the nuclear reactors.

In this respect, computer code validation is one of the
major task of safety implementation, especially for new
prototypes like ITER where very few feedback experience
exists.

The experimental program EVITA has been set up in the
frame of the SEA5 task which aim is to validate computer
codes and models used in the fusion safety.

1998 ACTIVITIES

DEFINITION OF THE TEST OBJECTIVES AND
PROGRAM

According to the identified issues and the test facilities
available in CEA Cadarache, the following objectives have
been proposed :

- Simulate physical phenomena occurring during a water
leak into a vacuum compartment.

- Provide a data base for code correlations in order to
better predict compartment pressurization following a
water leak.

- Avoid using too big margins in pressure design of
fusion vacuum vessel.
The test program must account for the following
requirements :

- Must be settled on a complementarity basis with ICE
experiments.

- The experimental conditions will be set as close to
ITER conditions in order to provide scaled experiments
allowing to rank the different effects.

- Two different effects must be perfectly controlled in the
facility :

1 - cryogenic condensation : steam condensation on
surfaces at very low temperature. In category 4
accidents (ITER NSSR vol. VII - 4 .12), the ingress
of water in the cryostat is one of the induced
phenomena following damages caused by a possible
electrical arcs from the magnets . The penetrating
guardpipes and cooling pipes are supposed to be
failed (ruptured) allowing a steam leak to take place
into the cryostat. The condensation effects on the
cold surfaces of the cryostat (magnets at 4°K,
thermal shields at 80°K) are the leading phenomena
in this sequence. The accident description includes
a maintained cooling capability of the cryogenic
circuits as a conservative assumption. The codes
models for low (cryogenic) temperature
condensation are not qualified.

2 - jet impingement effect : the heat exchange between
the impinged walls and the steam jet has to be
assessed in a complementarily way to ICE. Due to
the relatively small space in a torus, some small
water leaks can impinge the walls opposite to the
break and lead to increased condensation or
vaporization phenomena which has an effect on the
pressurization transient of the vessel. The objective
of this test is to assess the influence and possibly
quantify the jet impingement phenomena.

CONCLUSION

The main objectives of the EVITA experimental program
have been defined in 1998. Two main phenomena have
been selected to be developed in the experimental program,
they are : « cryogenic condensation » and « jet
impingement effects ».

The feasibility study, in order to define more precisely the
facility features, will now be conducted and will define the
test requirements. These objectives are only defined for the
first part of this experimental program, others objectives
should be defined more precisely during the continuation
of the program.

LIST OF REPORTS

[1] « EVITA experimental program - definition of the
objectives» C. Girard - NT DER/STML/LCFI
98/039
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E V I T A
European Vacuum Ingress Test Apparatus

Pressure probe

Stainless steel mock-up
100 - 600°c

Thermocouples

Electrical heating

Existing test
vessel

Water
injection 40 b.
temperature
150 to 250°c

Free volume

Design pressure

Vacuum level

Electrical power

: 0.220 m3

: 50 bar

: 10"3 mb

: 200 kW

Vacuum
pump

Cold surface
at cryogenic
temperature

Cad 19.12.961
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SEP 1-1

Task Title : ADAPTATION OF THE PACTOLE CODE FOR THE
EVALUATION OF ITER ACTIVATED CORROSION PRODUCT
SOURCE TERM

INTRODUCTION

The PACTOLE code, initially developed for PWR is
currently being used extensively for predicting the
activities in the various heat transfer circuits (HTS) of the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
(ITER).

Since the operating conditions, material compositions and
water chemistry of ITER (no soluble Boron, low
temperature range, Cu-water systems) are quite different
from those of PWR, some modifications were required to
adapt the PACTOLE code for consistent application in the
evaluation of ITER source terms. Code verification of the
modified PACTOLE, called PACTITER, was performed
with available solubility law for stainless steel/water
system in the temperature range of ITER.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The ITER heat transfer circuit design calls the utilization
of copper/water and stainless steel/water systems both
operated in a temperature range of 100°C to 200 °C. The
activity of DRN/DEC/SECA/LTC in 1998 was devoted to
the improvement of the PACTITER code modeling for
copper/water system and for code verification of the release
process from stainless steel alloys at low temperature.

PACTITER COPPER/WATER SYSTEM MODELING

- Steady state concentrations for copper, as a function of
temperature, can be fitted by the following law [3] :

[Cu] = 1.15 10"11 T2-6.61 10-9T+1.32 10"6

(T in K, [Cu] in mole/kg)

This last equation, representing the evolution of the so-
called observed copper solubility has been determined
using experimental investigations. Experience was
conducted in water containing 670 ppm of boric acid and
0.7 ppm of lithium in order to simulate ITER
representative chemical conditions of the divertor loop.
Copper concentration was measured for different fluid
temperatures varying between 20°C and 250°C.

The experimental results and the fitted curve are presented
in the figure below.

Total concentration of copper in aqueous solution measured at the
exit of device as function of temperature

100

6 0 -

20--

• experimental result;

— fitted curve

100 150

Temperature (°Q

200 250

Introducing a new element in PACTOLE requires
chemical and radiochemical data. First PACTITER
version, previously reported in [1], was developed in order
to account for copper element and its relevant isotopes.
Modifications can be summarized as follows :

- The following nuclear reactions were introduced with
appropriate reaction rates [2]:

. 63Cu (n,y) M C u

. 65Cu (n,2n) "Cu

. 63Cu (n,a) 60Co

- Metallic copper is the stable form for copper alloys in
reducing conditions

The characterization of the curve, describing copper
solubility function of temperature, has been determined
with the rational that only lower measured values, of
copper concentrations, may represent equilibrium
concentration. Indeed, it was not possible to separate
soluble and insoluble species which were measured.

The involved equilibrium reaction that was enlightened
during the experimental investigation is the following :

From thermodynamic considerations, the solubility can be
written as follows :

AGr

RT
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The pH number and hydrogen dependence of the copper
solubility is clearly shown in the above equation. The
actual solubility law that was implemented in PACTITER
takes into account those dependencies. Although those
dependencies are accounted for, the real validity for the
copper solubility is the one described in the report (i.e.
partial hydrogen pressure = 1 bar, [B] = 670 ppm, [Li]=0.7
ppm). pH number dependence on copper solubility
calculated by PACTITER is shown on the figure below :

PACTITER cspper solubility function of pH number

i.ooE-o r

1.00E-05

1.00E-06

U l.OOE-07

1.00E-08

1.0OE-09
Temperature (°C)

PACTITER STAINLESS STEEL/WATER SYSTEM
VERIFICATION

Although the global behavior of corrosion/release process
is not dramatically different in a high (280-320 °C for
PWR) and in a low (140-250°C for ITER) temperature
range, PACTITER verifications in the ITER temperature
conditions were needed. Because PACTOLE was originally
developed and applied for PWR, the solubility curves, for
elements appearing in stainless steel composition (mainly
Iron), have been verified in a high temperature range. This
was possible regarding the large amount of available data.
For low temperature conditions, less data are available.

Within all experiments conducted in the last 20 years, two
series of test were selected [4] for PACTITER verification.
These tests were performed to measure the solubility of
Fe3O4 in boric acid and lithium hydroxide hydrogenated
solutions by static method. These two tests were selected
because they were realized over a wide range of
temperature and because the pH number specified during
these experiments are close to the one specified for the
ITER conditions.

The two figures provided here below, represent the
comparison of PACTITER magnetite solubility curves
versus the experimental measurements. The good
agreement between computation solubility and
measurements can be seen on these two figures, even
though for low temperature the predicted equilibrium
concentration is a little bit over-estimated by PACTITER.
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CONCLUSIONS

The first version of PACTITER, adapted version of the
PACTOLE code, has been released in 1997. The main
modifications were related to the introduction of copper
solubility derived from experimental investigations and to
the introduction of copper isotopes linked to the definition
of nuclear reactions for ^Cu.

Last improvement of the PACTITER code was related to
the pH dependence of copper solubility curve according to
thermodynamic considerations.

Although basic verifications of the PACTITER predictions
at low temperature (ITER HTS range) for magnetite
solubility was carried, further investigations, based on
more global experiments should be performed. It should
be, for instance, important to focus on stainless steel
release in ITER conditions (mainly temperature and flow
velocity).
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SEP 3-1

Task Title : WASTE CHARACTERISATION AND STRATEGY

INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Materials Processing Department at the
Nuclear Research Centre of VALDUC is performing
detritiation of metallic wastes resulting from the operation
or dismantling of giove boxes used in tritium, by means of a
melting process (initiai activity of about Î00Ô Ci/t). This
experience is important for steel detritiation studies in the
framework of waste management for ÏTER.

These metallic wastes are characterized by:

• The decontamination factor after melting.
• Measurement of the degassing rate,
• The distribution of tritium activity in the ingots.

1998 ACTIVITY

In 1998, measurements of tritium degassing of metallic
ingots have been done.

At the same time, a cooperation agreement has been
initiated with the Structural Metallurgy Laboratory at Orsay
(URA CNRS n° 1Î 07. Bât 413. Université Paris-Sad,
91405 Orsay) to study methods of measuring local rather
than overall degassing rates as well as tritium activity
distribution in. ingots. A preliminary feasibility study was
performed on a sample supplied by the CEA VALDUC
(CEA/VA/DTMN/SADX taken from an ingot produced by
the melting of tritiated austenitic stainless steels.

MEASUREMENTS OF TRITIUM DEGASSING OF
METALLIC INGOTS

Six ingots produced between 1988 and 1991 were selected
for the representativeness of their daily tritium degassing
rate after melting (low. medium, and high values).

Daily degassing measurements were resumed in My and
August 1998, according to the procedure presented above.
The 2nc column shows the activity of the ingot after
melting. The 3rc column gives the value of the first daily
degassing rate measurement
indicated in the 4* column.

performed on the date

The last degassing measurements which were performed, as
well as their associated uncertainties are indicated in
columns 5 and 6. The presence of an abnormal point for
ingot 062 (*) should be noted. The last column gives the
variation of the degassing rate, which is given by the
following formula :

ADegassing; Initial measurement - Final measurement

Initial measurement

The degassing values are also reported versus time in
Figure 1. The activity measured in 1998 is always lower
than that corresponding to the radioactive decay of tritium.
However, it is impossible to deduce any law with respect to
the degassing process. For instance, it is not possible to
distinguish between a process that favours degassing from a
contaminated surface layer and one related to tritium
diffusion in the structure of the steel.

120

1000 2000 3000
Time {days)

500C

Figure 1: Degassing values versus time
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CHARACTERIZATION BY AUTORADIOGRAPHY
AND p COUNTING OF TRITIUM DISTRIBUTION
AND DESORPTION IN A STAINLESS STEEL
INGOT

The macroscopic distribution of the tritium was studied by
auîoradiography by means of a specific film placed in
contact with the previously polished surface (paper 4000).
The autoradiogram was exposed aï -20°C under dry primary
vacuum. The macrostructure of the sample (Figure 2A)
revealed the presence of numerous bubbles of millimetric
size.

Figure 2A fx3)

The corresponding autoradiographic image (Figure 2B) was
obtained on the sample with a coating of collodion film
after exposure times ranging from seven to IS days.

The images showed :

• That this technique permitted visualizing the presence
and macroscopic distribution of tritium in the material;
obtaining usable images, however, required exposure
times of 10 to 20 days ;

• A near-homogeneous distribution of the tritium (at the
observation scale) ;

• The absence of tritium marking perpendicularly to the
bubbles and the absence of tritium enrichment of the
surface of these internal porosities.

Tritium desorption kinetics was measured at 20°C using (5
counting by liquid scintillation, the sample being directly
immersed in the scintillation liquid. This original counting
method permitted continuous counting of the quantity of
tritium that desorbs from the solid sample with very high
sensitivity. The measured values were corrected with
respect to the quenching effect reiated to the presence of a
solid in the scintillation liquid and are expressed in dpm.

Evolution versus time of the quantity of accumulated
tritium that desorbs from the sample is shown in Figure 3.

The near-linear aspect of the desorption curve is a result of
the very slow desorption kinetics which is such that the
fraction of tritium desorbed from the sample after
1000 min. at a steady 20°C is about 5 10"*. The average
desorption flux measured over this period is of the order of
1.5 m*Be.em2.s''.

The processing of the data permitted estimating the tritium
diffusion coefficient under these conditions aï about 10"°
crn2.s"!; this estimation is consistent with reported values of
the hydrogen diffusion coefficient in austenitic stainless
steels

Figure 2B (x3)
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CONCLUSION TASK LEADER

The technique of tritium autoradiography permits
visualizing the presence of the tritium in an ingot produced
by the melting of tritiated stainless steels under vacuum.
This original P counting technique using liquid
scintillation developed at the Orsay Structural Metallurgy
Laboratory permits measuring tritium desorption kinetics
on solid samples taken from this type of ingot with very
great accuracy.

The two techniques allow local characterization of the
ingot and an evaluation of tritium distribution curves
within the ingot. They complete the informations done by
the measurement of tritium degassing of metallic ingot.
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WP-A1-1.1

Task Title : DEMO BLANKET FEASIBILITY AND DESIGN,
SEGMENT DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
Segment design adaptation to new specifications

INTRODUCTION

The water-cooled Pb-17Li blanket line for a DEMO reactor
is being developed under the project leadership of CEA
with the participation of FZK, ENEA, SCK-CEN, NRG
(formerly ECN) and JRC [1]. The concept is based on the
use of the liquid alloy Pb-17Li as breeder and neutron
multiplier material, of pressurized water at PWR
temperature and pressure as coolant, and of martensitic steel
as the structural material.

The low tritium solubility in Pb-17Li in combination with
the high permeability of the structural steel is suspected to
cause a relatively elevated tritium permeation into the
primary coolant. To limit this permeation and the effort
related to coolant detritiation, special coatings called
permeation barriers should be applied on the structural
material. These coatings in turn are currently not qualified
yet so that there is an incentive to minimize the
requirements on them.

Therefore, the tritium fluxes in the water-cooled Pb-17Li
blanket for DEMO were recalculated in detail so as to
improve the requirement estimates for this blanket concept
in terms of permeation reduction factor PRF of a barrier,
tritium extraction efficiency from Pb-17Li r|, the capacity
for tritium extraction from the cooling water, and the daily
Pb-17Li recycle rate n.

1998 ACTIVITIES

To evaluate the impact on tritium management, calculations
with a further improved and specially developed computer
tool were performed and the following blanket parameters
and their combinations were modified:

- permeation reduction factor (PRF) on first wall cooling
tubes PRFFW to simulate the presence of a permeation
barrier between Pb-17Li and first wall coolant,

- PRF on double-walled cooling tubes PRFDWT to
simulate the presence of a permeation barrier between
Pb-17Li and breeder zone coolant,

- efficiency r| of tritium extraction from Pb-17Li,

- Pb-17Li recycle rate n.

The results for the previously assumed boundary conditions
were confirmed and claim that a tritium permeation limit of
1 g/d can be respected with PRFFW = PRFDWT

 = 75, t| =
83% and n = 10 (cf. Fig.l).

H ==1.0 0.90.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
T partial pressure in Pb-17Li at outlet [Pa1'2]

Figure 1 : Tritium permeation into the cooling water
as a function of PRF and rj

Additionally, it was shown that when assuming a
permeation barrier on one cooling circuit, an equally
efficient one is required on the other to obtain an efficient
reduction of tritium losses into the coolant. Otherwise the
requirements on the permeation barrier would significantly
increase instead of decreasing . As expected, this "bypass"
effect is the more pronounced the better the permeation
barrier (high PRF). This detrimental effect is less significant
when only coating the double-walled tubes.

The influence of Pb-17Li recycle rate onto permeation was
also investigated. For the most probable conditions (0.6 < r|
< 1), doubling of the Pb-17Li velocity would decrease the
permeation by about a factor 2 (cf. Fig. 2).

0,7 0,8 0,9
r| (T extraction efficiency from Pb-17Li)

Figure 2 : Tpermeation into the coolant vs. 77
for different Pb-17Li recycle rates
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The consequences of these new findings are discussed in
the light of recent publications which suggest that:

1. the previously assumed limits for tritium permeation
into the coolant (1 g/d to maintain a maximum tritium
activity in the coolant of 1 Ci/kg) were much too severe
even from a safety point of view and

2. the uncertainty concerning tritium permeation from ion
impingement on the first wall calculated with the
accepted Pick's model is much lower than previously
assumed.

As a consequence, the required end-of-life performance of
permeation barriers and tritium extraction from Pb-17Li
could be further reduced. The conditions under which this
blanket could even operate without permeation barriers are
outlined and appear feasible.

CONCLUSIONS

The results for the reference boundary conditions were
confirmed and claim that a tritium permeation of 1 g/d
limited by the extraction capacity from the water, can be
respected. Several combinations of parameters are possible,
e.g. PRF = 75, T| = 83% and n = 10.

Additionally, it was shown that when assuming a
permeation barrier on one cooling circuit, an equally
efficient one is required on the other to obtain a reduction
of tritium losses into the coolant. As expected, this
"bypass" effect is the more pronounced the better the
permeation barrier (high PRF). This detrimental effect is
less significant when only coating the double-walled tubes.

The influence of Pb-17Li recycle rate onto permeation was
demonstrated to be significant.

This study provided a strong incentive to modify the
tritium management for this blanket. A detailed feasibility
and cost analysis for tritium extraction from water was
launched for 1999 and will decide if permeation barriers
will be required.
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WP-A2-1.1

Task Title : TEST BLANKET MODULE FEASIBILITY AND DESIGN,
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
TBM design, analysis and manufacturing sequence

INTRODUCTION

Since 1996 a water-cooled Pb-17Li test blanket module
(WCLL-TBM) for ITER was developed in the EU [1]. With
this module, representative for the corresponding blanket
designed for DEMO, tests were envisaged in ITER to take
benefit from the unique possibility to operate and qualify a
blanket system in a combination of strong magnetic field,
high surface heat flux and neutron wall loading, the values
of which are close to what is expected for a DEMO blanket

1998 ACTIVITIES

In 1998, the TBM design was finalized for the boundary'
conditions given in the ITER Final Design Report. The
WCLL-TBM is basically a modified and shrunk straight
DEMO inboard blanket nioduie dimensioned to fit the test
port geometry [1]. It is characterized by four functional
elements: a water-cooled steel box including the first wall
reinforced with stiffeners. a tube plate with the lithium-lead
(Pb~ Î 7Li) and coolant headers, a poioidally oriented cooling
tube bundle and a bottom cap. Work in 1998 focused on an
improved design of the bottom cap of the TBM. This
component is of particular interest because it has to resist
the full coolant pressure in accidental situation and has to
conform with temperature and stress limits. A 3D-
thermornechanical analysis of an improved design of this
bottom cap was performed. The objective was to obtain a
bottom cap thin enough to minimize heat deposition and
thermal stress, but thick enough to resist a pressurization of
the box in case one of the cooling tubes fails. The routing of
the cooling tubes in the bottom was optimized to avoid
separate cooling in this area.

The bottom cap was modeled like a plane plate welded at
all sides to the SB. The thickness of the bottom plate was
estimated, preliminarily, by means of a static mechanical
calculation. Subsequently, the plate thickness and the
connection radius were modified to minimize the plate
thickness while keeping the thermal and mechanical
stresses below the acceptable limits. The principal results
are a thickness of the bottom cap of 4 cm with a comer
radius of 2 cm.

The maximum temperature value was. obviously, obtained
on the FW (Fig. 1). As regards the bottom cap, the
maximum temperature was obtained on the lower surface
near the FW.

Figure 1 : Temperature distribution in the WCLL-TBM
during normal operation

This value (495 °C) Is lower than the accepted limit for the
steel. Tne temperature at the interface between the Pb-17Li
and the steel is 474 *C. thus beina uncritical for corrosion.
Tais result is eat also to the optimized routing
cooling tubes in the bottom region of the BZ.

of the

Concerning the mechanical results. Fig. 2 show-s the
elastically calculated Von Mises stress distribution related
to the nominal load condition (i.e. nominal temperature
field and pressure in the tube of the FW), These results
show that the adopted configuration of the bottom cap is
satisfactory, because the thermal Von Mises stresses are
everywhere lower than the acceptable limit given by the
RCC-MRcode.

Figure 2 : Equivalent thermal von Mises stress [Pa]
distribution in the bottom cap during normal operation
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The mechamcai results obtained in the case of
pressurization to coolant pressure, are equally acceptable.
The maximum displacement of Î.35 mm in the poloidal
direction is localized in the ceater of the plate.

PUBLICATIONS

Figure 3 : Equivalent primary von Mises stress [Pa]
distribution in the bottom cap during pressurization

CONCLUSIONS

The new bottom cap design respects the imposed
temperature limits, the maximum temperature at the
interface between the Ph-!7Li and the steel is 474 °C. thus
being uncritical for corrosion.

With regard to me mechanical results, the proposed design
of the component is satisfactory.
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WP-A2-2.1

Task Title : TEST BLANKET MODULE FEASIBILITY AND DESIGN,
TBM SUBSYSTEMS
TBM ancillary equipment design

INTRODUCTION

The water-cooled Pb-17Li test blanket module (WCLL-
TBM) in ITER [1] required the lay-out, dimensioning and
integration of ancillary equipment into the allocated space.
This ancillary equipment comprises two primary cooling
circuits using pressurized water and one Pb-17Li circuit for
the ex-situ extraction and measurement of the generated
tritium. Additionally, the circuits required for the
occasional demonstration of electricity production from the
TBM power were to be considered.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The design of the ancillary circuits for the water-cooled
Pb-17Li test blanket module for ITER was further refined
to reach full consistency with the requirements in the
ITER-FDR. The operating conditions, lay-out and size of
the coolant loops were specified in detail. With optimized
equipment, the thermal efficiency at PWR conditions
would attain > 34.5%.

This additional requirement aggravated the already
stringent space problem in the pit. For space reasons it was
impossible to install all equipment for a steam cycle (e.g.
steam generator, turbine, alternator, condenser) in the pit
area. Moreover, it would be problematic to operate rotating
metallic machines (turbine, alternator) in a relatively
strong magnetic field as long as no space for sufficient
magnetic shielding is available. The power conversion
equipment had therefore to be installed in the Tokamak
Services Building (East). With the ITER duty cycle of 45%
and a realistic thermal conversion efficiency of 20% for
non-optimized equipment, the produced electric power
(averaged over a back-to-back cycle) would become 57
kWe from the BZ cooling circuit and 79 kWe from the SB
cooling circuit (if assuming a surface heat flux of 0.5
MW/m2).

Several circuit arrangements are feasible and differ in
terms of complexity (lay-out and operation), power output,
required heater power and space. Due to the uncertainties
related to the surface heat flux, and consequently the SB
power, the SB power is only to be used if maximizing the
electricity production would be the main objective. A
definite choice between the various options was not made
yet because ITER did not clarify the question whether or
not an intermediate cooling circuit would be required.

Table 1: Various configurations for power production

Configuration

intermediate cooling circuit

origin of power

number of steam generators

primary cooling circuit slip-stream

A

yes (2)

BZ+SB

1

no

B

no

BZ + SB

2

no

C

no

BZ + SB

1

no

D

no

BZ

1

no

E

no

BZ

1

yes

F

yes

BZ

1

no

G

yes

BZ

1

yes

Criteria and Evaluation

complexity (lay-out and operation)

electricity output

ancillary heater requirements

space requirements

safety

2

4

1

1

4

2

5

1

1

2

3

5

1

2

2

3

4

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

2

3

3

2

3

4

3

2

4

4

4

marks from 1 (poor) to 5 (good)

Configuration A has used the objective to produce a
maximum of power while keeping the safety and
operational advantages of the intermediate cooling circuits.
The space requirements for the secondary system were
minimized by using one single steam generator. The
ancillary heater requirements are high.

Configuration B would maximize the achievable
electricity production by avoiding an intermediate cooling
circuit and by using both the SB and BZ power. The use of
two steam generators would simplify the SG design but, in
return, require more space. The complexity of the circuit is
considerable and so is the heater power required to avoid
thermal cycling of the circuits between pulses.
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Confîguration C is the same as A, however without the
intermediate cooling circuits. This would enhance the
power output, and reduce space requirements and
complexity.

Configuration D would reduce the complexity and space
requirements, but produce less power. The required heater
power to compensate thermal cycling is still considerable.

Configuration E would respond to the objective to reduce
the space requirements for power production and the
required heater power by using only a fraction of the flow-
rate of the BZ cooling circuit.

Configuration F would use an intermediate cooling circuit.
This can be considered advantageous or even required by
avoiding the routing of activated primary cooling across the
seismic gap into the Tokamak Services Building. The risk
of contaminating ancillary equipment would thus be
minimized. Even though the intermediate cooling circuit is
somewhat detrimental for the complexity and thermal
efficiency, the produced power is still relatively elevated,
but the required heater power as well.

Configuration G is the same as F but uses only a fraction
of the BZ power which would minimize the space and
heater requirements for the equipment. However, the
achievable electricity production is only small. This
configuration is shown in Fig. 1.

Alternative power conversion methods (e.g. thermoelectric
conversion) were not investigated yet in detail.
Thermoelectric generators for a heat source at PWR
conditions and a heat sink at 300 K could attain conversion
efficiencies of approx 14% which would be equivalent to
averages of 40 kWe from the BZ circuit and 55 kWe from
the SB circuit when taking into account the 45% duty cycle.
The advantages would be to reduce the auxiliary heating
requirements between pulses, considerably less
components, no moving parts, lower space requirements,
probably reduced costs, relative ease to produce power from
both cooling circuits and no additional safety or
contamination risks.

Finally, a test rig containing all components for a WCLL-
TBM mock-up was designed [2] to enable the out-of-pile
qualification of the system.
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Figure 1 : Ancillary circuit lay-out for WCLL-TBM including IHX and power conversion
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CONCLUSIONS TASK LEADER

A refined lay-out of the primary and secondary cooling
circuits for the WCLL-TBM was performed. The
possibility for electricity generation was considered and led
to a selection of several configurations. A test system for a
WCLL-TBM mock-up and its cooling circuits was also
conceived. Such an experiment will be required to qualify
the TBM system as a whole or any other water-cooled
component in representative operating conditions before
installation in a test reactor.
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WP-A2-3.1

Task Title : TEST BLANKET MODULE FEASIBILITY AND DESIGN,
INTERFACE WITH ITER AND TEST PROGRAM
ITER interface and TBM test program

INTRODUCTION

The WCLL-TBM shall be tested in ITER. The main
objectives of these tests are:

1. to verify and demonstrate the general functionality and
the performances of the system, including Tritium
production, extraction, and recovery;

2. to verify and demonstrate the general functionality and
the performances of specific fabrication technologies,
such as those concerning Tritium permeation barriers,
double-wall tubes, and HIPped structures;

3. to validate and calibrate calculation codes and models
used for the different design analyses;

4. to verify and demonstrate the performance of high-
grade heat production and removal system by
establishing a complete power balance.

1998 ACTIVITIES

A feasibility assessment for achieving these objectives was
performed and a preliminary test plan was outlined. It
foresees the installation of the TBM already in the BPP
which can be used to test the functionality of certain
systems. All performance tests will then be performed
during the D-T stage.

The WCLL-TBM test strategy is based on the following
points:

1. all technologies required for the corresponding DEMO
blanket are to be used (i.e. same structural material,
double-wall tubes, permeation barriers);

2. functional tests should start before the TBM will be
activated, preferably with the first H-H plasma;

3. the TBM should remain in place as long as possible to
obtain reliability estimates for components; no TBM
exchange is foreseen unless dictated by failures and/or
by the decision of using new technologies;

4. the WCLL-TBM tests should be independent from the
tests of other TBMs, i.e., no sharing of components.

The TBM geometry is similar to the corresponding DEMO
blanket. Despite the lower heat flux and neutron wall
loading, temperature and stress levels relevant to those of
DEMO can be obtained by properly choosing wall
thickness and coolant parameters. Electromagnetic loads
and thermal cycling will be even much more severe than
those expected in DEMO. The neutron fluence is
insufficient to evaluate high-dose irradiation effects on
materials and components.

MINIMUM OPERATING REQUIREMENTS

The most important operating parameters for the TBM are
the heat flux on the FW, the neutron wall loading, the
pulse length and corresponding duty cycle, and the number
of back-to-back pulses. It is essential to evaluate reasonable
minimum requirements for such parameters in order to
achieve the fixed testing objectives. Such requirements are
related to the time needed for the TBM to reach relevant
temperatures and Tritium concentration conditions.

THERMO-MECHANICAL TIME CONSTANT

The thermal transient calculations, performed with
CASTEM 2000, have shown that the front part of the TBM
achieves temperature steady state after about 60 seconds
while the rear part never does. However, the thermo-
mechanical analyses have shown that thermal stresses in
TBM structures after 60 seconds are comparable to those of
DEMO. From a thermo-mechanical point of view the test
objectives are already satisfied after this short time.

TRITIUM TIME CONSTANT

The time-dependence of tritium concentration in water and
in Pb-17Li can be measured on-line to evaluate the tritium
permeation rate into the coolant and to provide data for
establishing the Permeation Reduction Factor (PRF) of the
permeation barrier by the comparison of the experimental
and the calculated results during a given transient.

In general, the higher the PRF, the faster a certain tritium
concentration in the Pb-17Li will be achieved. As an
example, for reference pulse conditions with 1000 s burn
time and 1200 s dwell, the time required to reach an
average tritium partial pressure of 100 Pa in the Pb-17Li in
contact with the cooling tubes would be approx. 4 pulses
without permeation barriers and only 3 pulses for PRF=100
(see Fig. 1), supposed the Pb-17Li is kept stagnant (no
pumping). With PRF=100, 1000 Pa (maximum in DEMO)
would be reached after 10 pulses (no pumping).
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Figure 1 : Average tritium partial pressure transient
in Pb-17Li during the reference pulses with/without

permeation barriers (no Pb-17Li Pumping)

Yet, it is expected that if Pb-17Li circulation and
detritiation are taken into account, a much larger number
of pulses will be required.

Best results and most reliable data interpretation can in
fact be obtained from irradiating the TBM without Pb-17Li
circulation for a number of pulses and only then start Pb-
17Li pumping with or without tritium extraction. The
tritium related kinetics of the Pb-17Li circuit can be
measured in an out-of-pile experiment and confirmed
during the D-D phase. They are expected to be comparable
to the TBM kinetics.

DISCUSSION

As it is shown in Table I, the reference ITER operating
parameters, such as heat flux on FW and neutron wall
loading, permit to reach a TBM design point representative
of DEMO. The performed transient analyses have shown
that representative thermal and thermo-mechanical
conditions can be reached after less than 100 seconds. It is
expected that representative conditions can be achieved
also with significantly reduced wall loading (i.e. 50%),
provided that the TBM design is performed for these
conditions.

On the other hand, a single pulse is not sufficient for
reaching relevant Tritium parameters. In view of the
requirements presented above in terms of tritium balance,
experimental repetitivity, number of data points to generate
and time needed for one measurement, it can be estimated
that the required number of uninterrupted back-to-back
cycles is of the order of 100.

PROPOSED TEST PROGRAM

A test program for the WCLL TBM has been defined for
both the BPP and the EPP of ITER taking into account the
testing strategy, the TBM responses and the ITER
operating scenario. The test program in ITER is based on
the assumption that the whole TBM system was previously
tested in an out-of-pile experiment before the installation
in ITER.

ENVISAGED ITER OPERATING SCENARIO

The ITER BPP is expected to last about 10 calendar years.
In the first 2 Vi years, the machine will not be activated (H-
H plasma), then after a 6-month period of D-D operation,
tritium will be used for D-T operation. The reference pulse
is expected to last 1000 s, with 1200 s of downtime leading
to a 45% duty cycle. In case of back-to-back pulses this
would mean about 40 pulses per day. Maximum expected
values for heat flux and neutron wall loading on ITER FW
(and assumed for the TBM analyses described above) are
respectively 0.5 MW/m2 and 1.2 MW/m2.

During the last four calendar years of the BPP, 2 - 4
periods with an extended burn time could be expected, e.g.,
two 6-week periods or four 3-week periods of back-to-back
pulses. Long pulses of up to 10,000 s length might be
available also. The expected total neutron fluence during
the BPP is about 0.3 MWa/m2.

The ITER EPP is also expected to last about 10 calendar
years with an expected total neutron fluence of about 1.0
MWa/m2 and a large number of back-to-back reference
pulses.

TESTS TO BE PERFORMED DURING THE H-H
AND D-D PLASMA PULSES

Significant information can be obtained during the H-H
phase, especially concerning the system functionality. The
advantages of testing the TBM during this phase is the
possibility of hands-on intervention in case of problems.

Major tests to be performed are:

1. overall functionality of the TBM system (e.g., thermo-
couples, sensors, pumps, heat exchanger, flow-meters);

2. verification of safety-relevant functions (e.g., Pb-17Li
draining) implemented in the TBM system;

3. MHD pressure drop as a function of Pb- 17Li flow-rate;

4. H/D permeation from Pb-17Li to coolant and vice-versa
by introducing H/D in the Pb-17Li circuit for different
DEMO-relevant H/D-partial pressures such as 100 Pa,
500 Pa, and 1000 Pa.
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The D-D phase is assumed to last a short period (approx. 6
months), three years after the first plasma. Significant
information can be obtained from the comparison with
results obtained in the H-H phase, especially concerning
the system functionality, in particular temperature
transient monitoring. An important measurement, which
can only be performed during this short D-D phase is the
permeation to the FW-cooling water of D coming from the
plasma. Impinging ion-permeation is expected but its
estimation is very uncertain.

TESTS TO BE PERFORMED DURING THE BPP D-T
PLASMA PULSES

This part of the tests is characterized by the deposition of
nuclear volumetric heat in the TBM. Significant
information can be obtained from the comparison with
results obtained in the H-H and D-D phase, especially
concerning the system functionality.

Major items to be measured for comparison with the
theoretical estimates are:

1. TBM temperature distribution;

2. neutron and gamma fluxes distribution;

3. maximum stress level in the structure;

4. tritium production rate and integral tritium production;

5. Tritium permeation rate into the cooling water and
establishment of the Permeation Reduction Factor
(PRF) of the used permeation barriers.

Tritium inventory and permeation will be evaluated in
three different scenarios leading to different T-partial
pressures in the Pb-17Li:

1. the Pb-17Li is maintained static (short time constant);

2. the Pb-17Li flows but no T-extraction is performed;

3. the Pb-17Li flows and the T-extractor located in the pit
is operating (corresponding to the larger time constant).

TESTS TO BE PERFORMED DURING THE ITER
EPP

The same tests performed in the previous phase will be
repeated for confirmation. The remaining operating time is
devoted to reliability growth and to the verification of
higher-fluence induced irradiation effects (such as a
possible shift of the ductile-to-brittle temperature transition
in the structural material and performance of joints).
Demonstration of electricity production could be
envisaged.

FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT

In order to achieve the test objectives, sensitive and reliable
measurement techniques and powerful theoretical
interpretation tools have to be used. In particular, the
effective TBM operating conditions have to measured with
appropriate detectors installed in the TBM.

MEASUREMENT INTERPRETATION

The most complex measurements are those concerning the
Tritium parameters during the D-T pulses, in particular
because of the pulsed operation and of the fact that Tritium
can be measured only outside the vacuum vessel.

One main uncertainty is the Tritium production itself. The
idea is to perform on-line thermal measurement for
calibrating the Tritium sources. Thermal and thermal-
hydraulics calculations and associated codes are assumed
to be already validated. Thus, thermal measurements will
be used to estimate the actual heat flux received from the
first wall and the nuclear heat deposition, and then derive
the actual neutron wall loading. This information will be
used to calculate the tritium production so as to validate
the Monte Carlo code and neutron cross-sections from
neutron detector signals.

The T-permeation rate to the water and the corresponding
barrier PRF can be estimated as follows. In the last
experiment the Pb-17Li is flowing (the flow-rate is
adjusted so as to obtain a DEMO-relevant T-partial
pressure) and the tritium is extracted by the T-extractor
located in the pit. The time constant is relatively large
(approx. 100 back-to-back pulses are required).
Information on T-inventory in the external circuit and
components will become available. The T-concentration in
the Pb-17Li as a function of time and flow rate will be
measured in the pit, both before and after the T-extractor.
The T-concentration in the water-coolant, due to the
permeated tritium to the water-coolant within the TBM,
will be measured in the pit as a function of time. A full T-
balance evaluation can then be performed. The tritium
production will therefore be evaluated and compared to the
results of the neutronic calculations. With the help of the
previous experiments (Pb-17Li stagnant and/or no T-
extraction, which are less affected by the pulse length) the
PRF of the T-permeation barriers can be evaluated.

Uncertainties of measurements and
predictions have to be investigated.

of theoretical
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CONCLUSIONS TASK LEADER

The present EU R&D program for the water-cooled Pb-
17Li DEMO blanket foresees to test a representative test
blanket module in ITER from its initial phase. The
performed work shows that a WCLL-TBM can be
manufactured and safely operated in the ITER
environment. Its DEMO relevancy depends on the outcome
of ongoing R&D, in particular concerning the development
of a suitable structural material, permeation barriers and
double-walled tubes. It has also been shown that the
proposed test program is able to give essential information
for the development of relevant technology to be used in a
DEMO reactor.

The possibility of achieving the WCLL-TBM testing
objectives have been discussed from the point of view of
the presently defined ITER operation conditions and of the
availability and installation of appropriate instrumentation.
No major difficulties are expected although further R&D is
required for ensuring a complete interpretation of the
expected experimental data, especially on both
instrumentation technology and numerical on-line
analysis.
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Tél. : 33 1 69 08 36 36
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WP-A2-4.1

Task Title: TEST BLANKET MODULE FEASIBILITY AND DESIGN,
MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, REMOTE HANDLING, WASTE
DISPOSAL
TBM support system and maintenance procedure

INTRODUCTION

The drain system to purge the Pbl7Li from the TBM and
the instrumentation both require penetrations through the
backplate of the TBM. In both cases it had to be ensured
that these penetrations will not challenge the structural
integrity of the TBM during accidental pressurization. For
hydraulic reasons, the Pbl7Li draining would be
incomplete and slow if no additional gas injection into the
TBM is performed.

Additionally, the instrumentation needs identified in WP
A2.3.1 were integrated in the TBM design. This concerns
in particular the measurement of temperature and
deformation. The locations of thermocouples and strain
gauges were selected and design solutions were found to
install this instrumentation in the TBM.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The objective of this work was to integrate auxiliary
functions in the design of the water-cooled Pbl7Li Test
Blanket Module (WCLL-TBM). Such auxiliary functions
are :

- a Pbl7Li drain system to remove the liquid Pbl7Li
from the TBM during extended shut-down periods and
before removal; this system is required to avoid the
freezing and consecutive re-melting of Pbl7Li inside
the TBM which is a complex operation and may
challenge the integrity of the TBM;

- the acquisition of different kinds of measurement data
for determining the operating conditions and for safety
surveillance, e. g. temperatures and deformations;

Pbl7Li DRAIN SYSTEM

Because melting of solidified Pbl7Li in the TBM itself
may provoke structural damage of the TBM box, the
Pbl7Li shall be removed from the TBM during extended
shut-down phases. Most of the Pbl7Li can be removed
when inserting a drain pipe from low on the back plate.
For remote handling reasons the pipe dimensions are
identical to the other pipes, i. e. 050 x 3 mm. This drain
pipe leads to the Pbl7Li storage tank located on a lower
level than the TBM to facilitate gravity draining.

The drain pipe is equipped with a valve and is constantly
trace heated to speed up draining. Temperature gradients
between TBM and valve should be minimized to avoid
segregation of the alloy. Inert gas injection is foreseen in
both the Pbl7Li inlet and outlet pipes to further accelerate
the process and to compensate the drained Pbl7Li volume.

INSTRUMENTATION

In the Design Description Document for the WCLL-TBM,
several types of instrumentation for installation within the
TBM were proposed to meet the test objectives. These
included thermocouples for mapping the temperatures in
various areas, electrical potential probes to determine
currents, stress transducers or strain gauges to monitor
deformation during operation, neutron detectors and
gamma scan wires to measure flux and fluence and to
calibrate neutronic calculations.

More recently, additional electrodes for the determination
of a local Pbl7Li velocity were proposed to investigate
MHD phenomena, which can be done even without plasma
operation. With thermocouples and strain gauges as
examples for performing the thermomechanical
measurements, it was demonstrated that the
instrumentation is feasible and that it is adapted to the
TBM environment.

INSTALLATION OF INSTRUMENTATION

All instrumentation was installed respecting the following
requirements:

- no connectors between sensor and pit area as
connectors are a source of malfunction and almost
inaccessible without TBM removal;

- electrical insulation between sensor wires and
TBM/interface frame to protect the measurement signal
from leak currents;

- attachment of wires to the TBM by spot welded clamps
so as to maintain their position;

TEMPERATURE

The following provides examples for the installation of
thermocouples in various places of the TBM. If desired, the
TBM could be more amply equipped to improve
temperature mapping.
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Pbl7Li TEMPERATURE

2 x 7 thermocouples are foreseen for this purpose. Their
tentative position is shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

Located in the lower section of the TBM, two sets of 7
thermocouples each read the Pbl7Li temperatures in two
parallel radial directions, one in the central channels, one in
the lateral channels. These thermocouples will be installed
on two fingers that will be inserted in the TBM from
behind.

These fingers consist essentially of an open tube connected
to a flange that ensures the sealing with the backplate. This
flange can be either bolted or welded to the backplate. The
passage of the thermocouple wires is sealed with Swagelock
type connectors. The tube is open to freely allow the Pbl7Li
to penetrate and thus to minimize tritium trapping. Behind
the First Wall, the tube is positioned by a support. The
passage of the tube across the stiffener plates is ensured by
drilling holes from the backplate. Play between tube and
holes should be minimized to avoid Pbl7Li shortcircuits.

- TEST BLANKET MODULE - INSTRUMENTATIONS -

INSTRUMENTATION LIST

THERMOCOUPLES

1 ) 2 X 7 THERMOCOUPLES - T 1 TO T14

2] 2 X 2 THEBMOCOUPLES - T15 TO T18

3 ) 2 X 1 THERMOCOUPLE - T19 TO T20

4) 1 THERMOCOUPLE - T21

STRAIN GAGES

5) 2 X i STRAIN GAGES - SGI TO SG8

6) 2 X 3 STRAIN GAGES - SG9 TO SG14

- 1811.32.001.B - NOVEMBRE 1998 - SZCZEPANSKI J. -

Figure I : Location of thermocouples and strain gauges

FIRST WALL TEMPERATURE

2 x 2 thermocouples are foreseen for this purpose. Their
position is shown in Fig. 2.

These thermocouples will be installed in the middle of the
first wall thickness, one pair on the lower part, the other in
the middle of the TBM height.

This requires holes to be drilled in the middle of the first
wall thickness and between two first wall cooling tubes. A
small groove will accommodate the thermocouple around
the corner before the installation of the Be armor. On the
TBM side walls the thermocouples will be attached with
small spot welded clamps.

- TEST BLANKET MODULE - INSTRUMENTATIONS -

in

T ] SEE 1811.32.002.B -Î
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- 1811.32.002.B - PLANCHE 1 - NOVEMBRE 1998 - SZCZEPANSKI J. -

Figure 2 : Thermocouple holders (general view)

FIRST WALL COOLANT TEMPERATURE

2 x 1 thermocouple are foreseen for this purpose. Each First
Wall coolant manifold is equipped with one thermocouple
on the inlet and another on the outlet. Swagelock type
connectors are foreseen to seal the thermocouple against
coolant pressure and vacuum. Alternatively, simple welded
penetrations could be used to improve leak tightness if
required.

BREEDER ZONE COOLANT TEMPERATURE

1 thermocouple (T21) is foreseen for this purpose. Its
position is shown in Fig. 2.

This thermocouple will be located inside the coolant outlet
collector chamber to read the average Breeder Zone coolant
outlet temperature. It is attached to the inside of the coolant
outlet chamber by spot welded clamps.
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Swagelock type connectors are foreseen to seal the
thermocouple against coolant pressure and vacuum.
Alternatively, simple welded penetrations could be used to
improve leak tightness if required.

DEFORMATION

Tie rod elongation and deflection

2 x 4 strain gauges are foreseen for this purpose. Their
position is shown in Fig. 1.

Two of the four tie rods for the mechanical TBM
attachment to the interface frame will be instrumented with
4 strain gauges each. This double instrumentation has been
chosen for different reasons:

- confirmation of the tie rod deformation calculated for
the attachment analysis

- confirmation of symmetric deformation of TBM

- functional redundancy (relatively short lifetime of
strain gauges is expected)

TBM deformation

3 x 2 strain are foreseen for this purpose. Their position is
shown in Fig. 1.

Three pairs of strain gauges will be installed on the TBM
side walls, on pair on the top, the second in the middle and
the third on the bottom. One strain gauge out of each pair
is close to the plasma facing front corner, the other close to
the back plate.

This distribution was chosen to measure the global TBM
deformation and to confirm the information from the tie
rod deformation.
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CONCLUSIONS

The auxiliary functions Pbl7Li draining and the
thermomechanical instrumentation of the WCLL-TBM
were successfully integrated in the overall design. A degree
of detail was reached that allows to confirm the feasibility
on the one hand, but that leaves enough flexibility for
future modifications on the other.
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WP-A3-1.1

Task Title : ITER TEST MODULE FABRICATION :
DEVELOPMENT AND FABRICATION
Double Wall Tube HIP Fabrication

DOUBLE WALL TUBE

INTRODUCTION

In the DEMO Water Cooled Lithium Lead blanket, cooling
of the LiPb breeder alloy is made thanks to bent
martensitic steel (MS) tubes. Each module is equipped
with a bundle of 24 tubes.

For safety reasons, it is necessary to use two concentric
tubes (each of them designed to withstand the full load by
itself) separated by a compliant layer. The role of the
compliant layer is to stop or to deviate cracks that could
potentially develop through one of the tubes. Furthermore,
this layer shall provide a good thermal contact between the
tubes.

A fabrication sequence based on Hot Isostatic Pressure
Diffusion Bonding has been developed. HIP-DB allows to
eliminate the gap between the two tubes while at the same
time insuring a full contact between the compliant layer
and the steel.

1998 ACTIVITIES

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF THE JOINTS

The mechanical properties of the MS/interlayer/MS joints
have been assessed using several testing methods. Tensile
specimens, Charpy impact specimens and Compact
Tension specimens have been fabricated using F82H
martensitic steel and 0.1mm foils. Decohesion tests using
double wall rings made of T91 steel have been also used.

Three cases have been studied : a pure Fe or a pure Cu
interlayer HIPed at 1050°C and a titanium interlayer
HIPed at 750°C. In the case of high temperature diffusion
bonding, the samples were quenched and tempered at
750°C. In the case of low temperature diffusion bonding,
no further heat treatment was necessary.

The results are as follows : rupture occurs within the Fe
and the Cu compliant layer, while interface decohesion is
observed in the case of Ti. The force to rupture is higher
with Fe than with Cu due to the higher strength to rupture
of Fe itself. Detailed results for double-ring decohesion
testing are given in table 1.

Table 1 : Results of double ring
decohesion test (T91 steel)

interlayer

force to rupture

comments

Copper

650±40 daN/mm

ductile rupture
inCu

Iron

1430±60 daN/mm

ductile rupture
inFe

Titanium

710±320 daN/mm

interface
decohesion

Despite the better behaviour of iron, it has been decided to
choose copper as a compliant material because copper
coating is easily achievable by electroplating, whereas iron
coatings are not available on an industrial scale.

Tensile and impact results for Cu are given in table 2 :

Table 2 : tensile and impact results
for F82/Cu/F82Hjoints

F82H/Cu/F82
H joint

F82H

0.2% yield
strength

520 MPa

550 MPa

strength to
rupture

605 MPa

650 MPa

total
elongation

2.5%

20%

impact
resistance

(KCU)

48±21 J/cm2

-190 J/cm2

The yield strength of the F82H/Cu/F82H joint is 30MPa
lower than that of as received F82H due to a slight
softening of F82H steel during the PHP cycle. The rupture
of the joint occurs after a limited elongation of the sample
due to the "weakness" of copper, but the strength to rupture
far exceeds the strength to rupture of pure copper due to
constraining effects. The impact resistance of the joint is
about 25% of those of the base F82H, which is not
surprising considering the much lower strength of copper.
Examination of the rupture surface of impact specimens
revealed that the rupture path oscillates between the two
Cu/F82H interfaces but keeping within Cu. Dimples of
about lum diameter are observed.

MOCK UPS FABRICATION

During 1997, small length mock ups were fabricated using
T91 tubes and 0.1mm foils. For longer DWT it was
necessary to coat the inner MS tube in order to insure the
continuity of the compliant layer all around the tubes.
During 1998, three mock ups about 450mm long were
fabricated. A description of the fabrication sequence
follows.
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Coating

The Cu coating technique is eledxodeposition. First,
chemical cleaning of the Ilxî3.5mm T91 tube using a
nitric acid based solution is made. Then, it is necessary to
deposit a nickel underiayer to get a fair adherence of the
copper coating. The thickness of this underlayer is about
0.1 urn. Copper deposition is made using an electrolytic bath
typically used for eiectroforming. The choice of this bath is
justified by the relatively high thickness of the coating
compared to the thickness of decorative coatings.

For the three tubes, the coating thickness lied between 0.15
and 0.2mm. The excess of copper was carefully machined
until the coateé tube could fit in the outer 14x17mm tube.

The microstructure of the as deposited coating is
characterised by the presence of rather numerous inclusions
at the steel / copper interface. This is typical of the
electrodeposition process (figure 1).

^L>,^
\*-ï - -*• > - i - •

Figure 1 : As-deposited copper coating (right)
on T91 tube (left), xldOO

12C

time |

Figure 2 : HIP cycle used for DUT fabrication.

Microstructure and properties

The microstracture of the joint after HIP and post
treatments is characterised by :

- a diffusion affected zone in steel on the inner tube side
(figure 2). Martensite platelets morphology differs from
that of base T91 steel due to nickel enrichment. The
microhardness of this zone is about 3OOHvO.O15 against
240Hv0.1 for the base T9i steel.

- a very fine precipitation of chromium and iron in the
copper layer. This is due to the rapid decrease of the
solubility of these elements in copper, on cooling.

HIPDW

The electroplated tubes were degreased and heat treated at
750°C for lh30 under vacuum for outgassing. Electroplated
coatings usually contain great amounts of absorbed gases.

Then, inner and outer tubes couples were prepared by
means of degreasing and acid pickling. The tubes were
fitted one in each other, both ends TIG welded and the
interface was outgassed.

The HIP cycle is as shown on figure 2. To avoid damage of
the tubes, heating is made under low pressure. Then a Ih
step at 850°C and a Ih increase to IO40°C are applied
during which the pressure is increased to 140MPa.
Normalising conditions are applied for the joining (1040°C,
40min for T91). The maximum cooling rate of the HIP
equipment used for this fabrication was only about
4.5°C/mm. so further normalising at 1040°C for 40min. gas
quench and tempering for Ih at 750°C were applied after
HIP.

Figure 3 : T91 (top) / copper(botiomj interface
after DWTfabrication, xlOOO

Samples were cut for double-ring decohesion test. The force
to rupture was about $00daN/mm for 1.5mm thick rings
compared to 640daN/mm for samples fabricated with a foil.
The difference is probably due to the longer exposure of the
DWT mock ups at high temperature : no further
normalisation heat treatment was necessary in the first case
because the HIP cooling rate was high enough to insure the
martensitic transformation.
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Figure 4 : Straight and bent 440mm long mock tips

The allowable cold deformation during bending is 15% for
T91. The minimum distance between axes in U shape DWT
for DEMO TBM is 103mm, which corresponds to a
deformation of 16.3%. However, experiments showed that
cold bending with a distance between axes equal to 100mm
does not lead to cracking on the outer fiber.

One mock up has been bent, heat treated at 750°C for lh for
stress relieving and characterised (figure 4). The section
reduction has been evaluated to 6%.

CONCLUSIONS
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Copper has been chosen as compliant material. Good results
were obtained with iron too, but iron is technologically less
relevant in terms of coating deposition and behaviour under
irradiation. Iron can be considered as a back up solution.

The mechanical properties of the joints have been measured
by classical mechanical testing (tensile and impact) on
F82H/Cu foil/F82H samples. The tensile strength is slightly
higher than the F82H yield strength. The impact resistance
is much lower than that of both pure annealed copper and
F82H. Stress triaxiality in the joint area is responsible for
this behaviour. Die-and-plug testing allowed to measure the
decohesion force of the two concentric tubes. About
800daN/mm is obtained for 1.5mm high rings.

A straight and a bent mock up have been fabricated using
T91 tubes copper coated by electroplating. Due to the poor
quality of the pipes used to manufacture the tubes, the DWT
has defects on the inner surface. This mock up will be
tested in the DIADEMO loop.

The microstructure of the interfaces are characterised by
only little reaction between copper and steel. However, a
transformed zone in T91 was observed due to the diffusion
of the nickel underlayer. A microhardness increase is
noticed in a lOum thick zone.
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WP-A3-2.1

Task Title : DOUBLE-WALL TUBE OUT-OF-PILE TESTING
DIADEMO EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

INTRODUCTION

Within the framework of the study on Water-Cooled
Lithium-Lead tritigenous Blankets for a fusion reactor,
technological choices on cooling tubes must be validated.
Within this context, tests on Double-Wall Tubes (DWT's)
through which reactor power will be transferred must be
carried out.

The state of the art technology of these tubes is of utmost
importance as it conditions the concept and must be
validated from both mechanical and thermal point of view.
Before considering industrial manufacturing, samples have
to be tested under fusion reactor nominal.

The main objective of DIADEMO experimental device is
to validate, in close collaboration with the task WP-A3-1
(Double-Wall tube fabrication), the choice of the double-
walled tube for the future Fusion reactor.

1998 ACTIVITIES

This task (WP A3-2.1) has been launched in 1996.
Following that :

- A preliminary feasibility study, concerning an
experimental device in order to test DWTs, has been
performed by mid of 1996.

- A pre-design study has been, then, performed during
the second half of 1996 in order to launch, beginning of
1997.

- A call for tender for the fabrication study.

- Following this fabrication study, a call for tender has
been launched for the manufacturing of the mechanical
part of the experimental device.

- In the mean time (summer 1997), a call for tender has
been launched in order to perform the study and the
manufacturing concerning the 'Instrumentation and
Control1 of the experimental device.

- The end of the year 97 and the year 98 have been
devoted to the fabrication of the experimental device
(mechanical part, instrumentation and control, thermal
isolation).

This task is performed in close collaboration with task WP-
A3-1, driven by CEA/ CEREM, responsible of the
fabrication of the DWTs (choice of the DWT fabrication
procedure, DWT manufacturing). It is forecasted as a first
step, the fabrication of small size test samples (straight and
bent), and in a second step the fabrication of large size bent
DWTs (~2. meters developed length).

The first straight sample (length 500 mm, heated on 200
mm) has been manufactured by CEA/ CEREM during
the first half of the year 98. It has been delivered to
Cadarache during the SOFT period (11th, September).
It has been hydraulically tested (up to 25 Mpa).

The straight DWT sample has been fitted and prepared
during the rest of September. It is now installed on the
DIADEMO test loop.

Concerning DIADEMO experimental device, the year
1998 has been devoted as follows :

- January - end of July 98,
Mechanical Part.

Manufacturing of the

- January - end of November 98, study, fabrication and
acceptance tests of the Instrumentation and Control
part,

THE EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE.

The experimental device "DIADEMO" has to satisfy to
fusion reactor operating conditions. So the circuit has been
designed for pulsed conditions (in order to perform thermal
fatigue tests on the DWTs. 3000 thermal cycles are
foreseen for the first mock-up) and for long time thermal
steady-state operating conditions (in order to perform
endurance tests).

The final experimental device is as follow :

Two test stations :

i) the first one called "Air Test Station", using only the
pressurized water cooling circuit. The test samples
are electrically heated (not use of Pb-17Li loop),

ii) the second one called "Pb-17Li Test Station", using
the entire circuit; the Pb-17Li being also electrically
heated.

The "Air Test Station" will be used for the small size tests
samples. The "Pb-17Li Test Station" will be available for
the final qualification of the DWT in presence of the
eutectic.
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Pb-17Li Test Vessel Primary Water heater Auxiliary feed-water storage tank

Primary cooling pump (P01)
Water/ water Heat exchanger Secondary pump

DIADEMO test loop (up) - Air Test Section inside DIADEMO Loop (down)
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AIR TEST SECTION

Tube Thermocouple

Inside electrical heaters

Double-Wall Tube

Lateral flange
Outside electrical heater

Graphite envelop

View of the Straight Double-Wall Tube Sample (200 mm)

Lithium-Lead Loop

The maximum operating temperature in the Pb-17Li is
550°C (Reactor operating condition in the blanket).
Nevertheless it will be possible to perform thermal
transients in the liquid metal for Reactor pulsed operating
conditions. The operating temperatures in this case will be
between 300 and 390°C.

Primary Water Cooling Loop

The operating conditions of the primary water cooling
circuit will simulate reactor conditions :

- Maximum water temperature : 325°C,
- Minimum water temperature : 265°C,

Water pressure :15.5MPa,
- Water tube flow rate : 0.37 kg/s.
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The "Air Test Station" is in fact a derivation on the main
water loop. The test samples will be connected to the water
cooling loop with flanges and externally electrically
heated. It is forecasted to test on this station small size
samples (straight and bent).

Secondary Water Cooling Loop

The operating conditions of the secondary water cooling
circuit are the following :

REFERENCES

Mean water temperature
Water pressure
Water tube flow rate

55°C,
1.5 MPa,
1.5 kg/s.

The secondary water loop is connected to an external air
cooler, in order to remove the final thermal power.

THE INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL -
DATA- ACQUISITION

During the year 1998 (up to the end of November), the
detailed study, the fabrication and the acceptance tests of
"the Instrumentation and Control -Data Acquisition" has
been performed.

In the mean time, in order to get the authorization to start
the loop, a safety study has been performed [1].

[1] NT. DER/ STML/ LCFI - 98-017. (20/ 05/ 1998).
"Installation d'essais DIADEMO - Dossier se
Sécurité "

[2] 20th SOFT - September 7-11, 1998. MARSEILLE -
FRANCE.
"Water-Cooled Pb-17Li Blanket - Diademo
Experimental Programme for Double-Wall Tube
Qualification"

[3] NT. DER/ STML/ LCFI - 98-046. J.P. DIEPPOIS -
Y. SEVERI
« WATER-COOLED LITHIUM-LEAD BLANKET -
Task Sheet TS A 3.2 - Progress Report (1998) -
DIADEMO EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME »

TASK LEADER

Yves SEVERI

DRN/ DER/ STPI/ LCFI
CEA Cadarache
13108 St Paul Lez Durance Cedex

TIME SCHEDULE

As it has been explained previously, the Instrumentation
and Control-Data Acquisition with acceptance tests have to
be completed by the end of November.

The first acceptance tests of the complete loop (in
temperature) have started by mid of December 98.

Tél. : 33 4 42 25 64 01
Fax : 33 4 42 25 66 38

E-mail : severi@macadam.cea.fr
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WP-A3-4.1

Task Title : ITER TEST MODULE FABRICATION
ITM BOX FABRICATION USING POWDER HIP TECHNIQUE

INTRODUCTION

Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) is foreseen to produce
components of fusion reactors blanket. This technology can
be used to manufacture net shape components from powder.
Due to large deformations (up to 30% in volume), an
helpfull tool is finite element calculation. Modelling the
densification of the powder in a container allows to predict
the kinetic of consolidation of the component and so to
improve the HIP cycle. The final shape, the residual stresses
and strains state are also predicted.

Numerical simulation required a finite element code with
the adapted constitutive equations implemented, and the
material data base.

The finite element code which is used for this study is
called PRECAD. Developed by CEA/CEREM, it is devoted
to thermomechanical calculations of multimaterials.
Classical plastic and viscoplastic models are available. The
parameters of the laws may depend on temperature. The
specific viscoplastic law for porous materials has been
implemented for 2D-axisymmetric configuration and for 3D
geometries.

In 1997 a small-scale mock-up had been manufactured in
view to validate the material data base for a simple shape
part.

In 1998, a more relevant size mock-up for the primary wall
of the WCLL ITER Test Module (ITM) has been designed,
simulated and manufactured, in order to validate:

- the material data and the finite element calculation,
- the capabilities of the powder metallurgy route to

manufacture complex parts such as a test blancket
module.

The manufacturing route for the fabrication of the test
blancket module (TBM) according to the Water Cooled
Lithium Lead (WCLL) concept has been described.

1998 ACTIVITIES

DESCRIPTION OF THE MANUFACTURING
ROUTE FOR THE FABRICATION OF THE TEST
BLANCKET MODULE

An advanced manufacturing route ihas been proposed for
the fabrication of the test blanket module (TBM) according

to the Water Cooled Lithium Lead (WCLL) concept
developped by CEA/Saclay. Both reference fabrication
Method and alternative fabrication method (using powder
metallurgy) have been detailed. This manufacture route is
the conclusion of a work performed by the CEREM and the
DMT. The route using the powder metallurgy displays some
simplifications if compared with the reference route. Those
simplications ensure a highest quality of the final part.

RELEVANT SIZE MOCK-UP MANUFACTURING

This component is 390 mm in height and 175mm in
diameter at initial. It is made of a coiled stainless steel tube
(fig 1) (8-10 mm inner and outer diameters) representing
the first wall cooling channels. A 200 (im thick copper
compliant layer is deposited on the coiled tube.

Figure 1 : Coiled tube made of304L before coating

4 tubes of T91 (fig 2) (representative of the LiPb tubes) are
inserted within the inner diameter with the T91LiPb tank
plate (fig 3). Preliminarly, tubes of T91 are closed at the top
by welding small plates (fig 4).

Figure 2 : Drilled tubes and plate tube before hipping
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Figure 3 : Drilled tubes and plate tube before hipping

Figure 5 : Welded components before hipping

Figure 4 : Drilled tubes and plate tube and
welded before hipping

Initial geometry is measured before HIP'ing to validate
simulation.

For consolidation, the powder is encapsulated in the
cylindrical canister made of 304LN steel. This canister is
filled with the powder, degassed for several hours at
medium temperature (200°C), and closed. Filling is done
under vibration to obtain a uniform distribution of the
particles. The tap density obtained is 64 %. The canister is
put into the HIP vessel. Gas pressure and temperature are
raised simultaneously, then maintained for some hours at
the specified values, and finally decreased. In the case of
F82H martensitic steel, temperature and pressure are
increased in one hour to 800°C and 100 MPa, then
increased in 30 minutes to 1050°C and 140 Mpa.

During the single HIP step, both powder compacts and parts
madeofT91 diffusion-bonded.

Figures 5 displays details of the mock-up and more
particularly the Cu-coating on the coiled tube. Figure 6
display the insertion of the mock-up within the canister
before the powder filling.

Figure 6 : Welded components before hipping
with the canister before hipping

SIMULATION THE MOCK-UP

A data base has been identified on F82H material. This data
base is used in PRECAD® software developped by
CEA/CEREM to simulate the consolidation of the powder
during hipping. This modelling is shown on figure 7.

CONCLUSIONS

A relevant size mock-up has been manufactured. It
confirms the possibility to manufacture a complex part by
powder metallurgy.

The modelling of HIP forming of F82H powder has been
developped and used on this relevant size mock-up relevant
oflTM first wall.
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Figure 7 : Modelling with PRECAD
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WP-A3-9.1

Task Title : TBM FABRICATION : DEVELOPMENT OF MINOR
COMPONENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION
PABLITO : A NEW LITHIUM-LEAD TEST FACILITY FOR
INSTRUMENTATION TEST

HISTORY

The PABLITO test facility was initially built (in 1996) in
order to permit physico-chemical studies on the eutectic
Lil7 Pb83. It has been adapted for a study and
development program on the instrumentation of lithium-
lead circuits associated to the development program of
representative test modules in ITER. The goal of this
program of study is, on one side to determine the capacity
of adaptation of instruments used on the fast breeders'
sodium circuits to the lithium-lead circuits of fusion
reactors, on the other side to study the modifications which
would be necessary for a more specific adaptation, and
finally to develop, if necessary, new instruments.

1998 ACTIVITIES

PROGRAM OF STUDY ON THE
INSTRUMENTATION OF LITHIUM-LEAD
CIRCUITS

Instrumentation of lithium-lead circuits can be classified in
two categories :

- measure instrumentation (flowmeters, pressure
collectors, level probes, temperature measures...),

- functionning instrumentation (pumps, valves,
heaters...).

Among the first problems which were identified at the
level of instrumentation, those can be mentionned :

- pumping of lithium-lead and up-raising,
- flow measure and flowmeters gauging,
- the study of quick valves permiting the closure of

lithium-lead circuits in case of incident,
- consequences of the closure of quick valves on the

pressure inside circuits.

Lithium-lead pumping

The case of electromagnetic pumps

Many sodium test facilities are equiped with
electromagnetic pumps. In that sort of pump, the liquid
metal is moved thanks to the Laplace powers. The liquid
metal located in a magnetic field is traversed by an electric
current (inducted or not). Then Laplace powers appear
inside the liquid, which provoque its movement.

The powers are proportional to the intensity of the currents
circulating inside the liquid metal. If electrical resistivity
of the lead-lithium (56.3 . 108. D.. m) is compared to that
of the sodium (24.58 . 108. Q.. m) at 450°C it can be seen
that lithium-lead is much less conductor than sodium.
Electromagnetic pumps which efficiency with sodium was
already low see their capacity strongly reduced with lead-
lithium (minimum factor 4 on pressure and flows). Thus
they cannot be envisaged for lead lithium circuits. They
can be used in the case of small test facilities to obtain, at
best, low flows of some hundreds of liters per hour.

The case of mechanical pumps

Even with sodium, when high flows and efficiencies are
required, mechanical pumps are used. Actual technology
permits to pump lead and raise it back at any height if the
power of the engine (mainly electrical) is correctly
adapted. The LEET (Laboratoire d'Exploitation et d'Essais
Technologiques) has ordered a wheel pump in order to set
it on the PABLITO test facility. This pump will permit to
raise the lithium lead back from the emptying tank (low),
on which it will be set, up to the loading tank (high),
which makes a height of some three meters (height of the
facility).

Calculated characteristics of the lithium-lead pump are the
following :

Flow
Pump speed
Absorbed power
Engine power
Wheel diameter
Maximum pressing back height

0,144 to 0,72 m3/h
1 050 à 1 100 t/mn
1,5 à 2 kW
4kW
180 mm
5,2 à 5,5 m

This pump will be usable by mid-august, 1998. An other
"circulation" pump, totally water-tight and that may be set
on a pipe in order to ensure a circulation, is under study
and may be achieved in 1999. Some details on the thermic
reaction of reels are still to be resolved.

Flowmeter for lithium-lead on a magnetically
perturbated context

The main measure instrument used on sodium circuits is
the electromagnetic flowmeter. That sort of instrument
uses a permanent magnet. The presence of strong
interfering magnetic fields can alter the measures. An
other system based on an alternative, relatively high
frequency magnetic field, is thus envisaged: the "flow
distorsion flowmeter", or FDF.
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It uses Foucault currents. It is made of three coaxial reels:
one central emiting reel traversed by an alternative current,
and two receiving (passive) side reels connected in
opposition.

When there is no circulation of lithium-lead in the pipe the
magnetic field is symétrie on both sides of the emiting reel
and the sum of tensions of the two secondary reels is zero.
When there is a flow, the Foucault currents inducted in the
liquid are draged by it. The fields perceived by the
secondary reels are different, and the difference of tension
between the secondary reels is no more zero. This tension
is proportionnai to the speed of the liquid, and thus to the
flow.

Our tests aim to :

- verify the possibilities of applying the FDF to lead-
lithium,

- study its utilisation limits according to the nature of the
flow,

- verify the influence of an external magnetic field on the
reaction of the instrument.

Two test pipes have been realised. Both are equipped with
removable FDF which aim is to explore the different sorts
of reaction along the piping after a singularity (knee,
broadening, narrowing...).

Utilisation of valves on lithium-lead circuits

The high volumic mass of lithium lead, may in case of the
quick closure of a valve generate phenomenons of the
"battering ram effect" category, which consequences can be
bad for the installations. A test pipe that may be set on
Pablito has thus been designed. Its aim is to study from a
qualitative point of view the apparition of "battering ram
effects" according to the speeds of closure of a valve. It
may be tested in 1999-2000.

Furthermore, test programs to study quick closure valves,
that may answer safety problems, may be built
(electropneumatic, membrane, electromagnetic... valves).

PABLITO TEST FACILITY

Work realised in 1996/1997 permitted to adapt this pipe
for instrumentation tests (pumps, flowmeters, level
gauges...). We thus chose a simple and quick installation
permitting to change the models to be tested. We thus
realised two removable parts which can each be replaced
by a piping element carrying instrumentation.

The lower pipe can receive different sorts of "circulation
pumps", whereas the higher pipe is more adapted to light
instrumentation (flowmeters, valves...).

A weighing installation permitting flowmeters gauging has
also been installed at the upper loading tank level.

Finally, the setting of a mechanical pump for raising back
the liquid on a quick and simple way was necessary to
make the installation totally operational.

The facility now has two pumps:

- a mechanical pump ensuring the raising back of
lithium lead from the lower tank to the upper tank.
This tank is equipped with a weighing system for
flowmeters gauging.

- an electromagnetic pump located on the lower test pipe,
ensuring circulation in the whole circuit. This CA 81-
type pump has a relatively low flow (500 litters/hour).

CONCLUSION

The Pablito test facility thus allows an important flexibility
for instrumentation tests.

Its 1997-1998 program includes :

- adaptation of the test facility and requalification,

- study, fabrication and test of a mechanical pump for
lead-lithium,

- flow measure tests with a FDF under different outflow
configurations and according to magnetic
perturbations.

REFERENCE
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Symposium on Fusion Technology, MARSEILLE, 7-
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WP-A4-1.1

Task Title : PERMEATION BARRIERS FABRICATION AND
CHARACTERISATION
Permeation Barriers Fabrication and Characterisation by CVD and HIP

INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this task are the fabrication and the
characterization of tritium permeation barriers (TPB) for
outside martensitic steel tubes. Two of the different
methods studied for the fabrication of alumina as TPB
material were :

- Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD)
- Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP).

In the second case, major technical problems have been
met for the obtention of good quality of barriers made by
the diffusion welding technique because of the high
oxidability of the FeCrAl material chosen for the purpose.
In addition, its availability as thin wall tubes seems to be a
major issue.

So, during 1998, the effort has been focused on the CVD
technique to develop TPB with the following items as main
objectives :

- Coating qualification
- Technical evaluation of the CVD fabrication procedure.

1998 ACTIVITIES

COATING QUALIFICATION

The aim of this part has been :

- to describe precisely the operating procedures used for
the different processes involved in the TPB fabrication,

- to perform a basic characterization of the CVD
coatings,

- to provide specific specimens for standard qualification
tests.

The CVD coating proposed for the TPB is consisted of two
layers :

- a Fe-Al sub-layer performed by pack-cementation,

- an alumina top layer performed by MOCVD using a
Pyrosol® method.

An optimization of the different processes used for this
deposition has been carried out in order to perform a
coating with good metallurgical properties with regards to
the barrier function. In particular, the development has
been focused on deposition techniques involving
temperatures which do not exceed 750°C (steel tempering
conditions) in order to avoid any further heat treatment
necessary to restore the material properties. In addition,
specific conditions have been optimized in order to avoid
the formation of brittle intermetallic phases during pack-
cementation.

In those conditions, the CVD procedure used to deposit the
TPB is the following one :

1 - Fe-Al deposition by pack-cementation : the piece to be
treated is put in a box in contact with a cement, which
powder is composed of Al and Fe as donors, NH4CI as
activator which allows the transport of the metallic
species and A12O3 as inert filler which role is to avoid
the sintering of the cement. This cement is specifically
prepared using a sray-drying process which provides a
fine grained (50-100um) and homogeneous powder.
The treatment is performed during 1 or 2 hours at a
temperature of 750°C : in fact, we take advantage of the
Fe-Al deposition to performed simultaneously the
tempering necessary to restore the steel properties after
the HIP of the double-wall tubes. The formation of Al-
rich intermetallic phases such as Fe2Al5 is avoided
thanks to a work under reduced pressure (a few mbar)
and thanks to the use of a (Fe,Al) donor which enables
a codeposition of Fe and Al.

2 - Al2Qj deposition by Pyroso!® method : the principle of
this method is based on the pyrolysis of an aerosol
generated from a solution containing a metalorganic
precursor (Al-i-propoxide) and a solvent. Air is used as
carrier gas and alumina can be deposited in the range
450-500°C. The process is performed under
atmospheric pressure which is a real advantage for
industrial applications since long tubes can be coated in
an air-air conveyor belt system.

The coating which is formed is consisted of a FeAl/Fe^Al
sub-layer and a covering alumina top layer. It has a total
thickness of about 7 urn (Fig. 1). It is very uniform, dense
and adhesive, without cracks or porosities.
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FeA!

Fe3AI

during the Fe-Al deposition itself Some informations have
been given about the R&D and industrial experiences
existing for each process in different fields. An evaluation
of the time and the cost of fabrication has been tried taking
into account the number and the geometry of the pieces to
be coated and the existence of adapted equipments. All
these different items will be completed and precised in
1999.

substrate CONCLUSIONS
scaie = 1C JIT

Figure 1 : AhO/FeA^FesAI coaling performed
by CVD (SEM cross-section)

Different specimens with specific geometries have been
coated for standard qualification tests in order to qualify' the
coating behaviour during exposure to Li-Pb and to evaluate
its barrier efficiency through permeation tests in gas or in
Li-Pb. Fig. 2 gives some results of the Permeation
Reduction Factors (PRF) obtained in gas at ENEA. These
results are very promising.
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Figure 2 : Arrhenius plot of deuterium permeation
rates for T91 and CVD coated T91 steel

TECHNICAL EVALUATION

The objective of this part is to gather some technical and
economical data about the different processes involved in
the TPB fabrication by CVD, e.g. pack-cementation, spray-
drying. PyrosoP. in order to study the industry assessment
of permeation barriers. The pieces to be coated with TPB
are the Double-Wai! tubes (outer side) and the box itself
(inner side). First considerations have shown that the CVD
route seems to be compatible with the Double-Wali Tube
and the Test Blanket Module fabrication procedures as
defined today. Since both pack-cementation and Pyrosol®
are performed at temperatures not exceeding 750°C. no
additional heat treatment is necessary. In addition, the
tempering necessary' after the HIP step can be performed

A procedure of TPB fabrication by CVD involving a Fe-Al
deposition by pack-cementation and an alumina deposition
by Pyrosol* has been described. The metallurgical
characterization of the coating has been performed and its
qualification is still carried on through standard permeation
and compatibility tests. Other coated specimens will be
provided in 1999 for complementary tests. The preliminary
technical evaluation of the different processes will be
completed in 1999 in the frame of the industrial assessment
of barrier fabrication, in addition, the scale-up
demonstration necessary to develop all the processes at an
industrial scale will be studied in the .frame of the WPA3.Î
task.
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WP-A4-2.1

Task Title : PERMEATION BARRIERS OUT-OF-PILE TESTING
(PB PERFORMANCE)
PRF in Pbl7Li & in water (and corrosion)

INTRODUCTION

The cooling of the water-cooled Pbl7Li blanket developed
in Europe, is insured by pressurized water flowing in tubes
which are immersed in Pbl7Li. For economical and safety
reasons, the permeation through the tubes of the produced
tritium in Pbl7Li has to be minimized. To decrease this
permeation, the use of coatings as tritium permeation
barrier is considered. To validate such a solution, the
permeation barrier efficiency has to be evaluated in
experimental conditions taking into account the main
features of the blanket operating conditions.

But, in a first step, the coatings have to be tested in
simplified conditions to make a first selection between the
potential candidates. After, the performances of the
selected ones have to be evaluated in conditions as
representative as possible of the running conditions of the
blanket.

A device to test the performance of coatings as tritium
permeation barrier in presence of gas and Pbl7Li has been
built. It has been used this year to test an aluminized
coating supplied by CEA/CEREM Grenoble. Moreover, to
take into account the presence of the water in the cooling
tubes, a permeation device with water and Pbl7Li has been
designed.

1998 ACTIVITIES

PERMEATION TESTS WITH GAS AND Pbl7Li

The device

The device [1] consists in a cylindrical external envelope
made of aluminized 316L stainless steel in which are
located the permeation chamber (length 150 mm, internal
diameter 23 mm, thickness 1 mm), a finger for a
thermocouple and a bubbling device as it is shown on
Figure 1. The envelope is continuously swept by an argon
or helium hydrogen mixture and the inside of the
permeation chamber is swept by a continuous helium flow.
The space between the envelope and the permeation
chamber can also be filled with some Pbl7Li. An iron
membrane enables to measure the hydrogen concentration
in the gas or in the Pbl7Li. The gas is analyzed with a
chromatograph.

The permeation chamber

Tests have been performed using two permeation
membranes: one made of a 1.4914 martensitic steel and
which was used for the tests carried out in this device in
1996 and 1997. In July 1998, it has been received from
CEA/CEREM/DEM a 1.4914 steel membrane externally
covered (except on the weld between the cylindrical part
and the top cover of the membrane) with an aluminised
coating obtained by CVD process.

Conditions of the tests

Two kinds of tests have been performed: one for which the
medium inside the envelope was a gas flow and the other,
for which the inside of the envelope was filled with Pbl7Li
in which a gas was bubbling.

All the tests have been performed in the following
conditions:

- gas pressure in the permeation chamber or in the
envelope: 1.13 ± 0.01 105Pa;

- gas flow rate in the permeation chamber or in the
envelope: 100 cm3 min'1;

- hydrogen content in the envelope sweeping gas (argon
or helium): 2 vol%;

- sweeping gas in the permeation chamber: helium.

During the envelope filling with Pbl7Li, some liquid metal
went up in the envelope tubes dedicated to the gas
admission and exit. Therefore, some Pbl7Li has been lost
and the precise Pbl7Li level in the envelope, initially
calculated to be 30 mm under the top of the iron
membrane, was not precisely known. It is possible that the
top part of the iron membrane was not immersed in
Pbl7Li. Moreover, as the Pbl7Li liquid surface is very
often covered by an oxide layer, the top part of the iron
membrane might have been covered by these oxides.

Results

The hydrogen content and the hydrogen permeation flux
towards the permeation membrane are measured at steady
state and represent the mean values obtained during 2 to 4
tests.
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During the tests with gas in the envelope, the hydrogen
pressure in the iron membrane was 2260 ±10 Pa,
corresponding to the hydrogen content in the gas. On the
other hand, when some Pbl7Li was in the envelope,
although the hydrogen content in the bubbling gas was also
2 vol%H2, the hydrogen pressure in the iron membrane
after a 80 hour bubbling was only equal to 940 Pa. This
difference between the hydrogen partial pressure in the
bubbling gas and the pressure in the iron membrane can be
explained in two ways. First, it could result from a
malfunction of the iron membrane (especially if it has been
covered by oxides as Pbl7Li was introduced) and the
hydrogen partial pressure in Pbl7Li corresponds to that in
equilibrium with the bubbling gas, that is to say 2260 Pa.
Second, the hydrogen diffusion in Pbl7Li is too slow to
enable to the hydrogen partial pressure in Pbl7Li to reach
the value corresponding to the equilibrium with the
bubbling gas and consequently the hydrogen partial
pressure in Pbl7Li is 940 Pa. Therefore, we have
considered for the permeability calculations the two values,
940 and 2260 Pa for the partial pressure of the dissolved
hydrogen in Pbl7Li.

The permeability values, given in the Table 1 have been
deduced from the permeation flux using the Richardson
equation assuming that the permeation is controlled by the
diffusion and using the Fick equation for an infinite hollow
cylinder :

J = O ( VPH - VPHO ) / ro ln(r/ro) (1)

with:

- J: hydrogen permeation flux per unit of surface area (mol m'2 s1)
- PH : hydrogen partial pressure in the envelope (Pa)
- PHo : hydrogen partial pressure in the permeation chamber (Pa)
- r: external radius of the permeation chamber (m)
- r0: internal radius of the permeation chamber (m)
- <I>: permeability of the permeation chamber material (mol m'1 s ' Pa""2)

Discussion

The permeability values obtained with the 1.4914 steel
permeation chamber are shown on the Figure 1 together
with the values obtained in 1996 [2] and 1997 [3]. We can
notice that the values obtained in 1997 [3] and 1998 are
lower than those obtained in 1996 [2].

This difference could be due to an oxidation of the
membrane. These values are also lower than those given by
other authors by a factor between 10 and 20. From 1998
data, we have deduced an activation energy of 50 kJ mol"1

which is higher than the values from the literature
(between 35 and 46 kJ mol1).

The permeability values obtained with the coated
permeation membrane are shown on Figure 1. The
difference between the values obtained when the envelope
is swept by a gas and those when the envelope contains
Pbl7Li is of the same order of the uncertainties on the
values obtained when the envelope contains some Pbl7Li.

Therefore, it cannot be put in evidence a difference in the
permeability of the membrane when it is swept by gas or
when it is immersed in Pbl7Li.

From Figure 1, we can also see that, in the tested
conditions, this coating enables to achieve a maximum
permeation reduction factor of 10 if we compare the
permeation fluxes of the coated membrane with those
obtained with the bare material in [2] but only a factor 2 if
the comparison is made with the results obtained in 1997
[3] and in 1998. But this latter comparison is probably
made with a 1.4914 oxidized membrane. In any case, it is
less than what is reported in [4] with T91 material (up to
5000). However, these results would require to be validated
and completed. Microscopic observations of the coating
would be necessary to assess the quality and homogeneity
of the coating. Moreover, the results shown in [4] were
obtained with a different technique and only in the gas
phase (disk technique).
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Figure 1 : Hydrogen permeability of 1.4914 steel
with and without coating

PERMEATION DEVICE WITH WATER AND Pbl7Li

In this device, the produced tritium in PB17LI will be
simulated by deuterium which will be dissolved in PB17LI
by bubbling. The water will have a chemistry
representative of the blanket circuit water. This chemistry
will be chosen to avoid large corrosion damage. Moreover,
dissolved hydrogen will be added in the pressurized water
as it will be done in the blanket water circuit to counteract
radiolysis effects. This device will enable to determine the
hydrogen and deuterium fluxes through a martensitic
cylindrical membrane by measuring the partial pressures of
hydrogen and deuterium in the water and PB17LI. The
same measurements will be performed with a membrane
covered by a coating in order to evaluate the efficiency of
this latter to decrease the deuterium permeation.

Moreover corrosion studies of the martensitic steel with
and without a coating by the pressurized water will also be
performed.
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The detailed design of the device has been done. The
equipment has been chosen and is being supplied except
for the gas compressor of the gas circuit. In fact, the
compressors which have been proposed up to now either
enable to fight again the gas pressure drop due to PB17LI
height but the flow rates are too large or have a convenient
gas flow rate range but a too low compression ratio. Other
suppliers are being consulted.

The end of the construction of the device is planed in the
second 1999 quarter.

CONCLUSION

Hydrogen permeation tests have been performed with a
1.4914 steel permeation membrane with an aluminized
CVD coating on its external side. The coating was in
contact either with a gas flow or with stagnant Pbl7Li in
which an helium/hydrogen gas mixture was bubbling. The
hydrogen permeation fluxes in the two cases are similar
and taking into account of the experimental uncertainties,
it is not possible to put in evidence some difference in the
permeabilities. If we compare these results with those
obtained in the same device with the uncoated material, a
maximum permeation reduction factor of ten can be
deduced. These results would require to be confirmed and
microscopic observations of the coated membrane would be
necessary.
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The detailed design of the permeation device with
pressurized water and Pbl7Li has been done and the
equipment is being supplied. The complete construction is
planed for the second 1999 quarter.
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WP-A5-1

Task Title : TRITIUM EXTRACTION FROM Pbl7Li

INTRODUCTION

The Mélodie loop is an experimental facility dedicated to
test gas-liquid contactors to extract the tritium produced in
the water cooled liquid blanket of fusion reactors. This
tritium extraction will allow not only to supply the plasma
with tritium but also to decrease the tritium permeation in
the coolant by lowering the inventory in the blanket.

In 1995, a 600 mm high packed column was settled in the
loop where hydrogen is used to simulate tritium. The
choice of this type of extractor was due to the expected
beneficial impact of the liquid film flow involved in this
type of contactor on the kinetic of the mass transfer.
During 1996 and 1997 tests, a 22% maximum efficiency
was reached at 673 K [1] but incoherence about the
hydrogen mass balance was observed, for which no
satisfactory explanation was found [2], in spite of the
experimental work performed in that aim.

This year, a new contactor was settled and tested. It differs
from the previous one by its height (800 mm), the absence
of dead volume between the packing and the envelope and
several internal devices allowing to study the contactor
either in a bubble or in a film configuration. Moreover, a
new acquisition data system has been installed.

1998 ACTIVITIES

NEW DEVICES SETTLED AND ELECTRO-
MAGNETIC PUMP PERFORMANCES

A new liquid distributor, constituted by a plate perforated
with 30 holes of 3 mm diameter and crossed by four pipes
of 4 mm diameter allowing the gas to go out of the
packing, was settled. As expected from the preliminary
experiments in a glove box which has led to its design [2],
a liquid retention occurs on the liquid distributor necessary
to insure a good radial spreading on the first packing
cylinder. Indeed, with the lowest liquid flow rate
investigated during the extraction tests, the retention
height estimated via level electrodes, was between 1 and 4
centimetres. Moreover, due to the new configuration of the
gas evacuation from the packing (four pipes attached to the
liquid distributor), a constant gas flow rate of 1000 N.T.P.
cm3 mn'1 of argon was maintained during the extraction
tests in a bubble column configuration without
electromagnetic pumps breakdowns.

The previous gas flow sparger, a perforated pipe, was
changed to a sintered disk with an average porosity of
3 um.

This device is well suited to the bubble column since in
that case, the interfacial area is the area of the whole
generated bubbles and is all larger since the bubbles are
small. In the liquid column, the sparger gas flow has only
to insure a radial distribution of the gas stream. The pore
diameter has been chosen in order to maintain the head
losses compatible with the extractor design. However, the
high inlet pressure obtained experimentally (5 105 Pa)
results from both the flow through the sintered disk and the
likely partial plugging of the flow inlet way, may be by
some oxide or by solid Pbl7Li in cold zones.

The packed cold trap settled at the exit of the gas stream
has not solved problems of the gas exit control valve
plugging. Observations with an optical microscope showed
that the particles trapped in this valve had an average
dimension lower than 1 urn. Regarding to this size, the
best way to trap them seem to be a process based on filters.

Regarding the previous high intensities delivered to the
electromagnetic pump coils in 1996 and 1997 and past
problems of coil overheating, an optimisation of the
column gas pressures was done to share at best between
each pump the supplementary rise of power required to
increase the Pbl7Li lifting height of 200 mm when the
column is in film configuration. The resulting intensities,
about 10 A each, led to a liquid flow rate between 35 and
100 10~3 m3 h1 . In this configuration, many break downs of
the pumps occurred due to a high sensibility to any
variation of the gas pressure in the extractor (likely related
to a sudden modification of the retention height).
Moreover, a significant instability of the liquid flow rate
was observed, the larger variations being due to drops of
tension in the supply network. However, most of the time,
the liquid flow rate evolved by steps whose durations were
sufficient to determine its incidence on the efficiency but
not sufficient to quantify the extraction efficiencies at an
established steady state.

CHECKING OF THE MEMBRANE RELIABILITY

An experiment was performed to check the reliability of
the hydrogen pressure sensors of the membranes immersed
in the Pbl7Li at the extractor entrance and exit, which are
used to calculate the extraction efficiency. In that aim, the
whole loop was saturated with a 2% hydrogen gas which
allowed to check that the resulting pressures were similar
and around 2370 Pa.

EXTRACTION TESTS IN A BUBBLE COLUMN
CONFIGURATION

The bubble column configuration corresponds to the whole
immersion of the packing, the gas phase being a flow of
bubbles.
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From extracting tests in that hydraulic configuration,
experiments were performed in order to :

- validate that, for an identical small gas flow rate, the
extraction efficiency is lower than in a liquid film
column,

- investigate the potential of a bubble packed column
when increasing the gas flow rate to generate
interfacial area. In a bubble packed column, it is
expected that the packing would organise the flow of
bubbles thus preventing or limiting their coalescence.

Therefore, two series of tests were performed respectively
at 500 and 1000 N.T.P cm3 mn"1. These tests which were
carried out with inlet hydrogen pressures ranging from
1100 to 1300 Pa in Pbl7Li entering the reactor, showed:

- a beneficial impact of a higher retention time of the
liquid alloy on the extraction efficiency since a rise of
its flow rate provoked reproducibly, a decrease of the
efficiency. Quantitatively, as no steady state could be
reached at high retention time, it can only be asserted
that the efficiency increases from 10 to at least 13.5%
when decreasing the liquid flow rate from 90 to
60 10-3m3h-'.

- a negligible impact of an increase of the purge gas flow
rate on the extraction efficiency since for an equivalent
range of liquid flow rate tested (80 to 110 10"3 m3 h1) ,
the efficiencies were quite the same, in a 10 to 12%
range.

If we rely on the capability of the packing to prevent
efficiently the bubble coalescence, these results would
indicate that the efficiency which could be expected from a
bubble column will be mostly function of the retention time
of the liquid.

EXTRACTION TESTS IN A LIQUID FILM
COLUMN CONFIGURATION

The decrease of the liquid flow rate injected on the packing
always involved an increase of the extraction efficiency.
The best result obtained is 33 % for the lower liquid load,
about 31 10"3 m3 h"1, which represents a superficial velocity
of 2.8 10"3 m3m2 s'1 for the 62.7 mm diameter packing.
This value is in the range advised by the packing
manufacturer for its petrochemical reference liquids (3 10"4

to 4 103 m V 2 s"1).

The 1996 and 1997 investigations on the liquid flow rate
had led to conclude to the non incidence of this latter in
the 70 to 100 10'3 m3 h'1 range. At this time, the
calculations were based on average values because of the
lack of real time data. It is clear that with the inaccuracy
resulting from these averages, we were not able to detect a
possible weaker impact of the liquid load in this range.

The beneficial influence of the liquid flow rate decrease,
observed this year, could be due to a separated or a
combined effect of :

- the increase of the retention time,

- a thinner liquid film on the packing favourable to the
kinetics of transfer, if it is assumed that this film takes
place.

There is no significant impact of the gas flow rate on the
extraction efficiency, in the 100 to 500 N.T.P. cm3 mn"1

range investigated. If an effect was further observed at a
flow rate larger than 500 N.T.P. cm3 mn'1, it should be
compared on an economical point of view to the increase of
the column height leading to similar performances.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PREVIOUS 600 mm
EXTRACTOR AND THE PRESENT 800 mm ONE IN
A LIQUID FILM FLOW CONFIGURATION

For an equivalent liquid flow rate, 80 10'3 m3 h'1, the
efficiency obtained is quite the same, about 21%, with the
800mm high packing and with the 600 mm one ([1] and
[2]).

If the mass transfer model of NUT and HUT,
comprehensibly described in [2] is used, the 800 mm high
column efficiency should have been about 27%.

Regarding this result, the problem is to know if the absence
of improvement of the efficiency signifies that no better
performance has to be expected from an increase of the
packing height or if it is just due to a not justified
extrapolation and comparison between two systems which
were not exactly the same in their design and which were
not studied with the same tools (recording of the data in
real time in 1998, dead volume).

In order to evaluate the impact of a packing height increase
of the present extractor, a test was performed with the first
half of the column in a film flow configuration and the
second one in a bubble flow configuration.

The liquid flow rate was maintained at a 40 10'3 m3 h1

average value. The resulting efficiency varied in a 20 to
22% range for an inlet hydrogen pressure in Pbl7Li
between 1050 and 1100 Pa.

The real efficiency of the 400 mm packing used in a film
flow configuration is in fact inferior to the 21% observed
for the whole column because of the supplementary
extraction occurring in the last 400 mm bubble flow.
Therefore, the 400 mm packing efficiency is at least 10%
inferior to the one reached with 800 mm of packing for the
same liquid load, 33%, as reported before. It is
consequently highly probable that further improvements of
the efficiency have to be expected from an increase of the
packing height settled.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN THE BUBBLE FLOW
AND THE LIQUID FILM FLOW CONFIGURA-
TIONS IN A PACKED COLUMN

From the presented results, it can be concluded that for a
similar liquid flow rate of 80 10~3 m3 h"1, the liquid film
flow leads to higher efficiency than the bubble flow (21
against 10.5%). Since the retention time should be higher
in the bubble flow than in the film flow, this difference can
be attributed to:

- the suitability of the liquid film flow for the kinetics of
mass transfer (diffusion of atomic hydrogen in the
liquid as the limiting step),

- the difficulty to generate interfacial area via bubbles.

PROSPECTS

A device insuring a stabilisation of the liquid flow rate
would be highly convenient. It should allow to reach
established steady state and should be absolutely necessary
for the resolution of the mass balance incoherence.

A new trap based on filters should be settled on the loop
whatever the column flow configuration. These filters
could avoid plugs to occur during long time running even
at low gas flow rate.

An improvement of the average 30 % efficiency can be
expected from:

- a decrease of the superficial velocity below the lowest
value investigated, 2.8 10'3 mVm"2.

- an increase of the packing height.

CONCLUSIONS

An improvement of the extraction efficiency was obtained
in 1998, up to about 30%, for 1000 Pa inlet hydrogen
pressure in Pbl7Li entering the extractor. The previous
efficiency reached at the same temperature of 673 K was
22%. It was achieved thanks to a reduction of the liquid
load injected, the lowest investigated (2.8 10'3 mV'm'2)
being still not the optimal one.

An experiment, performed with the 1998 extractor, showed
that an increase of 400 mm of the packing height leads to
at least 10% of supplementary efficiency (for an hydrogen
pressure in the 400 to 1000 Pa range). However, by
extrapolation of the results obtained with the previous
column [1] and for the same conditions of liquid load, the
prediction of the efficiency consecutive to the 200 mm
increase of the packing height, was not reliable. It may be
attributed to the lack of control of the previous extracting
process (data record, dead volume).

The behaviour of the bubble packed column was
investigated. It led to efficiencies lower than the ones
obtained in a liquid film flow configuration. According to
these experiments, the only way to improve the bubble
packed efficiency column would be an augmentation of the
retention time.
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WP-A6-1.1

Task Title : SAFETY ANALYSIS FOR DEMO POWER PLANT

INTRODUCTION

Technological analyses relative to the blankets of a
DEMOnstration reactor based on the principle of a
Tokamak associated with the DT reaction have been
performed in Europe for several years now.

The European strategy foresees that the DEMO reactor will
have its place between the next experimental machine,
ITER, intended to demonstrate the feasibility of fusion
power, and a series of fusion reactors.

In a fusion reactor, the blankets have several functions:

- they serve to produce the tritium needed for the D-T
reaction (by neutronic reaction with lithium);

- they serve to remove heat in order to convert it into
mechanical energy;

- and lastly, they help protect the components behind
them, particularly the superconducting magnets at
cryogenic temperature, from radiation.

Of the two concepts retained after selection in 1995, one
option uses the eutectic alloy lithium-lead as breeder
material and water as the coolant (WCLL: water-cooled,
lithium-lead) [1].

The purpose of this task is to make a preliminary
assessment of the safety of such a concept. Without
detailed drawings of the other components of the reactor,
preparing an actual safety analysis, however, is out of the
question.

1998 ACTIVITIES

OVERVIEW OF THE SAFETY APPROACH

Introduction

The safety studies made in the framework of SEAFP and
SEAFP2, and particularly the development of a safety
assessment in the framework of ITER, permitted the
development of a safety approach suited to fusion facilities.

As in any nuclear facility, the objective is to protect the
general public, workers, and the environment from
radioactive hazards. It is natural, therefore, that the same
generic principles developed for other nuclear applications
should similarly be applied, and, among these, particularly
that of "Defence in Depth".

Generally speaking, this is an exhaustive and progressive
approach that consists in setting up various levels of
prevention, protection, and mitigation with the aim of
limiting the risk and the environmental consequences of an
accident.

Identification of Safety Functions

The main objective of safety is to protect the general public
against any dispersal of radioactive material into the
environment, and the way to prevent such an eventuality is
to ensure the containment of this radioactive material by
providing for robust and reliable containment barriers.

These containment barriers must be protected against
possible aggression related to the presence of energy
sources in the facility, which can be of three types:
chemical, thermal, and magnetic.

Figure 1 gives a summary of these energy sources, the risks
they induce, and the safety functions to be put in place to
protect the containment barriers against these risks.

We shall rapidly review the identified safety functions and
highlight the aspects linked to blanket design:

Plasma Energy Control

An undeniable advantage of fusion energy is that any
failure (a coolant leak, for example) that occurs within the
vacuum chamber inevitably leads to plasma shutdown.
With respect to blanket design, this means taking into
account the thermal and mechanical effects of such a
disruption.

The automatic shutdown of the plasma within a reasonable
lapse of time is particularly useful when the initial failure
is located outside the vacuum chamber: it permits averting
an internal LOCA in the event of an external break or a
LOFA.

The presence of two cooling circuits on the blankets,
however, permits avoiding a rapid temperature rise and
should enable easily managing this type of incident without
generating an internal break in the short term

Residual Power Removal

The studies conducted in the framework of SEAFP and
SEAFP2 showed that, in the event of even complete
cooling failure, the increase in temperature due only to
residual power does not reach a temperature high enough
to result in rapid structural collapse.
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Figure 1 : Fusion Power Plant Safety Functions

However, the presence of a residual power removal system
can greatly facilitate the management of such an accident
and prevent further degradation.
can greauy lauinuue me manaj
and prevent further degradation.

Chemical Energy Control

A risk of chemical reaction exists as a result of the design
of the WCLL blankets itself: this is the reaction between the
lithium contained in the LiPb alloy and the water that serves
as a coolant.

The control of this reaction is the subject of an extensive
R&D programme, not only to estimate its consequences
(the LIFUS experiment and modelling) but also to define
detection methods [4].

The chemical reaction between water and the material of
the first wall should also be considered, depending on the
nature of the latter.

Coolant Energy Control

The consequences of failures should be taken into account
in the design of the various containment barriers, as well as
in the definition of systems permitting these barriers to be
protected.

As regards the design of the blankets, a mechanical analysis
of the structures should take into account the pressure
linked to the coolant, considering, if need be, overpressure
linked to thermal and/or chemical interaction due to water-
LiPb interaction.

Magnetic Energy Control

The SEAFP studies showed that correct design of the
magnets permitted averting the risk of missiles.

The possibility of an electric arc should, however, be
considered, as it can lead to containment degradation.

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT
SEQUENCES

In the framework of the SEAFP programme, as in the
framework of ITER/FDR, it was demonstrated that all the
sequences resulting from a single failure, such as, for
example, a LOCA or LOFA, result only in minimal releases
provided the containment barriers have been correctly
designed (with the possible presence of safety systems
enabling these barriers to be protected even under the most
severe conditions: pressure suppression systems, expansion
volumes, etc.) [2].
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The conclusion in this case is the same as for the more
complex sequences considered in the framework of
SEAFP2 [3].

This systematic study has permitted identifying the most
severe design basis accident for the containment strategy:
the loss of heat sink. The management of this accident
sequence is not linked to the design of the blanket itself; it
determines, however, containment strategy for the
components within the torus building.

Analysis also shows that particular attention should be
given to the management of other sequences, such as:

- those involving an electric arc around the magnets
(with no direct relation with blanket design);

- those involving hydrogen release due to chemical
reaction (once again, risk of a water-LiPb reaction and
possible water-first wall material reaction).

Outside releases can be kept to a very low level that
depends essentially on two factors, for a given containment
strategy:

- the mobilisable radioactive inventory inside the vacuum
chamber (mainly the tritium contained in first wall
material and dusts),

- the radioactive inventory in the fluid circuits,
particularly in the coolant.

The tritium content in the coolant can also have a direct
effect on the level of releases and therefore should be
carefully controlled.

CONCLUSION

Analysis has thus shown that the DEMO reactor safety
assessment is covered by that made in the framework of the
SEAFP and SEAFP2. In particular, the conclusions
relative to the containment strategy defined in the SEAFP2
context are also applicable.

The review we have made has nevertheless permitted
noting certain points that deserve clarification or
examination.

The studies on the DEMO blankets do not take into
account any first wall armour. The presence of the latter
proves to have an effect on the analysis of accident
sequences (possible reaction with water in the event of a
LOCA).

An appropriate containment strategy permits keeping
releases to a very limited level in the event of an accident
of internal origin; this depends, however, on the
radioactive material inventory inside the vessel (tritium
and dusts), as well as on tritium and corrosion product
activity in the coolant.

The studies performed on long-term safety programs and
the ITER program have permitted identifying design basis
accidents. Among these, the accident that concerns the
blanket design of interest is related to the case of a water
leak in the lithium lead: its analysis confirms that priority
must be given to studies relative to this accident sequence
(with respect to both the estimation of its consequences and
its detection).
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WP-A6-2.1

Task Title : SAFETY ANALYSIS OF ITER WCLL TEST MODULE
DEFINITION OF SAFETY APPROACH

INTRODUCTION

ITER is an experimental D-T fusion reactor.

One of the objectives of this facility is to include and
irradiate experimental test blanket modules.

These ITER test-blanket modules (TBM) will help qualify
a tritium breeding blankets for a future fusion power
reactor [1].

The main objectives of this experimental programme are
to:

- Verify and demonstrate the functionality of the
integrated system, subsystems and individual
components in the fusion environment,

- Verify and demonstrate the performance of tritium
production, extraction and recovery by establishing a
complete tritium balance of the system which has to
correctly simulate future reactor conditions,

- Verify and demonstrate high-grade heat production and
removal by establishing a complete power balance of
the system with a concept representative of reactor
conditions,

- Calibrate and validate the analysis, including the
calculations and modelling used.

The WCLL concept has the following main characteristics
[2]:

The coolant is water at a pressure of 15.5 MPa and the
outlet temperature is 325°C.

The breeder is the liquid eutectic alloy Pb-17Li. (This alloy
whose melting point is 235°C has the following
composition : 17 at % Li with up to 90 % *Li enrichment
for breeding and 83 at % Pb for neutron multiplication).

The structural material is a martensitic steel (EUROFER -
97 which is being developed for reduced activation and
good irradiation characteristics.

The WCLL blanket concept is based on a type of box
which is cooled separately and can withstand disruption
and pressure loading. This box confines a pool of the liquid
alloy Pb-17 Li which is slowly pumped through the blanket
for tritium extraction and Pb-17 Li replenishment in
dedicated equipment.

The heat generated in the pool is extracted by bundles of
double-walled U-tubes and through conduction to the
cooled walls of the segment box.

The test module will be surrounded by a frame made of
stainless steel and cooled by water. The first wall is
covered with a 5 mm beryllium layer and is cooled, like the
side walls, by toroidal-radial cooling tubes.

1998 ACTIVITIES

THE WCLL-TBM - GENERAL SAFETY
APPROACH

TheTBM safety approach has to follow the guidelines and
recommendations issued for ITER's global installation.

The implementation of these safety principles has to take
into account the experimental aspects of the TBM. The
main issues are as follows:

The safety analysis has to take in account TBM failures
and induced potential hazards from the defence in depth
point of view (prevention, detection, protection and
mitigation of consequences),

TBMs are designed in such a way that an operation or
accidental sequence does not lead to unacceptable
consequences with respect to the safety of the ITER
facility, workers and the public in the vicinity of the
facility,

The analysis of TBM roles, as far as the main safety
functions of ITER are concerned, has to demonstrate that :

- Either that the safety functions planned for the reactor
itself are not degraded by any potential risks generated
by the implementation of TBMs,

- Or that the safety functions planned for TBM design
cover these risks,

RADIOLOGICAL AND ENERGY SOURCE TERMS

Tritium Production

Tritium production is a function of ^ i enrichment.

Even with naturally abundant ^ i , daily tritium production
is still almost half as high as with the 90 % enrichment
foreseen for the DEMO blanket.
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Most of the test objectives could be attained with natural
abundance so that high enrichment is not a priority
requirement for a WCLL-TBM.

Nevertheless, assuming a 45 % duty the cycle, the highest
value of tritium production is rather low : 67 mg/d (with
90 at % ^ i enrichment)

Energy Sources

The inventory of energy sources is summarised in the table
below :

The figures for the coolant and Pb-17Li are quite similar,
and together represent % of the total inventory. The
contribution of the steel is quite small, however, the small
amount of Be armour already has a relatively high
potential.

Table 1 : Estimate for the energy inventory in the WCLL-TBM (excluding afterheat).

Steel

Pb-17Li
liquid
latent heat
solid
reaction with water

Pb-17Li

Be
thermal
reaction

with-water
with-air

Max. (Be)

Coolant

Max. TBM

Mass
[kg]

950

3955

8.75

1000

T
[°C]

500

500

235

527

500

350

P
[MPa]

-

15.5

Cp (average)
[kJ kg'K1]

0.7

0.19

0.17

2.8

AH
[kJ kg"1]

214.88

40000
67400

1400

AHf

[kJkg1]

33.9

Energy
[MJ]

319

199
134
145
850

1328

12

(350)
590
602

1400

3649

[%]

8.74

5.45
3.67
3.97

23.29

36.39

0.33

16.17
16.50

38.37

100.00

EFFLUENTS AND EMISSIONS UNDER NORMAL
OPERATING CONDITIONS

Effluents and emissions result from diffusion and leaks
from the piping.

Considering the amount of tritium and other activation
products generated in the TBM, this part is negligible in
comparison with the ITER facility as a whole.

WASTE MANAGEMENT AND
DECOMMISSIONING

After irradiation, the inventory in the TBM and the
ancillary circuits is composed of Be (« 8.75 kg), steel («
950 kg + TBD kg in the circuits), water with additives
(FW 11.1 kg, BZ 8.7 kg, headers « 40 kg + 1000 kg in the
circuits + TBD g corrosion products, max. tritium
concentration 1 Ci/kg), Pb-17Li (« 3955 kg + ~ 4000 kg in
the circuit). Some of the materials (in particular the steel)
are activated and contain a total of up to 1 g of tritium. A
permeation barrier (aluminization oxidised to A12O3 on the
surface) and joining or filler materials are equally present.

The activity of the reduced activation martensitic steel is
on the same level as, or lower than, the structural material
of ITER.

Therefore management of the structural material waste
could follow the same operations as for ITER waste.

Pb-17Li management has yet to be defined, taking into
account a low activation value after temporary storage.

ANALYSIS OF REFERENCE EVENTS

Identification of Events and Postulated Initiating Events

A Failure Mode and Effects Analysis has been performed
on the WCLL-TBM.

A set of possible failures has been taken into account for
each component. Each failure has been classified where
applicable as a Postulated Initiating Event (PIE) for which
the expected frequency has been determined.
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A first analysis and grouping of these events has shown
that the consequences are covered by a set of a limited
number of sequences :

- In-vessel LOCA,

- In-TBM LOCA,

- Ex-vessel LOCA,

- Loss of on-site power (decay heat removal).

In addition, accidental sequences affecting the in-vessel
part are covered by the ITER standard case (like in vessel
LOCA).

Consequences of Accidental Events

Calculations of the consequences of the main sequences
were performed.

The results of two representative cases are reported below :

Case A : In-vessel LOCA

An in-vessel LOCA is a Class IV event. The consequences
are identical to an in-vessel LOCA from the ITER
shielding blanket. The ingress of water into the vacuum
vessel extinguishes the plasma immediately, but no leak
due disruption is assumed. Surface and nuclear heating
disappear instantaneously, only decay heat remains. Both
cooling circuits are assumed to be non-operational.

Postulating a blow-down of the complete water inventory
of both cooling circuits (1 m3 at 300°C, 15.5 MPa) into the
vacuum vessel (3800 m3), this would first lead to the
release of a two-phase mixture with approx. x = 0.45
(evaporation at constant enthalpy). The remaining water
would then gradually evaporate on the hot first wall
(evaporation at constant density) and would reach
saturated steam conditions (0.03 MPa at 69°C). In the long
term, and if no countermeasures are taken, this steam
would superheat to the shielding blanket coolant inlet
temperature of 140°C (superheating at constant density),
corresponding to 0.036 MPa. This is much lower than the
design guideline, 0.5 MPa, for the ITER vacuum vessel
with respect to an in-vessel LOCA event of ITER in-vessel
components.

Case B : In-TBM LOCA

This event is classified as Class IV. A LOCA inside the
TBM causes the interaction of the cooling water with the
Pb-17Li. The determination of the subsequent generation
of heat and hydrogen is being investigated within the
ongoing EU R&D program [3]. Previous experiments seem
to indicate a self-limiting reaction. Nevertheless, due to the
remaining uncertainties, the maximum values for reaction
enthalpy and hydrogen production are calculated. The
hydrogen is assumed to remain confined in the TBM (no
release into the vacuum vessel).

Pb-17Li inventory in the TBM : 3955 kg (excluding
ancillary circuits),

thereof Li (0.68 wt %) : 26.89 kg = 3898 mol Li.

Assuming the worst possible reaction for enthalpy and
hydrogen production in Pb-17Li.

2 Li + H2O -> Li2O + H2 - 31.6 kJ/g Li, T = 800 K

the required water mass would amount to 1949 mol (35.1
kg) to react the entire Li inventory in the TBM (excluding
ancillary circuits). This is of course a very theoretical
assumption as the injected water would displace much of
the Pb-17Li. Also, the pressurization of the TBM box
would limit the amount of injected water, so that the
reaction would remain incomplete.

A hypothetical complete reaction would release an
enthalpy of 850 MJ and 3.9 kg of H2 which is well below
the tolerable release limit (10 kg). Assuming an
approximate average specific heat for the TBM of 0.33 J g"
1 K"1 (950 kg of steel and 3955 kg of Pb-17Li) the reaction
enthalpy would theoretically be sufficient to increase, the
TBM temperature by approximately 500 K.

In case of a simultaneous rupture in vessel and in TBM the
consequences the pressurisation of the vacuum vessel and
the hydrogen produced by the reaction remain at the same
order.

In addition a quantity of liquid Pb-17Li, depending of the
location of the leak, will fall in the divertor region.

CONCLUSION

The safety analysis performed for the WCLL TBM has
shown that the main potential hazards fulfil the ITER
requirements.

Nevertheless this analysis has point out the fact that further
R&D is required to have a better knowledge of the
consequences of the steam- Pb-17Li reaction.
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WP-A7-1.1
WP-A7-2.2
WP-B7-1.1
WP-B7-2.3

Task Title : DEMO-BLANKET : SEGMENT DESIGN & ANALYSIS
Data Base and ITM Reliability Assessment

INTRODUCTION

The aim of these sub tasks is to : 1/ collect, validated and
process relevant failure data for fusion reactor design
activities and 2/ assess the reliability/availability of the
conceptual designs and test-items.

An European reliability file is set up and periodically
revised in association with ENEA (Italy) and Fzk
(Gemany). Data are issued from nuclear industry and
analogue systems.

Reliability/Availability assessments either for the helium
cooled pebble bed (HCPB) or the water cooled liquid
lithium (WCLL) blanket and related test items are carried
on in common with the European partners.

1998 ACTIVITIES

Two blanket concepts are under development in the
European Blanket Project. The first concept uses liquid
Pbl7Li as breeder and neutron multiplier and water as
coolant (WCLL). The second concept uses lithium ceramic
as breeder, beryllium as neutron multiplier and helium as
coolant (HCPB). The two concepts represent design
alternatives for the DEMO blanket and will be tested
independently in ITER.

An extended experimental program will be carried out in
fusion environment in order to validate the conceptual
design options and related technology. As the only step
foreseen between the present tokamaks and DEMO is
ITER, this experimental program must be carried out in
ITER or ITER-like machines. Thus two mock-ups,
[R1,R2], representative of the DEMO blankets will be
placed in ITER ports and tests will be carried during the
BPP (Basic Performance Phase).

The unavailability of the Test Blanket Modules (TBMs)
including the Test Blanket Auxiliary Systems (TBAS) have
been assessed and the influence on the availability of ITER
is analysed, [PI]. Reference systems in ITER are the
cooling systems for the first wall, the divertor, the limiter
and the vacuum vessel.

These TBM's are new technology components and no
operating experience feedback is available for them.
Subsequently, evaluations must be estimated based on the
available nuclear experience feedback. This extrapolation
is, to large extend, dependent on the expert judgement. A
data base has been set up, [R4] and contains the most
common items present in the blanket concepts. As for
auxiliary components a direct use of the existing
conventional components databases is satisfactory, [R5].

For the immediate use of this assessment, the auxiliary
components are limited to the cooling circuits for the FW,
limiters, divertors and vacuum vessel. A reasonable Failure
Modes and Effects Analyses (FMEA) has already been
performed in the past.

The assessment integrates also the previous assessments on
the WCLL and the HCPB TM's.

As it has been already recalled in different occasion on the
reliability of the blanket, one of the key figures is the mean
down time (MDT). Past assessments, [R3,R6,R7], have
proved that the resultant blanket availability is very
sensitive to the value of the MDT. While, the value of the
MDT is dependent on the blanket accessibility and the
remote handling systems (RHS) and procedures. However,
at this stage of the analysis no additional effort will be
devoted to the treatment of this key issue. A reasonable
assumption of 8 weeks of MDT has been used for this
assessment.

The details of the assessment are given in [PI].

CONCLUSIONS

The contribution of the TM's (HCPB+WCLL) in ITER
overall failure rate (without the modules cooling systems)
is about 6.7 10"7 /h. If TM's cooling systems should be
considered, the total contribution to ITER overall failure
rate is about 1.4 10"4 /h, for details see [PI].
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WP-A8-3.1

Task Title : Pbl7Li PHYSICO-CHEMISTRY
On-Line monitoring and stabilisation of the Li-Content

INTRODUCTION

The aims of this task are to solve some physico-chemical
problems due to the extended use of the Pbl7Li alloy in the
liquid metal blanket. During operation, tritium generation
and potential accidental ingress of air or water will result
in Li depletion from the alloy, leading to modification of
its physical and chemical properties. To ensure safe and
efficient operation of the blanket, it is thus necessary to
have a reliable and accurate method for the determination
of the lithium content and for its adjustment.

The methods proposed for monitoring the composition of
Pbl7Li can be divided into two categories, batch methods
and continuous methods. The former, which are attractive
owing to their simplicity, rely on the removal of a sample
of alloy for analysis. The latter, which are more complex,
are favored due to their on-line application. Two
candidates have been proposed for the continuous
determination of the lithium content: (i) an
electrochemical lithium sensor which compares the
lithium activity in the liquid alloy and in a biphasic
Li3Bi/Li-Bi mixture using a sodium (3-alumina electrolyte,
(ii) an electrical resistivity meter which is based on the
fact that the electrical resistivity of the Pb-Li alloy is
dependent on composition and temperature. Besides, a
plugging indicator based on plugging temperature
measurements has also been proposed. Such a device could
be considered as an intermediate candidate as it partly
works in continuous mode. Its principle is derived from the
Na technology and it needs to be tested with the Pbl7Li
alloy. With regard to the electrochemical lithium sensor
and the electrical resistivity meter, those apparatus for the
detection of composition changes in Pb-Li alloys were
mainly tested on a laboratory scale. The present objective
was to test them on a larger scale such as a liquid metal
loop system. The Anapurna loop was used to carry out this
work.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The three methods (electrochemical lithium sensor,
electrical resistivity meter and plugging indicator) have
been successively studied in the Anapurna loop (Fig. 1). In
1998, they have been compared.

[ANAPURNA LOOP\ ) GLOVE BOX j
i O O (3) O O ! Plugging

indicator

Pot 2-

— Cold trap

Magnetic _
flowmeter

DERIVED CIRCUIT
(2)

Heated leg

MAIN CIRCUIT
(1)

Magnetic
flowmeter

Alloy
tank

E.M.
Pump

Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of the Anapurna loop

THE ELECTROCHEMICAL LITHIUM SENSOR

The sensor compares the Li activity in the liquid alloy and
in a biphasic Li-Bi mixture (the reference system) using a
sodium (3-alumina electrolyte. At equilibrium, the
measured electromotive force (emf) of such a cell follows
the Nernst law. Its design comprises a solid p electrolyte
thimble sealed in a cylindrical stainless steel housing by
means of a ceramic cement. The central electrode, made of
stainless steel, dips into the reference system and exits the
thimble through a vacuum tight sealant situated at the top
of the probe. The other electrical connection is made to the
external surface of the steel housing which makes contact
with the Pb-Li alloy to be monitored.

In a first step, it was decided to test them in a container
with static Pb-Li alloy rather in a loop system. Tests were
performed in a glove box under an Argon atmosphere. A
fixed mass of Pbl7Li was melted in a container at 400°C.
The sensor preheated above the liquid alloy during 30
minutes was then immersed. Composition change of the
alloy was obtained by small lead additions. It was
observed that the sensor signal is relatively in good
agreement with the expected composition change. This
indicates that the concept is satisfying for Li measurements
in Pb-Li alloys. A stable signal was observed 10 minutes
after immersion of the sensor into Pbl7Li, and a
reproducibility of ± 1 mV was achieved. It was deduced by
linear regression method that a variation of 1 mV
corresponds to a composition change of 0.15 ± 0.05 at %
Li.
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We must say that for most of sensors which were tested at
that time, the mean life time was very short because of
cracks in the P-alumina electrolyte due to thermal shocks.
Some of them were broken after their first immersion.
After this period, no more tests were performed in Pb-Li
alloys with these electrochemical sensors. However, recent
improvement in the mechanical properties of the alumina
ceramic has been obtained. For example, good
performance of an electrochemical sodium sensor was
achieved for determination of the sodium concentration in
aluminium melts. The immersion conditions in such
environment are more severe because the temperature is
higher (close to 725°C). This new ceramic being less
sensitive to thermal shock, it is expected that similar
results would be also obtained in Pb-Li alloys where
temperature is lower (less than 500 °C).

THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY METER

The body of the cell in 316L stainless steel was connected
to the main circuit of the loop (Fig. 1) and attached to a
capillary section (o.d. 4.8 mm, i.d. 3.0 mm, length 450
mm) also made of 316L stainless steel. The liquid alloy
was pumped around the capillary by means of a miniature
electromagnetic pump.

Two plates were attached to the capillary section 150 mm
apart and two silver leads were placed on each plate to
supply a constant current and monitor the resistance of the
cell. The capillary was inserted in a furnace and the
temperature was controlled by four thermocouples.

Resistance data were determined by a version of the four
terminal method. A constant current of 3 A generated by a
stabilized power supply was passed through the capillary
section and a standard 0.01 Q resistance. The resistance of
the capillary (RJ was calculated from the potential
difference across the standard (Vs) and the cell (Vt): R, =
0.01 Vt/Vs. The resistance of the Pb-Li alloy (RJ was then
obtained from the resistance of the monitor filled with
alloy (Rt) and the resistance of the empty monitor (Re)
using the expression for parallel conductors. The resistivity
of the alloy (pm) can be obtained by the relationship pm =
Rn, A/I where A is the cross-sectional area and I the length
of the capillary between the two plates. The geometrical
constant A/I is specific to each monitor. Prior to use, the
resistance of the empty capillary and the constant A/I were
determined (A/1 = 5.74 in the present case). The
calibration of the resistivity meter was performed manually
before connection to the loop. Data concerning resistances,
temperatures and resistivities were collected for various
alloy compositions.

For use on loop, the meter must be able to operate
continuously. Therefore, a computer controlled system was
developed to collect data and record fluctuations in
composition. A multiplex device with six input channels
was used: four of these were connected to the
thermocouples on the capillary section, one carried the
voltage across the plates, the final input was the voltage
across the standard resistance.

Then, the output of the multiplex was carried out to a
digital voltmeter. A microprocessor controlled the channel
selection of the multiplex and read the voltage displayed on
the digital voltmeter. A program was written for data
acquisition and calculation so that, at regular time interval,
data were collected and the lithium composition was
determined. Information was transferred to a screen, a line
printer and stored on disk.

The study of the resistivity meter was carried out with Pb-
Li alloys of various compositions. At first, addition of
oxygen and lead to Pb-Li alloys were made to decrease the
Li content to a fixed value (close to 13.5 at.%). Then, the
Li composition was increased by addition of a Li-Pb
compound to the liquid alloy. Sufficient quantities of LiPb
(equimolar composition) were prepared and dissolved in
the liquid alloy to obtain a composition close to Pbl7Li at
the end of the experiment.

The reaction of oxygen with Pb-Li alloys was detected by
the apparatus and the decrease in lithium content was in
agreement with Li2O formation. Then, the adjustment of
the lithium concentration was performed by adding LiPb
compounds. These compounds were easily prepared by
mixing lead and lithium in equimolar proportions in the
liquid state.

The ingots produced after solidification of the mixture and
immersed into the alloy of the loop were entirely dissolved
in a short time without any difficulty. The resistivity meter
responded very well after each LiPb addition and a steady
increase in lithium content was observed. The monitor was
thus sensitive to composition change, the minimum
unambiguously detectable limit being + 0.15 at% Li which
corresponds to an accuracy of + 0.2 10"8 Qm on the
resistivity. Its response time was only limited by the rate
sampling/mixing in the loop.

The potential of the electrical resistivity meter to monitor
continuously the lithium concentration of Pb-Li alloys in a
loop system has been demonstrated throughout this work.
The apparatus is able to detect lithium depletion in case of
oxygen ingress. Then, adjustment of the lithium content
can be easily controlled by adding LiPb compounds to Pb-
Li alloys. This compound is the easiest to handle to obtain
the requested Li-concentration.

THE PLUGGING INDICATOR

The plugging indicator was initially developed for the
determination of the oxygen concentration in liquid
sodium. The principle consists in determining the
temperature at which the crystallization of sodium oxide
takes place. This is based on the measurement of the
plugging temperature obtained by decreasing the
temperature of the liquid metal until a drop in the flow rate
(corresponding to the deposition of crystals) is observed.
The oxygen content is thus approximately deduced from
this plugging temperature. It was proposed to transfer this
technology to Pb-Li alloys as the device could be sensitive
to lithium concentration changes.
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It had to be tested if the plugging temperature could be
identified with the liquidus temperature of the Pb-Li alloy.

The plugging indicator was connected to the Anapuma
loop as shown in Fig. 1. It was set up vertically in a
derived part of the main circuit (part 1). It is made of a
316 L stainless steel cylinder (« 0.9 litre). The alloy flows
into a narrowed section equipped with a pellet where the
alloy temperature is lowered by an air cooling system. In
the present experiments, the circulation of air and Pb-Li
alloy is in opposite direction so that the air turbine is
placed at the top of the plugging indicator. The
temperature is measured very close to the pellet by a
thermocouple introduced in a thimble.

The plugging indicator tests were performed with Pb-Li
alloys initially at 400°C. Experiments were carried out
with various flow rates. For each test, the air cooling
system was set in operation so that the temperature of the
Pb-Li alloy entering in the plugging indicator started to
decrease. Simultaneously, the pellet temperature and the
flow rate in the apparatus were both recorded as a function
of time (t). When the flow rate was stabilized to zero, the
cooling system was stopped and the reheating phase took
place.

Besides plugging measurements, a thermal analysis study
was also carried out to measure the liquidus temperature of
the alloy. A small amount (100 g) of the Pb-Li alloy used
for the plugging indicator tests was taken from the loop for
the analysis. In this simple experiment performed out of
the loop, a thermocouple was dipped into the liquid alloy
contained in a crucible and the temperature was recorded
as a function of time during cooling of the alloy. The
liquidus temperature of the Pb-Li alloy was thus
determined from the thermal curve.

With regard to the flow rate effect, the plugging time is
increased with faster alloy circulation. Moreover, the flow
drop is not so abrupt for high rates. It results that the
plugging temperature determination is not so accurate.
Nevertheless, the tests show that the plugging temperature
is not affected by the flow rate of the alloy. The small
variations which could be detected are not significant
because of the experimental errors on the temperature
measurements (± 2°C).

The results indicate that the plugging temperature can be
easily measured. However, the plugging indicator can
detect Li composition change, assuming the Li variation is
sufficiently large and higher than 1 at %. It seems that the
plugging temperature and the liquidus temperature of the
alloy can be identified.

The liquidus temperature being determined from the
plugging measurements, the Li concentration can be
deduced using the Li-Pb phase diagram. It is obvious that
the liquidus line of the phase diagram must be known
unambiguously to determine accurate Li concentrations
from the plugging measurements. This could be a
disadvantage of the method.

CONCLUSION

Various methods of monitoring the Li composition of
Pbl7Li alloy have been examined in a loop system. The
work has been mainly focused on continuous methods
which are more attractive even if more complex.
Nevertheless, batch methods based on chemical analyses
have also been tested in the frame of this work. They are
very simple and a deviation of 0.3 at % Li can be detected
but their disadvantage is the fact that samples have to be
taken from the loop.

Three concepts have been tested for the on-line
determination of the Li content of the liquid alloy. The
concepts based on the Li electrochemical sensor and on the
electrical resistivity meter require calibration prior to
insertion in the loop. Although the tested electrochemical
sensors were susceptible to thermal shock and to fracture,
our results show that the concept is very attractive. The
sensor is specific to lithium, simple to use and it can detect
a composition change of ± 0.15 at% Li. The improvement
of the mechanical properties of the solid electrolyte (p-
alumina) which is the key element of the sensor should not
make difficulties since new sensors have been produced
with success in 1995 for more severe immersion
conditions. The good performance obtained in such
environments is also expected in presence of Pbl7Li alloy.

The resistivity meter is robust and very sensitive to
composition change, the minimum unambiguously
detectable limit being + 0.15 at% Li. Although nominally
sensitive to any solute, this will not influence its operation
because potential impurities have small solubilities in
Pbl7Li. The resistivity meter is easy to handle but its
replacement in the loop could be slightly more complicated
than the electrochemical sensor. The plugging indicator
does not need calibration and it is very robust. However,
changes in the composition of the liquid alloy must be
higher than 1 at % Li to be detected. The plugging
temperature is well related to the liquidus temperature but
it is necessary to have a good knowledge of the Li-Pb phase
diagram to deduce the Li concentration of the alloy.
Therefore, it is thought that the monitors with greatest
potential for the continuous monitoring of the Li content in
Pb-Li alloys are the electrochemical sensor and the
resistivity meter.

Throughout this work, methods to replace the lost lithium
and to adjust the Li content of Pb-Li alloys have also been
examined. It is shown that for additions to liquid alloy, the
LiPb compound (equimolar composition) was the easiest to
handle to obtain the requested Li-concentration because its
dissolution process is well controlled and rapid.
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WP-A9-2.2

Task Title : Pbl7Li WATER INTERACTION : WATER LARGE LEAKS

INTRODUCTION

In the frame of the liquid breeder blanket programme,
several activities are devoted to the interaction between the
coolant (water) and the lithium lead alloy. They concern
experiments and modelling with software as well. This
programme is subject to a collaboration between ENEA
and CEA.

1998 ACTIVITIES

Two main phenomena are considered for Pbl7Li/water
interaction, the effects of which on safety must be
significantly different: small leakage (microcracks,...) and
large leakage (cooling tube rupture). The main concerns
are as follows :

- for the small leakage, hydrogen production, thermal
spots coming from solid reaction products aggregation,
corrosion coming from lithium hydroxide,...

- for the large leakage, pressure peak due to water
vaporisation and hydrogen production, hydrogen
evolution, history of solid reaction products,...

Several experiments are devoted to the study of these
phenomena:

- RELAII for the small leakage

- BLAST,(the results of which are known) and LIFUS 5
(planned for 1999) for the large leakage (see figures
below).

ATMOSPHERE

V1

GS2 VU
FIG. 1

LIFUS 5 facility
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The study which is presented here is related to the
assessment of the consequences of the large leakage.

The main phenomena which are involved in macro-leaks
(tube rupture within a blanket module) are as follows:

- possible water-hammer effect due to high pressure water
impact,

- thermal reaction due to water vaporisation
=o first pressure peak (see figure below)

- chemical reaction leading to hydrogen production
=o second pressure peak (see figure below)
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The assessment strategy includes the following steps:

- the evaluation of interaction models is made through
available experimental results (BLAST),

- the current models are to be improved for a better
simulation of the reaction course (kinetics, reaction
products),

- the improved models will be validated on available
experimental results,

- the influence of sensitive parameters (stoichiometric
ratio, water injection,...) will be studied,

- post calculations of LIFUS 5 will be done.

The main difficulties are related to the simulation of the
chemical reaction. The great influence of the initial
conditions on the reaction course and thus on pressure
peaks, can affect the accuracy of the results in so far they
are not precisely known. Moreover, the simulation of
specific phenomena (limitation of the mixing between the
reactants due to a shield made by solid reaction products) is
difficult.

The chemical effect is calculated with the PLEXUS code,
using a sodium/water reaction model, hi this model, only
the following chemical reaction is considered:

2Na + 2H2O •» H2 + 2NaOH

The results are shown on the following figures
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Since the model assumes an instantaneous and total
reaction, it does not represent the reaction kinetics. The
injected mass of water has to be adjusted in order to fit the
model on the BLAST results.

The thermal effect is calculated with the SIMMER code
which has been developed in the frame of the assessment of
severe accidents within fast breeder reactors. This code can
notably be used to simulate interaction phenomena.

The results are shown on the following figures. A good
agreement with the experimental results is found without
any parameter adjustment.
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They will notably bring further informations on the pressure
evolution and the hydrogen production. The experimental
results allow us to validate the models for the assessment
of the consequences of large leakage. Pre calculations of
future experiments can be done. The models are to be
improved in order to get a better simulation of the reaction
course
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CONCLUSION

Concerning Pbl7Li/water interaction due to water macro-
leaks some experiments have already been done (BLAST).
They have shown two main processes: a "thermal" effect
(short time) and a "chemical" effect (long time). Others
experiments will be carried out in the next future (LIFUS),
which will be representative of the ITER Test Modules.
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WP-A9-3.1

Task Title: Pbl7Li/WATER INTERACTIONS, DEFINITION
OF COUNTERMEASURES
Required countermeasures

INTRODUCTION

In the frame of the safety studies for the water-cooled test
blanket module (WCLL-TBM), three types of events were
identified which would lead to an interaction between
PblTLi and water. These are:

1. a small leak, the most probable places are the bends of
the double-walled tubes and the welds with the tube
plate,

2. an In-TBM LOCA with rupture of a cooling pipe or
sudden failure of a weld between tube and tube plate,
subsequent pressurization of the TBM with and without
failure of the TBM as a confinement,

3. an ex-vessel LOCA in the ancillary systems where e.g.
a failure of a cooling system component would damage
the Pbl7Li circuit.

1998 ACTIVITIES

Because case 1 is quite easily detectable (gas production in
the Pbl7Li circuit, quick Li depletion, pressure drop
increase in the Pbl7Li circuit) and because only little
hydrogen and heat is released, no safety problems are
expected to arise from such an event. The analysis
therefore focused on cases 2 and 3. The hydrogen
production entailed by Pbl7Li-water interaction was
identified as the major safety criterion. The expected
pressurization of the pit vaults was equally investigated.
Other LOCA related safety issues (e.g. hydrogen
production due to interaction between overheated beryllium
and steam) were treated in WP A6.

IN-TBM LOCA

This event is classified as Class IV. A LOCA inside the
TBM causes the interaction of the cooling water with the
Pbl7Li. The determination of the subsequent generation of
heat and hydrogen is being investigated within the ongoing
EU R&D program. Previous experiments seem to indicate
a self-limiting reaction. Nevertheless, due to the remaining
uncertainties, the maximum values for reaction enthalpy
and hydrogen production are calculated. The hydrogen is
assumed to remain confined in the TBM (no release into
the vacuum vessel).

With the reduced size WCLL-TBM the theoretically
possible hydrogen production is just above 5 kg and thus
just over the tolerance limit given by ITER. A small
reduction of the TBM size would eliminate the problem.

IN-VESSEL AND IN-TBM LOCA WITH RUPTURE
OF FIRST WALL

This event is classified as Class V. The water ingress into
the vaccum vessel extinguishes the plasma immediately,
but no disruption is assumed. Additionally, Pbl7Li is
spilled and flows down in the divertor region. The amount
of spilled Pbl7Li depends on the location of the leak. The
hydrogen produced during the Pbl7Li/water interaction
enters the W . The surface and nuclear heating disappear
instantaneously, only decay heat remains.

EX-VESSEL LOCA

This event is classified as Class IV for the failure of one
out of two cooling circuits. No safety credit is given for the
fact that two indépendant cooling systems are available.
Here, two large ex-vessel breaks in the cooling circuits are
assumed so that no active cooling is available at all.

The pit volume is assumed to be pressurized with the
released steam, and, conservatively, no condensation on
cold surfaces is considered. The blow-down is assumed to
damage the Pbl7Li circuit thus enabling a reaction
between Pbl7Li and the released steam/water.

Postulating a blow-down of the complete water inventory
of both cooling circuits (1 m3 at 300°C, 15.5 MPa) into the
pit vault (2156 m3), would lead to the release of a two-
phase mixture with x = 0.43 at 84°C and 0.056 MPa.

At the same time the air (initially at 0.1 MPa, 40°C) heats
up thus causing an additional pressure increase of 0.014
MPa so that the final pressure will reach 0.17 MPa. These
values disregard space occupation by ancillary equipment
and do not include the additional heat take-up from hot
structural material. This pressure rise in the pit seems to
raise only little concern for the structural integrity of the
pit vaults. If required, actively cooled condensation
surfaces or other countermeasures could be envisaged.

The behavior of the TBM during these accidents were
investigated in the safety related taks of WP A6:
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From the different events involving Pbl7LiAvater
interaction, only large leaks either in the TBM itself or in
the pit where the ancillary circuits are deployed are safety
relevant, in particular because the production and release
of several kilograms of hydrogen cannot be fully excluded.
Only when counting the Pbl7Li inventory in the TBM
itself and in the ancillary circuits, the potential hydrogen
production would exceed the allowable maximum of 5 kg.
To reach an inherently safe condition, a small reduction of
the total Pbl7Li volume in the system would be required.

Means of prevention consist in the use of double
confinement between Pbl7Li and water (except in the
header area), leak detection and the spatial separation of
the ancillary circuits for water and Pbl7Li. Should a
failure occur nevertheless, an active accident management
as proposed in 1997 could be applied.
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WP-A10-2.2

Task Title : EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION OF MHD PHENOMENA
TURBULENCE IN MHD FLOW SHEAR LAYERS

INTRODUCTION

The objective is to give a contibution to the understanding
of the Pbl7Li flow behaviour in the WCLL blanket and in
particular to assess the presence of two-dimensionnal
turbulences in MHD flow shear layers and to characterize
them under representative magnetic field. Relevant
parameters and scaling laws have to be obtained in order to
evaluate the impact of MHD effects on Pbl7Li velocity and
temperature distribution and consequently on the T-
permation towards the water coolant in WCLL blankets.

1998 ACTIVITIES

Theoretical, numerical and experimental results were
obtained in 1998 within the framework of the studies on
the turbulence of MHD flows in the water-cooled lithium
lead blankets of fusion reactors.

The activity this year has been marked :

- on the experimental level, by the construction of a new
MATUR-5 cell and by a first series of experimental
results obtained under intense magnetic fields which
can reach 6 Tesla,

- on the theoretical level, by a thorough re-examination
of the Hartmann layer present in the vicinity of the
perpendicular walls of the magnetic field,

- on the numerical level, by a simulation of the MATUR-
5 flow modeled by the quasi-2D equation of Somméria-
Moreau [1] using the FLUENT code.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

MATUR-5 experimental device

The configuration of the experimental device MATUR-5 is
identical to that of the preceding versions. The circular cell
with a radius of 11 cm contains a mercury layer with a
thickness set at 1 cm, in which the electric current is
injected by electrodes located in a circle of 9.3 mm in
radius and closes by the external cylindrical wall
maintained at constant temperature, thus starting a
rotational movement of the external fluid cylinder. A
central heating plot allows the injection of several watts in
power in order to observe the turbulent transport of a scalar
order of magnitude as for the heat through the shear layer.

Compared to the former versions, the modified parameters
are essentially the magnetic field and the value of the
source current.

Whereas the magnetic field was up to now limited to 0.2
Tesla, the MATUR-5 cell has been placed in a LCMI coil
(Laboratoire des Champs Magnétiques Intenses) in
Grenoble thus making the magnetic field continuously vary
between 0 and 6 Teslas, and consequently allowing
conditions representative of fusion reactor blankets to be
reached.

The electrical current, characterizing the maximum speed
of the fluid cylinder was up to then limited to 50A. The
technology used in MATUR-5 allows an intensity of 150A
to be reached, in other terms rates of roughly 1.5 m/s.

Experimental results

As under a moderate magnetic field, the thickness of the
shear layer is much greater (by a factor of 10) than that
predicted in laminar regime. It appears that the latter is
independent from the electrical current but it significantly
depends on the magnetic field.

The maximum speed measured under moderate magnetic
field was reduced by half compared to the theoretical
predictions because of the centrifugal re-circulation
movement. The results obtained under intense magnetic
field show the progressive disappearance of this re-
circulation and of the transport of the associated kinetic
momentum, thus leading to values measured in perfect
agreement with the predictions as soon as the magnetic
filed exceeds 2 Tesla.

The efficient values of the fluctuations of the two speed
components remain roughly 12 % of the maximum speed,
which is clearly greater than in classic turbulence.

The spectra measured all have the same shape, whatever
the acquisition location and the parameters of the magnetic
field and of the current, which can be considered as a
signature of this MHD turbulence. This original shape,
which is clearly different from the classic turbulence
spectra, is characterized by :

- a shift towards the low frequencies, typically of roughly
a hertz, or 100 to 1000 times less than in a classic
turbulence, that is to say towards greater vortex sizes,
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- the presence of 3 to 4 peaks easy to identify, associated
to larger vortex structures, rather coherent and fed by
an inverse cascade of energy specific to the two-
dimensional turbulence,

- an inertial zone which is less spread out and marked by
a law in power of type k"n, with a value of n very close
to 4 as soon as the magnetic field is rather high.

Whereas the mechanical inertia of the system is low (a few
seconds), its thermal inertia is rather great (of about one
hour). This is due to the fact that the turbulence poorly
penetrates the central region where the transport of heat is
controlled by conduction. The temperature measurements
made in stabilized regime show that the heat flux
transported constantly increases with the current, that is to
say with the speed and the number of Reynolds. This is
obvious on the average temperature profiles which follow a
radius where the difference in the measured temperature
between the central plot and the external wall decreases
monotonously with the speed for a set flux.

We can also note that, in transient regime, the temperature
gradient is much lower in the shear layer (where the
turbulence is intense) than in the poorly mixed central
region.

These temperature measurements must however be
considered with care as the heating conditions are
complex. Apart from the heat flux from the central plot, a
thermal power is supplied by Joule effect in the Hartmann
layers in which the currents circulate. This source of power
increases with the square of the product of the magnetic
field and of the current and can exceed the power delivered
by the central spot with the high values of these two
parameters. The results obtained will be re-examined by
attempting to separate the effects of the two heat sources.

THEORETICAL RESULTS

The theoretical studies concerned a more accurate analysis
of the Hartmann layer aiming at introducing the inertial
effects and evaluating the three-dimensional effects in the
core region located between the Hartmann layers.

These studies came from the comparison of numerical
results and the experimental results obtained under
moderate magnetic field which showed a good agreement
as long as the electrical current, of which the inertial
effects, was moderate and degraded at high intensities. The
integration of the inertia forces in the Hartmann layer thus
appear as a fundamental necessity of which the
consequences could be of a very general interest for all the
high speed flows.

This problem was addressed using a specific perturbation
method based on two parameters : the inverse of the
Hartmann number which measures the thickness of the
Hartmann layer, and the inverse of the number of Reynolds
which characterizes the ratio of inertia forces to the viscous
friction.

The different orders of magnitude are developed according
to these two parameters, on the one hand in the Hartmann
layer and on the other hand, in the core. In the first order,
we find the Somméria-Moreau equation [1], and at the
higher orders, the expected effects appear and the strictly 2
D flow progressively becomes 3D under the effect of
inertia.

A new equation model integrating the terms of inertia
introduced in the Hartmann layer into the braking force
was thus developed.

NUMERICAL STUDIES

The numerical studies concern the direct simulation of the
turbulent MHD flow using the FLUENT code including the
simulation of the transport of a scalar such as temperature
by coupling the Navier-Stokes equation with a source term
modeling the friction forces in the Hartmann layer and an
enthalpy equation.

The first numerical results have been compared in a
satisfactory way to the experimental results obtained on the
former version of MATUR under moderate field [2] [3]
[4].

These have particularly shown in a satisfactory way, the
evolution of the speed field towards an established regime
of large vortex structures originating from the instability of
the shear layer towards the large scales via an inverse
energy cascade.

The numerical results corresponding to the new version of
MATUR-5 under intense magnetic field present a level of
accuracy close to that obtained under moderate field [5].

The present balance on the numerical simulation is as
follows :

- the accuracy on the average speed distribution is very
satisfactory, but that on the temperature presents a
difference with the experiment which would suggest
some improvements such as a better integration of the
effective diffusivity in the parietal layer,

- the model deserves to be improved by introducing, in
the equation, the corrections allowing the
representation of the low 3 D of the flow and its
contribution to the total dissipation of energy,

- the present level of development of the numerical tool
is validated enough to already be able to apply it to the
more representative flows of the fusion reactor
blankets.
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CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES REFERENCES and REPORTS

The experimental results on the turbulent speed field
which are now of great accuracy thanks to the high values
of the magnetic field make up a data base likely to serve as
a reference to any attempt at modeling. They show both the
distributions of the most important average values (average
speed, average temperature, tension of Reynolds) and the
specific characteristics of this turbulence marked by a high
two dimensionality (spatial distributions with low
frequency peaks corresponding to large coherent vortex
structures and with an inertial zone in power law of which
the characteristic power goes from -5/3 at a low energy
level to-3, then -4 when the kinetic energy increases.

The study of the Hartmann layer leads to a modeling of the
three-dimensionality which persists in this flow. The new
model takes form in the Somméria-Moreau equation [1]
which allows the integration of an additional inertial term
in the braking force of the flow.

The numerical results acquired which are based on the
non-modified Somméria-Moreau equation show that this
model is very satisfactory (accuracy level close to 5 %) to
describe a turbulent shear flow under intense magnetic
field. The comparison with the experimental results
confirm, as for under moderate magnetic field, a slightly
inferior accuracy on the temperature field.

The convergence of the theoretical
experimental studies is now clear :

numerical and

- the theory allows the improvement in accuracy of the
model-equation with a view to extending its validity to
high speed regimes,

- the numerical model is already satisfactory at moderate
speeds and will be applied to more representative flows
of fusion reactor blankets,

- the experiment has provided a first set of important
data which will be used as references for the scientific
community concerned.

The experiments under intense magnetic field will be
continued by modifying some parameters and by taking
greater care with the heat transport. The theoretical study
will be continued by an analysis of the internal structure of
the large vortexes then completed by a study of the
boundary layer located near the wall to characterize a
detachment effect of the boundary layer. Finally, the
numerical study will be continued by the modification of
the model-equation to integrate the three-dimensional
effects.
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WP-B1-1.2

Task Title : DEMO-HCPB BLANKET : SEGMENT DESIGN & ANALYSIS
Design optimisation for alternative ceramics Li2ZrO3/Li2TiO3

INTRODUCTION

In order to reduce the risks associated to the R&D
activities in the design of a Helium Cooled Pebble (HCPB)
blanket for DEMO fusion power reactor, CEA has
proposed to the EU to examine the use of the meta-
zirconate/meta-titanate as breeding cermaics, [R1,R2]. The
EU-HCPB blanket reference conceptual design makes use
of the ortho-silicate as reference ceramic breeder. The
replacement of the reference ceramic by any of these two
candidates would certainly necessitate to re-optimise the
design.

During the FY97, CEA has proposed an optimum
conceptual design for the HCPB blanket using indifferently
the meta-zirconate or the meta-titanate. The main features
of the CEA proposed HCPB was the use of a breeder bed of
16-18 mm thickness for a Li6 enrichment of 25-28%. The
resultant maximum operating temperatures mounted to
some 1215 °C. Some uncertainties about the thermal
stability of the pebbles [R3,R4] have advocated in the
favour of a significant reduction of the maximum operating
temperature in the breeder bed.

Meanwhile, the EU-fusion program has decided to switch
from the use of the MANET to the use of the EUROFER97
as structural material.

Subsequently, CEA has devoted the FY98 activities to the
revision of its previous proposal.

1998 ACTIVITIES

As already mentioned above, CEA has revised the HCPB
blanket proposal, it presented in the FY97. With the two
main objectives : 1/ to reduce the breeder bed thickness to
reduce the observed maximum operating temperature and
2/ to take into account the use of the EUROFER97 as
structural materials.

The whole neutronic optimisation calculations have to be
re-carried out [R5]. A full detailed count is given in the
task UT-N-Blk, of the same report. These calculations have
resulted a set of optimum options in terms of TBR values.
After some iterations between neutronic and thermal
evaluations, the option Zr50%_08.09.80 has been selected
based on the requirement of lowering the maximum
operating temperature in the breeder bed.

The Zr50%_08.09.80 refers to a HCPB blanket based on
the meta-zirconate ceramic breeder at 50% enrichment,
with a cooling plate thickness of 8mm, a breeder bed
thickness of 9mm and a Be-bed thickness of 80mm. Past
experience ,[R1], has proved the that use of the titanate
rather than the zirconate would not significantly alter the
neutronic behaviour of the blanket.

Based on the resultant heating radial distributions, the
thermal calculation had followed in order to evaluate the
maximum operating temperature in the breeder bed. One
of the critical issues, is the choice of the relevant pebble
thermal conductivity model.

PEBBLE BED EFFECTIVE THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY

The pebble bed thermal conductivity relations for the
zirconate and the titanate are those developed by P.
Gierszewski et al. in reference [8] ;

= 0.66+1.17x10 T Tin °C andKbedin W/m/°K

zirconate pebbles of 1.2 mm (~ 82% DT, 63% pf), and

= 0.62 + 5.5 x 10*" T , T in *C and Kbed in W/m/'K

titanate pebbles of 1.2 mm (~ 82% DT, 63% pf)
Both relations are valid up to 1.3 Mpa.

P. Gierszewski estimates in reference [7], that for pebbles
with 90% TD and 65% pf, the preceding relations would
be corrected by 12%.

MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE

In the precise case of the breeder bed option of Zr50%-
08.09.80 the maximum heating rate issued from the
neutronic calculation was estimated to be about 67 W/cm3
(BoL). Using the above relations describing the effective
bed conductivity would produce a maximum operating
temperature in the OB-breeder bed equal to 1085 °C (for
CP and FW at 450 °C), [PI].

Although, this temperature is still higher than the 900 °C
that has been recommended by the EU-HCPB project
leader as indicative limiting figure, many of the material
experts show no particular concerns about this value based
on the present available experience. However, efforts are
being employed to propose solutions that may lead to
approaching the indicative limit of 900 °C.
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Certainly one way to decrease the maximum operating
temperature in the breeder bed is to improve the global
thermal conductivity of the zirconate bed. Thermal
conductivity improvement may result from using a specific
type of coatings.

Another way to relief thermal limitations is to improve the
pebble thermal stability. As it will be stated in the
following section thermal stability is one of the strongest
reasons to limit the maximum operating temperatures.

HCBP BLANKET SPECIFICATIONS

The revised proposal of the CEA for a HCPB using the
meta-zirconate/meta-titanate would have the following
specifications :

- the use of the EUROFER97 as structural material,

- the ceramic breeder (zirconate/titanate) bed is of 9mm
thickness at 50% enrichment in Li6. The breeder bed
packing factor is 56%. The pebbles are of 1-1.5mm size
with a 15% porosity. The total number of the breeder
bed is a 206/segment,

- the Be-bed is with a thickness of 80mm with a packing
factor of 75%. The Be-bed is a binary bed with 63%
packing factor for the large pebbles (1.5-2.3mm) and
18% for the finer pebbles (0.1-0.2mm). The total
number of Be-beds is 206/segment,

- the cooling plates are made of EUROFER97 with a
thickness of 8mm and a voide fraction of 40%. The
number of cooling plates is 412 /segment,

- the global TBR is 1.14 if the ports are not considered
and 1.08 at BoL (considering the ports),

- the maximum heating rate is about 67 W/cm3 (BoL) in
the breeder bed resulting in a maximum operating
temperature in the OB-breeder bed equal to 1085 °C
(for CP and FW at 450 °C),

- the blanket contains 32 IB-segments and 48 OB-
segments. The energy production is 22 MW/IB-
segment and 44 MW/OB-segment with a total energy
production rate of 2785 MW from the blanket,

- 40% of the blanket energy is produced in the breeder
materials, 30-35% in the Be-bed (IB/OB) and 11% in
the FW's.

CONCLUSIONS

CEA is proposing to examine the use of the meta-zirconate
and the meta-titanate as breeder materials for the EU-
HCPB blanket which uses the ortho-silicate as a reference
ceramic breeder amterial, [PI].

CEA has assessed the impact of the use of any of these
ceramic candidates and addressed the specification of the
HCPB blanket optimised for this use.
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WP-B2-1

Task Title : ITER TEST MODULE BLANKET FEASIBILITY & DESIGN
Adaptation to HEP fabrication technology

INTRODUCTION 1998 ACTIVITIES

This subtask is performed in the framework of the Helium-
cooled (HCPB) Test Blanket Module (TBM) Feasibility &
Design studies which have the aim of defining the TBM
reference design and identifying the possible
manufacturing sequence and techniques. This subtask is
focused on the evaluation of the advantages of using the
HIP technique for the FW manufacture compared to the
initially proposed diffusion bonding technique.

In this initially proposed technique, cooling channels are
obtained by assembly by diffusion bonding of structural
plates with milled grooves, while the HIP technique
proposes to HIP a tube inside such structural plates.
Therefore, the main difference between the two techniques
is that, in case of diffusion bonding, initial defects at the
joining zone may occur due to partial failure of the
bonding process. In order to evaluate the interest of the
HIP technique compared to diffusion bonding, the impact
of such a possible initial defect between two coolant
channels has been assessed.

In 1997, a mechanical analysis of the first wall submitted
only to internal channel pressure loading has been
performed [1]. This year studies have consisted in the
second part of these analyses which included thermal
loading.

A two-dimensional FE model of the outboard first wall has
been produced {Figure 1) to evaluate the thermal stresses
in the stainless steel with the help of the FE code
CASTEM 2000 [2]. An evaluation with regard to the
RCC-MR mechanical criteria has then been performed.

Transient calculations have been performed assuming a
nuclear heating cycle simulating a normal operating cycle
in ITER [3]. Transient thermal results on two operating
cycles are reported in Figure 2, showing the evolution of
the maximum stainless steel temperature (point PI) and
the temperature evolution of a point (P2) in the corner of
the cooling channel. At steady-state, the temperature range
of the Be/stainless steel interface is about [494 - 512] °C.

Sx =

Figure 1 : Thermo-mechanical model of the TBM-I First Wall
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Figure 2 : Temperature (°C) evolution
in the stainless steel First Wall

The corresponding maximal thermal stress level is
reported in Figure 3 and indicates a transient maximum
thermal stress of 311 MPa occurring 200 s after the end of
the power ramp-up. At steady-state, the maximum von
Mises stress is a little bit lower at about 308 MPa. This
effect is explained by the fact that the back of the first wall
has a slightly higher thermal response coefficient than the
front part. The maximum stress state is obtained when the
front region has almost reached its maximum temperature
as the back part is still much colder. The range of the von
Mises thermal stress level in the stainless steel at steady-
state under full power heating is [37-308] MPa.

Stress (MPa) (x 102)

Time (s) (x 1000)

Figure 3 : Max. von Mises stress (MPa)
in the stainless steel First Wall

The thermo-mechanical results have been analysed with
the help of the RCC-MR criteria [4] against the risk of
progressive deformation. Table 1 summarises the
maximum primary and secondary stress levels obtained in
the stainless steel during the cycle transient.

Table 1 : Maximum primary and secondary stress levels in
the stainless steel first wall at steady-state under full

power heating. Comparison with the RCC-MR criteria [4]
against the risk of progressive deformation of the structure

Max von
Mises

primary
stress1

(MPa)

35

Max von
Mises

secondary
stress
(MPa)

311

Max von
Mises primary
+secondary

stress
(MPa)

346

Allowable limit
for primary +

secondary stress
(3Smrule)

(MPa)

438

Margin

1.27

From Table 1, it can be seen that the maximum stress state
is dominated by thermal stresses and that there is no risk of
progressive deformation of the structure under normal
operating cycle with a good safety margin of 1.27.

Similar evaluation has been done in the case of a
debonding of a diffusion weld between coolant channels
using primary stress results from [1]: 140 MPa instead of
35 MPa. As shown in Table 2, the limit imposed by the
RCC-MR are overreached.

Table 2 : Maximum primary and secondary stress levels in
the stainless steel first wall at steady-state under full
power heating with a debonding of a diffusion weld

between coolant channels flj. Comparison with the RCC-
MR criteria against the risk of progressive deformation of

the structure

Max von
Mises

primary
stress '
(MPa)

140

Max von
Mises

secondary
stress
(MPa)

311

Max von
Mises primary
+ secondary

stress
(MPa)

451

Allowable limit
for primary +

secondary stress
(3Sm rule)

(MPa)

438

Margin

0.97

It should be however noted that the maximum primary
stress of 140 MPa obtained in the case of a diffusion weld
debonding has been evaluated with a 2D model, which
assumes that the debonding occurs on the all length of the
weld. In reality, the defect may occur on a limited portion
of the weld. The present evaluation is therefore very
conservative.

CONCLUSION

Thermo-mechanical results have permitted to complete the
stress analysis performed in the case of a potential
debonding of a diffusion weld between two adjacent
coolant channels in the First Wall.

1 evaluated in [1] for 8 MPa internal pressure loading in
the coolant channel
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They have shown that the safety margin evaluated in the
DDD [5] may be significantly reduced in the case of a
debonding of one diffusion weld. A conservative 2D
approach has lead to the conclusion that in case of severe
debonding (large initial defect of a weld), the limit criteria
may even be overreached. Local 3D calculation may
constitute a good way to assess the impact of a more
limited and realistic defect in a weld.
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WP-B6-1.3

Task Title : CONTRIBUTION TO THE SAFETY APPROACH OF THE DEMO
HCPB BLANKET CONCEPT

INTRODUCTION

Technological analyses relative to the blankets of a
DEMOnstration reactor based on the principle of a
Tokamak associated with the DT reaction have been
performed in Europe for several years now.

Of the two concepts retained after selection in 1995, one
option uses a lithium-ceramic as breeder material and
helium as the coolant ; beryllium in form of pebbles bed is
used as neutron multiplier (HCPB : Helium Cooled Pebble
Bed) [1].

An assessment of the safety of such a concept was analysed
last year in the frame of the ITER Test Module studies. For
this year the purpose of our work is to propose a qualitative
analysis of the hydrogen hazard in the case of the DEMO-
HCPB Power Plant concept.

The hydrogen hazard is apparently very limited in a
reactor of DEMO-HCPB type: contact between steam and
beryllium could only occur if there are two simultaneous
failures:

- A failure at steam generator level,

- A failure in the blanket permitting a leak in the helium
cooling circuit (previously polluted with water) towards
the bed of beryllium pebbles.

In the case of HCPB ITM (ITER Test Module), contact
between water and beryllium could be caused by a LOCA
in the vacuum chamber of a standard module associated
simultaneously with a failure of the ITM. This situation
could occur for example in the event of an undetected
LOFA in the ITM (without automatic plasma shutdown).
The plasma shuts down on a disruption during the failure
of the module and this disruption leads to a water leak in
the vacuum chamber from a standard module.

This type of sequence will not be examined below : the
analysis will be only focused on the cases of accidental
sequences presenting a generic interest for the HCPB
concept.

The analysis of the hydrogen hazard can be divided under
two sub-headings:

- Identification of one or several sequence(s) permitting
contact between water and beryllium,

- Analysis of hydrogen generation in the module (which
supposes, among other things, not only a good
understanding of the beryllium-water reaction, but also
an accurate estimation of the associated thermal
conditions).

1998 ACTIVITIES

IDENTIFICATION OF THE SEQUENCES
PERMITTING CONTACT BETWEEN STEAM AND
BERYLLIUM

As the confinement strategy and the definition of the safety
and protection systems are not yet defined for the future
DEMO facility, a realistic analysis of the accidental
sequences liable to result in this situation cannot be made.

We shall therefore restrict ourselves to the discussion of a
few generic sequences.

One of them could be a steam generator break without
plasma shutdown with the following steps :

- Large break in the steam generator (or heat exchanger
in the case of the ITM).

The consequence of such a break is the ingress of steam
into the circuit concerned, pressurization of this circuit
(with pressure valve opening), and disrupted cooling of
the associated blankets.

- Absence of plasma shutdown (or late plasma
shutdown).

- A rise in the temperature of the blanket leads to its
failure.

It should be noted that even if a cooling circuit no
longer assures its cooling function, the increase in the
temperature of the blanket would be progressive, as the
blankets are cooled by two independent parallel circuits
and the second circuit would remain operational (the
heat calculations show that when a single cooling
circuit is in service, the temperature of the first wall
rises from 500° C to 730° C in three minutes and then
stabilises :If the shutdown of the plasma occurs within
a reasonable lapse of time no failure will occur).
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It is obviously impossible to quantify such a sequence from
a probabilistic standpoint; it can only be assessed
qualitatively.

The initiating event is a low-probability event: it can be
compared to a strong line of defence (occurrence about 10'3

to 10^ a year). The absence of plasma shutdown within a
reasonable lapse of time can also be considered as a strong
line of defence.

A double failure is therefore likely to lie beyond the scope
of usual design, although with a margin that cannot be
considered as particularly large.

An other sequence may be a break in the Steam Generator
associated with a loss of power with the following steps :

- Break in the steam generator identical as in the first
case.

- Loss of power.
This situation is usually considered deterministically in
all the sequences studied in the safety analysis. In this
case it can be considered that plasma shutdown would
also be the result.

- Inner failure of the blanket module, resulting either
from a strong disruption following plasma shutdown, or
a temperature rise due to residual heat (which supposes
a simultaneous failure of the residual heat removal
system).

The probability of this second sequence is even more
difficult to estimate due to lack of data; it is liable to lie
beyond the usual design scope.

In conclusion, we can say that we have identified certain
plausible situations in which a double failure could occur.
Their probability is likely very low although it cannot be
discarded as a residual risk.

HYDROGEN GENERATION IN THE EVENT OF
MODULE FAILURE

Let us now consider the assumption of an inner or module
failure with contact between steam and the beryllium
pebbles.

This event is very similar to the cases of accidents that
have been analysed in the framework of studies on
breeding blankets in the second phase of ITER [2]. These
studies showed the particular importance of two
parameters:

- The temperature of the beryllium bed at the time of the
accident,

- The possibilities of power removal after the beginning
of the reaction.

In all cases, it can be considered that there exist two
distinct domains of behaviour that depend on the initial
temperature of the bed of beryllium.

In the cases in which the temperature is lower than this
transition value when contact between the steam and the
beryllium occurs, the reaction is slight enough at the
beginning to enable the generated heat to be removed: the
reaction rapidly dies out and the quantity of hydrogen
produced is small.

In the case in which the temperature is higher than this
transition value, there is, on the contrary, runaway of the
reaction, and the generation of hydrogen only stops when a
reaction is no longer possible through lack of one of the
constituents.

In the configuration studied for accidents in ITER, this
transition temperature was about 750° C [2]. This value
can be considered as indicative only, as it depends
considerably on various parameters:

- The possibility of removing heat by conduction to
structures at lower temperatures,

- The possibility of heat removal linked to the circulation
of gas and steam fluxes passing through the bed of
beryllium.

Finally, a last parameter concerns the kinetics of the
reaction itself. Numerous experiments have been
performed with several types of beryllium including
pebbles. The effect of kinetic is significant (and it is sure
that further experiments are needed in representative
conditions to decrease the uncertainties), but likely not as
determining as knowledge of the temperature itself in view
of the complexity of the assumptions concerning the
conservative heat calculation during the circulation of gas
and steam in the bed of pebbles.

In conclusion, the determination of the maximal quantity
of hydrogen generated supposes that heat conditions in the
bed of pebbles is calculated conservatively taking into
account the possibilities of conduction and heat removal by
circulation of gas and steam.

CONCLUSION

In the case of the DEMO-HCPB concept, in which the
secondary system intended to produce electric energy is a
water circuit, the possibility of contact between water and
the beryllium present in the blankets cannot be totally
excluded.

Management of the hydrogen hazard requires first of all
defining safety systems able to maintain the bed of
beryllium at temperatures that permit preventing reaction
runaway.
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In view of the presence of two cooling systems per blanket,
correct control of heat conditions should be possible
provided suitable plasma shutdown and residual heat
removal systems are provided for.
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Initial goals being met, the subsequent objective was to
check the performance of these pebbles as regards the
HCPB blanket requirements, and, if needed, to adjust
fabrication parameters in order to tailor pebbles properties.

Optimization of the pebbles

Following the testing campaign (see next section), the
characteristics of the Li2Zr03 pebbles were found quite
satisfactory to meet the present HCPB requirements. The
characteristics of the Li2Ti03 pebbles were found adequate
too. However, in view of the better tritium release
behaviour observed in the EXOTIC-8 experiment, under
identical conditions, of specimens of pebbles and pellets
with a slightly lower density, an attempt is being made to
slightly lower the Li2Ti03 pebbles density so as to improve
the tritium release behaviour, provided such density
change does not result in an unacceptable degradation of
any key property. A new testing campaign will be required
to check the performance of the new pebbles so as to either
adopt the revised characteristics or make the best
compromise on properties.

PERFORMANCE TESTING OF Li2ZrO3 AND
Li2Ti03 PEBBLES

The most promising specimens of pebbles obtained in the
optimization work were subjected to several relevant tests
being available at CEA, and in the European and
worldwide organizations. In this respect, it has to be
stressed that it is very important that candidate ceramic
pebbles and pebble beds be tested using the same facilities
and experimental conditions so as to obtain a reliable
comparison of ceramics candidates performance.

Tests performed at CEA

a) Crush tests of single pebbles.

b) Long-term (up to 4 months) annealing tests, in air, in
the range 900°C to 1200°C.

c) Thermal cycling tests at 17°C/s heating and cooling
rate, between 170°C and 600°C, and between 350°C
and 800°C.

d) Out-of-pile tritium release annealing tests (both
isochronal and isothermal) of pebbles specimens
subjected to a short time irradiation in the OSIRIS

reactor.

Tests performed at FZK

a) Annealing tests at 970°Cduring 96 days, in flowing He
+ 0.1%H2.

b) Uniaxial compressive tests of the pebble beds up to 6
MPa, and up to 700°C.

Tests performed at JAERI-Naka

Measurement of thermal conductivity of pebble bed of
Li2Ti03, using the hot-wire method.

Tests performed at RNG

In-situ tritium release tests of Li2Ti03 and Li2Zr03 pebbles
are conducted in the EXOTIC-8 experiment, as well as a
test of irradiation behaviour of Li2TiO3 pebbles up to
DEMO end-of-life conditions.

Results of the above mentioned tests were reported in [2-6]
and can be summarized as follows :

- As could be expected, changes on thermal annealing
are the larger, the higher the annealing temperature.
However, no significant changes, except a little grain
growth, and a little lithium vaporization were observed
for Li2Zr03 pebbles on annealing at ~ 1000°C in air
and in He + 0.1% H2. A larger grain growth was
observed for Li2Ti03 pebbles, with no apparent effect
on crush load, on annealing at ~ 1000°C in air, and He
+ 0.1% H2. Blackening of the Li2Ti03 pebbles was
observed which disappears on heating in air, and can
be attributed to a substoichiometry in O2.

- A good behaviour was observed in the uniaxial
compression test of pebble beds with no fracture of
Li2Zr03 pebbles and very little fracture of Li2Ti03

pebbles (0.3% fracture at 4 MPa and at 400°C). No
plastic deformation was observed for any of the
ceramics at 400°C. Some agglomeration of pebbles was
observed at 700°C, small for Li2Ti03, even smaller for
Li2Zr03, which in both cases disappears under
application of modest mechanical forces.

- The first measurement ever obtained of thermal
conductivity of Li2Ti03 pebble bed was made at JAERI-
Naka. Comparison with the other candidate ceramics
will be made with the same facility, and under identical
conditions.

- No change in microstructure, and no fragmentation was
observed for both Li2ZrO3 and Li2Ti03 pebbles on
thermal cycling at CEA at ~ 15°C/s during 300 cycles
in the ranges 170°C-600°C, and 350°C-800°C, and no
change in crush load was observed for Li2Ti03 pebbles
after the test.

- Results of in-pile tritium release in EXOTIC-8
confirmed once again the excellent behaviour of
Li2Zr03 pebbles. Results showed once more the effect
of the ceramic material density on its tritium release
performance. The behaviour of 90% T.D. Li2Ti03

pebbles was found to be intermediate between that of
the current Li2Zr03 pebbles and of the Li4Si04 pebbles.

c) Thermal shock and thermal cycling tests.
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CONCLUSION TASK LEADER

The extrusion-spheronization-sintering process was chosen
at CEA for the lab-scale fabrication of Li2Zr03 and
Li2Ti03 pebbles. The as-optimized pebbles characteristics
allow a satisfactory pebbles performance as shown in the
relevant tests performed so far.

Additional tests are necessary to complete the data bases of
properties of Li2ZrO3 and Li2Ti03 pebbles and pebble beds,
as only with equivalent data bases of properties will a
sound selection of one ceramic for the HCPB blanket be
able to be made.

Most of the future tests require quantities of pebbles larger
than those available with the current laboratory fabrication
means. Therefore, one of the next objectives is the scaling-
up of the production of the Li2Ti03 (Li2ZrO3) pebbles,
which will involve the use of pre-industrial means at all
fabrication steps.
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SM 1-2.4

Task Title : IRRADIATION EXPERIMENTS - PIE OF SAMPLES
IRRADIATED IN HFR - PHASE 1A

INTRODUCTION

The irradiation experiment Phase-1A performed in HFR
reactor consisted on a screening irradiation test of reduced
activation martensitic steels, including 7 European
candidates and F82H materials. Irradiation temperatures
ranged from 250°C to 450°C and the dose was 2.4 dpa.

The objective of this subtask is to perform the post-
irradiation tests on materials supplied by CEA, that is
LA12LC and LA12TaLC experimental steels. Materials
have been irradiated as tensile and Charpy V specimens.
Post-irradiation tests have been performed at ECN hot-
cells (Petten).

1998 ACTIVITIES

The irradiation experiment started on early 96 and finished
on May 97. The dismantling of the capsule started on
September 97 and the irradiated specimens were
transferred to ECN hot-cells on December 97. Post-
irradiation tests were performed in the period March-
October 1998.

MATERIALS AND SPECIMENS

LA12LC and LA12TaLC are experimental reduced
activation steels, where the chemical composition is given
in Table 1 (weight %). The main difference is the tantalum
content, which is 0.01% in the case of LA12LC and 0.10%
for LA12TaLC. These materials have been obtained in the
following metallurgical condition : normalisation for 30
minutes at 1030°C, tempering for lh at 750°C and a final
cold-working of 10%. They have been included in HFR
Phase-1A experiment as tensile and Charpy specimens.
The first ones are cylindrical samples of 3 mm in diameter
and 18 mm of gauge length. Impact specimens are
« subsize » Charpy V samples, KLST specimens, where
the dimensions are 27 mm long, 4 mm wide and 3 mm
thick. All specimens have been obtained parallel to the
rolling direction of plates. For each material, 7 Charpy V
and 2 tensile specimens have been included in the capsule
for each irradiation temperature.

Table 1 : Chemical composition ofRA martensitic steels
(in wt%)

Alloy

LA12LC

LA12TaLC

C

0.089

0.090

Si

0.03

0.03

Mn

1.13

1.13

Cr

8.92

8.80

V

0.30

0.30

W

0.73

0.73

N

0.035

0.019

Ta

0.01

0.10

POST-IRRADIATION TESTS

To qualify the irradiation behaviour of mentioned
materials, tensile and impact tests have been performed.
Samples for microstructural studies, that is thin foils for
transmission electron microscopy observations and plates
for small angle neutron scattering experiments have been
also obtained from the Charpy specimens after testing.

Tensile properties

For each irradiation temperature (Ti) and each material,
two tensile tests have been conducted, one at 20°C and the
other at the irradiation temperature, using a strain rate of

-4

about 1.8 10 Is. For each broken specimen, measurements
of area reduction to rupture have been performed by image
analysis techniques.

Figure 1 shows the tensile properties determined for each
material as a function of the irradiation temperature (Ti)
and the comparison with the values obtained before
irradiation. Both materials present nearly the same
behaviour after irradiation. As shown, an important
increase of the tensile strength is observed at the lower
irradiation temperatures, that is, in the range 250-300°C.
Beyond these temperatures the strength reaches the same
level than unirradiated specimens. Total elongation is not
very much modified by the irradiation. In contrast, low
values (<0,5%) of uniform elongation are obtained at 250-
300°C simultaneously to the hardening occurrence. Some
decrease of reduction in area values from about 80% to
70% after irradiation occur, but no clear effects of the
irradiation temperature are observed.

Impact properties

Impact energy transition curves in the range -100°C to
+ I50°C have been obtained for each irradiation
temperature and each material. The Ductile-Brittle
Transition Temperature (DBTT) has been defined as the
temperature corresponding to the mid-value between the
upper and lower shelves. The accuracy of DBTT
determination is ± 10°C.

Before irradiation both materials presented similar impact
properties, that is, a DBTT value of -70°C and a level of
Upper Shelf Energy (USE) of about 9 J.

But, after irradiation and in contrast to tensile properties,
both materials display a different evolution of impact
properties. In all the cases, an increase of the DBTT is
observed with sometimes a small decrease of the USE
level.
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Figure 1 : Tensile properties of LA12LC and
LA12TaLC steels determined at the irradiation
temperature for a dose of 2.4 dpa. Irradiation

performed in the HFR reactor - Phase IA

In the case of the LA12TaLC (0.10% Ta) steel, the higher
shift of DBTT is obtained at 250°C. At this irradiation
temperature, the DBTT reaches a value of +50°C after a
dose of 2.4 dpa and is associated to the maximum
hardening detected. Beyond 250°C, the DBTT decrease
with Ti up to 350-400°C to slightly increase at 450°C as
shown in figure 2.

LA12LC steel present a different behaviour. The higher
DBTT shift is obtained at Ti = 450°C, where DBTT is
about +20°C. At lower Ti, DBTT is always lower than 0°C.
In this case, the embrittlement at 450°C is not accompanied
by irradiation-induced hardening as observed for
LA12TaLC alloy. This fact seems to indicate that two
different embrittlement mechanisms operate in these alloys
at 250 and 450°C.
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Figure 2 compares the DBTT evolution of LA12LC and
LA12TaLC alloys with other reduced activation martensitic
steels irradiated at the same conditions (HFR, same
temperatures and dose), that is F82H (0.018%Ta) and 9Cr-
ORNL (0.06%Ta) [M. Rieth et al., J. of Nuclear Mater.

258-263 (1998) p. 1147]. As shown, it is very difficult to
correlate the differences of irradiation-induced impact
behaviour with Ta content. Microstructural studies are
needed in order to put forward the main factors governing
the embrittlement and hardening in this type of steels.
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Figure 2 : Evolution of the impact properties ofLA12LC andLA12TaLC steels for a dose of 2.4 dpa
Shift of the DBTT and USE level as a function of the irradiation temperature

Comparison -with other RA martensitic steels (F82H and ORNL) irradiated in the same conditions
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CONCLUSIONS TASK LEADER

Two reduced activation martensitic steels have been
irradiated in HFR reactor at five temperatures ranging
from 250°C to 450°C with a dose of 2.4 dpa. These
materials, LA12LC and LA12TaLC, are experimental
alloys of 9Cr-0.8W-V type with different Ta content (0.10
and 0.01%Ta). They have been irradiated as tensile and
Charpy V specimens.

The following conclusions could be drawn from post-
irradiation tests :

• Both reduced activation martensitic steels exhibited an
increase of tensile strength after irradiation at 250 and
300°C accompanied by a limited decrease of ductility.
No modification of tensile properties is observed at Ti
> 300°C.

• In the case of LA12TaLC with 0.10%Ta, the higher
DBTT shift is observed at 250°C, temperature
corresponding to the maximum hardening. In contrast,
the LA12LC (0.01%Ta) alloy exhibited the most
important DBTT shift at 450°C, where no irradiation-
induced hardening is detected.

• Two different embrittlement mechanisms seem to
operate in these alloys at 250 and 450°C. Further
microstructural studies are needed in order to precise
them and the role of Ta in the irradiation behaviour of
FeCrWVTa steels.

A. ALAMO

DTA/DECM/SRMA
CEA Saclay
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex

Tél. : 33 1 69 08 67 26
Fax : 33 169 08 7130

E-mail : ana.alamo@cea.fr
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SM 2-1.1

Task Title : CHARACTERISATION AND QUALIFICATION OF POTENTIAL
LOW ACTIVATION MARTENSITIC STEELS
Effects of thermal ageing on the microstructure and mechanical properties of
7.5/9 Cr (W/Ta/V) Reduced Activation Martensitic steels

INTRODUCTION

The objective of the SM 2-1.1 programme is to assess low
activation materials for in-vessel components (first wall
and blanket structures) of the fusion reactors. The main
goal is to optimise and qualify the metallurgical and
mechanical behaviour of 7/9 Cr Reduced Activation
Martensitic (RAM) steels, including: i) materials produced
for the first time as large-scale industrial heats as F82H
and JLF-1 Monbusho steel, both produced in Japan and
studied in the frame of IE A programme; ii) LA12LC and
LA12TaLC, European steel candidates.

SM 2-1.1 actions involve the study of physical metallurgy
of these materials, the optimisation of heat-treatments
applied during the fabrication route, their thermal stability
in the range 250-550°C.

The physical metallurgy of F82H, JLF-1 and also European
steels including transformation characteristics and
mechanical have been investigated yet [1-4].

1998 ACTIVITIES

The microstructural and mechanical evolution of these
RAM steels was characterised after thermal ageing in the
temperature range 250°C to 550°C [5]. For this purpose,
mechanical characterisation on aged samples (2000 h,
5000 h and 13500 h) was carried out by tensile and Charpy
V tests. The microstructure was also characterised by TEP
and examined by Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM) to analyse the relationships between the chemical
composition, the mechanical properties and the
microstructure.

MATERIALS

The martensitic steels studied in the present work proceed
from experimental heats (LA12TaLC and LA12LC
supplied by AEA-Culhman) and large scale heats (F82H
produced by JAERI-NKK and JLF-1 produced by Nippon
Steel Corporation). The experimental steels (LA12TaLC
and LA12LC) were normalised (40 minutes at 1030°C) +
tempered (1 hour at 750/780°C) + cold-worked (10% cold
rolling) but the industrial steels were normalised at
1040/1050 °C and tempered 1 h at 750/780°C. Following
table summarises the chemical compositions of the steels.

Alloy

LA12LC

LA12TaLC

F82H

JLF-1

C

0.089

0.090

0.087

0.106

Si

0.03

0.03

0.10

0.05

Mn

1.13

1.13

0.21

0.52

Cr

8.92

8.80

7.46

8.70

V

0.30

0.30

0.15

0.18

W

0.73

0.73

1.96

1.91

N

0.035

0.019

0.0066

0.028

Ta

0.01

0.10

0.023

0.08

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Tensile properties

JLF- 1 andF82H

Figure 1 presents the evolution of the proof stress and the
reduction in area of F82H before and after ageing in
function of the test temperature. The obtained values are
those expected for that type of martensitic steels. JLF-1 and
F82H steels exhibit almost the same behaviour. The proof
stress at 20°C for F82H is 520 MPa (500 MPa for JLF-1)
and this value decreases with the test temperature to reach
230 MPa (220 MPa for JLF-1) at 650°C. The U.T.S.
follows the same behaviour : 630 MPa at 20°C for the
F82H (640 MPa for JLF-1) and 240 MPa for both steels at
650°C. They exhibit adequate performances regarding
ductility with, for example, a reduction in area which
ranges between 80 to 95% for F82H in the AR conditions.
For both steels, the tensile properties of aged specimens are
quite similar as the as-received materials excepted for the
ageing at 550°C where a slight embrittlement is detected in
the measures of the reduction in area. Indeed, after the
ageing at 550°C, a decrease of the reduction in area is
observed specially for the test temperatures 20°C and 400-
500 °C.

LA12TaLCandLA12LC

These steels are in the N&T-CW conditions. The values of
the tensile properties before and after ageing of LA12TaLC
steel are reported in figure 2. Owing to the recovery of the
initial cold work structure, the proof stress decreases with
the increase of the ageing temperature. For example, at
20°C the proof stress of LA12LC is 660 Mpa in the as-
received conditions and 530 MPa after thermal ageing at
550°C during 5000 hours. In return, the U.T.S. of aged
specimens remains close to the AR one whatever the test
temperature is. For example, the U.T.S. of the control
specimens of LA12LC and LA12TaLC at 20°C is 680 MPa
against 650 MPa after ageing at 550°C. Measurements of
the Reduction in Area of control and aged specimens are
roughly the same (close to 80% at 20°C) and no sign of
embrittlement is detected.
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Impact properties

JLF-landF82H

Figure 3 presents the full transition curves obtained for F82H
steel. Regarding impact tests, both industrial steels follow the
same behaviour. The Upper Self Energy (USE) is stable for
ageing until 400°C - 450°C (about 200 J/cm2 for F82H
against 190 J/cm2 for JLF-1) and for ageing at 550°C, a
decrease of the USE of about 10% is observed. The Ductile
Brittle Transition Temperature behaves in the same way : it is
stable for ageing until 400°C - 450°C ( -60°C for F82H and -
65°C for JLF-1) and increases clearly for ageing at 550°C (-
30°C for the F82H and -45°C for JLF-1).

LA12LCandLA12TaLC

Contrary to the industrial steels, the increase of the ageing
temperature induces a slight but continuous improvement of
the impact properties. Indeed, the USE are close to 100 J/cm2

and reaches 110 J/cm2 after ageing at 550°C (the main
difference between the USE of the industrial steels and the
experimental steels is due to the geometry difference of the
specimens used for the tests). The improvement of the DBTT
with the ageing temperature is also noticeable : it shifts from
- 75°C to - 90°C for LA12LC and from - 70°C to -85°C for
LA12TaLC.
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Figure 3 : Effects of thermal ageing on the impact properties
ofF82H steel compared to the as-received condition (N&T).

Charpy V transition curves determined with specimens of
55mm x 10 mm x 3.5 mm thick

MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERISATION

Only F82H and J1F-1 specimens have been characterised by
TEM.

F82H alloy

The typical microstructure of the control and aged specimens
consists in intergranular laths of martensite within prior
austenite grains. Compared to conventional martensitic steels,
these laths are more or less well defined and at the TEM
scale, the microstructure of this steel is not completely
uniform. Two types of zones are observed :

- the first one consists in laths structure as already seen in
N&T martensitic steels (see figure 4).

Figure 4 : TEM of the laths structure in F82H
steel As-Received (thin foil)

the second one is sensitively different. It seems that the
lath structure has almost disappeared, may be due to a
partial recristallisation. In those zones the alignment of
precipitates that decorated the lath interfaces is still
observable but the lath structure has disappeared (see
figure 5). From our observations, the precipitation is only
due to fine or coarse M23C6 precipitates along grain and
lath/subgrain boundaries. M is approximately in at %
60Cr-34Fe-5W-lV.

Figure 5 : TEM of a recristallised zone in F82H
steel As-Received (thin foil)

We did not detect any microstructural change between control
and aged specimens. No noticeable recovery of the matrix
structure was observed, zones with a lath structure well
defined and also zones with a « partial recristallisation » are
still clearly observed and no significant variation of the
chemical composition of M23C6 precipitates is observed. It is
important to note that no amount of Laves phase (W rich) is
observed even after ageing at 550°C.

JLF-1 alloy

The control and aged specimens microstructure consists in
lath-shaped martensite within prior austenite grains.

The main precipitation is due to coarse M23C6 along grain and
lath/subgrain boundaries. The different kinds of precipitates
which have been identified are :

- M23C6 where M is approximately in at % 55Cr-34Fe-2V-
8W. As for F82H, M23C6 are principally located at
grain/lath boundaries and their size can reach 300 to
400 nm.

- M4X3, rich in V where X is C and/or N. M4X3 are
generally located between M23C6 precipitates. Their size
is about 100 nm.

- MX, where M is approximately in at % 90Ta-6V-2Fe-
3.5Cr-0.5W, and X is C and/or N. They are globular with
a size inferior to 100 nm and they are distributed all over
the matrix.
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After thermal ageing at 250°C, 400°C and 550°C during 13
500 hours, the microstructure remains similar to the one
observed before ageing. It has not been possible to
characterise in detail the aged specimens. Nevertheless, for
the specimen aged at 400°C, the chemical composition of
M23C6 and MX particles did not change significantly after
thermal ageing. For this material, the M4X3 particles
observed in the as-received material are probably still
present after thermal ageing whatever the ageing
temperature is.

CONCLUSION

Industrial and experimental RAM steels were characterised
by mechanical tests, by, TEP and by TEM before and after
thermal ageing. The ageing treatments were performed at
the relevant temperatures for fusion applications (250°C -
550°C) and, depending of the alloy, during 5000 or 13500
hours. Before ageing, the materials exhibit near the same
metallurgical and mechanical behaviour as conventional 9Cr
IMo martensitic steels.

After ageing, the tensile properties depend on the
metallurgical conditions of the alloy. The industrial steels
(F82H and JLF-1), which are in the N&T conditions before
ageing, display very stable strength values and only a
decrease of the reduction in area is observed after thermal
ageing at 550°C. For the N&T + CW experimental steels
(LA12LC and LA12TALC), because of the recovery of the
structure during the ageing treatment, a decrease of the proof
stress is observed. In contrast, no significant change in the
UTS is detected. Concerning the impact properties of the
industrial steels, a slight decrease of the USE associated with
an increase of the DBTT is observed. In contrary, for
experimental steels, the ageing treatments improve the
impact properties and we noted an increase of the USE and a
decrease of the DBTT with the ageing temperature.

The TEM examinations realised on industrial steels have
shown important differences between F82H and JLF-1
martensite morphology. The microstructure of the JLF-1
steel is similar to the one observed on conventional
martensitic steels. In contrast, for F82H steel, we observed
zones with martensite laths but also zones recrystallised
during the tempering treatment. In those zones, the lath
structure has disappeared but the alignments of the
precipitates (mainly M23C6 precipitates) are still present. For
both steels, no modification between control and aged
microstructures has been observed. The chemical
composition of the major precipitation, M23C6, remains
stable whatever the ageing temperature is. The formation of
Laves phase, that could be expected because of the high
content of W in these materials, has not been observed. This
fact seems to indicate that the weak decrease viewed on the
impact properties of these steels, specially at 550°C, is due to
an other phenomenon maybe in relation with the evolution
of the network of dislocations.
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SM 2-3.1

Task Title: MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF WELDMENTS (F82 MOD.)

INTRODUCTION

Low martensitic activation (LAM) steel F82H has been
developed by JAERI as a structural material for the first
wall of fusion reactors. Two five-tons heat of F82H steel
have been processed by NKK Corporation into plates of
7.5, 15 and 25 mm thick. Welded joints of 15 and 25 mm
thick were produced by using both the Electron Beam (EB)
and the TIG processes. Welded plates have been sent to the
EU and to the USA for qualification. The main objective of
this task is to characterise the mechanical behaviour of
welds in the as-received condition and after thermal ageing
performed in the relevant in-service temperatures.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The activities developed in this period mainly deal with the
mechanical characterisation on each type of weld before
and after ageing. For this purpose, tensile, impact and
creep properties of welds have been performed in the as-
received condition.

The evolution of tensile and impact properties of both type
of welds (TIG and EB) have been also determined after
thermal ageing performed for 10000 hours at 400°C and
55O°C.

Actions included in this task are conducted at
CEA/STA/LMS and CEA/SRMA laboratories.

WELDMENTS

The EB welded joints have been processed in flat position
using high power input so that the welds display a large
transversal width. No post welding heat treatment has been
applied.

The TIG welded joints of 15 and 25 mm of width have
been processed using an oscillating electrode on narrow
gap grooves and following 5 or 6 and 10 or 12 passes
respectively. The TIG welded joints have followed a post
welding heat treatment for 1 h at 720°C.

EXPERIMENTAL

The program settled for the mechanical characterisation of
the welds in the delivery state has consisted in series of
tensile and impact tests to have a reference for the
mechanical behaviour of aged or irradiated samples. In
order to check that sampling is correctly done, the
machining blanks have been etched using Vilella reagent

to reveal the different zones of the weld before machining.
Concerning TIG welds, the test specimens were sampled
avoiding as possible the bottom of the seam in order to
prevent an eventual effect of composition.

The cylindrical tensile specimen of 2 mm in diameter and
12mm of gauge length have been used. They were
essentially sampled in transverse direction of both TIG and
EB welds. Supplementary specimens have been sampled in
the melted zone following the longitudinal direction of 25
mm thick EB welds (table 1). 6 specimens sampled in EB
welds have followed a post welding heat treatment.

For the impact tests, two types of Charpy V specimens
were considered :

- KCV standard : 55mm x 10mm x 10mm, fracture
section of 8 x 10 mm2,

- KCV-CEA : 55mm x 10mm x 2.5mm, fracture
section of 8 x 2.5 mm2.

Concerning TIG welds, the heat affected zone is sufficient
wide to place the notch inside it, so that both melted and
heat affected zones were tested. Concerning EB welds,
only the melted zone were tested. Table 1 summarises the
different tests performed.

Cylindrical specimens for creep tests were obtained in the
transverse direction. Their dimensions were 4 mm in
diameter and 20 mm of gauge length for EB and base
metal specimens, 25 mm in the case of TIG joints.

In the case of the thermal aged samples, the same type of
tensile and Charpy V (KCV-CEA) impact specimens have
been used.

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISATION OF AS-
RECEIVED WELDS

Tensile tests

Tensile tests have been carried out from room temperature
up to 600°C. The 4 types of weldments were tested (2
thickness and 2 processes) and the base metal for
comparison (Table 1).

The results on the base metal confirm that the second heat
of F82H (n° 9753) shows a higher tensile strength than the
first one (n° 9741).

The tensile tests on the TIG welds have shown that all the
transverse specimens were broken in the heat affected zone
or in the interface with the melted zone.
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Table 1 : Matrix of mechanical tests on welded joints of F82H processed by JAERI

reference

2W-5
31W-37

31W-14

4-5

4-6

42W-9

42W-6

heat

9753
9753

9753

9741

9741

9753

9753

process

TIG
TIG

TIG

EB

EB

EB

base metal

thick

(mm)

15
25

25

15

15

25

25

impact tests

subside CEA

MZ

3Fat1 to
3Fat12

T1 to T5,
X1 to X5,
R1 to R5

HAZ

3Aat13 to
3Aat24

KCV standard

MZ

3FC1 to
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3AC13to
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tensile tests

transverse
sampling

1.1tto1.6t
2.1tto2.2t

3.3tto3.6t

4.1tto4.6t

5.1tto5.6t

longitudinal
sampling

5.7Lto5.12L

base metal

6.1tto6.6t

number of samples
total

27 12 24 12
75

24 6
36

If compared with the behaviour of respective base metals,
the TIG welded joints show a slightly higher strength
(figure 1). Fractographic examinations have revealed a
ductile rupture mode.
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Figure 1 : Tensile strength of TIG welded joints
of 15 and 25 mm of thickness

Concerning the EB welds, all transverse sampled
specimens have been broken in the base metal whatever
they have been heat-treated or not. The longitudinal
sampled specimens have markedly displayed a higher
tensile strength than the base metal and lower ductility.
The heat treatment induced a considerably decrease of the
tensile strength to values close to those of the base metal
(figure 2). The fractographic examinations have revealed a
ductile rupture mode in all cases.

Impact tests

The impact tests carried out on TIG welds have shown
similar behaviours in heat affected zone and melted zone to
that of the base metal. Considering the KCV standard
geometry, the DBTT and the upper shelf energy of the
melted zone are respectively -20 ±5 °C and 350 ±5 J.cm"2.
Considering KCV-CEA geometry, they are respectively -60
±5 °C and 170 ±30 J.cm"2.
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.Figure 2 : Tensile strength ofEB welded joints of 25 mm
of thickness with or without post

welding heat treatment.

However in the heat affected zone, the DBTT is slightly
lower (-60 ±5 °C and -70 ±5 °C for both specimens types
respectively).

The EB weldments in the as-received condition (without
any post welding heat treatment) displayed a markedly
worse impact test behaviour characterised by high scattered
energy values. The DBTT is about 70 °C and between -100
and 50 °C for KCV and KCV-CEA respectively. These
results suggest that the EB weldments should be heat
treated before to be used, as in the case of the TIG
weldments.

Creep tests

Creep tests have been performed at 550 and 600°C on TIG
and EB weld joints in the as-received condition as well as
on the base metal. In the last case, specimens were
obtained in the transverse direction, that is perpendicularly
to the rolling direction of the plate.
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Figure 3 shows the dependence of the rupture time and the
secondary creep rate with the applied stress. Weldments
presented in general lower creep strength compared to the
base metal, especially for EB joints. But in all the cases,
rupture times and minimal secondary creep rates are nearly
of the same order of magnitude.

sso-c

10' 1O2 103 .

Rupture Tim« (h)

a

10" 10s

550"C . . .

101 102 103 104 105

Secondary Creep Rate (10 *lh)

b

Figure 3 : Creep properties of TIG andEB welds compared
to the F82H base metal, a) Rupture time and

b) Secondary creep rate determined at 550 and 600°C

In the case of TIG welds, both parameters tend to be
comparable to those of the base metal for the lower stress
levels used here (180 MPa at 550°C, 140-160 MPa at
600°C), as shown in figure 3. In contrast, EB welds exhibit
systematically shorter rupture times and higher strain rates,
in particular at 600°C. Nevertheless, the rupture is generally
located in the base metal.

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISATION OF
THERMAL AGED WELDS

Tensile tests

Thermal ageing have been performed at 400 and 550°C
during 10 OOOh. Compared to the unaged condition, yield
stress and UTS values of aged TIG joints are slightly lower
showing that some further recovery have occurred during
ageing.

No significant modifications in the total and uniform
elongations are detected, but the reduction in area values
tend to decrease after ageing at 550°C.

In the case of aged EB welds, no changes in the tensile
strength is observed, but ductility values are in general
lower compared to the aged and unaged base metal [2].

Impact tests

Figures 4 and 5 show the behaviour of TIG and EB welds
after ageing. The transition curves corresponding to aged
weld specimens are compared with those of the welds and
base metal in the as-received condition.

F82H weldments - 15mm thick

TIG joints thermal aged for 10000h

80

-200 -100 0 100 200

Temperature (°C)

300 400

Figure 4 : Impact properties of TIG welds thermal aged for
lOOOOh at 400 and 550°C compared to the unaged

condition and the unaged F82H base metal
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EB joints thermal aged for 10000h
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Figure 5 : Impact properties ofEB welds thermal aged for
WOOOh at 400 and 550°C compared to the unaged

condition and the unaged F82H base metal
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Aged TIG welds showed a similar evolution that the base
metal, that is, no significant modification is observed after
ageing at 400°C, but at 55O°C a shift of DBTT and a
decrease of the USE level are detected. In the last case, an
extended transition region is obtained (from -200°C to
20°C) and the USE level drops from 37J to 30J. Compared
to the as-received F82H, the main difference of TIG joints
is their lower USE level which reaches only about 60% of
the USE base metal values.

• The mechanical behaviour of EB welds is related to the
lack of recovery of the as-welded structure. Compared
to TIG joints and the base metal, lower ductility and
very scattered impact properties were obtained.
Consequently, a post-welding annealing seems to be
necessary to improve EB joint properties. Tensile tests
on specimens with a post-welding heat treatment have
shown a similar behaviour compared to the base metal.

EB welds presented a quite different behaviour after
ageing. At 400°C, scattered energy values are obtained as
in the imaged condition, but in the range of low
temperatures, the lower shelf is better defined and is
extended up to 20°C. As in the case of as-received EB
joints, it is very difficult to determine the DBTT, but this
one seems to be located in the range 20/70°C.

In contrast, after ageing at 550°C for lOOOOh a regular
transition curve is obtained characterised by a DBTT of -
50°C and the USE level of 38J as shown in figure 5. These
conditions of ageing certainly induces a recovery of the EB
weld structure producing a higher USE level with the same
DBTT compared to TIG welds.

REPORTS

[1] A. FONTES, F. CASTILAN, "Coupons d'acier de
type Z 9 CWV 0802 (F82H) soudés par faisceau
d'électrons ou par procédé TIG (provenance JAERI) :
caractérisation mécanique 2ème partie",
STA/LMS/99-RT3794, février 1999.

[2] A. Alamo et al. , « Mechanical properties of TIG and
EB welds before and after thermal ageing», Final
report contract SM2.3.1, CEA report, NT SRMA 98-
2304, December 1998.

CONCLUSIONS TASK LEADER

The mechanical behaviour of F82H weldments in the as-
received and thermal aged conditions have been
characterised by creep, tensile and impact tests. Specimens
examined in this work have been produced by TIG and
electron beam (EB) processes. The main results could be
summarised as follows :

• TIG welds have been delivered in the post-weld heat
treated condition. In contrast, no post-welding
annealing have been performed for EB joints.

• Compared to the base metal, TIG welds are
characterised by :

• Similar creep strength, rupture times and
secondary strain rates, in particular for the lower
stress range examined.

• Similar tensile strength and ductility values before
and after ageing, but a faster decrease of the
reduction in area values is observed after ageing at
550°C.

A. ALAMO

SRMA
CEA Saclay
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex

Tél. : 33 1 69 08 67 26
Fax : 33 169 08 7130

E-mail : ana.alamo@cea.fr

Lower DBTT values but also lower USE levels in
both as-received and aged conditions. A small
shift of the DBTT and a decrease of USE is
detected after ageing at 550°C. The USE level of
TIG welds reach in all the cases only 60-65% of
the USE base metal.
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SM 3-5.1

Task Title : CORROSION IN WATER WITH ADDITIVES
Corrosion studies on specimens from task A 4.2.1

INTRODUCTION

The first objective this subtask is to perform screening tests
on various Low Activation Ferritic (LAFs) materials in
order to access their susceptibility to various forms of water
corrosion in fusion representative water conditions. This
subtask could then be followed by a more thorough
assessment of specific forms of corrosion on the selected
materials, in particular those that could be induced by
faulted conditions. Concerning the first objective, the
proposed programme can be summarised as follows :

SPECIMENS PREPARATION

A maximum of twenty specimens will be tested in the
corrosion loop of task A 4.2.1. Depending on material
availability, four grades of LAFs could be tested in this
programme. The specimens will be prepared from coupons
50 x 20 x 2 mm. If tubes available, they will be used for the
Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC) specimens.

GENERAL CORROSION IN WATER AT 320°C

The test will be carried out four samples of each grade in
the autoclave fitted on the loop of the Task A 4.2.1 for a
maximum duration of 5 000 hours. The exact water
chemistry will be defined in the Task a 4.2.1. The kinetic
of general corrosion will be evaluated by mass variation
measurements after removal of adherent corrosion
products, and on micrograpghic cuts at the end of the test.
The autoclave will be periodically opened and two
specimens of each nature removed for mass variation
measurements after 2 000, 3 000 and 5 000 hours of test
duration. These test duration could vary according to the
requirements of Task A 4.2.1.

PITTING CORROSION IN WATER AT 320°C

The test conditions will be similar to the ones described
before. The general corrosion specimens will be used for
this task. Pitting susceptibility will be evaluated by surface
examination for non destructive examination and at the
end of the test on the micrographie cuts of the specimens.

STRESS CORROSION CRACKING IN WATER AT
320°C

Depending on the materials availability, the SCC
specimens will consist either in :

U-bend or
coupons,

four point load specimens prepared from

or :

- Reverse U-bend (RUB) specimens prepared from tubes.

The SCC susceptibility will be assessed by non destructive
microscopic examination of the specimens at the periodic
openings of the autoclave. At the end of the tests, the
specimens will be cut, resin mounted and polished for
destructive examination.

A maximum number of 8 samples will be used in this
task , for instance 4 grades x 1 condition x 2 specimens.

1998 ACTIVITIES

All the tests performed in the framework of this task will
be carried out in the corrosion loop of task A 4.2.1. The
manufacture of this loop started in March 1998 and will be
finished in April 1999. Thus, mid-1999 the corrosion tests
will start.

CONCLUSION

The susceptibility of four grades of LAFs to various forms
of water corrosion in fusion representative water conditions
will be investigated in this Task. On of theses materials
would be used to perform the water cooled lithium lead
blanket.

TASK LEADER
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CEA Saclay
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex
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Fax : 33 1 69 08 15 86
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SM 4-1.1

Task Title : ASSESSMENT OF EB AND GTAW WELDABILITY OF LAM
STEEL

INTRODUCTION

The recently developed low activation martensitic (LAM)
steels are the most viable as structural materials of DEMO
reactor first wall. LAM steels compositions are based on
replacement of molybdenum by tungsten in conventional
CrMo heat resistant steel.

Prior to select one of these alloys, the evaluation of its
weldability is required. The aim of this action is to evaluate
the respective applicability of electron beam (EBW) and
GTAW processes to the welding of LAM steels.

During 1998, the weldability of homogeneous butt GTAW
joints of F82H LAM steel has been studied by processing
fusion lines and welded joints on 2-mm thick plates,
without any chamfer nor filler metal.

Further, to compare with F82H EB weldability results,
which have been reported earlier, the weldabilities of LAM
steels JLF-1 and Optifer, using the electron beam process,
have been investigated in the case of plates of 5.5 mm thick,
in horizontal position.

1998 ACTIVITIES

TIG BUTT WELDABILITY OF F82H WITHOUT
ANY FILLER METAL

Operating conditions

The F82H plates of 2 mm of thickness were obtained from
24-mm thick plates by hot rolling at 1000°C, in CEA
Saclay. Then, the 2-mm thick plates have been heat treated
according to the elaboration conditions :

normalising : 1040°C / 3 8 min / Ar cooling

tempering : 750°C / 1 h / Ar cooling

Fusion lines have been processed by means of a 300-A
welding generator, with an arc voltage control, a water
cooled torch and a W T h 2% refractory electrode. Ar U
shielding gas has been used.

The voltage, the current intensity and the welding speed
have been respectively selected in the following ranges, 8.5
to 11.5 V, 75 to 200 A, 10 to 30 cm/min.

No pre- nor post heating was applied.

Operating weldability results

The results of GTAW fusion lines on F82H plates show a
rather good weldability in butt conditions. For each welding
speed which has been considered, it can be found a suitable
set of operating conditions leading to correct weld shapes
without defect (see as an example figure 1). However, in
case of too high intensity, depending on the arc voltage, the
melt tends to drop down (figure 1).

2 mm thick plate F82H, welding speed V = 10 cm/min
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Figure 1 : Results of TIG weldability on 2 mm thick plates
ofF82Hat a welding speed of 10 cm/min, effect of current

intensity on the weld width

The best operating conditions seem to be near beneath the
dropping down threshold. The corresponding welds display
identical widths at the upper face of the plate and at the
back face. Their heat affected zones are wider than the half-
width of the corresponding melted zones. The following
operating conditions have been selected to process
successfully welded joints (figure 2) :

welding speed
(cm/min)

10

arc voltage
(V)
9,5

current intensity
(A)
85

Microstructural characterisation

The microstructure of the melted zone is mainly composed
of laths of martensite which are delimited with very fine
carbides of M23C6 and M^C types. The grain size of the high
temperature austenite, which is greater than in the base
metal, allows the presence of long martensite laths gathered
in oriented masses. There are large grains of delta ferrite at
the limit with the heat affected zone and in the upper part of
the weld.
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Figure 2 : TIG weldabiiity domain of 2 mm thick plates
ofF82H at a welding speed of 10 cm/'min

The hardness of the melted zone is about 370 ± 30 Bx\. A
post welding heat treatment is highly recommended. The
heat affected zone also consists in laths of rnartensite. Tne
grains of austenite are much smaller than in the base metal,
so that they provide a finer martensitic structure. The limits
of the austenite grains are marked with fine carbides in
HAZi. However, they are hardly distinguishable in HAZ2
due to carbides dissolution.

EB WELBABILITY OF LAM STEELS FS2H, JLF-1
AND OPTIFER

Operating conditions

F82H plates of 5 mm of thickness have been available since
1997. Due to very low quantities of material available, the
JLF-1 and Optifer weldabilities have been investigated on 5
mm thick plates, to be compared with the results obtained
on LAM steel FS2H in the same conditions.

Thus, both the 8 mm thick plates of JLF-1 material and the
50 mm square rod of Optifer material have been hot rolled
at 950°C down to 5 mm thick plates. Then, both materials
have been heat treated according to the elaboration
conditions :

i
normalising : |

tempering : |

JLF-1 j

1050°C/38min/ j
Ar cooling )

78CFC/1 h/ f
Ar cooling 1

Optifer

10?56C/60min/
Ar cooling

700°G'90 min/
Ar cooling

The 30-kW electron gun is supplied with voltage up to
60 kV. Welds and fusion lines are processed in a secondary
vacuum chamber of 5 m\ in Sat position, by longitudinal
shifting of the gun at welding speed of 60 or 150 cnv'min.
The focus distance is set at 150 mm for all tests. For
comparison, identical operating conditions have been
applied to Optifer. JLF-Î and F82H materials.

The welds and fusion lines have been controlled by X-rays
if displaying relevant shapes without any external defect.

Weldability results

As in the case of F82H. the fusion lines processed at
60 cm/min on JLF-Î and Optiter materials suffer from
substantial guttering.

Using a higher welding speed of 150 cm/min prevents the
melt from dropping down, so that the welds display suitable
shapes. Radiographie examinations evidence farther that
these welds are free of internal flaws. These results are
similar for each operating condition investigated, whatever
the steel of concern. Considering identical operating
conditions, the three steels display similar weld shape
(Figure 3). The half-thickness width is as low as about
0.75 mm in each case.

F82H
117DU

Optifer
125D4

JLF-1
121D10

1 mm
x 12

Figure 3 : Optical macrographs in cross section
affusion lines processed on F82H -

Optifer and JLF-1 materials, Vilella etching,
operating conditions : 58 kV, 84 mA, 150 cm/min

Microstructural characterisation

For each steel, the microstructure of the melted zone is
composed of laths of martensite delimited with very fine
carbides.
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The grain size of the high temperature austenite is coarser
within the Optifer base metal if compared to the two other
steels.

The hardness of the melted zone is about 420 ± 20 Hvi for
F82H and JLF-1 materials. The hardness of the Optifer
melted zone is slightly higher : 475 ± 20 Hvi (figure 4).

HV1

Distance from the weld axis (mm)

Figure 4 : Transversal hardness profiles
in cross section of the welds, operating conditions :

58 kV, 84 mA, 150 cm/min

CONCLUSION

PUBLICATIONS

[1] A. FONTES, M. BARRAS, F. CASTELAN,
"Soudabilité par procédé TIG sans métal d'apport de
l'acier martensitique à faible activation F82H", CE A
report, STA/LMS/98-RT3765, December 98
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The operating weldabilty of LAM steel F82H without any
chamfer nor filler metal, has been widely investigated by
processing fusion lines and welded joints on 2 mm thick
plates. Several sets of suitable operating conditions have
been selected. Welded joints have been successfully
processed. The microstructure of the welds are similar to
those of TIG welded joints processed by JAERI on 15 and
25 mm thick plates.

The EB weldabilities of F82H, JLF-1 and Optifer steels
have been investigated using plates of 5 mm of thickness.
The results show so far that the weldabilities are highly
similar. Defects-free suitable welds have been obtained
with the three steels at a welding speed of 150 cm/min.
However, the Optifer weld has displayed higher hardness.
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SM 4-4.1

Task Title : TRANSITION WELDMENT WITH A LAM STEEL
USING EB PROCESS

INTRODUCTION

The task SM 4-4 of the SM (Structura! Material) Fusion
program has been initiated, in 1997, concerning the electron
beam (EB) weidability of transition joints between a low
activation martensitic steel and a nitrogen stabilised
stainless steel (3Î6LN-IG), with a view to join the cooling
pipes of the first wall modules with unirradiated tubes.

The weldability tests have been carried out on the F82H
steel and a SS 3I6LN-IG. The thicknesses of concern as
regards the application, are lower than those of both steels
in the delivery state, so that they have been hot-roiled down
to 5 mm of thickness.

The operating weldability has been investigated in 97,
leading to the selection of suitable operating conditions for
joining.

Further, this year, in order to take into account
microstructurai effects of an eventual misdirection of the
electron beam during fabrication, the position of the
weldment relatively to the joint has been ranged up to 1 mm
from each side of the joint leading to various conditions of
alloys dilution hi the weld.

The microstructures of each type of transition weldment
have been investigated in cross section by means of EDS
analysis and SEM. Microhardness profiles have been
carried out in all cases.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The welds and fusion lines have been controlled by X-rays.

Sampling was carried out for metallography and EDS
analysis in cross section. EDS analysis was carried out in
order to plot the massic concentration profiles of the main
elements. Preliminary EDS concentration profiles were
obtained with at least 3 measures within the melted zone.
Further investigations have been carried out with more
measures to precise the profile shape, especially at the
borders of the MZ (diffusion and limits of dilution).

Transversal microhardness profiles have been carried out in
cross section of the joints in the as-welded state.

RESULTS

The electrons beam process keeps applicable to the welding
of the transition joints in all conditions of dilution. The
welded joints display suitable shapes in cross section.

The dilution rates of F82H material in the melt are
estimated to be ranged between 10 and 87% according to
the images analysis results. Knowing the contribution of
each steel and assuming that there is only poor effects of
differential evaporation of the elements from the melt, one
can fairly estimate the melted zone composition of each
weld as a function of the gap between the joint plan and the
beam axis. Further, in order to rough!}? predict the
corresponding microstructures, the welds are located on a
Schaeffler diagram (which is actually fitted to TIG
welding). The diagram indicates that various combinations
of austenite, martensite and ferrite contents can be expected
(figure 1). The EDS analysis performed across the transition
welds in cross section indicate that the melted zone is
homogeneous in composition at this scale.

0%S

OPERATING CONDITIONS

The plates of F82H and 316LN-IG were 5 mm of thickness
(hot rolling in 97).

The welded joints were processed at a relative welding
speed of 60 cm/min, in horizontal position, using a 30-kW
electron gun supplied with voltage up to 60 kV. The
nommai position of the electrons beam axis has been ranged
up to 1 mm from each side of the joint in order to provide a
wide range of dilution conditions.

The relative contributions of each steel to the melt have
been evaluated by means of images analysis, in terms of
respective melted surfaces relatively to the total surface of
the melted zone in cross section.

8 '*<
~ 10 .

S 8 1* « T* 1« IS 20 52 S*

Eq.Cr • % Or * % Mo* 1,5 * %Si •«• 0.5 •% NS

Figure 1 : Distribution of the welded joints in the Schaeffler
diagram according to the proportions estimated from the

mixing law knowing each steel contributions
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For each element, the analysis confirms the concentration
calculated according to the relative contributions to the
melt. Further, the metallographic examinations roughly
confirm the predictions coming from the Schaeffler
diagram. From 87 to 50% of F82H contribution, the melted
zone is essentially martensitic. Then, from 50 to 20%, the
martensite content in the welded zone decreases as a
function of F82H contribution and the microstructures
displays small quantities of delta ferrite. Beneath 20% of
F82H steel in the weld, the melt is essentially austenitic
with small quantities of delta ferrite. The various phases
contents lead to specific hardness profiles across the joints.
In case of high F82H contributions (from 87 to 50%), the
hardness in the melted zone fits unannealed martensite
hardness (figure 2).
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Figure 2 : Transversal hardness profile (Hvl)
across the transition weld at half plate thickness,

F82H contribution to the melt : 68%

At lower F82H contributions (from 50 to 20%), the
hardness decreases from the unannealed martensite value
at the F82H side to the austenite value at the 316LN-IG
side (figure 3).
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Figure 4 : Transversal hardness profile (Hvl)
across the transition weld at half plate thickness,

F82H contribution to the melt : 23%

CONCLUSION

The processing conditions leading to various dilutions of
each alloy in the melt led to suggest that an eventual
misdirection of the electron beam would not be risky for
the status of the welded joint. The various conditions of
dilution that were obtained led to various corresponding
compositions of the melted zone. In case of low F82H alloy
fraction the melted zone displayed on the whole a
microhardness close to that of the austenitic stainless steel.
The corresponding microstructure was indeed essentially
austenitic. This result indicated that in such a case, the
melted zone would be able to partially accommodate the
restraint and the stresses due to the gap between the
expansion coefficients of both alloys.

PUBLICATIONS

[1] A. FONTES, M. BARRAS, F. CASTELAN, "Joint de
transition par procédé faisceau d'électrons entre un
acier martensitique à faible activation (de type
AFNOR Z9CWV 08 02) et un acier inoxydable
austénitique à azote contrôlé (Z2CND 17 12), 2ème
partie : différentes conditions de dilution", CE A
report, STA/LMS/98-RT3774, December 98
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Distance from the melted zone axis (mm)

Figure 3 : Transversal hardness profile (Hvl)
across the transition weld at half plate thickness,

F82H contribution to the melt : 35%

In case of austenitic melted zone, the hardness profile in
the melted zone is nearly at the level the austenitic base
metal (figure 4).
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SM 4-5.1

Task Title : INVESTIGATION ON COMMERCIAL FILLER METAL FOR
GTAW OF LAM STEELS

INTRODUCTION

The task SM 4-5 of the SM (Structural Material) Fusion
program has been initiated in 1998. The aim of this task
was to provide filler metal as an input for TIG weldability
tasks planned for the next Structural Material program
(1999-2002). Informations concerning filler metal for the
TIG welding of low activation martensitic steel has been
gathered focusing on F82H steel proposed by JAERI.
Further, commercial product suppliers have been contacted
with a view to select suitable filler wire or electrode.

1998 ACTIVITIES

LITERATURE RESULTS

A literature review has been carried out concerning general
aspects of LAM steels weldability, focusing on F82H.

On a wide range of composition, the LAM steels are easily
weldable following the TIG process. The weldments are
shown to be usually free of cracks. It appears that a wide
range of filler metal composition could be suitable (in
particular, filler metal for chromium steels) except for the
low activation criterion.

Preferential vaporisation of chromium and manganese (a
lower manganese content could low down the Acl
temperature) could occur during TIG welding so that filler
metal may compensate this phenomenon by slightly higher
contents of these two elements. Low tantalum content
(0.02%) and low carbon content tend to improve the
ultimate tensile strength of the weld. However, a higher
tantalum content tends to provide a finer martensite, so
that a compromise solution has to be reached. The effect of
carbone alone is not clear yet. The addition of borum
seems not to be necessary. This is a favourable point
knowing that the ductile brittle temperature transition of
LAM steels after irradiation can easily be lowed down of
about 100°C if lowing down the borum content from 300 to
5 ppm (considering a possible shift of DBTT after
irradiation, a high value of absorbed energy is desirable).

FILLER METAL SUPPLIERS INVESTIGATION

Thirty six filler metal suppliers have been investigated
until December 98 (Alliages Industrie, AMSR, Avesta
Sheffield, Boehler Aciers Spéciaux, Boehler, Bonnefon,
Chpolansky (Ets), Commercy-Soudure, Comptoire
Lyonnais de Soudage, Cupex SA, DOGA, ESAB,

Eutectic+Castolin, Forges de Saint-Hyppolyte (Sté des), FP
Soudage, Frésa, FRO Saldatura Spa / Air Liquide, Kobelco
Welding of Europe BV, Lincoln Electric France SA,
Lincoln Smitweld BV, Mannesmann, Messer Grieshein
France, Metrode France SARL, Oerlikon Soudure France /
Air Liquide, Perma France, R&D Metals and Chemicals
Inc., Reboud Roche (Ets), SAF / Air Liquide, Sandvik,
Sandvik, Sprint Metal / Imphy SA, Thyssen France SA,
Thyssen Schweisstechnik GmbH Hamm, Unifrance, United
States Welding Corporation, UTP Boehler Thyssen).

Up to now, not any of them can propose a commercially
available product.

In order to have some filler metal available for the next
step, two filler wires of ten kilograms each have been
supplied from the JAERI with attached composition. These
wires come from the same heat as those used by JAERI to
process TIG welded joints.

CONCLUSION

A literature review has been carried out showing that the
filler products for the TIG welding of LAM steels should
have compositions close to those of the base materials.
However, the investigation has shown that no filler product
is commercially available yet. As a substitutive solution,
two F82H filler wires have been supplied from JAERI.
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de l'acier martensitique à faible activation AFNOR
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SM 5-1.2

Task title: EVALUATION FOR APPLICATION OF MECHANICAL DESIGN
CODES FOR FUSION MATERIALS

INTRODUCTION 1998 ACTIVITIES

Within the ITER program, Structural Design Criteria
(ISDC) have been developed. Irradiation-induced
embrittlement and swelling have been treated in ISDC.
High temperatures envisioned in the long term fusion
program, involve more significant consequences of
irradiation damages than in ITER.

Moreover, it is known that martensitic materials have a
mechanical behaviour that may be different, in particular
for cyclic loads, from austenitic steels.

So, the aim of this task is to assess the applicability of
ISDC in the loading and material conditions forecast for
long term programme.

In this framework, it is of great interest to evaluate the
influence of the evolution of material properties under
irradiation on design rules.

SIMULATION OF IRRADIATION MECHANICAL
EFFECT BY MATERIAL HARDENING

Irradiation gives rise in material to hardening and
reduction of elongation and necking performance. This
phenomenon was simulated by strain hardening of the
material. Even if the mechanisms at the microscopic level
are not the same, the macroscopic mechanical behaviour
can be very similar.

So, we are using rotating hammering in order to simulate
the mechanical effect of irradiation. This way is very useful
in order to test the impact of material behaviour
modification on plastic instability and secondary stress
limitation rules.

1000 j 250"C 6,8dpa

900

, 45%

20 30 40

elongation ((L- Lo)/LoX% )

50 60 70

Figure 1 : Comparison of tensile curves of irradiated and strain hardened material
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Starting from the rapid quenched state, we performed 4
controlled deformation levels (15%, 25%, 35%, 45%).
Thereafter, tensile tests have been carried out on both
smooth and notched tensile bars. The mechanical results
already obtained (figure 1) are very encouraging and give
us all the experimental base for the definition and
validation of design rules. We have also performed an
experimental program with four point bending tests on
smooth and notch specimens in order to validate also the
criteria in bending.

The report SEMT/LISN/RT/98-038/a, intitled
« development of new design rules for low ductility
austenitic » gives the details of these results and has been
sent to the designated persons.

INSTABILITY CONDITIONS OF THE MATERIAL
ON NOTCHED SPECIMENS

The experimental tests on notched specimen have shown
that the conditions of instability and rupture in notched
tensile specimens are largely influenced by the structural
effect occurring in this geometry. Simple methods are
presented here in order to use the values obtained from a
tensile test on a smooth tensile specimen and then to
calculate the values for the notched specimen. Different
investigators like Bridgman have shown that instability
conditions can be correlated with triaxiality factor. This
factor is here defined as the hydrostatic pressure divided by
the equivalent (Von Mises) stress.

This value is calculated at the centre of the reduced section
where it is maximal. For notched tensile specimens, it has
been demonstrated that the initial triaxiality factor TF is
given by:

l + 3LnU + —
\ 2R

(1)

where a is the radius of the minimal section and R the
radius of the notch and TF value is normalised to give the
unity in the pure uniaxial stress state.

In figure 2, the values of the mean strains at instability are
the points given as a function of TF values calculated for
the 3 notched tensile and smooth configurations. For
notched tensile configurations, the different hammering
rates are indicated with different points in the figure. The
difficulty to define the mean deformation at instability
(because in this region the curves are rather flat) are
represented by vertical segments.

The experimental points indicate that the mean strain at
instability first increase with TF values ranging from 1 to
1.5 and then continuously decreases when TF is larger
than 1.5. For the different hammered materials, the
rational tensile curves were fitted according an Hollomon's
relation: a = ksn just before the instability region. The
different values of n obtained are n = 0.47, 0.27, 0.14 and
0.085.
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Mac Clintock has shown that A parameter is proportional
to strain hardening coefficient n. This has been found also
in our experimental results. The A values are calculated
from Srup and TF experimental values with the upper
equation. This gives a linear correlation with the n values
that were obtained by fitting of n parameter of an
Hollomon's equation of the tensile curves on smooth
specimen.

This model gives a fairly good approximation of the
experimental results obtained. For comparison, Figure
gives also the reduction calculated by Mac Clintock for a
plastic perfect material (n=0) for which A=0.86 is
proposed.
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CONCLUSIONS

The four tasks which were scheduled in this program are
now achieved. The first task was entitled "Needs for
materials characteristics - Compilation of available
materials characteristics". The second one was entitled
"Local approach use assessment". The third one is
corresponding to "Experimental validation tests". Finally,
the last item was "Evolution of ISDC to a general fusion
reactors design guidance"

This set of work can now be use for the definition of an
eventual evolution of ISDC rules. Further work will be
required for the low cycle fatigue regime or the elastic-
plastic fracture mechanics area.
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SM 6-4.2

Task Title : MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERISATION BY SANS
TECHNIQUES
Microstructural characterisation after thermal ageing of LAM and conventional
martensitic steels by Small Angle Neutron Scattering

INTRODUCTION

Low Activation Martensitic (LAM) steels are candidates
for internal structures of fusion reactors. The concept of
Low Activation steels or Reduced Activation steels was
introduced for new materials that offer benefits on
maintenance operations and waste management. For
martensitic/ferritic steels, the main alloying elements such
as molybdenum, niobium and nickel present in commercial
steels are substituted by elements such as tungsten,
vanadium, manganese and tantalum. These elements have
a similar influence on the constitution and structure but
exhibit a lower radiological impact.

In order to assess low activation materials and to
understand the effect of the substitution of W to Mo and Ta
to Nb on the evolution of the microstructure during long-
term ageing, LAM alloys and also conventional steels are
characterised by Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS).

1998 ACTIVITIES

LAM alloys F82H, JLF1, LA12LC and LA12TaLC were
characterised by Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)
before and after ageing [1] and the results were compared
to those acquired previously on conventional steels (EM 10
andHT9)[2].

MATERIALS

The chemical compositions of the steels used in this study
are listed in table 1. The Japanese steels F82H and JLF-1
alloys contain respectively (%wt) 7.5Cr -2W and 9Cr-2W
and are large industrial heats. Compared to F82H and JLF-
1, the LA12LC and LA12TaLC alloys (9Cr-0.8W), contain
low concentrations of W. These two last materials allow to
study the effect of a low W and Ta content on the
microstructure evolution under thermal ageing.

The alloys were austenitized at high temperature, then they
were tempered at 750/780°C during 1 hour. Some of the
studied materials have been 10% cold rolled. The details of
these treatments for each material are given in table 2.
After these thermal treatments, a fully martensitic structure
is obtained for all the alloys except for HT9 which presents
a small amount of delta-ferrite (<3%) in the martensitic
structure.

After normalisation and tempering treatments, the
predominant precipitated phase is a chromium rich M23C6

carbide. These particles are located preferentially along
prior austenite grain boundaries and along lath boundaries.
The chemical composition of the M23C6 was measured by
TEM on carbon extraction replica and does not really
differ from LAM and conventional alloys. It is about
35%Fe-60%Cr-5%W/Mo (in atomic %) [3,4] and for the
F82H steel no other precipitation has been detected [5].
Other second phases M2X and/or MC are also detected
respectively in EM10 and HT9. Some particles of Ta(N,C)
and of MX (M=ll%Cr, 77%V, 10%Fe) have been
observed in the JLF-1 alloy [5]. For the LA12LC and
LA12TaLC, the TEM observations have not yet been
performed, but we could expect that V-rich MX and
Ta(N,C) (only in the Ta rich alloy) precipitates are present.

The normalised and tempered specimens, HT9 and EM10,
were aged at 400°C, 450°C and 500cC up to respectively
22000 h and 15000 h. The LAM alloys were aged at
250°C, 35O°C, 400°C, 450°C and 550°C up to 13500 h for
F82H and JLF-1, and up to 5000 h for LA12TaLC and
LA12LC.

Table 1 : Chemical analysis of experimental steels (wt %)

Steel

F82H

JLF-1

LA12TaLC

LA12LC

EM10

HT9

Cr

7.46

8.7

8.9

9.0

8.8

12

W

1.96

1.91

0.76

0.76

0.5

Mo

1.0

1.0

Ni

0.2

0.6

Mn

0.21

0.47

1.01

1.01

Ta

0.023

0.08

0.1

V

0.15

0.18

0.39

0.38

0.02

0.3

Si

0.10

0.05

0.03

0.03

C

0.087

0.10

0.09

0.09

0.1

0.1

N

0.006

0.028

0.019

0.033

0.024

NA*

* Not Analysed

RESULTS

Measurements have been made at room temperature, under
saturating magnetic field H=2T perpendicular to the
incident neutron beam direction in order to separate
magnetic and nuclear scattering.

LAM alloys

F82H alloy

The intensities obtained on F82H samples present an
anisotropy, before and after ageing, even in absence of
magnetic field. This anisotropy is probably the result of a
morphologic texture of the microstructure i.e. a
preferential orientation of the precipitates in the matrix.
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The scattered intensities obtained as a function of the
scattered vector q and measured on the samples aged 13500
h are presented in figure 1. There is no evolution of the
microstructure in comparison with the reference sample
(without thermal ageing). All the SANS intensities are
identical taking into account the error bars. The scattered
intensities are high at low q and correspond to large size
precipitates, i.e. the M23C6 carbides initially present in the
material.

îocr-
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o.i

0.011

° F82H reference
• F82H aged 13500h at 350°C
• F82H aged 1350Oh at 400°C
x F82H aged 135OOh at 550°C

, ,
0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

Figure 1 : Scattered intensities measured, without applied
magnetic field, on F82H samples before (reference)

and after thermal ageing for during 13500 h at different
temperatures

At low q, the A ratio(ratio on the scattered intensities
measured perpendicularly and parallel to H) of M23Q
carbides is about 4-4.5. The A ratio calculated using the
chemical composition measured by TEM, i.e. 35%Fe
65%Cr 5%W, is 3.5. This value depends on many
parameters which are unknown precisely, such as the
atomic volumes in the matrix and in the precipitate, and the
magnetic moments. So, to estimate the A ratio
corresponding to the carbides, we used theoretical values
(the atomic volume has been deduced from tabulated Cr23C6

cell parameters, the magnetic moment is taken equal to that
of pure iron). Taking into account of this uncertainty, the
measured A ratio at low q is in agreement with chemical
composition of the carbides determined by TEM.

JLF-1 alloy

The JLF-1 alloy has been characterised by SANS after :
2000 h at 550°C and 13500 h at 250°C, 400°C and 500°C.
The variation of scattered intensity in comparison with the
reference sample is too weak to be considered as
representative of a microstructure evolution. At 550°C, the
SANS intensity seems to increase at low q with ageing.
Some SANS measurements have been made with and
without magnetic field and have confirmed this behaviour
but this evolution of SANS intensity with the ageing at
550°C is too weak to be interpreted.

Furthermore, the A ratio measured at low q, does not
change with ageing and is about 3-3.5. This value is slightly
lower than for F82H alloy, although the chemical
composition of the M23Q carbides is not significantly
different in these two materials. The difference of the A
ratio between the steels is significant and probably
representative of the presence of additional or different
phases. Quantitatively, it is very complicated to calculate a
mean A ratio resulting of several kinds of particles because
each contribution has to be weighted by its corresponding
form factor and by the number density of each phase. The A
ratio in a pure iron matrix is for TaC equal to 10, for VN it
is equal to 3.9 and for VC it is equal to 2.23. Qualitatively,
only the VC or VN or V[N+C] particles can induce a
decrease of the mean A ratio. Indeed, the presence of TaC
carbides should sharply increase the A factor. So, to explain
the results obtained on JLF-1, we have to assume that the
contribution of the V(N,C) particles in the matrix have an
important effect on the mean observed A ratio.

LAHTaLC and LA12LC alloys

As for JLF-1 and F82H materials, we did not observe by
SANS any significant variation of the scattered intensity
after ageing ( figure 2). The A ratio measured at low q is
about 2.5 for the LA12LC alloy and 3 for the LA12TaLC
alloy.These values are lower compared to the other alloys.
The A ratio is higher for the Ta rich alloy which is
compatible with the presence of Ta(N,C) in the matrix of
LA12TaLC and not in the matrix of LA12LC.

X

I 1

0.1

0.01

° LA 12LC reference

• LA12LCaged5000hat250°C

» LA12LC aged SOOOh at 400 °C J

x LAI 2LC aged 5000h at 450 °C

•<- LA 12LC aged 5000h at 550 °C

0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16

Figure 2 : Intensities scattered perpendicularly to magnetic
field measured on LA12LC samples before (reference) and

after thermal ageing for during 5000 h at different
temperatures

Conventional alloys

For these alloys (in contrast with the LAM materials), after
each ageing treatment, we observed an increase of the
scattered intensity in comparison with the reference sample.
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So, the intensities presented are obtained after subtraction
of the reference sample (without thermal ageing). The
scattered intensities obtained on HT9 alloy thermally aged
22000 h at 400, 450 and 500°C are plotted in figure 3.
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Figure 3 : Intensities scattered perpendicularly to magnetic
field, obtained after subtraction of the reference sample,

measured on HT9 samples thermally aged 22000 h at
different temperatures

EM10 alloy

The scattered intensities after treatment at 400 and 450°C
are similar and markedly lower compared to those observed
after ageing at 500°C.

For thermal ageing at 400°C and 450°C, mechanical
properties show a clear hardening with the same intensity
for the two ageing temperatures [6]. The scattered
intensities could correspond to the microstructural evolution
responsible of this hardening. The data treatment shows that
the SANS profiles can be interpreted with a distribution of
particles with a mean radius close to 3 nm. The A ratios are
constant on the whole measured q domain and equal to 3.5
± 0.6. This value could correspond to several kinds of
particles : M2C carbides with the following chemical
content M(at%)= 83Cr, 12Fe, 5Mo, or VC carbides. The
precipitation of M2C is not expected because during thermal
ageing at those temperatures they seem to disappear [7].
Moreover, preliminary thermodynamic calculations showed
that, at the equilibrium, these carbides are present only
between 600 and 850°C.

At 500°C, the intensity is higher and follows a POROD law
(I « A/q4) characteristic of large size particles. This kind of
profile can be due to Laves phases at grain boundaries. The
A ratio is equal to 6 ± 1, which is consistent with Fe and
Mo rich particles such as the Laves phase Fe2Mo observed
by TEM.

HT9 alloy

The behaviours at 400 and 450°C are different, the intensity
at 400°C is lower than at 450°C and 500°C.

On the other hand, we note only a small evolution between
450°C and 500°C as it is shown on figure 12. At high
temperature, the scattered intensities follow a POROD law
(I °c A/q4) as for the EM 10 alloy. Furthermore, the A ratio
is equal to 3.45 ± 0.5 and 4 ± 1 respectively for 450°C and
500°C, which is consistent with Fe2(Mo,W) Laves phase.
Indeed, the substitution of Mo by W in the Laves phase
induces an important decrease of the calculated A ratio
(compared to the case of EM10, aged at 500°C, containing
noW).

At 400°C, the study of the form factor shows that the radius
of the particles is around lnm. The associated A ratio is
equal to 2 ± 0.4, in agreement with the value expected for
alpha-prime clusters. With the assumption of alpha prime-
clusters containing 90%Cr and 10%Fe, the precipitated
volume fraction is around 0.25%. For this thermal
treatment, no new phase has been observed by TEM.

CONCLUSIONS

SANS experiments were performed on Low Activated
Materials JLF-1, F82H, LA12TaLC and LA12LC and on
conventional alloys EM10 and HT9. These measurements
have been made several times in order to confirm the results
and to define the experimental error bars.

This study confirms the different behaviours under thermal
ageing between the conventional and LAM alloys.

In the conventional alloys HT9 (12Cr IMo-W) and EM 10
(9Cr IMo), the SANS results have shown, in agreement
with TEM observations, the formation of Laves phase under
thermal ageing beyond respectively 450°C and 500°C with
a chemical composition depending on the W and Mo initial
content. A higher precipitated fraction probably occurs in
HT9 due to the higher Mo+W concentration. The fact that
no Laves phase occurs at 450°C in the EM 10 can be
explained by the low precipitation kinetics at this
temperature. At lower temperature (400°C), in the
conventional alloys, we observed the formation of alpha-
prime clusters in HT9 and of a new precipitation in EM 10
which are probably at the origin of the hardening observed
on mechanical properties.

In LAM steels, the structure developed after tempering
seems to be stable under thermal ageing up to 13500h at
temperature between 250°C and 550°C. The measured
scattered intensities correspond essentially to the M23C6

carbides present after tempering treatment. The A ratio
shows some variations with chemical composition of the
alloys which can be due to the presence before ageing of
other kinds of precipitates (VX or TaX). Under thermal
ageing, no significant evolution has been detected in F82H,
JLF-1, LA12TaLC and LA12LC alloys whatever the ageing
temperature, hi particular, no Laves phase was detected at
550°C even in the high W content steels (F82H, JLF-1).
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Due to the very low solubility of W and Mo in iron, we
could expect the formation of the intermetallic Fe2(W,Mo)
in all the alloys. It seems that the precipitation kinetic of
the Laves phase in W rich steels is liindered by the weak
diffusion of the W in iron.

Furthermore, at low temperature, no new phase was
detected in studied LAM alloys although that the Cr
content is quite similar in EM 10 and JLF-1, LA12LC and
LA12TaLC.

Finally, the LA12TaLC and LA12LC exhibit similar
microstructure stability under ageing, so no significant
effect of tantalum on precipitation evolution has been
observed excepted a slight increase of the A Ratio.

In order to clarify the role of each main element, studies of
model LAM alloys (LA4Ta, LA12Ta and LA13Ta)
thermally aged between 250 and 550°C are in progress.
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WP5

Task Title : COORDINATION
Materials R&D Strategy for Future Fusion Reactors

INTRODUCTION

Until recently, the fusion technology programme had a
near term goal and a long term goal. The near term goal
aimed at construction of an International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER) in about 10 years time and
was carried out jointly by four Home Teams (EU, JA, RF,
US). The long term goal focussed on post ITER machines
and was carried out primarily at the national level, though
the R&D programmes were usually harmonised under
different IEA implementing agreements. The transition
between the two goals was insured through testing of
Breeding Blanket Module concepts in ITER.

With the recent changes in the fusion technology
programmes, at the national and international levels, the
near term objectives are scaled down and the long term
objectives delayed. This paper addresses the consequences
of such changes on the EU materials long term
programmes and attempts to develop a materials strategy
for the future work. It is based on a presentation made at
an IEA Sponsored Workshop on "Strategic Planning and
Co-ordination of Research on Fusion Structural Materials",
5-7/9/98 RISÔ National Laboratory, Denmark.

1998 ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS R&D STRATEGY

The most likely scenario for the next step machine is a
reduced cost machine and/or an extension of existing
fusion machines. ITER Test Blanket Module programme
has to be adapted to the new machine. The delay in the
long term program could be used for evaluation of
alternative reactor concepts. Though the present liquid
and solid breeding blanket concepts should remain
amongst the primary solutions, the possibility of a different
approach can not be ruled out. As a result, the materials
programme must incorporate a certain degree of flexibility
and design independence.

To develop such a long term materials strategy, one could
make a number of assumptions that would apply to any
future fusion reactor concept and based on those
assumptions derive the target materials requirements.

Assumption 1 : The future reactor would operate
in a continuous mode

In a continuous operation mode, the reactor is only
periodically shut down for maintenance. For instance, in a
pool type fission reactor, each operation cycle time is about
one month, in a research type reactor such as Phénix it is
about three months, and in a commercial reactor it is over
one year. As a result, we can reasonably deduce that the
number of thermal fatigue cycles resulting from normal
start-ups and shut-downs would be small, about 20 to 200
times. In another word, the number of thermal fatigue
cycles (excluding plasma disruptions) will be small, but the
exposure time and the neutron doses much higher.

Conclusion: Target materials may not need to exhibit a
high resistance to thermal fatigue resistance, but have to
withstand exposures to high neutron irradiation doses (100
to 200 dpa).

Assumption 2 : The future reactor has to be economical

A number of factors determine the economy of a reactor.
From the thermal efficiency point of view, the reactor must
operate at higher temperatures. A higher service
temperature would:

1) accentuate the creep damage,
2) modify the choice of coolant,
3) change the irradiation damage mechanism.

At low irradiation temperatures, the main damage
mechanism is hardening associated with a reduction in
ductility and toughness. At high irradiation temperatures,
radiation hardening is less pronounced but swelling and
grain boundary embrittlement are enhanced. The latter
two mechanisms are intensified with the increasing
irradiation dose.

Since some components or part of the same component
may operate at lower temperatures, the target materials
must also resist low temperature irradiation embrittlement.

Conclusion: The target materials must have good elevated
temperature mechanical properties, be compatible with the
cooling medium and resist low and high temperature
irradiation damage.

Assumption 3 : Low activation materials

This assumption applies to materials that yield lower short
term (for intervention) and lower long term (for storage)
activation characteristics.
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Two solutions can be envisaged. One is to develop low
activation grade materials from the existing conventional
alloys (more affordable solution), the other is to develop
totally new alloys from advanced or alternative materials
(requires more extensive R&D work).

A reduction of high activation trace elements or impurities
in commercial materials is a generic problem and is tied to
technological advances and cost. It is, therefore, the
presence of major alloying elements that determine their
the aptitude of a materials towards low activation grade
development.

In a typical stainless steel alloy composition, nickel,
molybdenum, and niobium are the principal causes of
activation. Molybdenum and niobium can be easily
replaced with their equivalent low activation elements. In
contrast, replacing nickel with another element means
developing a totally new alloy.

The situation of ferritic / martensitic steels is different.
Here, nickel is not a principal alloying element and Mo
and Nb are present in small amounts and can be replaced
with other elements (e.g. W, V, Ta).

In the category of advanced / alternative materials,
vanadium alloys and silicon carbide ceramics offer an
excellent combination of low activation and high
temperature resistances.

Conclusion: Ferritic / martensitic steels offer the easiest
and most reliable transition from the current qualified
family of materials to the low activation materials. The
future R&D work needed for these alloys is mainly refining
of specifications developed under current national
programmes and generation of design data for different
product sizes and forms. Development of high temperature
grades (e.g. ODS) should also be part of this work.
Alternative materials, such as vanadium alloys and
ceramic carbides offer higher service temperature
potentials. The scope of the R&D work for these materials
should remain open and responsive in the next few years to
the results of the ongoing work and technological
advances.

Assumption 4 : A variety of materials will be needed

The operating conditions of various components in a fusion
reactor vary significantly. Often one has to use different
materials or a combination of materials to satisfy these
conditions. For instance, in ITER, Be was envisaged as an
armour material in the primary modules, but W and CFC
were chosen for the lower modules and divertor region.
Copper and copper alloys were placed on the stainless steel
to act as a heat sink. Nickel and titanium alloys were
envisaged for attachment of primary modules to the back-
plate.

Conclusion: A large number of materials have to be
investigated. However, most of these can only be identified
at a later stage of design or after qualification in the near
term machines.

Assumption 5 : Advanced Fabrication Methods

The complex geometries of first wall, blanket and vacuum
vessel require advanced fabrication methods. These include
solid and powder HIPing, casting, diffusion bonding,
brazing, etc.

Conclusion: Target materials must be compatible with the
advanced fabrication techniques.

Assumption 6 : Joining, inspection and repair techniques

It is imperative to develop appropriate joining, inspection
and repair techniques for materials used in fusion reactors.
In fact, the choice of a material can be governed by the
availability of such techniques for that material.

Conclusion: Identify and develop appropriate joining,
inspection and repair techniques for target materials.

GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A number of assumptions are made in this paper regarding
the needs of future fusion reactors. From these
assumptions, principal requirements of structural materials
and related R&D programmes are derived. These can be
classified under three themes.

1) Principal axis of R&D

Ferritic/martensitic steels are confirmed as the
reference target materials for future fusion reactors.
Work to be done on these materials in the next few
years includes fine tuning of compositions and
production of design data. Higher temperature grades
of F/M steels, e.g. ODS, should be developed for
specific applications.

2) Alternative materials

Alternative materials such as vanadium alloys and
ceramic carbides offer a greater potential for future
reactors. The scope of the R&D programme for these
materials should, nevertheless, remain open and
responsive to the ongoing work and the technological
advances.

3) Mechanistic studies

Since the damage mechanisms resulting under true
fusion environments (e.g. 14 MeV neutrons) are not
fully understood, the R&D programme should integrate
basic studies and experimental facilities for validating
and guiding future programmes.
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WP3-3.3

Task Title : CHARACTERISATION OF MATERIAL, SPECIFIC TESTS AND
PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS OF LOW ACTIVATION
CERAMIC COMPOUNDS (LACC) SUCH AS SiCf/SiC

INTRODUCTION

The use of SiCf/SiC composites as structural material
appears essential to demonstrate the potential of D-T
Fusion Power Reactors (FPR) in terms of safety. The low
activation- and afterheat-level associated with SiCf/SiC
after long-term neutron irradiation permits to design FPR
nuclear components showing high safety standards and
simplified maintenance schemes.

In particular two strategies [1] can be conceived : i)
minimize the inventory of activation in the plasma
chamber such as inherent safety can be achieved, which
leads to the ARIES-type proposals for breeding blanket
using Helium as coolant and Lithium-based ceramics as
tritium breeder, and ii) minimize the energy inventory in
the plasma chamber leading to passive safety, as obtained
in the TAURO-type proposal using Pbl7Li as coolant and
breeder. In the first case accidental releases have
minimized radiological consequences for the public, in the
second case accidental releases have minimized occurrence
probability.

Within this framework, in the last couple of years the
activities of CE A, which started in 1992, have been
concentrated on the development of the TAURO concept
and on the definition of the main issues related with the
use of SiCf/SiC composite as FPR breeding blanket
structural material when comparing the required material
properties with present-day characteristics of industrial
SiCf/SiC.

Experimental activities for developing joining techniques
for SiCf/SiC (e.g., brazing) are also being performed at
CEA. In fact, these activities have continued in 1998
without support from the EU technology program and,
therefore, will not be reported here.

1998 ACTIVITIES

With reference to the 1997 Progress Report [2], the
activities in 1998 have further been focused on the
assessment of the use of SiCf/SiC as structural material for
fusion in-vessel components application and on the
development of the TAURO blanket design.

ASSESSMENT OF THE USE OF SiCf/SiC AS IN-
VESSEL COMPONENTS STRUCTURAL
MATERIALS [1]

The comparison of the characteristics of present-day
industrial materials with those required when ceramic
composites are used as structures of in-vessel components
in FPR can give an idea of the R&D efforts and lead time
for obtaining a satisfactory fusion-relevant SiCf/SiC. This
assessment, which was the most important objective of the
1995-98 activities, is shortly summarized hereafter.

Main characteristics of present-day industrial SiCf/SiC

Recently developed by SEP, a 3-dimensional SiCf/SiC

composite, the Cerasep® N3-1, has been industrially
manufactured in 1996. Its main characteristic are given in
Table 1 in comparison with those used in the design

analyses. Cerasep® N3-1 is based on an advanced texture,

called GUIPEX®, a multilayer 3D texture in which a third
texture direction, created by linking the layers during
weaving, avoids delamination risks when shaping and
densifying the parts.

Furthermore, GUIPEX® texture permits the manufacture

of parts with very complex shape. Cerasep® N3-1 has the
same raw components as the previous 2D version, that is
NL207 Nicalon fibers and SiC matrix (CVI process).
Therefore, most results of tests obtained for 2D-materials,
such as compatibility tests, can be extended to this new
3D-material.

In order to improve the composite irradiation resistance,

the Cerasep® N4-1 is under development ; this new

material has the same structure of the Cerasep® N3-1 but
it uses Hi-Nicalon fibers which leads to a reduced Oxygen-
content in SiCf/SiC of 0.2 wt% instead of 4.6 wt%. It is
expected that the maximum operating temperature of this
new composites can be significantly increased up to
1400°C.

At present, the maximum thickness that can be
manufactured is 6 mm, lower than the 10 mm FW-
thickness assumed for TAURO. Techniques for achieving
the fabrication of higher wall thickness need therefore to
be developed.
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Table 1 : Main characteristics (and uncertainties) of present-day industrial SiCf/SiC
composite compared with those used in the calculations

SiCf/SiC Characteristics

Density

Porosity

Fiber content

Tensile strength (in plane)

Tensile strain (in plane)

Young Modulus (in plane)

Trans-laminar shear stress (x-y)

Inter-laminar shear stress (x-z)

Thermal Conductivity (in plane)

Thermal conductivity (along the thickness, z)

Thermal expansion coeff. (in plane)

Fracture toughness

Poisson ratio, n

Temperature
(°C)

20

20

-

20

20

20

20

20

1000

20
800
1000

20

20

20

Assumed in TAURO
analyses

2.5 g/cm3

10%

4 0 %

285 MPa

0.65 %

230 GPa

-

40

15 W/m/K

15 W/m/K
15 W/m/K
15 W/m/K

S.OxlO^K"1

30 MPa m-1/2

0.18

Measured for Cerasep®
N3-1

> 2.4 g/cm3

(10 ± 2) %

4 0 %

(300 ± 20) MPa

(0.80 ± 0.25) %

(200 + 20) GPa

(200 ± 20) GPa

44 MPa

15 W/m/K

(13 ± 2) W/m/K
7.6 W/m/K
7.5 W/m/K

4.0 x lO^6 K1

-

-

Assumed joining techniques (i.e., assembling during
manufacturing at a textile or intermediate densification
stage and/or brazing between finished components)
require, in order to be efficient in a fusion environment, to
be further developed and tested [3].

It is known that the presence of some kind of impurities
can considerably jeopardize the advantages of using low-
activation materials. In the case of SiCf/SiC, information
from industry are available on SiC, but very little is know
for the composite. However, because of the fabrication
method using CVI used for the SiCf/SiC, the only
significant impurities are those present in the SiC-fiber.
Table 2 summarizes the maximum levels of impurities that
have been measured for Nicalon-NL207 fibers and,
therefore, that can be expected in present-day industrial
SiCf/SiC.

Effects of neutron irradiation

Neutron irradiation have several deleterious effects on the
composites characteristics. The major ones, mainly due to
atoms displacements (dpa) and He-production, are the
reduction of thermal conductivity, the expected increase of
electrical conductivity, the reduced stability of the fibers to
bulk SiC-interface, the swelling, the fiber densification,
and the irradiation creep. Performed neutron irradiation
experiments on SiCf/SiC are in the dpa-level range of 20
to 50, to be compared at the more than 100 dpa expected in
FW of in-vessel components. Promising behavior on
radiation stability has been shown from Hi-Nicalon fibers
with a reduced Oxygen content.

Table 2 : Chemical composition of industrial
SiCf/SiC using Nicalon NL207 fibers

Element

Si

N

Ti

Mn

Ni

As

Mo

Sb

Tb

W

Na

Br

Au

wt%

-66.8

0.114

1.9E-4

2.9E-5

4.2E-4

1.0E-5

4.0E-4

5.3E-6

2.0E-7

4.9E-5

3.2E-4

4.7E-6

6.0E-6

Element

C

Al

V

Fe

Cu

Zr

Ag

Nd

Hf

Os

K

La

Hg

wt%

-30.1

6.3E-5

3.0E-5

7.7E-3

3.0E-4

1.0E-4

1.0E-5

1.0E-4

1.2E-6

3.0E-3

8.0E-4

2.2E-6

6.0E-7

Element

O

Cl

Cr

Co

Zn

Nb

Sn

Eu

Ta

Pb

Se

Ce

Ga

wt%

-4 .1

0.03

8.0E-4

4.4E-5

8.3E-5

5.0E-4

3.0E-4

6.6E-8

1.1E-5

1.0E-4

7.6E-4

1.1E-6

4.8E-6

Thermal conductivity

Out-of-pile values of thermal conductivity for industrially-
available SiCf/SiC are already too low for their use in
plasma-facing components (e.g., blanket FW, divertor,
etc.); neutron irradiation will reduce even further such
values; a significant improvement of the thermal
conductivity of present-day SiCf/SiC (a factor 3 or more)
has to be obtained; this could probably be done by adding
some doping materials and/or by using advanced SiC
fibers; the choice is more limited for He-cooled
components.
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T-inventory and chemical stability

Very few information is available on the T-retention of
SiCf/SiC. Kinetics of possible chemical and physical
interactions between the composite and H-isotopes in
blanket-relevant conditions have to be experimentally
evaluated. Experimental data on Tritium diffusivity and
solubility over the temperature range of 1000 to 1500°C
are only available for vapor-deposited b-SiC. Both
diffusivity and solubility are found higher than for metals.
There are indications that both diffusivity and solubility
are controlled by tritium trapping at lattice defects.
However, the extrapolation to relatively highly-porous
SiCf/SiC is not straightforward.

Design-related issues

The following main developments are needed :
i) appropriate design codes and design criteria;
ii) appropriate models for evaluating ceramic composites
behavior taking into account the multi-layers structure and
the spread of the experimental data on basic material
characteristics ; iii) methods for evaluating joints
behavior ; iv) basic calculation models concerning both
fatigue analysis and the evaluation of the impact of
irradiation effects (e.g., dpa, He-production, etc,) on
lifetime and properties modification.

Hermeticity

This issue is more important for He-cooling than for
Pbl7Li cooling and it is related to porosity. Densification
up to almost zero-porosity of SiCf/SiC is in principle
feasible (very long process); however, the final material
will be highly brittle because porosity favors the composite
elastic behavior. Therefore, a difficult compromise is
needed : reaching very high tightness to the coolant
without loosing the good mechanical and thermo-
mechanical properties of the composite (even more
difficult in case of SiCf/SiC tubes). In case of He, the only
available solution appears the use of dense SiC-coating on
porous SiCf/SiC. Lifetime and efficiency of coatings are
still very critical issues.

Electrical conductivity

The proposal of self-cooled liquid-metal blanket is strongly
based on the assumption that SiCf/SiC is an electrical
insulator and, of course, that will remain as such after
neutron irradiation. The requirement is that the wall
electrical conductivity should be not much larger than
500 W'm"1, which corresponds to a relatively "bad"
insulator. The measured out-of-pile value of the electrical
conductivity for SiCf/SiC at 1000°C is just about to 500 W"
'm"\ However, insulators electrical conductivity tends to be
increased under irradiation and therefore an in-pile test has
to be performed. It must be recalled that a low electrical
conductivity would simplify the issue of disruption-induced
loads for all type of blankets.

Chemical compatibility

Chemical compatibility with high T, high-velocity Pbl7Li
has to be measured for a relevant time length. In this case,
the issue is related to the SiCf/SiC tightness towards
Pbl7Li; in fact, although the hermiticity issue is expected
to be marginal in respect to Pbl7Li spills in the W , a
Pbl7Li slow penetration through the SiCf/SiC thickness
could have a significant impact on the SiCf/SiC
mechanical properties. Compatibility of Pbl7Li with the
joining material (brazing) has also to be checked.

PROGRESS ON TAURO BLANKET DESIGN STUDY

It is recalled that the basic module of the TAURO
blanket [2] is essentially formed by a SiCf/SiC box with
indirectly-cooled FW which acts as container for the
Pbl7Li which has the simultaneous functions of coolant,
tritium breeder, neutron multiplier and, finally, tritium
carrier. The design is based on the FPR specifications
defined for SE AFP study [1]. The module is divided in the
toroidal direction in five sub-modules, each of them
supported by the back plate and cooled in parallel through
a common top horizontal collector formed by two levels,
one for the inlet and one for the outlet flow. The feeding
pipes are located behind the module. The maximum
Pbl7Li velocity is about 1 m/s occurring in a thin channel
(thk = 1.25 mm) located just behind the First Wall (FW).
The design activity in 1999 has been focused on improving
the calculation model used for the mechanical analysis, the
design criteria and the neutronic analysis.

Adopted modeling and design criteria

All the calculations have been performed with the CEA
finite element code CASTEM2000 using an orthotropic
monolayer model for the SiCf/SiC composite. A new fully
3D massive elements modeling (Fig. 1) has finally been
adopted in order to obtain the detailed 3D stress
distribution in the structure.

The mechanical behavior of the composite has been
assumed as linear and elastic, i.e. no modeling of the
damage mechanism has been made. This hypothesis is
valid as long as the stress levels do not exceed the matrix
micro-crack threshold. For the 2D composite Cerasep®
N2-1 the measured threshold value was approx. HOMPa
in the case of tensile loading in the plane of the composite.
The mechanical behavior remains elastic, although no
more linear, up to approx. 145 MPa. No data are currently
available for the Cerasep® N3-1. Also, no data on the
stress-strain relation through the thickness are available
neither for the 2D nor for the 3D composites.

On the basis of the above considerations, the following
resistance criteria have been adopted: starting from the 3D
stress tensor, components in plane and through the
thickness have been separately investigated.
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Figure 1 : FEM models used for the mechanical analyses of the TAURO blanket

Components in plane have been combined to express the
Von Mises stress. Stress levels up to 145 MPa have been
considered acceptable, taking into account that they should
decrease when the non linear behavior of the composite will
be taken into account. For the shear stress through the
thickness the limit of 44 MPa, corresponding to the inter-
laminar shear stress (rupture limit - SEP data), has been
assumed. For tensile stress through the thickness a limit of
110 MPa has been assumed.

Further improvements in the design criteria are still needed.
A behavioral model capable to simulate the non linear stress
strain relation and to predict the damage status of the
composite is required. Also it must be noticed that the
current resistance criterion does not distinguish between
compressive and tensile stresses.

Mechanical analysis [4, 5]

The mechanical calculations performed on 3D massive
finite element model of an outboard sub-module showed
that, for an wall thickness of 10 mm, the basic module able
to withstand the load due to the Pbl7Li hydrostatic pressure
(1.5 MPa).

Although the maximum values of the Von Mises stress are
higher than those obtained in previous analyses, they are
still below the assumed limits. The analyses also showed
that, with the current design, the box bottom is capable to
withstand the pressure load even without reinforcing
stiffeners. Concerning the stresses along the orthotropy
axes, they are quite far from the measured material
strengths; so, depending on the adopted criteria, there could
be still a wide margin to fully exploit the material
properties.

The maximum composite thickness that can be achieved
with present state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques is
instead 6 mm. Performed analyses showed that, by
increasing the number of stiffeners, stress levels could
become acceptable even if such a low wall thickness.

Neutronics analysis [6]

This reports presents the results of a 2D neutronic analysis
of the TAURO blanket. All the calculations have been
performed with the Monte-Carlo code TRIPOLI 4 using the
ENDBF-VI transport cross section library. The adopted
model reproduces half sector (i.e. 11.25 degree) of the
blanket geometry at the equatorial plane (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2 : Horizontal cross-section of the model used for the TRIPOLI neutronic analyses of the TAURO blanket
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Obtained results showed that with 90% ^ i enrichment a
TBR value of 1.37 is obtained. A rough 3D-estimate,
taking into account the presence of lOports, would give a
TBR of about 1.17 which leave some margin for
decreasing the 'TLi -enrichment (up to 30%).

Power deposition in the blanket has been evaluated to be
about 2600 MW (taking into account the FW surface heat
flux). Knowing the mass flow in one module (approx. 250
Kg/sec), the specific heat of the Pbl7Li (189 JKg'K1) and
the temperature at entrance of the module (275°C), then
the temperature of the Pbl7Li at the module's exit is about
615°C.

Also a detailed distribution of the power density deposition
has been obtained. The maximum values of the power
density in the SiCf/SiC and in the Pbl7Li are about 18
W/cm3 and 20 W/cm3 respectively.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of SiCf/SiC composite as structural material for
the blanket components could permit to achieve high safety
standards in future fusion power reactors. The results of
the performed design activities and analyses confirm that
the TAURO design has the potential of fulfilling all the FPR
blanket requirements.

At the same time, the necessity of further R&D on the
SiCf/SiC composites to be used for fusion applications has
been pointed out. Appropriate design criteria need to be
further developed in order to fully exploit the resistance
limits of the material. Other main examples of R&D
requirements are the improvement of the thermal
conductivity through the thickness (at least by a factor of
2), the improvement of the composite's resistance to
neutron irradiation, the assessment of the compatibility
issues between flowing Pbl7Li and SiCf/SiC (including the
brazing material) and a better characterization of the
material's properties under irradiated and unirradiated
conditions.
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CNET 97-451

Task Title : EVALUATION AND REFINEMENT OF THE CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN OF THE ACCELERATOR PART OF THE D-Li
NEUTRON SOURCE

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The IFMIF CDE has been carried out at the CEA in the
framework of a considerably larger activity presently
undergoing in the field of high-intensity linear
accelerators. The activity specific to EFMTJF has been
concentrated on:

- Task 1: Source and LEBT (Low Energy Beam
Transport Line)

- Task 2: RF (Radio Frequency) System

- Task 3: Beam Loss Studies

Relevance to IFMIF of other general studies of high beam
power LINACs were also done.

As scheduled, the IFMIF activity has been directed both to
the conceptual design of the IFMIF accelerator, and to the
detailed evaluation of ion sources, beam dynamics and RF
systems for this accelerator.

The technical document "IFMIF Accelerator Studies
(1998)" (ref 1) group together the reports published by the
CEA team during the year 1998. These detailed technical
reports summarize the high intensity linear accelerators
studies done during this period, including the calculations,
conceptual design and tests for the source and the RF
system, relevant to IFMIF. Explicit contact with every task
specific to the IFMIF CDE and the results that have been
obtained are summarized in the next sections with
references to the technical document.

TASK 1 : SOURCE AND LEBT

SILHI is in operation at CEA-Saclay. It delivered its first
proton beam in July 1996. This ECR (Electron Cyclotron
Resonance) source is designed to produce continuous high-
intensity proton and deuteron beams (Figure 1).
Calculations for deuteron operation has been specifically
done to reach the DFMIF requirements (for example, we
use a 100 kV-200 mA high-voltage power supply). Two
codes are used for the optimization of the LEBT, "AXEL"
and "MULTIPART" suitable to the IFMIF project. The
first one has been used for the design of the electrodes. The
second one has been specifically developed (ref. 3)

Figure 1 : Source and 100 kV extraction column: (a) plasma chamber with two Boron Nitride discs,
(b) RF ridged transition, (c) quartz window, (d) coils, (e) 5 electrode acceleration area, (f) Current measurement
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SILHI is operated with proton beams because it is presently
installed in an unshielded area that precludes deuteron
acceleration. Nevertheless, all the results obtained using
protons can be directly applied to the deuteron beam
required by the IFMIF accelerator, for example:

- control of high currents,
- stability of the operation in continuous mode,
- microwave-plasma coupling,
- design/technologies used for the 100 kV extraction

system,
- materials used for the plasma chamber.

The LEBT is also constructed and a full set of diagnostics
is now in operation to allow a complete analysis of the
beam characteristics. Again, all these diagnostics have
been designed to reach the IFMIF goals. The
measurements done using high-intensity continuous proton
beams show that they are perfectly suitable for IFMIF.

These equipment, designed and tested at CEA-Saclay for
the SILHI source and directly applicable for the IFMIF
design are:

- Focusing system and mechanical set up,
- Pumping system,
- CCD camera and associated software for beam profile

measurements
- Emittance measurement units, classical and using the

CCD camera technique
- Beam intensity monitors.

After several studies of the microwave-plasma coupling
and several tests of materials (plasma chamber and
extraction system), the following results (which set at
highest results worldwide) have been obtained:

- Intensity = 122 mA in the continuous mode
- Plasma density = 213 mA/cm2 (<{> = 8 mm)
- Proton fraction = 88%
- Intensity stability = ± 2%
- Normalized rms emittance = 0.20 7t.mm.mrad

All these parameters are close to those required for the
IFMIF source. Calculations show that a deuteron beam
intensity of 160 mA can be reached using a 10 mm
diameter extraction hole without emittance deterioration.
This EFMIF goal could be verified using SILHI, in a
possible continuation of this activity, in the IFMIF
framework.

As a first attempt to measure the long term reliability of
the ion source, 96% availability was recorded during 103
hours of continuous operation with a total beam of 100 mA
at 78 keV. The operation has been interrupted basically by
HV sparkdowns between electrodes. Most of these events
occurred during the first 24 hours, and the rate of
sparkdowns was pretty much lower on the rest of the
period.

The beam availability is 98.8% for the last 80 hours. The
mean time between failures (MTBF) during that period
turns out to be 5.5 hours, and the mean duration of 85% of
these failures is lower than 6 minutes.

TASK 2 : RF SYSTEM

It could be recalled that the RF system is one of the biggest
challenges for the IFMIF accelerator.

The IFMIF RF system frequency is 175 MHz, tetrode or
diacrode tubes must be used instead of the classical
klystrons used for the other projects which require higher
frequencies. The CEA-Saclay team activity concerning the
1.3 MW - 175 MHz RF systems is then only devoted to the
IFMIF project.

CEA-Saclay activity has been mainly to interact with
Thomson Tubes Electronics (TTE) on the IFMIF aims and
to collect, evaluate, and transmit all the available
information to the IFMIF team.

Following our request, TTE has produced a very
substantial effort to demonstrate the feasibility of such RF
systems. The study of an IFMIF type RF system, the
TH628 Diacrode has been done since a few month. The
qualitative tests gave goods results. They carried out a 24
hours test with a length/repetition frequency combination
of 2.27 ms/88 Hz. The RF operation frequency was
200 MHz. The power was increased up to 600 kW (3 MW
peak). Only the test stand needs to be upgraded to proceed
to the 100 hours test at 1 MW cw. Two tubes should be
built before the end of the year.

These preliminary results obtained by TTE are very
promising, and suggest convincingly that a RF system, up
to full IFMIF performance, could be built and operated
satisfactorily.

TASK 3 : BEAM LOSS STUDIES

Beam loss limitation is a critical issue for every high-
power accelerator (structure activation), especially for
IFMIF due to the acceleration of deuterons.

An important point concerning the beam loss problem is
the ability designers have to predict them up to extremely
low levels. For IFMIF, beam loss must be below 10'10 of the
total beam. An effort of several years done by the
collaboration between CERN, CEA-Saclay and Los
Alamos National Laboratory has allowed to make great
progress in this field. A new powerful simulation code
(DYNAC) has been written. Accuracy gain is especially
important for RF field modélisation and for space-charge
calculation.

As already pointed out, DYNAC is now considered as the
more accurate code for beam dynamics calculations and is
operational to make precise simulations of the IFMIF DTL.
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CEA-Saclay works on beam dynamics calculations has
been also done during this CDE. An important work has
been undertaken on space charge calculation. It is now
operational to make precise beam dynamics calculations in
the IFMIF DTL (see next section).

A first experimental approach to check theoretical
predictions for the beam r.m.s. parameters and latter
investigate the halo formation has been done in Saclay.
The beam transverse phase space distribution has been
measured as a function of the beam current at the output of
a long FODO channel.

Equipartitioning phenomena are also analyzed. Space-
charge interactions in high-intensity linear accelerator can
lead to equipartitioning of energy between the longitudinal
and the radial degrees of freedom. This can be a source of
emittance growth and halo formation.

GENERAL STUDIES OF HIGH BEAM POWER
LINACS

As already noted, some of the work carried out at the CEA
in the general field of high power accelerators has direct
relevance to all high-intensity accelerators, including
IFMIF. In this field of "general studies", the work
undertaken for the IFMIF design has been directed at the
selection, systematization, collection and formatting of
information. These results have been integrated, by the
CEA team, in the refined conceptual design of the IFMIF
accelerator, via interaction with the rest of the IFMIF team.

In particular, the following investigations undertaken for
the construction of the EPHI prototype are directly relevant
for the IFMIF accelerators:

- Choices made to optimize the design ( RF loss
minimization, focusing scheme)

- Technological choices for the cavities (cavity
manufacturing process, cooling system, vacuum
system)

- Definition of the strategy used to rise the beam current
up to its nominal value

- Definition of the diagnostics able to handle high-power,
high intensity beams.
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SEAFP 2-2

Task Title : IMPROVED COVERAGE OF EVENTS
Event sequence analysis

INTRODUCTION

One objective of the SEAFP2 program is to give
recommendations for fusion reactor containment concepts
in order to fulfil a no evacuation goal of the populations
following any type of accidental sequences occurring within
the reactor building. In this respect a methodology has been
followed which was first to identify the most challenging
sequences in terms of containment integrity and then to
perform the safety analysis for a selected and limited
number of generic containment concepts.

The process used to define the most important sequences is
based on a top-down approach which is a general approach
sui for projects at a pre-design stage. The top event was
defined as « excessive external radioactive releases » and
the top-down reasoning process (deductive) was followed,
leading to the identification of events which could initiate
sequences leading to external releases (see figure 1).

Two references for containment were defined following a
survey study of different containment concepts performed
under another SEAFP2 task. They are named « Large
Containment Building » and « Inner Containment » (see
figures 2 and 3) . Of course, the previous SEAFP
containment defined in the program was kept as a reference.
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Figure 1 : Global Master Logic Diagram
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Figure 3 : Type C concept for accident analysis

Following the top-down analysis, a certain number of
accident sequences were identified and the most important
in terms of confinement concept influence were analysed.
The influence of human actions as accident initiator or
accident mitigation was also considered in this analysis.

1998 ACTIVITIES

SELECTION OF SEQUENCES

Following the top-down approach analysis a certain number
of accidental sequences were identified to be assessed in
detail.

The sequences involving by-pass and the sequences with
important LOCA appeared to be the most interesting ones
that could deserve a particular attention. It was also found
that an assessment of magnet energy hazards induced
sequences should be performed on a complementary basis
of previous SEAFP works.

By-pass through the HTS (for model 2 only) :

The sequence to study is initiated by a SLR (Steam Line
Rupture) which induces a 10 tubes SGTR (Steam Generator
Tube Rupture) and leading to an in-vessel break.

The aim is to quantitatively evaluate if the initiator could
really induce the by-pass of containment, and determine
both the pressure loads on containment and the radioactive
release through the individuated paths.

Important LOCAs - loss of heat sinks :

This case is related to highly hypothetical sequences but
where a suitable confinement strategy could allow to
control the releases and stay below the evacuation limits.

This sequence involves the loss of heat sink event which
leads to a complete loss of the coolant inventories of all the
loops. The energy released and the Decay Heat Removal
strategy has thus to be controlled by other means (active or
passive).

This study will propose different mitigating alternatives
related to the type of coolant (helium or water) and to the
containment concepts defined in the task.

Magnet accident sequences :

The cryostat is the second barrier for radioactive releases of
a fusion plant. Therefore damage of this barrier due to
magnet accidents must be investigated.

Ten different electrical faults of the TF circuit have been
investigated and evaluated in terms of maximum
consequences of the cryostat. It was found that a double
short to ground at the bus bar of one coil probably has the
most severe consequences on the cryostat wall. During
dump of the coil system such shorts can ignite at the bus bar
due to a multiple insulation failure.

CONCLUSIONS FROM SEQUENCES ANALYSIS
PERFORMED IN 1998

The bypass scenarios identified in the top down approach
would call to minimize those events probability. In this
case, it is preferable to have a Large Containment Building
as in our type C option. This would decrease the number of
penetrations and consequently the number of by-pass
possibilities.
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When dealing with the Heat Transfer System (HTS) by-pass
scenarios, as presented in this report, one can conclude that
the selection criteria are less obvious. The concern with the
HTS is that it contains a certain quantity of energy and that
it links the vacuum vessel to the turbine building in all
cases of confinement strategy.

If the consequences are smaller in terms of releases for the
type B containment concept, the pressures reached are much
higher than in the type C concept and special attention has
to be put on containment strength. Finally, for these by-pass
scenarios no definite trends can be outlined and no
recommendations for confinement selection can be made.

The analysis of important LOCAs such as « loss of the
condenser » which are at the limits of the Beyond Design
Basis Accidents allows to conclude that in any type of
confinement option, a mitigating action has to be triggered
in order to contain the overpressurisation of the
containment (see figure 4).

A building spray system combined with an auxiliary feed
water system would be the most efficient strategy to prevent
external releases. But this analysis raise the issue of post-
accidental recovery. In fact, using sprays with tritium
particles has to be assessed and the consequences on plant
final state have to be accounted for.
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Figure 4 : Pressure trends with a vented scrubber

Magnets accidents are certainly those which have been
analysed with the most important number of assumptions.
Therefore the estimation of induced damage on the
containment has to be considered as preliminary results.
Nevertheless, the cryostat is the equipment most exposed
which can suffer magnets accidents and its role in the
confinement strategy has to be considered when accounting
for magnets accidents. In the two different options we have
selected (type B and C concepts), the cryostat has roughly
no confinement mission.

Human operators safety actions have been analysed
according to the previous SEAFP studies and definitions.
The role of operator in initiating or mitigating accidents has
been identified. The conclusions of this study cannot be
extended to confinement strategy as far as accidental
sequences are concerned.

Indeed a more detailed description of man/machine
interface is required in order to give accurate numbers in
terms of probability of man initiated sequences or recovery
procedures failures. However, it seems that for confinement
strategy selection the role of operator initiated faults during
or after maintenance operations should give more results.
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SEAFP 3-1

Task Title : IMPROVED CONTAINMENT CONCEPTS

INTRODUCTION

The energy produced by means of controlled fusion power
has obvious advantages for the future in view of the
practically unlimited availability of its fuel and its little
impact on the environment, as well as, in particular, the
absence of "greenhouse" effect gas emissions.

Because of the tritium inventory, an electricity-producing
facility such as this would be a basic nuclear installation
and therefore submitted to the constraints associated with
such facilities with respect to design and safety.

A primary requirement is to show that, by its design or
because of the safety systems installed, any radiological
releases would not affect the public in the vicinity of a
facility, and that this would hold true whatever the events
or succession of events of internal origin. There would
therefore be absolutely no technical reason to envisage the
evacuation of the population.

These requirements are no different from those self-
imposed by the designers for future fission facilities.
However, their implementation seems to be clearly to the
advantage of fusion by demonstrating, in particular, that a
suitable design permits very low level releases, whatever
credible severe accidents are considered.

The intrinsic advantages of a fusion facility of this type
have often been presented:

- A moderate mobilizable radioactive inventory,

- Absence of critical power excursion and the fact that
any external disruption results in the shutdown of the
reaction,

- Low residual energy, due in large part to the activation
of the materials and dependent on the choice of these
materials.

It should be added that the quantity of fuel available within
the plasma is very small.

In addition, the long-term impact of the wastes on the
environment can be limited without any require of
permanent storage by a judicious choice of structural
materials.

With these objectives, reflection has been initiated in the
framework of the European programme, SEAFP2 in 1997
and 1998 with a view to proposing a confinement strategy
and safety options that permit taking into account these
safety requirements and the reduced impact on the
environment

The SEAFP2 programme (Safety and Environment
Assessment of Fusion Power) is the follow-up of the
SEAFP programme, in which a first assessment of fusion
energy was performed with respect to safety and the
environment.

The methodology used in the framework of this
programme to define the safety options is essentially of
"top down" type. It starts with the objectives that have
been set, that is to say the minimisation of accidental
releases and seeks to identify systems permitting these
objective to be reached.

It is assumed in this study that the field of investigation is
limited: only facilities of Tokamak type are considered
with three types of blanket concepts:

Model 1 : Vanadium is used as the structural material,
helium as the coolant, and lithiated ceramic as the breeder
material;

Model 2 : Martensitic steel as the structural material,
pressurized water as the coolant, eutectic lithium-lead as
the breeder material (concept identical to the DEMO
WCLL blanket);

Model 3 : Martensitic steel as the structural material,
helium as the coolant, lithiated ceramic as the breeder
material (concept identical to the DEMO HPCB blanket).

The objective is to determine which confinement strategy
and safety systems permit significantly reducing the
radioactive releases.

1998 ACTIVITIES

SAFETY FUNCTIONS AND ASSOCIATED SAFETY
SYSTEMS

The analysis performed using a master logic diagram has
confined the studies conducted previously to the various
fusion installations, and has thus led to the identification of
the following safety functions intended to protect the
barriers:

Plasma Energy Control

One undeniable advantage of fusion energy is that most of
the disruptions within the vacuum chamber leads
ineluctably to the shutdown of the reaction. The corollary
difficulty is that this shutdown could lead to a significant
disruption liable to generate considerable energy deposition
on the walls, and therefore a leak may result.
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Control of the plasma, and therefore the automatic
shutdown of the latter, is particularly useful if the initiator
is outside the vacuum chamber (external LOFA or LOCA,
for example). It then permits avoiding an internal LOCA
and preventing or minimizing any potential chemical
reactions.

Residual Power Removal

The envelope studies conducted in the SEAFP and
SEAFP2 programmes showed that the removal of residual
power by conduction or radiation did not permit reaching
temperatures resulting in ultimate structural degradation
(temperature of the internals lower than the melting
temperature of the structures).

A study of accidental sequences showed, however, that the
existence of a residual power removal system, even though
not indispensable to maintaining structural integrity,
contributes considerably to the management of an accident
by preventing additional degradation.

Chemical Energy Control

The best way of avoiding any possibility of chemical
reaction is obviously to avoid this possibility in the design
or, if it already exists, to avoid, by design, the occurrence
of high temperatures permitting their development.

The first case is possible since, in Model 1, if the use of
water as a coolant, or the use of reagent materials (such as
beryllium) on or in internals is avoided, no chemical
reaction is possible. In the case of Model 3 (similar to
HCPB), situations may arise in which the water of the
secondary system comes into contact with the beryllium
used as a neutron generator material (case of the SGTR
associated with another failure or loss of heat sink
accident). In the case of coolant water (Model 2), a LiPb -
water reaction, or a reaction of the water with material of
the first wall can be involved. Guaranteeing by design that
a temperature remains below the level at which this occurs
seems unrealistic for most of the reactions envisaged.

Coolant Energy Control

One method of guaranteeing the absence of aggression
against the barriers consists in designing the design
pressure - containment volume pair so that loading, even
in ultimate situations (leakage of all the coolants and
possibly a leak in the cryogenic system), does not ever
exceed the design pressure.

This possibility seems unrealistic in the event of an
internal leak (loading appears excessive for the vacuum
chamber whatever the coolant).

There are two methods of protecting the first barrier :
either removal towards an expansion tank or removal
towards an adjacent containment.

In the case of a leak outside the vacuum vessel, the control
of overpressure seems to lead to very high containment
volumes

Various methods exist with respect to the next barrier that
serves as a containment around the heat exchangers:

Either a system permitting the pressure inside the
containment to be reduced.

In the case of water, the classic system calls for the
spraying of the containment, which leads to the
condensation of the water. However, this system, even if it
is less efficient, can also be used in the case of helium as it
favours heat exchange in an environment whose
temperature has previously been decreased (pre-
refrigerated stones);

Or a system permitting removal to the atmosphere by
reducing if possible the content in radioactive elements and
favouring their dispersion (release to high altitude via a
stack).

In case of use of this kind of open system, use of filters or
Scrubber systems permit reducing the radioactive element
content:

Magnetic Energy Control

If correct design of the magnetic system enables averting
the missile hazard, avoiding the risk of an external arc is
more delicate: an arc could lead to the degradation of the
containment in the event of failure of the electrical
protection system.

Without wishing to determine an order of absolute priority,
it seems that the primary objective should be to define a
system permitting the control of coolant energies.

Correct design of a system using at least two barriers and
systems for their protection against overpressure, would
already be a considerable step towards guaranteeing very
low releases under all the conditions that have been
envisaged: the early definition of these options is all the
more important as they have a considerable effect on the
general architecture.

CONFINEMENT STRATEGY

One of the major results of the accidental consequences
evaluation is that, providing design precautions are taken
and perhaps barrier protection systems added, all releases
can be kept at very low levels.

The study of the accidents considered, permits to identify
that the design load from the coolant energies is linked to
the loss of heat sink accident.
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In order to define the confinement strategy for the future
fusion power plant, we believe, that it would be of interest
to discuss the advantages and drawbacks of two main
confinement options.

A large containment building

Advantages:

An obvious advantage of this type of containment is that it
poses no boundary problem: all active components are
installed within its walls. (It is assumed that external
connections, such as, for example, towards the tritium
plant, are ensured by a double-valve system possibly
associated with a buffer system).

It is even possible to provide for a volume - pressure design
combination to permit management of all possible
changes, but, in this case, the volume required seems
unrealistic even in the case of water as the coolant (more
than 200 000 m3 with a design pressure of 1.6 bar to
manage a LOCA on all the circuits), and it seems more
judicious to provide for a protection system for the
envelope cases: either a spray installation, or a system for
removal to the stack via a scrubber and/or filters.

Drawbacks:

The greatest drawback with respect to accident
management is that this concept does not allow any leak
recovery.

This point may be improved either by reducing the leaks (a
metallic liner would permit considerably decreasing
tritiated water or gas leaks), or by providing for a double
total or partial containment system with ventilation and
releases through the stack (natural or induced condensation
would reduce the content of released tritiated water).

Inner Containment

Advantages:

The presence of a ventilated building, possibly provided
with atmosphere detritiation systems, would permit
efficient leak recovery and result in a lesser impact on the
environment than in the previous case.

Drawbacks:

The greatest difficulty in this option consists in defining
boundaries.

The choice of this option requires a detailed examination
of all the rooms adjacent to the cryostat to define the
maximal accident possible. In addition, this option implies
that an appropriate protection system be installed: the
simplest and most obvious seems to be a rupture disk
system to the stack via a scrubber or filters.

To sum up the discussion of the two options in a few
words, the "Large Containment Building" option has the
essential advantage of extreme simplicity in its design and
safety analysis. The "Inner Containment" option has the
advantage of using in part natural barriers such as the
cryostat, but the definition of boundaries is more delicate
and requires a specific analysis of each room adjacent to
the cryostat containing a penetration.

In conclusion, there is no determining argument resulting
from the consideration of severe accidents for a specific
confinement strategy, provided the design pressure, the
volume, and the barrier protection systems are correctly
selected with respect to the highest loading.

As a consequence, the choice of strategy has to take into
account other aspects, among which, in particular,
economy and easy maintenance with the objective to
minimise the doses for the workers.

CONCLUSION

With respect to all the concepts envisaged, this analysis
reveals the following highly positive findings: the
confinement strategies envisaged, associating both barriers
and systems that permit protecting these barriers, can
guarantee low releases even under the most severe
accidental conditions that can be envisaged. The impact
on the closest population could be kept down to values
lower than one mSv through correct design of the barriers
and associated safety systems, whatever the type of
accident of internal origin.

An analysis of severe accidents does not permit defining
arguments that are determining for any one confinement
strategy, provided suitable safety systems are provided for.

Additional in-depth studies on cost, maintenance, and
consequences in terms of doses to workers, or even on
aspects of a sociological nature, will permit providing
other elements for the assessment of a confinement
strategy.
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SEAL 4.3

Task Title : MULTIPLE FAILURE SEQUENCES - RISK AND CONSEQUENCE
ASSESSMENT

INTRODUCTION

The consequences of multiple failure sequences within the
cooling systems of the SEAFP tokamak concept are
assessed. The aim of this study is to evaluate the
consequences of such accidents on the containment system.

1998 ACTIVITIES

Two types of accidental sequences are studied:

- Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA): The breach is
located on the pump discharge pipe of the first
wall/shield blanket cooling loop

- Main Steam Line Rupture (MSLR)

In each case, an induced Steam Generator Tube Rupture
(SGTR) is supposed to occur.

The transient study follows three steps:

- A preliminary calculation is made with the ex-vessel
break or the main steam line rupture only. This steps
allows us to determine the time of the peak of speed in
the steam generator, primary side. The transient progress
is :
. LOCA of a determined diameter at t = Os.

Pump stop if cavitation
. The plasma emergency shutdown starts with the

LOCA

- The second step consists in including the occurrence of
the SGTR at the time (tSGTR) determined in the former
transient; the criterion is the occurrence of a velocity
peak within the steam generator tubes which can lead to
vibrations. The transient progress is the same defined
before, added with :
. STGR 10 tubes at t=tSGTR

- A third step consists in calculating with CONTAIN
VI. 11 code, the containment response; the calculated
pressure peak is compared to the design limit. The mass
and enthalpic flow rates are used as boundary
conditions. The cooling loop response is calculated
using the CATHARE code. The modelling is shown
below:

Inlet feeder

BU (160)

BP (16)

Steam generator

Side Walls & Ribs pipes (68)

Back Plate pipes (24)

Inboard segments ( x 2) Outboard segments ( x 2)
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The containment response is calculated using the CONTAIN code. The modelling is shown below:

EXPANSION VOLUME
68 000 m3

STEAM GENERATOR
VAULT

770 m3

FIRST WALL/BLANKET
CIRCUIT (4 LOOPS)

I
» D I V E R T O R SECONDARY

VAULT QRCUJT
10 000 m3

OU7

nrm

DIVERTOR CIRCUIT (I LOOP)

The compartment which is the most challenged is the steam
generator vault.

The transient course for a LOCA (break size 150 mm) is
indicated in the following table:

Time

0s

8s

10s

90s

100 s

250 s

Events

• LOCA occurrence

• Feedwater is shut off

• Turbine is tripped

• The mass flow rate is maximum at the breach
with about 1500kg/s

• The disk rupture of the SG vault breaks

• SGTR occurrence

• The peak of velocities is reached in SG tubes

• Stagnation of the primary pressure

• Stagnation of the secondary pressure

• The safety SG relief valve opens

• The containment vault pressure exceeds the 1.4
bar limit

• The primary water inventory increases: The
secondary mass feeds the breach flow through
the SGTR break

• The break flow is not equal to zero
Calculation stops

The SG containment vault receives the discharge of the
breach and the steam generator security valve. Its
pressurization is quick due to the important flow of the
breach.

Rupture disk

DP = 4 bar

Rupture disk
A = 2 m1

DP • 0.4 bar

EXPANSION VOLUME
25 000 m3

The enthalpic break flow rate remains high because the
increasing quality. The break flow can not be stopped
before the pressure reaches the limit of 1.4 bar in the
containment vault.

As far as the main steam line rupture is concerned the
transient course is indicated in the following table:

Time

0s

1 s

12 s

50 s

200 s

400 s

500 s.

600 s.

Events

• RTV occurrence

• Feedwater is shut off

• Turbine is tripped

• The mass flow rate is maximum at the breach with
about3100kg/s

• The disk rupture of the SG vault breaks

• The containment vaults pressures exceeds the design
limit

• Peak of velocity in the dowcomer

• 4/5 of the initial secondary coolant inventory is loss
through the breach

• Primary pressure starts to increase due to the loss of
its sink of energy

• The containment vault pressure reaches its
maximum (2 bar.)

• The containment pressure starts to decrease

• End of calculation

• The break flow is nearly equal to zero

• 100 % of the initial secondary permanent coolant
inventory discharged through the breach
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The SG containment vault receives directly the large
discharge of the steam line breach. Due to the SGTR, the
pressure increases more rapidly. This is the worst situation
of all, the pressure reaches 2 bar before starting to decrease
at about t=5OOs.

The consequences of cumulated MSLR and SGTR are
assessed for two other containment options of the SEAFP
reactor:

Concept B: "inner containment"
Concept C: "large containment building"
"A" refers to the reference case

The results of CONTAIN analysis are summarized in the
following table :

CONCLUSION

Concept

A

B

C

Mitigation
system

NO

Scrubber

Scrubber

Total containment
volume

m3

68000 + 2*18770

54440+2*5500

101370+5500

Peak of
pressure

(bar)

2.16

1.77

1.72

Release in
atmosphere

(tons)

0

45.3

45.3

Consequences of multiple failure sequences in SEAFP
thermalhydraulic analyses of accidental transients have
been studied. In most cases, the failure of the containment
can not be avoided (see the table below) without mitigation
devices.

RTV is the worst sequences basically because the transient
combines a high mass flow rate with a high quality.
Consequently, the steam has no time to condense and the
pressure exceeds quickly the design limit.

SGTR is always a aggravating factor because it increases
the energy release in the containment. In this case, both
cooling circuits feed the breach.

Present containment options can not overcome large
LOCA accident. Future confinement improvements should
probably combine the effect of expansion volume and
mitigation systems (pressure suppression systems & spray)
to find a reliable solution.

Case

1

2

3

4

5

6

Type of
accident

LOCA

LOCA

LOCA

LOCA

MSLR

MSLR

STGR

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

Break size
in mm

75

150

75

150

750

750

Calculation Time
in s.

500

250

500

250

600

600

Containment over
pressure

yes at t=326s

no

yes at t=438s

yes at t=88s

yes at t= 14s

yes at t= 14s

Peak (bar)

>1.47

1.4

>1.43

>1.6

1.72

2.0
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SEAL 10.3

Task Title : WASTE DETRITIATION -
INTEGRATION OF EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORT

INTRODUCTION

The steels detritiation remains a crucial element in waste
management for future fusion installations.

Starting with a melting process implemented at the
CEA/DAM at Valduc, which seems insufficient for
conventional storage, a previous study set out to list
possible improvements to the simple melting process and
to propose others.

A first type of process consists in exchanging the tritium
between a bath of liquid steel and a gas phase: melting
under vacuum (Valduc), melting under reduced pressure
with argon bubbling or hydrogen and argon bubbling (the
hydrogen could play a tritium-pumping role by favouring
the formation of HT).

The second type of process consists in enriching a liquid
phase in tritium using the difference in solubility between
liquid and solid phases: the assumption is that solubility in
the liquid phase is greater than in the solid phase. The
methods that can be used are therefore continuous or semi-
continuous melting, a cold crucible, a melting area and
isotopic exchange. Other processes are conceivable:
electrochemical generation of hydrogen at the surface of
the steel, dissolution in an aggressive medium, diffusion in
an electric field, melting under vacuum with a
precipitation additive.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The scientific data provided by French specialists on the
behaviour of hydrogen, tritium, and deuterium have
permitted making an inventory of these various processes
in terms of feasibility.

DETRITIATION AT LOW TEMPERATURE :

This is the process proposed by the CEA/DAM at Bruyères
le Châtel : complete detritiation of metals using the « two
isotopes » method.

The method is based on successive tests on the
permeability to hydrogen and subsequently deuterium, of a
copper sheet ; it was shown that the absorbed hydrogen is
driven out by the deuterium. The « two-isotope degassing »
method would permit complete detritiation by hydrogen
sweeping at moderate temperature (about 80 to 100°C).

This process permits averting the risk of favouring the
transformation at high temperature of clusters of 3He into
high pressure bubbles, the most often at the grain
boundaries, and thus averting the risk of embrittling the
metal. However, this poses a problem in the case of tritium
extraction from a system in operation.

The process would permit increasing the service life of
parts before their being removed as wastes.

DETRITIATION AT HIGH TEMPERATURE :

In the framework of reprocessing with destruction, melting
gives good results, except on the crust. The way in which
melting can be achieved and the elements that should be
added constitute a metallurgical problem.

Placing the steel in an oven at about 500°C should also
permit extracting the greater part of the tritium. However,
duration and temperature conditions, the effect of the
presence of bubbles of helium, the presence of defects due
to irradiation, e t c . , remain to be determined.

With respect to the optimization of the detritiation process
by melting, melting under reduced pressure with bubbling
appears to be an interesting avenue of investigation. In the
fields of secondary metallurgy operations and reactions, the
experience of the IRSID (Metallurgical Research Institute)
is essential. These treatments particularly concern
decarburization, dehydrogenation, and denitridation. In the
case of dehydrogenation, industrial facilities comprise a
vessel connected to a pump unit (containing ejectors, a
condenser and pumps).

The ladle of metal is agitated by argon injected through a
porous plug.

The modelling of the phenomena thus encountered will
depend on :

- The thermodynamics of the metal/gas reactions,
- Elementary kinetics,
- Reactor hydrodynamics (not detailed here).

In terms of thermodynamics of the metal/gas reactions,
modelling is governed by Sievert's law.

The methods for removing the hydrogen from the metal
therefore consists in:

- Decreasing the total pressure by using vacuum,
- Reducing the molar fraction of the hydrogen by

agitation and cleaning using gas.
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It seems that the efficiency of the process is essentially due
to agitation and dilution. The effect of the vacuum level is
less significant in this case.

In terms of elementary kinetics, the transport of hydrogen
in the metal will depend, among other things, on the area
of the bubbles, the relative velocity of the gas in relation to
the metal, the diffusion coefficient in the metal, etc... The
diffusion coefficient of the tritium in the metal can be
compared to that of the hydrogen.

In the industrial case, the dehydrogenation limit in a ladle
under vacuum is 0.5 ppm in the liquid metal. In order to
verify if this process permits attaining tritium
concentrations of about
5.10'3 ppm, it is essential to use the modelling perfected by
the ER.SID, introducing isotopic exchange and the
formation of HT into the initial model.

When the limits of the melting process have been reached,
it would perhaps be of interest to stabilize the tritium
within the ingot and limit the degassing rate.

The stabilization of the tritium could be favoured by
forming inclusions (addition of Mn, S, Ca, e tc . ) . The
problems posed by the metallurgists with respect to
dehydrogenation are thus addressed the other way round:
the inclusions fix the hydrogen.

This method could be of interest as an end process. The
radiation reached in the first process (melting, isotopic
exchange in a liquid or solid phase), could be stabilized for
a storage period. This would permit limiting degassing
rates.

The possibility of favouring the stabilization of the
residual tritium through the formation of inclusions,
which could constitute a process to be studied in terms
of efficiency and feasibility.

REPORTS
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CONCLUSION

Of all the processes mentioned above, area melting and
continuous melting do not seem realistic. Electrochemical
generation and diffusion under an electrical field should
only be submitted to investigation in a second phase.

We therefore propose to develop the following elements :

- Isotopic exchange in liquid and solid phases. In this
framework, tests performed on solid steel, charging in
deuterium on the one hand and in hydrogen and
deuterium on the other, followed by desorption
measurements could permit verifying whether isotopic
exchange provides interesting results;

- Modelling of the phenomena observed during melting
with argon or argon and hydrogen bubbling, which
could permit quantifying the effect of bubbling on the
melting process under simple vacuum;
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SERF 0-3

Task Title : SOCIO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH ON FUSION : LONG TERM
SCENARI, THE EFFECTS OF UNCERTAINTY ON THE
EVALUATION OF RESEARCH PROGRAMMES

INTRODUCTION 1998 ACTIVITIES

The aim of this task consists in showing that the
difficulties in technological assessment, of which fusion is
a mere example, do not resist totally analytical approaches.
I try to suggest that even if a complete and definitive
modelling proves relatively unfeasible or disappointing,
one can develop a better intuition of the weights of the
various uncertainties attached to the success of fusion. This
is the modest contribution of economic decision theory :
disentangling the various types of effects and
understanding each of them a bit more allows for a better
support of the art of making choice.

My report proposes a series of reflections on the
importance of uncertainty in research policy, and in
prospective studies in general. It is argued that uncertainty
can be modelled within a rigorous and rational framework.
Different types of uncertainty are distinguished ; their
differ not so much by their intensities, but rather on the
nature of their consequences on the best actions ("what are
the projects to finance in priority?", and even "what is
the optimal design of a certain project ?) that must be
undertaken.

As far as research policy is concerned, I discuss typical
adaptations to risky contexts : (a) Diversification, (b)
Flexibility and (c) Experimentation. The idea is that under
uncertainty, the economic value of a certain plan depends
on its ability (a) at exploring alternative technologies at the
same time, (b) at keeping margins for accommodating
shocks (arrival of new information and evidence), and (c)
at accelerating the improvement of scientific knowledge by
radical procedures. Of course, neither of these three
responses is desirable per se. I discuss the limiting factors
underlying the trade-off that must be reached.

I propose a short analysis of ITER, and analogous
scientific programmes, in which I insist on the points
where the impact of uncertainty is the highest. The second
application concern the cost of the kWh, and its use in
prospective studies serving for the optimisation of
investment. It serves as a specific illustration of the more
general arguments that were developed before.

Some remarks are given on the possibility (from the point
of view of the decision-makers) of selecting the best
experts and obtaining the best expertise from them. This is
completed by a reflection on the possibility of building
prospective studies based on scientific foundations.

The report proposes a reflection on the methodological
principles that should drive a prospective study. The
application of the principles can undoubtedly vary,
depending notably on the degree of formality that is
required, and of course of the data available. The
arguments will rely on recent (and not so recent) advances
in the theory of decision in risky contexts, and the
economics of information, where information will
essentially be the measure of scientific knowledge (and
uncertainty). The readership that is targeted are the
scientists and the engineers involved in technological and
economic assessment. Almost systematically, these studies
are weak on the so-called "economic ingredients".

Just to take an example : take any power plant. You can
describe how much capital and personnel are needed to
operate it, then you calculate the cost per unit of product.
Now assume that the cost of capital relative to the cost of
personnel changes. A new calculation of the cost can be
done. But in reality, the change in relative prices will not
keep the initial design optimal (if only it were optimal in
the first place). Some reorganisation, due to the
substitutability between factors, will take place. Is this
economics or technology ? Of course both. To go further,
assume that a given plant is "flexible" : changes in the
relative prices of the production factors can easily be
accommodated. Assume that the relative prices do vary
over time. The correct valuation of the cost has to take into
account in advance the technical flexibility of the plant
(what are the possible substitutions between factors ? for
example, can the production plan be changed overnight ?)
and the economic flexibility (can we find the desired
personnel in the market ? can we fire ? is the costly
technical flexibility incorporated in the plant reasonable
with respect to the variations of prices ?)... In any case,
reasoning as if economic aspects and technical aspects
were separable (solve one problem first, then the second) is
just impossible.

Everybody knows examples of old prospective studies that
have proved in total contradiction with reality, and
conversely, from times to times, "visionary" studies that
seem to have predicted with astonishing accuracy what
happened afterwards are exhumed. This sort of judgement
relies on a form of "prospective in retrospect" : a given
study is evaluated ex post by being confronted with reality
via a "well-chosen" sample of its predictions, either for
discredit or for appraisal.
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It amounts basically to quoting, after cuts and
rearrangements, an author and to make him apparently
support opinions he would not necessarily subscribe to.
Evaluating prospective studies in this way is unfair and not
really scientific since by an adequate selection of the
arguments, contrived opinions can be attributed. Moreover,
it is a little bit too late : a prospective study plays a role at
the moment its is published ; except in the rare case where
the ex post evaluation can be done in a short time after, the
conclusions on the quality of the expert that can be drawn
are of little value.

The only argument in favour of this "critical" method,
shocking as it may seem, is that it often matches the rigor
of the criticised study. In other terms, a prediction (and the
method behind) will be criticised because it was claiming
(or believed) to offer some firm conclusion. The tension is
exactly the following : either the advice are strong and
affirmative, they lead to spectacular decisions, but their
consequences may be dramatic, or the statements are
vague, the decisions cautious, or even very conservative,
and some opportunities may be missed. My view is that it
is possible to search for a reasonable intermediate between
these poles, if we accept that uncertainty can be modelled.

Common sense imposes that judgements on prospective
studies should be moderate, and should take into account
the conditions under which they were performed. Now, a
prospective study must be perfectly clear on the
methodology adopted. The criticisms, either when it is
published, or ex post, must rely only (a) on the announced
methodology AND (b) on the verification that the
methodology was really implemented. The first
requirement is more theoretical by nature, and a certain
vision of the world has to be given. The second
requirement may seem trivial. However, even the best
theoretical constructions meet difficulties when the time
comes to give numbers to the key notions defined in the
models. For example, if data on the proven reserves of a
certain fuel have to be used as an input for a certain
purpose, it is important for the expert to understand how
these data are constructed, and whether the theory behind
this construction is consistent with his own. In the case of
oil reserves, the discussion over the different qualities and
localisation of the oil fields is extremely important : any
synthetic index may be too rough for certain applications
interested in the exploitation and valorisation of particular
qualities.

The part on the art of building and using scenarios
explains the exact theoretical status of scenarios, this
clarification allowing for a better understanding of the
conclusions that can be drawn in practice from a series of
scenarios giving a broad view of the future. The
implications of this analysis for the presentation that
scenario analysis should adopt will be given.

I do not raise original epistemological issues, but of course,
I discuss whether some testability of prospective studies
can be imagined.

After all, nobody is forced to be an expert : accepting the
role involves accepting to see one's work scrutinised,
criticised, and evaluated. Clearly, the common caveats
according to which a certain study is "simplified, raw,
preliminary, and so on", is by no way a barrier against
critics, and the expert cannot dismiss his responsibility. It
is essential that assessments of precision and confidence,
which are statistical notions, be associated to the study.
The advantage of stochastic modelling is that it offers its
own appreciation.

The methodology suggested by stochastic modelling raises
the question of testability of the predictions, i.e. the
question of making prospective a discipline with scientific
standards.

CONCLUSIONS

One of the driving ideas of this work is that economic
reasoning should be incorporated in technical studies right
from the beginning. Otherwise, the sort of compromise in
the allocation of effort that every model contains could be
severely unbalanced : what is the sense of piling up a huge
amount of high quality technical details, when it appears
that for a given gain in precision, the marginal cost (in
time) of more technique is by far larger than the marginal
cost of more economics. This difference is in my opinion
the proof that technical studies are crying for more
economics. Contrary to what many engineers and scientists
think, for given technical conditions, the economic value of
a project is not a simple function a synthetic interest rate
and the speed of learning-by-doing driving costs down : in
fact, the degree of uncertainty, and its interaction with the
flexibility can cause reassessments of the economic value
of a project that are of the same (if not larger) order as the
dependency on traditional key parameters. Again, though
flexibility can be defined in purely technical terms
(feasibility), there will be all over the life of the equipment
(or research project, etc.) optimising actions that will be
undertaken. The total effect of the dynamic management
need not be negligible. Above all, the anticipation that a
dynamic management is possible and desirable enters into
the search for the best project : flexibility is a property that
can be desired, designed, cultivated.
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UT-PFC&C-HFW

Task Title : TRANSPARENT POLYCRYSTALLINE CERAMIC WINDOWS

INTRODUCTION

Magnesium spinel MgAl2O4 has an optical transmission as
large as that of sapphire (alumina single crystal) ; it is
transparent to ultraviolet, visible, and infrared radiations up
to a wave length of 7.5 um. The advantage of this
compound is its cubic crystallographic system which allows
an isotropic refraction index in the polycrystalline state.
This property allows the preparation of transparent material
by using techniques of powder technology.

For the preparation of optical materials two routes can be
used; one route is hot pressing, the principle of which is to
press at high temperature the powder between two pistons;
another route is to precompact the powder and to treat it
thermally by natural sintering and, next, to subject the
material to high pressure and high temperature. The latter
step is realized in a hot isostatic press. In our study, the
route which was used is the preparation by natural sintering
followed by hot isostatic pressing (H.I.P). As compared to
uniaxial hot pressing., this technique has the advantage to
be economical on one hand, and to be applicable to pieces
with large dimensions on the other hand. With present
equipment, pieces with dimensions as large as 400 mm can
be obtained.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The binder is removed during the temperature treatment.
After sintering in air the product has some closed porosity;
it is next subjected to the H.I.P. cycle which removes the
residual porosity.

A tube with diameter 12-14 mm and length 80 mm is
shown in Figure 1. With the same technique, plates of
dimensions 150x150x4 mm and domes of diameter 80 mm
were fabricated.

Figure 1 : Tube made by slip-casting (1-80 mm)

TRANSMISSION

Transmission curves for single crystal of MgAl2O4 are
shown in Figure 2, as well as the curve for a plate of 4 mm
thickness.

The work in 1998 was made using a powder with a specific
surface area of 30 m2/g. Two techniques for shaping the
powder were used : one is slip-casting and the second one is
cold isostatic pressing. The densification process is
identical, namely, natural sintering followed by hot isostatic
pressing.

SHAPING BY SLIP-CASTING

This technique is advantageous to prepare pieces with
complex shapes; the shape is given by the plaster mould. It
consists in dispersing the powder in a liquid; it requires the
use of different additives : the deagglomeration agent
allows to maintain the powder particles in a dispersed state,
and a binder which ensures the mechanical strength of the
green pieces. The slurry with adequate viscosity is then
poured in a plaster mould; the liquid is absorbed by
capillarity in the plaster. One obtains the green part. The
mould can be made of several parts depending on the
complexity of the shape to be made.

The green part is dried at 50°C during 12 hours, then is
thermally treated.
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Figure 2 : Transmission of monocrystal
and of a sample thickness - 4 mm

One can see that the transmission losses are significant
especially in the range of small wavelengths. Future work
will be aimed at improving the transmission; better results
were already obtained. However, they are not reproducible
(for example, transmission = 45% at X = 0.4 um for
thickness of 3 mm).
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SHAPING BY COLD ISOSTATIC PRESSING

The powder is introduced in a latex membrane which is
subsequently closed; the device is placed in a liquid bath
which is pressurized. After the cold isostatic pressing, the
precompact can be handled easily. Pieces with given shapes
can be made using rigid compacts and a latex membranes;
this technique is called semi isostatic pressing. A dome
prepared by this type of precompacting is presented in
Figure 3.

Figure 3 : Dome prepared by semi isostatic pressing

The investigation of the optimal transmission was made
with precompacts of powder densified by CLP. In the
parametric study, the following parameters were
investigated : pressure of C.I.P., heating rate, temperature of
dwell time, duration of dwell time for natural sintering. The
H.I.P. cycle has been maintained constant in all the trials.

Presently, a good reproducibility of the results was
obtained, and the transmissions of the parts are satisfactory.
Transmissions curves for 3 thicknesses of material, ranging
from 3 to 12 mm, are presented in Figure 4.
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As can be noted, theoretical transmission is reached in the
infrared range. In the ultraviolet and visible ranges, further
improvement is necessary. Transmission expressed as a
function of thickness is in good agreement with the law T =
To e"°" with a absorption coefficient and t the thickness of
the sample.

CONCLUSION

In order to improve transmission, investigation in 1999 will
focus on the influence of the atmosphere during the natural
sintering cycle on one hand, and on the influence of the hot
isostatic cycle on the other hand. These investigations will
be made with C.I.Ped specimens. As far as slip-casting is
concerned, the study will deal with the optimization of the
preparation (milling) and of the composition (additives) of
the solution.

REPORTS

[1] CEA/DTA/CEREM/CE2M/LECMA D.T. 98/074,
20/04/1998 - F.Valin - Fabrication and characteristics
of MgAl2O4 disks supplied to DRFC.

[2] CEA/DTA/CEREM/CE2M/LECMA D.T. 98/095,
21/11/1998 - F.Valin - Transparent polycrystalline
ceramic windows. M.4.
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Figure 4 : Transmission of specimens with different
thicknesses, and of single crystal
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UT-PFC&C-PS

Task Title : B4C AND COMPOSITE COATINGS

INTRODUCTION

In the framework of the investigation of plasma facing
component materials for fusion reactors CE2M/LECMA
studies the possibility to increase the thermal conductivity
of boron carbide by insertion of tungsten. These ceramic
metal composites are prepared by plasma spraying under
controlled atmosphere and temperature.

In previous work, it was shown that the choice of spraying
conditions has an important role on the boron carbide
thermal conductivity. The nature of plasma gas used to
realise these coatings is one of the dominating parameters.
The effectiveness of Spral 22 (mixture of He, Ar, H2) and
that of Ar/H2 plasma gas which is used classically for B4C
and W have been compared.

In 1997 it was shown that plasma spraying multilayer B4C-
W composites with 40%^ of W allows to increase the
thermal conductivity by around 50% as compared to that of
raw B4C

After the selection of a multilayered composite model, the
influence of the W content on the global thermal
conductivity of the composite is studied.

1998 ACTIVITIES

INFLUENCE OF PLASMA GAS NATURE ON
PROPERTIES OF B4C AND W COATINGS

Spral 22 is a ready to use mixture of He, Ar and H2,
distributed by AIR-LIQUIDE. Trials carried out on several
materials like alumina, zirconia, chromium oxide, and
bonding layers have shown that using Spral 22 allows to
increase the lifetime of electrodes and to increase the
spraying yield of 30 to 50% without damaging the coating
quality.

B4C and W plasma spraying with classical conditions
implies our installation to work near the maximum of its
capacities. Using Spral may be a way to reduce the wear of
our equipment.

After determining new spraying conditions for B4C and W,
it was shown that using Spral 22 presents non negligible
advantages. It is possible to improve significantly the B4C
spraying yield. The increase of equipment temperature,
like caisson and sensor, is smaller with Spral. It is possible
to do long-lasting spraying with little wear of the
installation.

Finally, using Spral allows to reduce the wear of torch
electrodes and ensures more regularity of the different
parameters during the spraying.

However, thermal characterisations made on B4C and W
coatings show an important decrease of the thermal
conductivity for materials prepared with Spral as compared
to those prepared with Ar/ H2 mixture (Table 1).

Table 1 : Thermal conductivity
for materials prepared with Spral andAr/B.2

B4C

W

K (W/m.K)

Spral

4.0

16.2

Ar/H2

5.5

52.0

Conclusion

Because the aim of this study is to obtain the best thermal
conductivity for these plasma coatings, the study of
optimisation of plasma sprayed B4CAV composites cannot
be continued with Spral.

INFLUENCE OF THE NUMBER AND THE
THICKNESS OF W LAYERS ON THE THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY OF B4C/W COMPOSITES

Three B4C/W composites were prepared. Differences in
their configuration are the number and the thickness of the
B4C and W layers (Table 2).

Table 2 : Configuration of the three types
of composites and thermal conductivity

Reference

Number of
layers

thickness of the
B4C (nm)

thickness of the
W(um)

K (W/m.K)

model A

32

60 to 70

60 to 70

8.4

model B

6

400

300

8.2

model C

24

450 and
60 to 70

60 to 70

7.9

These results do not indicate any significant effect of the
number of the B4C and W layers on the thermal
conductivity of the composite.

To study the influence of the W content on the thermal
conductivity, it is necessary to define the basic
configuration of the B4C/W composite.
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Once fixed the number of W layers, the W content in the
composite varies as the thickness of the W layers. The
plasma spraying technique allows to make layers with
various thicknesses. Taking into account the powder and the
parameters used. W layers with thickness less than 30 to 40
tum cannot be expected to be obtained with good conditions
in our facility. Based on different criteria it was chosen to
continue the work on B4CAV composites of mode! B,
namely 3 + 3 layers.

Several composites have been made with different contents
of W. The spraying conditions and materials used hi these
triais are the same. The W contest was varied from 10 to 50
%VOÎ- Theoretical characteristics of composites are listed in
Table 3.

Table 3 : Theoretical characteristics of B/Z/W composites

Comrxjsite

B4C/W 10

B4C/W 20

B4C/W 30

40

B4C/W 50

Thickness of
W individual

<%voi) 1 W layer
(am)

20

30

50

Thickness of Total
individual [ thickness
B4C layer [ (mm)

(um) |

67 600

133 333

267

467

400

i -
v..

Photo n° 1 : B/Z/W'10 Photo n° 2 : B4OW20 Photo n" 3 : B/yW 30

Photo n°4: B/Z/W40

CONCLUSION

Photo nz 5 : 3.C/W50

TASK LEADER

Results of all characterisation tests will allow to check the
effect of W on the thermal conductivity of the composite.
Analysis of the tests will be reported in Î999.

REPORT

[1] DTA/CEREM/CE2M/LECMA D.T. 98/88 - 16/09/98
- N.Lochet Study of influence of plasma gas nature on
spraying conditions and properties of B4C coatings,

[2] DTA/CEREM/CE2M/LECMA D.T. 98/96 - 03/12/98
- N.Lochet. Study of the influence of the number and
thickness of W layers on the thermal conductivity of
S4C,;"W multilayers composites.
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Fax : 33 1 69 08 91 75

E-maiî : nicolas.locheftScea.fr
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UT-PFC&C-SiC

Task Title : COMPOSITE MATERIALS FOR PFC

INTRODUCTION

A technique was worked out for the fabrication of pure and
dense SiC parts. Fabrication essentially includes four
steps :

precompacting of
isostatic pressing,

commercial powder using cold

- removal of the binder,

- natural sintering,

- post hipping.

This technique makes use only of conventional steps of
powder technology.

The final hipping operation which is a high temperature,
high pressure treatment of naturally sintered parts remains
an economical treatment as it does not require any
cladding of the parts.

Main results obtained in 1998 and reported in [1-2] are
recalled hereafter and future work is overviewed.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The results are obtained with a SiC powder purchased
from H.C.STARCK (UF 15 Premix) ; this powder contains
10 w% binder, which permits easily the shaping of the
piece, and 0.5 w% boron and 3 w% carbon, which are aids
for sintering step.

- Precompacting of the powder is realized in a latex
membrane under isostatic pressure of 250 MPa; then
dewaxing is made at 800°C during 2 hours under
vacuum.

- Natural sintering is carried out in a resistor furnace
under helium atmosphere with heating rate of 600°C/h.
The dwell time is 1 or 2 hours, and the cooling rate is
600°C/h.

In Table 1 are given the characteristics of the dwell time
and of the densities of SiC after this step. After
measurement of densities, the samples are introduced in
the hot isostatic press. The goal of this treatment is to
reduce the closed porosity. The hot isostatic pressing was
carried out in an argon atmosphere of 200 MPa at 2000°C
during 2 hours.

The heating and cooling rate are 600°C/h. The densities of
the samples are given in Table 1.

Table 1 : Density of SiC after sintering
and after hot isostatic pressing steps

Ref

A

B

C

D

Sintering

2100°C-2h

2130°C-2h

2150°C -1 h

2200°C - 1 h

Density
gem"3

2.93

2.94

2.975

3.075

Hipping

2000°C - 2 h

2000°C - 2 h

2000°C - 2 h

2000°C - 2 h

Density

2.96

2.94

3.04

3.15

From the results in Table 1, it is observed that it is
preferable to use a high temperature and shorter times
rather than a lower temperature and longer times in order
to increase the density after the natural sintering. In
addition, the efficiency of the hot isostatic pressing is the
larger, the larger the density of the product. This is
explained by the fact that for specimens A and B the
porosity is likely to be essentially open, whereas for C and
D the fraction of closed porosity is larger and the 200 MPa
gas pressure at 2000°C can decrease the number and the
size of the pores.

Characteristics which are studied are microstructure,
mechanical strength and thermal conductivity.

MICROSTRUCTURE

S.E.M. examinations were made on etched samples and, as
a consequence, the size of defects are overestimated. These
observations are summarized in Table 2. The porosity is
determined by image analysis

Table 2 : Characteristics of the microstructure
of samples after H.I. P.

Ref

A

B

C

D

Pore size
(urn)

8

10

< 1 0

1

Porosity
(%)

5.5

6.8

1.8

= 0

Maximum
grain size ( p i )

< 1 0

< 1 0

20

25

The microstructure of these different materials is
homogeneous, except for type B for which defects as large
as 60 um can be observed.
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MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The measurements have been realized at room temperature
on bars of 25x4x4 mm with the 3 point bending test. The
length between the supports is 20 mm and the load
application rate is 0 .2 mm/minute. The faces of the bars
are not polished. The results are given in Table 3.

Table 3 : Flexural strength ofSiC after hipping

Table 5 : Thermal conductivity ofSiC (d = 3.10 g cm'3)

Ref

A

B

C

D

a (MPa)

366

269

369

390

^maximum

383

333

414

495

^minimum

343

200

318

342

It can be noted that the mean value of the modulus of
rupture is > 365 MPa for all types except for type B. Its low
bending strength can be explained by large defects, 60 um,
observed in the material.

If we compare the flexural strength of SiC before and after
H.I.P, it can be seen that this treatment can be in certain
cases very beneficial. For the fabrication types C and D,
bending tests have been realized before and after H.I.P. ;
results are given in Table 4.

Table 4 : flexural strength before and after H.I.P.

c
D

CT(MPa)

Before H.I.P.

335

269

After H.I.P.

369

390

The improvement in mechanical resistance is obvious
particularly for the D samples. The H.I.P. treatment has
the main effect of removing, or decreasing the size of, the
defects and consequently of ensuring a better homogeneity
of the material.

The comparison of the results obtained for types A and B
shows a flexural strength almost the same for the two
products although their densities are very different
(A=2.96 g cm'3 and B=3.15 g cm"3). This shows the
influence of the material grain size on its mechanical
resistance. Thus, material A with grains less than 10 um
and 6% porosity has roughly the same flexural strength
than an almost dense material with grains as large as
25 urn.

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

The thermal conductivity has been calculated from thermal
diffusivity measurements by the laser flash technique.
Measurements have been made on a sample after natural
sintering at 2200°C - 1 hour ; the density is 3.10 g cm"3.

Temperature (°C)

20

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

^(Wm-'K-1)

113

103.3

90.2

78.5

71.4

65.0

58.3

55.2

51.8

The results are in agreement with current values of thermal
conductivity obtained for silicon carbide.

CONCLUSION

This study of densification and characterization of SiC
parts was realized with large pieces with final
dimensions of 0 = 42 mm and h = 35 mm. The
specimens for flexural strength have been cut out from
these parts, and one can except that these values are
minimum ones. If the densification is made on samples
with smaller dimensions in one direction, the density
will be higher.

A second means to improve the quality of the products
will be to optimize the pressureless sintering cycle. The
times of the plateau used in our experiments are too
long. Trials of 30 minutes for the temperature plateau
would be probably sufficient. The next experiments will
be made at temperatures of 2125°C to 2200°C during
such a time. A short time for the plateau will limit the
grain size increase, and consequently, will improve the
mechanical resistance of the material. The H.I.P. cycle
conditions will remain the same because, in the case of
industrial extrapolation, no present facility can operate
above 2000°C.

REPORT

[1] CEA/DTA/CEREM/CE2M/LECMA D.T. 98/076,
15/05/98 - F.Valin. Fabrication and characterization
of SiC parts.

[2] CEA/DTA/CEREM/CE2M/LECMA D.T 98/97,
7/12/98 - F.Valin. Densification of SiC using natural
sintering followed by hipping.
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UT-SM&C-A4

Task Title : ASSESSMENT OF LASER WELDABILITY OF INTERNAL
COMPONENTS MATERIALS - LASER WELDABILITY OF
MARTENSITIC AND LOW ACTIVATION STEELS

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this task is to complete and finalize the
knowledge of the base metal weldability and the feasibility
of laser welding processes of martensitic and low
activation steels (F82H nuancies).

The characteristics, advantages and limits of the lasers
processes have been established. An opening of the laser
process feasibility will be explored in order to increase the
process strength, to assume larger assembly tolerances, and
conclude on the supply specifications variations. The
acquired knowledge will permit to conclude on the laser
welding of these types of steels.

1998 ACTIVITIES

1997 activities has been devoted to the study of martensitic
and low activation steels, such comparison of the behavior
of JLF1 and F82H steels in CO2 flat welding, and YAG
position welding on F82H butt joints.

RESULTS :

Following the YAG and CO2 weldabilty work on JLF1 and
F82H steels, performed during 1997 on butt joints and
bead on plate have been realized. The small quantity of
these materials has limited the welding trials on F82H
samples. Three welding sketches has been tested :

- 1,2 kW pulsed YAG laser :
overhead position, sample : 6 mm thickness

- 20 kWCO2 laser:
on wall position, sample : 15 mm thickness

- 4 kW continuous laser :
Bead on plate, flat welding position, sample : 7,5 mm
thickness

Overhead position welding has been tested for pulsed YAG
laser welding on the F82H steel. Due to the small quantity
of these materials, the welding parameters have been
shortly optimized. In fact, good welds have been get
quickly.

This shows that the process seems to be tolerant with the
welding position. Welds on butt joints have been realized.
Smooth welds in full penetration have been get (at top and
bottom). The weld width is nearly simular to those
observed in the case of vertical rising welding.

The quantity of bubbles in the molten pool is high
(dimensions around 0.6 mm). No hot cracking has been
observed. The weld structure is comparable to those
observed in flat position : martensitic in the fusion zone
and the two HAZ observed before (y transformed and not).

The heat affected zone is similar whatever the welding
position (6 mm width). The joints hardness behavior is
between 380 to 420 Hv in the fusion zone and Heat
Affected Zone( 220 to 240 Hv in the base metal).

On wall position welding has been realized for CO2 laser
process on the F82H. The welding trials have been carried
out, bead on plate, on 15 mm thickness samples, with laser
welding power from 14 to 16 kW and welding speed
between 12 to 23 mm/s.

The optimized welding parameters (15 kW/ 15 mm/s)
have provided acceptable welds (figure 1). For higher
welding speed, hot cracking occurs in the center of the
fusion zone.

In any case, porosities are found in the fusion zone.
However, an improving of the joint compacity must be
carried out for decreasing the porosity rate (shielding gas)
and hot cracking defects (possibility of using pre and pot-
heating).

In continuous YAG laser welding, bead on plate joints
have been realized on 7,5 mm samples, with 4 kW laser
power and travel speed between 4 to 6 mm/s. The
geometrical and metallurgical appearance has a poor
aspect. Pores and undercut has been observed (figure 1).

This process does not allow to weld such a thickness. The
laser power seems to be not suffisant (too low welding
speed).

The welding behavior seems to be different with standard
stainless steel for this process. In using 4 and 2 kW lasers
combined in the same focusing head, the process will allow
to improve the welds quality.
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i J W C0 2 /aœr welding of 15 mm thick F82Hplates
(12 mm /sec, 15 mm/sec ami 18 mm/sec) :

weld bead configurations

4 kW YAG cw welding at 4.5 mm/sec
on 7.5 mm F82H plates

Nail-head aspect of the bead - Presence of 2 HAZ
(with and without phase transformation)

4 kW YAG cw welding at 4 mm/sec
on 7.5 mm F82H plates

Nail-head aspect of the bead, presence of
microporosities and crack initiation at the bottom of the
bead

Figure I

CONCLUSIONS

Overhead position welding has been successfully tested for
pulsed YAG laser welding on F82H butt joints. The
obtained welds are very comparable to those get in the other
welding position : wall, up and down vertical rising. The
joints aspect is comparable. No filling out of the molten
pool has been observed, smooth welds in full penetration
have been get (at top and bottom).

The quantity of bubbles in the molten pool is high, and
similar for both up and down vertical rising welding
positions (around 0.5 mm). The weld structure is
comparable to those observed in flat position.

The possibility- of welding in wall position has been
investigated in using a 20 kW CO2 laser on F82H samples.
Welding conditions optimization has permitted to get
acceptable welds shape, as seen in figure I. However, an
improving of the joint compacity must be carried out for
decreasing the porosity rate (shielding gas) and hot cracking
defects (possibility of using pre and pot-heating).
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The mastering of the molten pool seems to be manageable
in wall welding position, and 15 mm thickness welding
seems to be manageable, in working the process.

The results obtained in continuous YAG welding do not
provide yet acceptable welds on 7,5 mm thickness
samples. It has been observed pores, undercut (figure 2).
This thickness is too large for this process. In these
conditions, the liquid movement of the molten pool are too
strong, and shielding gas are driven in the seam. The
decreasing of the porosity rate must be implemented. For a
lower thickness, a comparison with normal stainless steel
will help the welding parameters optimization. More
development welding trials must be conducted to assess
these first set-up. The previous work an the 2 kW pulsed
and continuous laser will help for understanding and
mastering the welding conditions.
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1999

[2] "Soudabilité de l'acier F82H par laser CO2 et YAG
continus", P. PEYRE, DPSA/CLFA/99-
NT002/PP/PhA, Février 1999
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UT-N-DPA

Task Title : DISPLACEMENT PER ATOM MODELLING

INTRODUCTION PUBLICATIONS

The objective of this task is to contribute to the
development of tools for calculating dpa induced by
neutrons irradiation in structure materials.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The work on the dpa calculation code DIANE, developed
at CEA, has been continued. The DIANE code has been
improved and a documentation has been produced to
present :

- physical laws used into the DIANE code,

- application examples : Aluminium, Copper, and B4C
materials.

It is important to recall that the DIANE code can calculate
dpa induced by electron, ion and neutron. A formalism to
treat polyatomic materials has been also implemented.

CONCLUSIONS

[1] D. Simeone, Lois physiques utilisées dans DIANE et
exemples d'application. Rapport SEMI/LEMA/RT/
98-008, septembre 1998.

[2] P. Cuendet, Développement et validation d'un
schéma de calcul pour l'étude des systèmes
spallateurs, Thèse de Doctorat en Sciences Physiques,
Université de Paris 6, Paris, Juillet 1998.
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The results obtained by the DIANE code give useful
informations concerning :

- the energy transfer processes from the projectile (ion,
electron and neutron) to the PKA (Primary Knocked
Atoms),

- the creation of defaults into the matter.

The models could be improved to take into account the
disorder state generated in the cristal.

Two work directions are being investigated actually :

- the physical mean of the dpa concept to characterize
material damages. A AEN/OCDE working group is
thinking about this subject.

- the coupling of DIANE dpa model calculation to
neutron cross-section evaluation (as JEF-2, ENDF/BVI)
or directly to neutron transport codes as 3 D Monte
Carlo codes.
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UT-N-NDA

Task Title : NUCLEAR DATA ASSESSMENT

INTRODUCTION

The UT-N-NDA, activities continue to cover both material
assessment needs and models development and validation.
The structural materials activation & characterisation in
the FY97 has been completed by the Breeder Ceramic
Characterisation during the FY98. While, a new
development effort has been devoted to simulate pulsed
activation of different types.

Brief description of the progress in these two directions is
given in the following.

1998 ACTIVITIES

Activities during the FY98 were mainly focused on the
ceramic breeder activation characteristics assessment and
the efforts to develop and validate models to simulate
exactly the pulsed activation in fusion reactors.

The activation characterisation of the ceramic breeders
contributed into the Ceramic Breeder Characterisation
activities required by the Solid Breeder Sub-task Group
issued from the IEA-Implementation Agreement on
Nuclear Technology of Fusion Reactors.

As for the simulation of the pulsed activation regimes, the
main effort of development was given to the ITER-like
pulse model. A module based on FISPACT, [Rl],
activation code has been developed and is under validation.
Efforts will be continued in order to cover extreme
situations with irradiation pulses in the order of fractions
of seconds.

CERAMIC MATERIALS CHARACTERISATION

In the frame of the EEA-Implementation Agreement on
Nuclear Technology of Fusion Reactors, the Solid Breeder
Sub-task Group has decided, during their meeting at Mito-
Japan, on October 24th, 1997, to address a list of the R&D
sub-areas to be considered for international co-operation.
One of these sub-areas is the Ceramic Breeder
Characterisation.

Subsequently, breeder ceramic neutron-induced activation
has been required and carried out using the neutron
spectrum in the vicinity of the First Wall (FW) of an ITER-
like fusion machine uses beryllium in form of pebble-bed
as multiplier and MANET as structure materials. The
breeder ceramic pebbles are cooled by helium, while the
FW is cooled by water.

A FW neutron loading of 1 MW/ra2 was assumed. The
activation evaluations were carried out for an irradiation
time of a continuous 1 year full power. The cooling time
varies from 0 to 5 104 years after reactor shutdown.

Only the three EU breeder ceramic candidates were
considered, namely, the Ortho-silicate [Li4Si04], the meta-
zirconate [Li2Zr03], and the meta-titanate [Li2Ti03]. For
the purpose of the neutron induced activation assessment
no-impurities were considered. Only, the ceramic base
material composition is considered, [R2].

The neutron transport calculations were carried out using
the Monte-Carlo simulation code TRIPOLI4, [R3], and a
ENDF/B6 cross sections library, for an ITER breeding
blanket, [R4], type of geometry.

No-impurities have been taken into account in this
assessment, as demanded by the materials group's experts.
For this step of the breeder ceramic activation
characterisation, attention has been paid to the ceramic
specific activity [Bq/kg] and decay heat [kW/kg]. Dose rate
[Sv/hr], ingestion dose [Sv] and inhalation dose [Sv] will
be evaluated later when impurities will be better defined.
The later quantities are very sensitive to impurities
composition.

Neutron induced activation evaluations were carried out
using the FISPACT4 code package and its EAF library,
[Rl].

As Li (Li6 and Li7) element has by so far the most
significant contribution in the Tritium production
compared to the contribution of the other existing
elements, calculations were repeated twice with and
without Li element in order to simulate the two extreme
situations. As it could be shown in [PI], considering the
situation with Li will not allow to distinguish between the
specific activation characteristics of each ceramic breeder.

They show almost the same evolution until some hundred
of years, [PI], before the complete decay of tritium isotope.
However, the three ceramic breeders show quite different
evolution profile if tritium production is fully omitted.
Meta-titanate and meta-zirconate evolve in comparative
way for few decades, with higher specific activity (twice) in
the case of the meta-zirconate during the 1st year. After
these few decades, the meta-titanate specific activity is
almost the same as the ortho-silicate up to 5 10+4 years,
after shutdown. During the first 5 years after shutdown, the
ortho-silicate shows the smallest specific activity compared
to the meta-zirconate and the meta-titanate, when tritium
contribution is not counted for, [PI].
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In addition to the specific activity [Bq/kg] evaluation, the
specific decay heat [kW/kg] of each ceramic breeder under
the same irradiation and cooling conditions has been
evaluated. The results of the evaluation are given in [PI]. It
can be concluded that all three ceramic breeders show very
comparable specific decay heat [~ 2.5 10-2 kW/kg] just
after shutdown. Few minutes after shutdown, the decay heat
of the ortho-silicate deviates significantly from the other
two ceramics. In 5 day interval, the ortho-silicate heat decay
has decreased by 5 folds while the meta-zirconate and the
meta-titanates have decreased only by factor 2, [PI].

It should be underlined that these trends may be changed if
the exact impurities were taken into account in each
ceramic.

The Activation of the ceramic breeders is given in details in
[PI].

PULSED ACTIVATION MODELLING

Although future fusion reactors will be designed to operate
in continuous mode, some intermediate fusion machines
like ITER are designed to operate in pulsed mode. The total
number of pulses are expected to be in the order of 105

pulses of 2200 seconds minimum, for the two operational
phases of ITER. At such high rate of short irradiation
pulses, the existing activation codes are not adequate to
simulate the exact operating conditions and more
development is still required.
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FISPACT code is extensively used for neutron-induced
activation evaluations within the European Fusion Program
[EFP]. In its present state of development, FISPACT code
is fully satisfactory, up to some hundred irradiation cycles.
However, It is not the case for irradiation cycles number as
high as hundred of thousands.

An experimental supervisor called PULSE has thus been
developed to allow a fast cycling of FISPACT code. It
contains two different types of routines :

1. Master routine: is written in C-Shell command and
supervising FISPACT execution, the I/O files and the
executive routine

2. Executive routine : is written in FORTRAN77 and
enabling the extraction of isotopic compositions directly
from FISPACT Output file after the (n-l)* cycle and
rewriting the FISPACT INPUT file for the n* cycle
calculations.

In case of a high number of irradiation cycles evaluation,
PULSE tool reports, in principal, the last cycle of the
irradiation campaign. However, user will be able to print
intermediate results of specific interest with the help of the
Master Routine.

One of the main features of the PULSE tool is thus its
capacity to reduce drastically the FISPACT output file in
the case of high number of irradiation cycles. Although,
intermediate results could at each given cycle be recalled
and kept on a separate output file. This possibility and many
others are avaible through the implementation of the
required functions in the Master Routine.

Another interesting feature is that PULSE tool allow
continuing the same calculations for additional number of
cycles. While, FISPACT needs to restart the whole
calculations if an additional number of cycles have to be
added.

A test case has been run in order to ensure the reliability of
the PULSE iterative scheme. As the data transfer between
FISPACT and the Executive Routine is done through the
OUTPUT file of FISPACT. it was necessary to assess the
eventual losses in numerical precision of the calculated
values (isotopic concentrations, activities, equivalent dose,
inhalation dose, ingestion dose, decay heat,...}.

Several comparisons between FISPACT under PULSE tool
and FISPACT have been undertaken to validate the PULSE
tool. A case is run for the evaluation of the neutron induced
activation in the were performed for many irradiation
campaigns, 1 cycle, 10 cycles, 100 cycles.

After 100 cycles, FISPACT normal output was already of
some 9 MB size. Computation time was about 27min on the
Ultra-1 SUN work station. In the case of using PULSE tool
to carry out the same evaluations, the output file was of 157
kB reporting only the calculated values within the 100*
cycle.

Computation time was about 25min on the same Ultra-1
SUN work station. After 100 cycles, the integral values of
the activation (Bq/kg), heating rates (kW) and different type
of dose (Sv) were compared. The results are almost
identical with numerical differences less than 1%. The
resultant dominant isotopes are similar for FISPACT and
FISPACT under PULSE tool as it is shown in, [P2].
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The inventory of the isotopes by FISPACT evaluates 212
isotopes, while PULSE tool evaluates only 211 isotopes.
The missing isotope is the Zr87 with the concentration of
1.86 10* at/kg by the end of the 100th cycle. Its half-life is
about 6.24 10+3 s and contributes by 207 Bq/kg out of 2.1
10+14 Bq/kg of the total activity. Details are given in [P2].

Unfortunately, it was not possible to validate FISPACT
under PULSE Tool for cycles number as high as 1000 and
higher. This is beyond the operational limit of FISPACT at
the present.

Although, validation was not possible, several trials with
FISPACT under PULSE were undertaken to assess
eventual operational problems at large number of
irradiation cycles. No specific problems has been detected
up to 10+5 cycles. A run with 10+5 cycles took some 410
hours on the Ultra 1 SUN work station.

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS

[PI] M. Eid, « Neutron induced activation in different
ceramic breeder materials » CEA technical note,
SERMA/LCA/RT/98-2224/A, May 1998.

[P2] M. Eid, « PULSE - a tool to allow the simulation of
cyclic neutro-induced activation, using FISPACT
code» CEA technical note, SERMA/LCA/RT/98-
2395/A, Sept. 1998.

[P3] M. Eid « Status Report on the Nuclear Data
assessment for Fusion Energy Applications » CEA
report, SERMA/LCA/RT/98-2461/A, Dec.98.
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UT-SM&C-CM3

Task Title : INTERACTION BETWEEN THE DEFORMATION DISLOCATION
NETWORK AND IRRADIATION
Mechanical properties and micro-mechanisms in irradiated stainless steels

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this work is to investigate the interaction of
the irradiation defects with the dislocation network
produced by the plastic deformation. The objective is to
correlate the measured hardening with the observation of
the microstructures by transmission electron microscopy.
Since the samples are ion irradiated, part of the work deals
with developing mechanical tests on small irradiated
samples. In the following, we present an application of the
submicronic indentation technique to the samples irradiated
by helium ions in order to test mechanical properties and
observe by transmission electron microscopy the interaction
between the gliding dislocations and the irradiation
damages.

A large number (> 50) of indents are made on each sample
using a Berkovitch tip.From the depth versus load curves at
constant maximum depth the conventional hardness is
calculated as the applied load per surface of the projected
permanent area [1,2]. The dispersion of the curve is rather
small (fig. la, b and c).

1998 ACTIVITIES
Figure la

In a first stage we irradiated with helium ions in order to
characterise the hardness by nanoindentation in two
mechanical states of 316L steel : solution annealed (SA),
cold-worked (CW). Two helium implantations levels have
been chosen : 2 and 10 at.% He corresponding roughly to 2
and 10 dpa. The irradiation temperature is 350°C.

MICROSTRUCTURES

The microstructure of the solution annealed material before
irradiation consists in a low dislocation density (<1012 m-2).
The cold work materials has been furnished by EDF from a
12-20% cold worked rod. Its microstructure consist in cells
(1 jim wide) and mechanical twins (10 nm thick).

The irradiated solution annealed alloys presents :

- large FRANK dislocation loops located in the (111)
planes (diameter : 500 nm).

- bubbles (diameter 1-2 nm) without strain field around.
The distance between bubbles : is 10 nm, corresponding
to a density of 1024 m'3.

HARDNESS MEASUREMENTS

Experimental method

The samples are 3 mm diameter disk, 0.1 mm thick. They
are electropolished before irradiation.

Figure lb

Figure lc

Figure 1 : Depth versus load :
a) SA, b) SA + 2% He, c) CW
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A general feature of the curves is a linear behaviour up to a
depth of 15-20 nm which is attributed to the imperfection of
the tip which behave as a spherical indenter. Then, the
evolution is roughly as dm. The given value are larger than
the known value of Vickers micro-hardness and the
conclusion is in every case deducted from internal
reference.

INDENTATIONS AT 100 nm

Effect of material

The cold worked material present a larger (70%) hardness
than the solution annealed (SA) material : roughly from 4 to
7 Gpa. The represention as histograms shows for the best
the differences (fig. 2a and c)
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Figure 2a

Consequence of 2% implantation

In the solution annealed the hardness increase after
irradiation is about 30%. The hardness evolution versus the
He concentration is shown on figure 2a and b. In the cold
worked material no evolution is detected (fig. 2c and d)

Consequence of10 % implantation

In the cold worked state the measured hardness is about 7
+/- 2 GPa which is the very same value than after 2%
implantation.
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Figure 2 : Hardness histograms :a) SA, b) SA+2% He, c) CW, d) CW+2% He
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INFLUENCE OF INDENTATION DEPTH ON THE
HARDNESS

The indentation depth is an important parameter for two
main reasons:

i) the implantation is limited to a layer thinner than 300
nm with a peak at 1500 nm.

ii) the indentation size effect (ISE) on the measured
hardness, whatever the scale (nano or micro) is still
badly understood.

For this purpose we systematically measure hardness at 50
and 150 nm other depth for the different metallurgical
condition CW, SA with and without irradiation. The four
states are presented on figure 3 versus depth indentation.

hi the SA steel, a test at lower depth (50 nm) on the low
level irradiated sample shows that the hardness increase is
larger when measured at this depth. The relative hardness
increase reach 60% : 4.8-5.1 GPa.

hi the CW steel no effect of the depth on the hardness is
observed between 50 and 150 nm.
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The indentation method has been successfully applied to
measure the hardening after helium irradiation in solution
annealed material. The main hardening comes from
bubbles.

hi the irradiated cold worked material, no softening and no
depth effect are observed.

The very same conclusions are qualitatively similar after
tests at 50, 100 and 150 nm. These measurements willl be
followed by TEM observations of irradiated CW material.
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UT-SM&C-COR

Task Title : METAL AND OXIDES THERMODYNAMIC STABILITY AND
SOLUBILITY IN WATER COOLING SYSTEM
Aluminium oxides stability and solubility in water

INTRODUCTION

The objectives are to study the stability of the oxides which
may be formed in the water cooling circuits (divertor
cooling loops or breeder cooling loops) and their
solubilities.

1998 ACTIVITIES

In neutral aqueous solution, the oxide formed in the
surface of the metallic aluminium depends only on the
temperature : bayerite phase, ot-Al(OH)3 (or a-
A12O3,3H2O), is observed up to 70 °C - 80 °C, and after,
boehmite, y-AlO(OH) (or Y-A12O3 ,H2O), up to 300 °C. The
aqueous species identified by different authors are
essentially Al3+, A1(OH)2+, A1(OH)2

+, A1(OH)3° and
A1(OH)4\ In the nature, the gibbsite phase, Y-A1(OH)3 (or
y-Al2O3,3H2O), is usually observed in bauxite, the natural
mine stone aluminium. Literature data are used to describe
the thermodynamic behaviour of the two phases: y-
AIO(OH), a-Al(OH)3 in contact with water. The model
allows to determine the total concentration in aluminium
in the aqueous solution and the distribution of the
hydrolysis species according to pH and temperature.

This work shows that the dissolution of the aluminium
oxides is expected to have a minimum according to pH.
This solubility minimum varies according to the
temperature. For example, the boehmite solubility is
related as follows. The known species of aluminium in
aqueous solution are Al3+, A1(OH)2+, A1(OH)2

+, A1(OH)3°
and A1(OH)4". The considered equilibria are as follows:

The mixing of last equations gives the total concentration
in aqueous aluminium according to pH and temperature :

Al3 t + H2O <*• A1(OH)2+ + H*

A1(OH)2+ + H2O *• A1(OH)2
+ + H+

A1(OH)2
+ + H2O <*- A1(OH)3° + H*

A1(OH)3° + H2O »• A1(OH)4' + H+

K,,, = [AJ(OH)2+].[H+]/[Al3+] ;

K,,2 = [AlCOlVj.IH^/tAlCOH)2*] ;

K,.j = [AJ(OH)3°].[H+]/[Al(OH)2
+] ;

K M = [Al(OHVJ.[H+]/[Al(OH)30].

The solubility of boehmite in pure water is described by the
equilibrium reaction :

Y-A1O(OH)(!) + 2 H2O •»• A)(OH)4 ' + H+

In tliese conditions, the total concentration in aqueous
aluminium is obtained by the summation of individual
concentration of each aluminium species :

[H+]4/(Ku.K,,2.Ki,3.K1.4) + [Ht]1/(K,,tKu.K,.4)[Al] =

At a given temperature, the different equilibrium constants
are determined by the known of Gibbs energy AG°(T):

AG°(T) = RT.ln K

and AG°(T) is calculated by the known of the
thermodynamic data [1-3] of each species involved in Al-
H2O system : standard enthalpy of formation at
Tref= 298.15 K, AH°f{Tref), standard entropy at
Tref= 298.15 K, S°(Tref) and the specific heat capacity at
constant pressure Cp°(T).

This method is applied to model the solubility of boehmite,
bayerite and gibbsite in water according to pH and
temperature. The figure 1 shows the results obtained for
boehmite with the pH range 2-10 at 25 °C and 100 °C.

The figure 2 shows the results obtained for the three
phases, gibbsite, bayerite and boehmite at 25 °C if we
consider the selected data in this work or those used by
Pourbaix [4]. Significant change is observed in the relative
position of the solubility curves but the shape is similar.

[Al] [A1(OH)2+] + [A1(OH)2
+] + [Al(OH),0] + [AJ(OHy].

1 V.A. POKROVSKII et H.C. HELGESON.
Thermodynamic properties of aqueous species and
solubilities of minerals at high pressures and
temperatures : The system Al2O3-H2O-NaCl.
American Journal of Science Vol. 295 December
1995 p.1255.

2 J.A. APPS, J.M. NEIL et C.H. JUN.
Thermodynamical properties of gibbsite, bayerite,
boehmite, diaspore and aluminate ion between 0 and
350°C. Division of waste management. Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguard. U.S Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. Washington D.C. 20555.
NUREG/CR--5271. LBL 21482, 1989.

3 I. DIAKONOV, G. POKROVSKI, I SCHOTT, S.
CASTET et R. GOUT. An experimental and
computational study of sodium-aluminium
complexing in crustal fluids. Geochim. Cosmochim.
Acta60(1996)p.l97.

4 M. POURBAIX. Atlas d'Equilibres Electrochimiques
à 25°C. Gauthier-Villars & de Editeur. Paris 1963.
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UT-SM&C-FCC

Task Title : FLICA-CASTEM COUPLING

INTRODUCTION

The European Fusion Underlying Technology program
aims at constructing and maintaining basic generic
knowledge and tools necessary for the future fusion reactor
design and manufacturing activities.

Among these tools, a specific tool for coupling (ISAS)
thermo-mechanics (CASTEM-2000) and thermo-
hydraulics (FLICA-4) was designed by CEA in 1996,
within the UT-SM&C-FCC task.

A new version of the ISAS code supervisor has been
specified in 1997 according to the ELAN-Project Working
Group, in order to improve its efficiency, to overcome
some limitations, and to add new facilities.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The specifications of ISAS2 [3] follow the ELAN
recommendations :

- a distributed objects architecture (CORBA) to integrate
the codes,

- a powerful supervision language (Java) to write easily
the coupling procedures.

The new version of ISAS, so called ISAS/CORBA, has
been developed and validated in 1998. Two test cases have
been reported to explain the use and the advantages of
ISAS/CORBA : the fist test is just a matrix-vector product
[1], and the second test is a 3D thermal-hydraulics
coupling between CATHARE and FLICA-4 [2]. The
results have been successfully compared to the first version
of ISAS.

The main benefits of the new version of ISAS are related to
the distributed objects architecture : each code can be
modeled through the Module Managers, without explicit
knowledge of the code implementation and its plate-form.
Only the code interface is needed to request a task to a
Module Manager. The data needed to carry on the
calculation are read and written from the Data Managers.
As a result, large 3D coupling data structures do not need
to be exchanged trough the ISAS supervisor, but they can
be directly accessed by the codes.

Among the new facilities of ISAS/CORBA, one can
mention the in line debugging help : a tracing channel is
devoted to carrying information about codes execution.
Then the supervisor can easily manage exceptions
occurrence, and advise the user.

Improvements of ISAS enable code easy integration within
the CORBA protocol, from the first step of design to the
final one. Since ISAS/CORBA has been validated by the
3D coupling of the CATHARE and FLICA-4 codes,
ISAS/CORBA is fully operable and suitable for complex
coupling applications such as fusion calculations involving
CASTEM-2000 and FLICA-4.

PUBLICATIONS

[ 1 ] E. ROYER, O. FLEBUS
ISAS validation report - Test case 1
Report SERMA/LETR/RT/98-2392/A

[2] E. ROYER, O. FLEBUS
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Report SERMA/LETR/RT/98-2416/A
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UT-SM&C-GAL

Task Title : COMPATIBILITY OF SOME ALLOYS AND REFRACTORY
METALS WITH LIQUID METALS

INTRODUCTION

The corrosion of martensitic steels, such as the DIN 1.4914
steel, in the presence of Pbl7Li liquid is characterized by
an uniform dissolution, without formation of a corrosion
layer. The kinetics of this dissolution is linear and depends
on the temperature, thermal gradient and velocity of the
liquid alloy. These characteristics indicate that the
convective diffusion of the dissolved metallic species in the
liquid boundary layer is the limiting step of the dissolution
process of this type of steel. An experiment for determining
the iron and chromium diffusion coefficients in the Pbl7Li
liquid alloy was thus developed and a first determination of
these diffusion coefficients at 500°C was obtained. These
values were confirmed latter by complementary tests and it
was shown the the corrosion of martensitic steels is limited
by the iron diffusion in the Pbl7Li liquid [1].

In order to establish a corrosion model of this type of steel,
new tests were performed to determine the variation with
the temperature of the iron diffusion coefficient in Pbl7Li.

1998 ACTIVITIES

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Among the different existing experimental methods, which
enable to determine the diffusion coefficients in a liquid
metal, a method with well defined convection has been
chosen. This technique can be used in that case because the
mass transfer is governed by the convective diffusion of the
dissolved species in the liquid boundary layer.

This technique consists in rotating a specimen in the liquid
alloy for a determined period. The dissolution flux is given
by the weight loss of the specimen during the test. In that
case and assuming that the concentration of the diffusing
species at the solid/liquid interface corresponds to the
solubility of this species in the liquid, the diffusion flux J
(g m s ) is given by the first Fick's law :

J = D (Cs - C) / e (1)

with:

D: diffusion coefficient (m2 s"1)
Cs : solubility of the specie in the liquid metal at the
solid/liquid interface (g m'3)

C: concentration of the species in the liquid metal bulk

e: the thickness of the boundary layer

As the test periods are sufficiently short for the
concentration C to remain negligible compared to Cs, and
using an expression for the boundary layer thickness
determined empirically for a cylindrical specimen in a
turbulent flow, the equation (1) becomes [1] :

J = 0.176 d 0 4 v"0-344 D 0 6 4 4 f07 Cs (2)

with

d : specimen diameter (m)
v : kinematics viscosity (m2 s"!)
D : diffusion coefficient (m2 s'1)
f : specimen rotational speed (rev min"1)

If the curve representing the dissolution flux values as a
function of the rotational speed at 0.7 power is a straight
line, the slope allows the diffusion coefficient to be
determined.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The principle of the apparatus is represented in Figure 1. A
crucible containing Pbl7Li is placed in an airtight
container equipped with a magnetic device allowing the
iron cylindrical specimen to rotate. A hot and a cold
isothermal zones are respectively at the top and the bottom
of the crucible. The specimen is immersed in the Pbl7Li
hot zone. The test consists of four main steps:

- the preparation of the crucible and the container (out
gassing under vacuum);

- the wetting of the specimen by Pbl7Li (immersion of
the specimen at 550°C in a separated higher
temperature crucible containing stagnant Pbl7Li for 16
hours);

- the rotation of specimen in Pbl7Li;

- the elimination of Pbl7Li after test by immersion in a
liquid lithium bath at 300°C during 1 hour and then in
ethanol to eliminate the lithium layer.

The temperatures of the hot and cold isothermal zones
were respectively 475°C and 415CC. The rotational speeds
of the specimen were between 200 and 1000 rev min"1 in
Pbl7Li and produced a turbulent liquid flow.
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Magnetic stirring

Thermocouple

1.4914 steel rod

Crucible (TZM)

Cylindrical specimen

Pb17Li

Heating resistance

Figure 1 : Experimental apparatus

THE RESULTS

Six tests have been performed. Their operating conditions
and the specimen weight losses after test are reported in
the Table 1. Unfortunately, due to experimental problems
(probably an incomplete Pbl7Li or Li elimination), the
results of only four tests can be used for interpretation.

The iron dissolution fluxes which have been deduced from
the weight losses are gathered in the Table 2.

DISCUSSION

From the Table 2, it can be seen that the test 1 diffusion
flux value (obtained with a 16.5 rev s1 rotational speed) is
very low compared to the other value obtained with the
same rotational speed but also with the values obtained
with lower rotational speeds. Taking into account the
difficulties which have been encountered to eliminate all
the Pbl7Li or Li in some cases, we think that this low
value results from an incomplete elimination of the Pbl7Li
or Li in the thread screw of the specimen and therefore, it
has been considered as unreliable and has not been taken
into account for the interpretation of the results.

The 475°C dissolution flux values together with those
previously determined at 500°C are plotted as a function of
the rotational speed at the 0.7 power on the Figure 2.
Considering the origin and the results of tests 4 and 6 on
one hand and 5 and 6 on the other hand, it can be deduced
respectively the following maximum and minimum 475 °C
D values :

D(Fe/Pbl7Li)475«c max = 5 10"15

D(Fe/Pbl7Li)475°c min = 2 lO"15
nV

mV

A linear regression with these points and the origin leads
to a mean value for the 475 °C iron diffusion coefficient
equal to :

D(Fe/Pbl7Li)475°c = 3 10"15 m2 s"1

The value of the iron diffusion coefficient obtained at
475°C is lower than the one previously measured at 500°C
(D(Fe/Pbl7Li)5Oo«c= 1-3 to 1.4.10'1'-14 m 2 s"1).

Table 1 : Results of tests with a rotating specimen

N° test

1

2

3

4

5

6

Rotational
speed

(revs"1)

16.5

16.5

16.5

16.5

8.5

3.5

Duration
(h)

140

234

160

233

211

192

Initial
weight

(g)

15.1174

15.09870

15.08248

15.10229

14.8749

15.1006

Final
weight0}

(g)

15.1159

15.09573

15.08279

15.09611

14.8682

15.0985

Weight
loss(2)

(mg)

1.0

2.5

-0.3

5.7

6.2

1.6

Remarks

the crucible was broken
during the test

negative weight loss

(1) : after Pbl7Li and Li elimination
(2) : weight loss including the 0,5 mg lost during the wetting treatment
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Table 2 : Dissolution flux of iron in Pbl7Li at 475°C

N°test

1

4

5

6

Dissolution flux
uncorrected(1)

(HgnfV)
3.2

7.8

8.7

3.2

Dissolution flux
corrected(2)

(ugrnV)
2.1

7.2

8.0

2.5

(1) : without taking into account the 0.5 mg lost during the
wetting treatment

(2) : taking into account the 0.5 mg lost during the wetting
treatment
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Figure 2 : Dissolution flux of iron in Pbl7Li
at 475°C and 500°C

It is also lower than the value which can be deduced from
the corrosion data [2] and which is equal to
2.3 10"14m2s-1. It has to be noticed that at 500°C, the
difference between the diffusion coefficient value deduced
from the corrosion data and the one deduced from the
rotating specimen was lower (factor 4 at 500°C compared
to 7.5 ± 4 at 475°C).

Although the D value at 475 °C has to be confirmed, from
the D values at 475°C (mean value) and 500°C[l], we have
estimated the activation energy from an Arrhenius plot
equal to 280 ± 90kJ mol"1. This value is much higher
compared to that obtained for iron in Pb by Roberston [3],
44 kJ mol1 but using the grain boundary grooving method.
Therefore, according to our results, we can estimate
D(Fe/Pbl7Li)475°c = 2 to 5 10"15 m2 s"1 This value has to be
considered as a tentative estimation of the iron diffusion
coefficient in Pbl7Li and has to be validated.

CONCLUSION

A first estimation of this value, D(Fe/Pbl7Li)475<.c = 2 to 5
10"15 m2 s"1, has been obtained but due to some
experimental problems to completely remove the Pbl7Li
after test, this value has to be validated by complementary
tests. Using the previous data obtained at 500°C, an
estimation of the activation energy of the diffusion
coefficient has been deduced. This value, higher than that
obtained by an other technique for iron in lead demands to
be validated by completing these data by iron diffusion
coefficient measurement at other temperatures.
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In order to determine the variations with temperature of
the iron diffusion coefficient in Pbl7Li, tests have been
performed using a rotating specimen at 475 °C.
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UT-SM&C-HIP

Task Title : SOLID AND POWDER HIP TECHNOLOGIES DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION

Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) is considered as a production
process In manufacturing Fusion Reactors components, as
this technology allows to fabricate and join complex shape
ones without welding. This technology can be used in
various ways : consolidation of powder to manufacture net
shapes components, diffusion bonding to join two solid
parts of the same or of different materials, in the above
processes, an helpful tool is given by Finite Element
calculations. It allows to predict the kinetic of densification
or the final shape when modelling powder consolidation.
When diffusion bonding is considered, it can also predict
the residual stresses and strains.

SolMSI6LN/316LN

The bond cleanness is shown in figure 1, where a S-ferrite
line can be observed.

. l

1998 ACTIVITIES

During this year, attention has been focused on three kind
of junctions : 3Î6LA73Î6LX, 3!6LN/Giidcop® and
F82H/F82H, and on a better knowledge of the Glidcop®.
The first two junctions are foreseen in the ITER concept to
produce the baffle components. In the previous years, these
junctions have been performed following the European
process [I]. This year the junction 316LN/3I6LN/Glidcop
has been done during a single HIP cycle (with a step at
1050°C) following the Japanese concept. A comparison of
the results obtained with the two processes is given in the
first part. Although only the 3I6LN/GIidcop junction at
1050°C was foreseen in this task, it has been decided to
perform the whole junction , including the 316LN/3I6LN
one. since the low activation martensitic steel "eurofer"
(foreseen to be used in the future DEMO reactor) could not
be delivered on time.

As a consequence, it has also been decided to work on
another LAMS . F82H (supposed to be representative of the
future maxtensitic steel "Eurofer"), in order to improve the
solid/solid joining HIP process of martensitic materials.
Thus, two homogeneous junctions of this martensitic steel
(F82H) have been carried out and analyzed by
metallography and mechanical testings.

SOLID 316LN7316LN/GLÎDCOP JUNCTION
AT 1050°C

Following the Japanese concept, the 316LN/3I6LN/GIidcop
injunction has been performed with the following HIP
cycle : 1050°C /140 Mpa / 2 hours step.

Figure 1: 316LN/316LNjunction at J050°C

Tensile and impact tests at room temperature and at 300°C
have been done. The results are good and similar to those
obtained previously on a single 316LN/316LN bond
performed by Tecphy at 1050°C [4,61

On impact test samples tested at room temperature, one can
see that the crack does not follow the bond (figure 2).

Figure 2 : Impact lest at 20°C -
316LN/316LNat 1050°C

As already observed on the previous 3I6LN/316LN
junctions performed, a band, 40 urn large, containing
microvoids initiated on small particles and surrounding the
joint is observed in the high plastic zones.
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Solid 316LN/GIMcop

A typical microtructure of the bond is given in
where no extrinsec particles are observed.

'<V-
20 urn

>' ...*.-/•"

Figure 3 : 516LN/Glidcop junction - 1050°C

Tensile tests on the Giidcop rnonomateria! after such a HIP
cycle as well as on bimateriai samples have been carried out
at room temperature and at 300°C under vacuum, since the
Giidcop damage behaviour depends on the surrounding
atmosphere. The rupture does not occur in the diffusion
affected zone. Thus, the Cr and Fe rich inclusions observed
in figure 3 do not embrittle the bond. Some clusters of
alumina oxides can lead to a premature damage (figure 4).

Figure 4 : Particles cluster in a giidcop tensile
specimen at room température

Charpy impact tests performed at 20°C and 300°C give very
low values. However, these values are representative of the
giidcop properties in the short direction. The iaminate
structure is clearly revealed, while at a higher magnification
dimples representative of a ductile mode of failure are
observed.

SOLID F82H/F82H

Two HIP cycles have been tried in order to perform this
junction : 1080°C/100 MPa where the pressure is input
when the temperature has reached the step, and a trial cycle
where a first step is performed in the ferritic domain to limit
the time corresponding to the normalising conditions.

During the tensiie tests performed at room temperature, the
rupture always occured outside of the bond. A typical
fractography is given in figure 5.

Figure S : Tensile test - F82H/F82H - cycle 1 -
Fractography

For both cycles, the impact properties are not satisfactory.
Concerning the cycle 2, a fractography (figure 6) clearly
shows that the step at low temperature was not long enough
(or with a too small pressure) to remove all the micro voids
between the two initial surfaces.

f~

. *"-' *""
Ace V Spot Maqn Dot WO
•/0 0 kV b 1 Sf 9 9

Figure 6 : Impact test (KCU) - F82H/F82H - cycle 2 -
Fractography

Although such a bond shows good properties compared to a
bond performed at 920°C, the effect of such a high
temperature on the Giidcop Al-25 should be clearly
analvzed.
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CONCLUSION

1) Following the Japanese concept, a
316LN/316LN/Glidcop junction has been performed in
our laboratory at 1050°C.

Since the SS/SS junction has good tensile as well as
impact properties, a 1050°C cycle is recommended
rather than a 1100°C cycle to keep the smallest
austenitic grains as possible.

The SS/Glidcop junction mechanical properties are
found at least as good as the Glidcop ones. However,
the influence of such a high temperature on the
mechanical properties of the ITER foreseen copper
alloy should be carefully addressed in the future.

2) Two different cycles have been perfomed in order to
bond two solid parts of F82H martensitic steel.

The first one had previously been established to
assemble a mock-up.

The second trial cycle has been performed in order to
limit the step temperature and time close to the
normalising conditions.

Although the tensile results are good, the impact
properties are poor for both cycles. The surface
preparation and the HIP cycle still must be improved.
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Task Title : IRRADIATED BEHAVIOUR OF REDUCED ACTIVATION (RA)
MARTENSITIC STEELS AFTER NEUTRON IRRADIATION AT
325°C

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this task is to study the metallurgical and
mechanical behaviour of FeCrW Reduced Activation (RA)
compared to the conventional FeCrMo martensitic steels
during neutron irradiation at 325°C, relevant temperature
for fusion reactor applications. Irradiated specimens of
each material will be available for 5 levels of radiation
damage ranging from 1 to 9 dpa, doses that appear as
enough to investigate the first step of irradiation-induced
embrittlement and hardening of such materials.

Post-irradiation examinations (PIE) involve tensile tests,
measurements of area reduction to rupture, fractographic
examinations and microstructural studies by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) of irradiated specimens. PIE
also include dose decay rate and spectrometric
measurements of activated elements after irradiation. Up to
now, PIE have been performed on specimens irradiated
with three dose levels ranging from 1 to 3.4 dpa. Samples
with the higher fluence levels (6-9 dpa) will be available at
mid-1999.

1998 ACTIVITIES

During this period, the main activities were focused to the
determination of tensile properties at room temperature of
available specimens irradiated with three dose levels
ranging from 1 to 3.4 dpa.

Reduction in area measurements have been also performed
by image analysis techniques on broken specimens. The
fractography of broken specimens have been also started.
Moreover, measurements of dose decay rate have been
performed after different cooling-times (9, 15 and 27
months after unloading) from specimens irradiated at 0.8-1
dpa.

IRRADIATION CONDITIONS

Irradiation in Osiris reactor started on January 96 and the
ending of this experiment is planned on the first semester
1999. Because of two partial unloadings, made on March
and December 96, irradiated samples are available up to
now with 3 different dose levels, that is, 1, 2 and 3.4 dpa.
Specimens with higher doses (6-9 dpa) are expected during
1999. Materials are irradiated at 325°C (+5°C, -10°C) in
pressurised water at 155 bars as tensile specimens and
plate samples intended for different post-irradiation
examinations. Irradiation is carried out in a mixed neutron
spectrum. The maximal neutron flux is about 2.1014 n/cm2s
(E > lMev) and the fast to thermal flux ratio is about 1.1.

MATERIALS

Two types of relevant martensitic materials for fusion
applications are irradiated in the present experiment, that
is, 7/llCrW RA steels and 9/12CrMo conventional
martensitic steels, which have been used as reference for
RA alloy development. Chemical compositions are
summarised on table 1.

Table 1 : Chemical composition ofmartensitic steels irradiated in Osiris reactor at 325°C (in wt%)

RA steels

F82H - N&T

LA12LC

LA4Ta

LA13Ta

Conv. steels

9Cr-lMo

9Cr-lMoNbV

Manet 2

HT9

C

0.087

0.089

0.142

0.179

0.105

0.105

0.10

0.21

Si

0.10

0.03

0.03

0.04

0.37

0.43

0.18

0.37

Mn

0.21

1.13

0.78

0.79

0.52

0.38

0.76

0.50

Cr

7.46

8.92

11.08

8.39

8.39

8.26

10.37

11.80

V

0.15

0.30

0.23

0.24

-

0.20

0.21

0.29

W

1.96

0.73

0.72

2.79

-

-

-

0.51

Mo

-

-

-

-

1.05

0.95

0.58

0.99

N

0.0066

0.035

0.0410

0.0480

0.0175

0.0055

0.032

-

Ta

0.023

0.01

0.07

0.09

-

-

-

-

Nb

-

-

-

-

-

0.08

0.16
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The following nuances of RA martensitic steels are being
irradiated :

- F82H is a 7.5CrWTaV RA-steel developed by JAERI
(Japan) and produced for the first time as a large-scale
heat (5 tons).

- LA12LC, LA4Ta and LA13Ta are RA experimental
alloys of 9/llCrWTaV type with different contents of
Cr, W, Ta.

Conventional martensitic steels are commercial alloys
which present different contents of Cr (9 to 12%), Mo and
stabilising elements (V, Nb). These materials were
produced as plates in the normalised and tempered
condition (N&T) like F82H RA-steel.

RA experimental alloys have been supplied by AEA-
Culham as cast ingots. They were subsequently
transformed in our laboratory as plates, where the last steps
of the fabrication route consisted on the normalisation and
tempering followed by 10% cold-working (N&T-CW).

TENSILE PROPERTIES

Tensile specimens irradiated in this experiment are plate
samples of 2 mm wide, 1 mm thick and 8 mm of gauge
length. Previous tests conducted at the irradiation
temperature, that is 325°C, have been reported previously
(see Annual Report CEA/Euratom, 1997).

Several available specimens have been tested at room
temperature for doses ranging from 1 to 3.4 dpa. Values of
0.2% proof stress, Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS), total
and uniform elongation have been measured. Reduction in
area measurements have been performed using an image
analysis procedure to evaluate the cross-section area of
broken specimens.

Before irradiation tensile strength depends on the
metallurgical condition. RA and conventional steels in the
N&T condition presented 0.2% proof stress values of
about 540-580MPa and about 680-740 MPa for N&T-CW
RA steels. Figure 1 shows the evolution of the 0.2% proof
stress and reduction in area measurements as a function of
the dose.

hi all the cases, an important increase of tensile strength
with the fluence is observed, which ranges from 190 to
520 MPa depending on the chemical composition and the
metallurgical condition of steels. The most important
irradiation-induced hardening is obtained for HT9 (N&T)
steel (520 MPa) followed by 9Cr-lMo (350MPa), F82H
(310MPa), LA4Ta (270MPa) and LA12LC (190MPa). So,
the lower hardening levels are obtained for the RA
martensitic steels.

Ductility values decrease simultaneously with the
increasing strength. In particular, a strong decrease of
reduction in area value is obtained for materials displaying
the higher increase of strength.

The best compromise between the strength value and
reduction in area level is obtained for F82H, LA12LC and
9Cr-lMo steels.

DOSE RATE DECAY MEASUREMENTS

To check the concept of « reduced activation », the dose
rate measurements are being performed on several types of
steels, including stainless steels, conventional and reduced
activation martensitic alloys, all of them irradiated in the
same conditions.

Measurements have been conducted on specimens coming
from the first unloading (0.8-1 dpa), which was obtained
on March 1996.

1200

1100
;.HT9.(1ÎÇ.r-1MçH3,5W)..

•sr 1000 I-

I t
S 900
s
55
g 800 V-;y':

LA4Ta(11Cr-0.8W) ;

ar^-'-' tAT2UC-i(9Cr-a.8W)- • • - -
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Figure 1 : Evolution of the 0.2% proof stress and reduction in area values of reduced activation
and conventional martensitic steels as a function of the dose
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Figure 2 : Evolution of the dose rate with the cooling-time for different classes of steels irradiated at 0.8-ldpa
in the Osiris reactor. Measurements performed 9 and 27 months after unloading

The dose rate is measured with a Geiger-Mûller counter for
different distances between the samples and the counter,
that is. 50, 100 and 185 mm. The first measurement has
been performed 9 months after unloading, the following
ones at 15 and 27 months and it is planned to go on them
each 12 months.

Figure 2 compares the dose rate values measured after 9
and 27 months for a distance sample-counter of 100 mm.

After 9 months of cooling, the group of stainless steels
(type 304 and 316) present the higher residual activity (30-
58mGy/h) and both types of martensitic steels are
characterised by dose rates in the range 8-20mGy/h).
Measurements performed after 27 months show a decrease
of the residual activity for all materials.

At this time, the activity of stainless steels is always the
higher one and ranges from 16 to 36 mGy/h, the
conventional martensitic steels CrMo from 3 to 12 mGy/h
and only 2.5-3.0 mGy/h are found in the case of the reduced
activation CrW martensitic steels.

It is worthwhile to point out that the rate of the decreasing
activity is different for each class of steeis. Compared to the
first measurements (9 months). 304 and 316 steeis exhibit z
reduction of the dose rate of 20-32%, 30-55% in the case of
conventional martensitic alloys, and 65-80% for the
reduced activation steels.
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These first experimental data assess the good performance
of « reduced activation steels » from the point of view of
radiological effects and environmental considerations.
Consequently, reduced activation materials are very
encouraging for applications as structural materials for
fusion reactors and other projects where components are
submitted to in-service high doses.

CONCLUSIONS

Several Cr-W low activation and Cr-Mo conventional
martensitic steels have been irradiated in the Osiris reactor
at 325°C for three dose levels : 1, 2 and 3.4 dpa.

Tensile tests were performed at 25°C. All materials
exhibited an increase of tensile strength accompanied by a
decrease of ductility.

• For the fluence levels examined here, 7.5-9%Cr
containing steels present a lower sensitivity to the
irradiation-induced hardening and ductility
degradation. The best compromise strength/ductility is
obtained for F82H and LA12LC reduced activation
martensitic steels and the conventional 9Cr-lMo.

REPORT

[1] A. Alamo, X. Averty, "Status of post-irradiation
examinations performed on RA and conventional
martensitic steels irradiated at 325°C in Osiris
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• In contrast, a strong hardening accompanied by a
severe ductility degradation is obtained in the case of
HT9 (12%Cr) conventional steel.

Measurements of the dose rate have been performed after
several cooling-time to validate the concept of « reduced
activation materials ». For this purpose, specimens of
different types of steels have been examined : austenitic
steels, conventional martensitic and reduced activation
martensitic alloys, after irradiation for a dose of 0.8-1 dpa.
Experimental data, obtained up to 27 months of cooling-
time, show that :

• The reduced activation martensitic steels exhibit the
lower residual activity (< 3 mGy/h). Conventional
martensitic steels are characterised by an activity level
of 4-12 mGy/h.

• The higher activity values were found for the austenitic
steels, 304 and 316 type (15-35 mGy/h), which are
about 4 to 15 times higher compared to martensitic
alloys.

• On the other hand, reduced activation martensitic steels
display the higher rate of desactivation.
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Task Title : MICROSTRUCTURAL INVESTIGATION OF REDUCED
ACTIVATION MARTENSITIC STEELS BY SANS
Study of secondary hardening phenomena in F82H steel by Small Angle Neutron
Scattering

INTRODUCTION

The assessment of potential reduced activation martensitic
steels requires a good understanding of microstructural
features to correlate them with mechanical behaviour.

The aim of this task is to study by SANS the
microstructural evolution of Low Activation Martensitic
steels after annealing and neutron irradiation. The
microstructural investigations are focus on the different
phenomena (precipitation, dissolution, segregation,
coalescence) responsible of the embrittlement detected by
mechanical tests. Specially, it is interesting to characterise
the microstructural features responsible of secondary
hardening phenomena detected in the as-quenched
martensite matrix during annealing.

The secondary hardening of martensitic steels is observed
on as quenched materials during annealing in the range
450-550°C. It is related to the first steps of Cr-rich M2X
(X= C or N) precipitation. Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) is able to detected this precipitation but
only after almost 100 annealing hours when the size of this
phase is close to 10 - 20 nm. On the other hand, Small
Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) allows to detect this
phase in the first step of the precipitation.

Different kinds of martensitic steels are studied by SANS
to characterise the secondary hardening :

- the conventional martensitic steel : TO (9Cr-lMo-N
rich),

- the low activation martensitic steels : F82H (7.5 Cr-
2W-(VTa)), LA12Ta (9.8Cr-lW-(VTa)), LA13Ta (9C-
3W-(VTa)).

For TO, the results are presented in the reference [1],

1998 ACTIVITIES

During 1998 the acquisition of SANS spectrum on F82H,
LA12Ta and LA13Ta steels, quenched and thermal aged at
500°C during 1 to 2000 hours, was performed. The data
treatment of F82H steel was realised [2] and this report
presents the results obtained on this steel.

MATERIALS

The chemical composition of F82H steel is the following :

Alloy

F82H

C

0.087

Si

0.10

Mn

0.21

Cr

7.46

V

0.15

W

1.96

N

0.0066

Ta

0.023

Samples have been normalised for 30 minutes at 1050°C
and quenched to room temperature in order to induce fully
martensitic transformation. Then, annealing was
performed at 470°C, 500°C, 55O°C for various annealing
time between 1 hour and 2000 hours.

CHARACTERISATION BY TEP, HARDNESS AND
TEM

Hardness

Figure 1 presents the hardness as a function of the
annealing time for F82H steel. For the annealing at 550°C,
the hardness of the material decreases continuously from
420 HV (as-quenched condition) to 240 HV after 500
hours. On this material the secondary hardening is weakly
pronounced and for the annealing at 500°C, a slight
increase of the hardness is observed between 1 and 30
annealing hours. For annealing at 470°C the hardness is
almost stable up to 500 annealing hours.
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Figure 1 : Evolution of hardness ofF82H steel quenched
and aged at different time

Thermoelectric Power measurements

TEP measurements were performed on samples of 40 mm
long, 4 mm wide and 2 mm thick.
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The samples were aged in air and under vacuum. Reported
TEP values in figure 2 are the average of 4 measurements
for each sample. Pure copper has been chosen as reference
metal, due to its high electric conductivity (So = 1.83
uV/K). The accuracy of the TEP values is about 0.005
uV/K. It appears that for the three annealing temperatures,
the TEP values (known to be very sensitive to the
interstitial content in the matrix) decrease continuously with
the annealing time. This evolution is the sign of a
continuous precipitation of carbo-nitrides (M3C, M7C3,
M23C6 and M2X) in the matrix.

0.01 1 10 100

Time (h)

1000 10000

Figure 2 : Evolution of thermoelectric power measurements
of F82H steel quenched and aged

at different time

We performed diffraction patterns on groups of precipitates
and we measured the distance between the different planes.
The obtained results are the following :

dhu measured
(nm) 0.29 0.24 0.21 0.19 0.16 0.12

and they could correspond to M2N or M2C precipitates.
Indeed, the interplanar distances (in nm) of theses phases
are :

dhU(Cr,C)

(hid)

dhw(Cr,N)

(hkl)

0.305

(101)

0.24

(100)

0.241

(110)

0.22

(002)

0.224

(002)

0.211

(101)

0.212

(HI)

.0163

(102)

0.208

(200)

0.139

(110)

0.189

(201)

0.127

(103)

0.164

(112)

0.149

(211)

0.139

(300)

0.127

(113)

The size of the M2X precipitates was determined by image
analysis. We reproduced on a tracing-paper the M2X
precipitates and we determined by image analysis the size
of the particles. We analysed 250 precipitates and the
average radius obtained was : 13 nm with a ratio between
the big and the small axis of about 1.6.

CHARACTERISATION BY SANS

The experimental set-up and the data treatment were
already described in [1]. SANS experiments were
performed on F82H samples aged 0, 1,5, 24, 100, 500 and
2000h at 500°C. The scattered intensities measured in the
direction parallel to the applied magnetic field are plotted in
figure 4.

Characterisation by TEM

F82H steel, quenched and aged during 2000 hours at 500°C,
was characterised by TEM. Figure 3 shows carbon
extraction replica micrograph of this material. Fine
intergranular precipitates, that seem responsible of the
secondary hardening observed, were characterised.

Figure 3 : TEM of M2Xprecipitates in F82H steel quenched
and aged 2000 hours at 500°C (carbon replica)
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Figure 4 : Intensities scattered parallel to the applied
magnetic field obtained on F82Hsamples annealed at

500°C during times between 0 and 500h

These are intensities without subtraction of the reference
sample. We notice a clear evolution of the scattered
intensity with annealing time even after 1 hour at 500°C.
This evolution affects all the q range. At small q (q <0.5
nm"1), the scattered intensity is dominated by the relatively
large (carbide) precipitates, already present in the as-
quenched samples. The A ratio (ratio on the scattered
intensities measured perpendicularly and parallel to H)
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obtained on the q<0.5 nm"1 domain, decreases with the
annealing time (see table 1). For lh, it is equal to 11 as for
the reference sample which can correspond to M3C carbides
with M=20%Cr+ 80% Fe. Then for 24h, the A ratio
decreases hardly in agreement with the expected
stoechiometry variation M23C6. For long annealing times, it
is compatible with M23C6 carbides containing for example
75%Cr, 25%Fe and 5%W. At high q (q>0.5 nm"1), the
increase of the scattered intensities is related to the
formation of the fine precipitation of M2X particles. In
order to analyse it, we have considered the intensities
obtained after subtraction of the reference sample in the
large q range. The profiles have been fitted taking into
account a size distribution of spherical or afterwards rod-
shaped ellipsoidal precipitates. The best fits were obtained
considering that M2X particles were nearly spherical for the
shorter times of annealing (t<100h) and became afterwards
rod-shaped ellipsoidal with a ratio between the big and the
small axis of about 1.5 (figure 5) in agreement with the
TEM observations after 2000h at 500°C.

F82h aged 100h at 500°C

0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

q (nm'1 )

1.6

Figure 5 : Intensity scattered perpendicularly to the
magnetic field obtained on the lOOh annealed sample fitted

with a rod-shaped ellipsoidal ( the ratio between the big
and small axis is equal to 1.5 ) form factor and a gaussian

size distribution

The mean radius, given in table 1, increases continuously
with annealing time and for 2000h the mean diameter (18
nm) is consistent with the TEM results. We observe also a
variation of A ratio with annealing time. For lh annealing,
the A ratio is around 4 which can correspond with the
assumption of carbides M2C, to a metal site composition of
60% Cr, 30% Fe and 10%V (at. %).

Then, the A ratio decreases with annealing time showing an
enrichment of chromium. After lOOh, it is equal to 2.5, it
can correspond to a metal site composition of 80% Cr and
20%V (at. %). For such chemical content, the precipitated
fraction is around 0.7 % but the chemical composition has
to be confirmed by TEM measurement. As for the TO
alloys, the interstitial element X seems to be essentially
carbon because in the case of nitrogen, the A ratio would be
higher.

CONCLUSION

SANS experiments, performed on F82H steel, quenched
and annealed and aged at 500°C, have shown that this
technique is very sensitive to microstructural evolution in
martensitic steels. For large M2X precipitates, observed
after long time annealing by TEM, the SANS results are in
agreement with TEM observatiion. For the fine
precipitation not detected by TEM, SANS experiments put
forward specific information. In fact, M2X precipitation was
characterised even after short annealing time (lh à 500°C)
when the precipitate size is around 1 nm.

About the determination of the chemical composition of
M2X, if we assume that they are M2C carbides, SANS
results are consistent with a content of about 20% in
vanadium and 80% in chromium after annealing 2000 hours
at 500°C. This result has to be confirmed by TEM
measurements that are in progress.

Table 1 : SANS results obtained on thermally aged F82H samples at 500°C
** Mean equivalent sphere radius calculated with the following relation:
Re= Rmin (b)'/3 and b=Rmw/ Rmin Rmin is the minor radius of the ellipsoid.

Annealing time (h) at
500°C

1.0000

5.0000

24.000

100.00

500.00

2000.0

A ratio (q<0.5 nm"1) M3C
or M23C6

11 ±0.4

9 ±0.5

4.7 ± 0.6

3 ±0.1

3 ±0.1

3.2 ±0.2

A Ratio

M2X

3.9 ±0.6

3.2 ±0.5

2.8 ± 0.3

2.5 ±0.3

Mean radius (nm)
M2X

1.03

1.22

1.4

2.9**

7.2**

8.9**

AR(nm)

0.1

0.26

0.4

0.2

1.5

1

•K-min

(nm)

1.03

1.22

1.4

2.5

6.3

7.6

Aspect ratio

1

1.

1.

1.5

1.5

1.5
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UT-SM&C-REL

Task Title : RELIABILITY MODELLING

INTRODUCTION

Two EU test modules are expected to undergo extensive
testing in ITER machine during the EPP-phase. They
represent the two European conceptual designs of the
breeding blanket of DEMO, namely ; the helium cooled
pebble bed (HCPB) and the water cooled liquid lithium
(WCLL) blankets. Some other modules from Japan, USA
and RF are planned to be tested as well. ITER pulsed mode
of functioning will induce cyclic loading modes on
different structures and may hereby affect the evaluations
of some failure modes occurrence rates and/or occurrence
probabilities.

The available failure data do not permit performing a
comprehensive time-dependant reliability assessment.
Subsequently, it was necessary to lay out some working
hypotheses in modelling the impact that ITER pulsed
functioning mode might have on the components failure
occurrence rate. The same would be valuable regarding the
detection rate and the detection probability of an existing
failure.

Specific attention will be given to the interdependence
between failure events and detection ones, the time
dependency of both failure occurrence and detection, and
the interpretation of the corresponding measurements.
Models describing the interdependence between failure
events and detection ones, the time dependency of both
failure occurrence and detection probabilities, are thus
needed.

The development of such models contributes into the test
modules reliability assessment and into guiding the R&D
activity on the testing management through reliability.
This approach would allow us to make the best use of
different Reliability Oriented Testing (ROT) tools to help
in testing decision making.

1998 ACTIVITIES

The main object of the FY1998 activities was thus to
model the interdependence between failure events and
detection ones, the time dependency of both failure
occurrence and detection probabilities, given the ITER-
pulsed mode of operation.

A model has been developed. The implementation of the
model has already been started and should be completed by
the beginning of the FY1999. The validation of the model
will constitute an important part of the FY1999 activities.

FAILURE MODES

Two examples may be mentioned to illustrate the type of
failure modes we are interested in :

1. small cracks in the double-walled tubes of the EU-
WCLL test module, and

2. small leaks through inlet/outlet bents providing
helium coolant to the cooling plats in the EU-HCPB
test module.

In the 1st failure mode, a small crack on only one side of
the double-walled tube will not lead to the undesired
« Water-Liquid metal Contact » event which is an
initiating event of ITER shutdown. In the 2nd failure mode
« small leaks of helium coolant », mentioned above, would
be tolerated if it does not lead to « Loss of test module
cooling capability » neither to « Plasma contamination »
events. Both are initiating events for ITER shutdown. This
is an illustrative but not exhaustive list of failure modes
that may be tolerated during the test-machine operation. It
is dependent on the test-object and on the testing machine
specifications and requirements, as well. Subsequently, it
influences the choice and the design of the Detection &
Control Apparatus (DCA) and related systems. It
influences the inspection protocol during down-time.
Inspection of failure may thus have a significant impact on
the Mean-Down Time (MDT) of ITER machine.

PULSED OPERATING MODE

A simple pulsed mode has been used for this step of
modelling. The full operating cycle was considered with an
interval equal to 2x seconds. From 0 to x the reactor is on
and between x and 2x the reactor is off.

FAILURE RATE TIME BEHAVIOUR

The failure occurrence rate time dependence (A. h"1) will
follow the operational time profile of ITER. The failure
occurrence rate is in some way correlated to the loads
[neutron, thermal, ...] time behaviour. The exact way
failure occurrence rate should follow the operational time
profile of the reactor is not yet well determined. The most
straight forward time profile model we might expect is the
one which is qualitatively described in the following.

In this model, the simplest we could suppose, there are
only two values defining the failure occurrence rate, one
lower value corresponds to the observed occurrence rate
when neutron and thermal loads are off and a higher
observed value when the loads are on, such as :
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Ht) = i
< t <x

< t <2T

where ; Xc, > Xos.

DETECTION RATE TIME BEHAVIOUR

In a similar way, detection rate will show a time behaviour
dependent on the loads time evolution. This reflects the
fact that a detection system generally includes signal
receptors, signal transmitters, signal processors and some
times signal verifier devices (AND/OR gates). A part of
this chain of devices are in-vessel and subject to the loads
evolution with response functions which degrade
significantly under neutron and thermal varying loads.
Subsequently, the detection rate (co h"1) will be described
by:

r
<0(t) = "I

Cùo

©off

0 t <x

t <2T

w h e r e ; coon < ©O£f.

OCCURRENCE PROBABILITIES DEFINITION

In order to establish a model describing the occurrence
probability of an event like « Detection during the j * cycle
of a given failure mode », the expressions of the occurrence
probability of some elementary events should be
established beforehand.

The exhaustive set of possible elementary events would be :
« failure occurs during the j * cycle, failure occurs during
the j * cycle and be detected within the same cycle, failure
occurs during the j * cycle and be detected in one of the
later cycles, failure occurs some where else than in the j *
cycle and be detected in the j " 1 cycle, failure occurs and be
detected in the j * cycle, failure occurs and be detected,
failure occurs during the j1*1 cycle and never be detected,
failure occurs and never be detected, and failure never
occurs. » Out of this exhaustive list of possible events, only
the following ones are directly observable (measurable) ; 1/
failure occurs and be detected in the j * cycle, (in-line
detection during operation), 2/ failure occurs and be
detected, (in-line detection during operation), 3/ failure
occurs and never be detected, (inspection during
shutdown), and 4/ failure never occurs, (inspection during
shutdown).

Matching mutually these four measurable events would
provide us with the necessary input failure/detection data
to validate the models.

Out of the preceding list of measurable events, we may
observe that event # 2 « failure occurs and be detected » is
simply the sum of all measured events in #1 « failure
occurs and detected in the j * cycle ». Besides, events #2,
#3 and #4 are complementary. Subsequently, only event #1
could be considered elementary with respect to the other
three measurable events.

The determination of the occurrence probability of the
event #1 will determine the occurrence probability of the
others. In [PI], an expression of this elementary probability
has been developed as following ;

jjexp(-cùix)

where P, is the probability of the event « failure occurs and
be detected in the j * cycle ». Starting from this probability,
the other measurable quantities are immediately
determined, [PI]. A limited set of numerical applications
has been carried on and detailed in [PI].

CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary calculations have demonstrated that below
some failure rate values no-significant output information
should be expected considering the limited number of
cumulated cycles (-10000) expected in ITER-like testing

[l-exp(-cojT)]

machines. This would be the case of events with failure
rate values less or equal to 10"5 h1.

Some other almost-certain failure events (X > 10"2 h'1),
which is a potential source of reliable data, will necessitate
the shutdown of the testing machine after the occurrence of
a limited number of failures (to be determined for each
failure mode) to avoid serious hazards. This could affect
significantly the machine testing availability. To limit the
impact of such set of failure events, some technological
measures would be necessary to prevent the events
occurrence or to detect it immediately (improving detection
rates and using active redundancies of detection systems).
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The events occurrence will thus be artificially biased or
simply omitted to avoid lowering the availability of the
testing machine. Subsequently, no significant output
information should be expected in terms of failure rates or
failure occurrence frequencies.

Failure modes whose failure rates are between 10^ h"1 and
10'3 h"1 will certainly be the main source of reliable
information about failure frequencies and occurrence rates.
It should be underlined that the occurrence of these
frequent and highly frequent events should not put in
danger the safety of the testing machine itself. This will be
the only restriction on the acceptance of the occurrence of
such events within the testing machine.

It has also been demonstrated that with a detection rate of
the order of 0.01 h'1 in operation, failures which have
occurred at least 300 cycles ago will certainly (~1.0) be
detected. This maximum number of required cycles before
detection is reasonable compared to the expected
cumulated 10000 cycles expected in ITER-like testing
machines. It can even be improved if we could rise the
detection rate to higher values such as 0.1 h"1.

The observed improvement in the measured frequency of
the event « failure occurred and not detected during the
same cycle » during the on-phase compared to that of the
off-phase, is mainly due to the failure mode ageing (more
failures are detected although the detection quality is
decreasing). Trends are the same for high failure rates as
well as low failure rates, [PI].

The proposed model allows to estimate the number of the
events « failure occurred and not detected within the same
cycle » using the number of the events « failure occurred
and detected within the same cycle ». This increases to
large extend the data processing efficiency of the proposed
model, [PI].

A full exploitation of the developed model, was not yet
possible at this stage (FY98). The module employing these
formalisms is still underdevelopment.
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UT-SM&C-WI

Task Title: DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF VACUUM VESSEL
AND INTERNALS

INTRODUCTION

The task UT-SM&C-VVI is a contribution to the European
Fusion Underlying Technology Programme. This task is
intended to maintain/develop the DMT competence and
analysis tools in the field of the design of the tokamaks
vacuum-vessel and internals (divertor, limiters, baffle, first
wall, shielding blanket, breeding blanket).

1998 ACTIVITIES

The main performed activities in 1998, some of them to be
seen as a continuation of those described in [A], have
mainly addressed two components : the ITER Breeding
Blanket (BB) in support to the Task CNET 98-474 activity,
and the ITER baffle in support to the ITER JCT activity. In
particular, for the ITER BB the work included : 1) thermal
analysis of slow high-power plasma Vertical Displacement
Event (VDE), and 2) thermo-mechanical analysis of the BB
module box. For the ITER baffle the work concerned the
« reference » transient thermo-mechanical analyses of the
ITER baffle module Nb. 26.

THERMAL ANALYSIS OF SLOW HIGH-POWER
VDE

The most critical design condition to be considered for the
first wall consists in slow high-power VDE. During such
event, between 20 and 60 MJ/m2 are dumped on the First
Wall (FW) in ~ 0.3 s, leading to the melting of a thin layer
of the Be protection. The FEM computer code

CASTEM2000 has been used to evaluate the thermal
transient in the FW during a high-power VDE [B]. A local
two-dimensional model (Figure 1) including the Be
protection and the stainless steel FW appeared to be
sufficient to analyse this temperature transient. As melting
of beryllium will occur during each VDE, thick Be
protection - at least 10 mm - have been considered here.

In the present CASTEM 2000 model, the Be melting is
taken into account by adding the melting latent heat
(1300kJ/kg) to the heat capacity of the Be over a pre-
defined temperature interval of 40°C. Moreover, energy-
absorbing phenomena such as evaporation, impurity [1] or
blackbody radiation (surrounding structures taken at 500°C)
have also been taken into account by the use of appropriate
laws. An energy dumping of 60 MJ/m2 in 0.3 s has been
here considered in the analysis, corresponding to an
incident surface heat flux of 200 MW/m2 during 0.3 s.

Figure 1 : Local 2D thermal mesh of the First Wall
for VDE analysis

Table 1 : Thermal results for a slow high-power VDE in the first wall (60 MJ/m2 in 0.3 s)
with a 10 mm thick Be protection. Thermo-hydraulic parameters set to nominal value

Max. surface temperature

Surface temperature

Max. T at different depths

Be melted thickness

Minimum water sub-cooling

t = O.ls

t = 0.3s

t = 3s

at 1 mm from surface

at 2 mm from surface

at 3 mm from surface

at 10 mm from surface (Be/SS interface)

t = 0.3s

t = 3s

1991 °C

1974 °C

1991°C

557 °C

1128°C

886 °C

761 °C

493 °C

0.6 mm

31 °C
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Thermohydraulic parameters are those defined for the
nominal case (Twater = 150°C, 40 bars) and the
corresponding convective heat transfer coefficient is
calculated as a function of the wall temperature.

The main thermal results for the most critical energy
dumping - 60 MJ/m2 in 0.3 s on a 10 mm thick Be tile - can
be summarised as follow (see Table 1 and Figure 2) : i) the
maximum temperature reached at the Be surface is about
1991°C, which is higher than the melting temperature of Be
(1283°C); ii)the melted Be thickness is evaluated to
0.6 mm ; iii) the risk of exceeding the CHF is null, as a
significant minimum sub-cooling of 31°C is maintained in
the coolant flow ; iv) the maximum temperature reached at
the Be/stainless steel interface is evaluated at 493°C,
reached 2.5 s after the beginning of the transient.

Figure 2 : Thermal transient of the First Wall during high-
power VDE (60 MJ/m2 in 0.3 s).

A0 affront surface, All (resp. A22) at 1 (resp. 2) mm
from front surface.

These results strongly indicates the interest of considering a
large Be protection thickness - at least 10 mm - related to
the expected number of VDE encountered by the FW
during the EPP of ITER. The choice of a Be/stainless steel
interface material, which is strongly related to the
maximum temperature reached, should also take into
account the temperature increase due to the reduction in
thickness of the Be protection during each VDE.

THERMO-MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF THE BB
MODULE BOX

The finite element code CASTEM 2000 has been used to
evaluate the transient thermo-mechanical behaviour of the
outboard module box during normal cyclic operation [C]. A
two-dimensional model of a cross section of an half
outboard module #19 box including first wall, cooling
plates and shield block has been used and detailed geometry
and cooling conditions are given in [C]. Mechanical
calculations have been performed using the generalised
plane strain option. The transient calculations have been
performed assuming the nuclear heating cycle simulating
the fusion power ramp-up of a normal operating cycle in
ITER [2]. The main results on temperatures and thermal
stress level at steady-state are summarised in Table 2.

The maximum temperature of the module box is located at
the corner of the first wall and at the back of the side wall.
This indicates that cooling circuit design should be now
optimised for detailed areas like corners, side walls and
shield block. The corresponding thermal stress level shows
a stress concentration at the corner of the module box and in
the side wall (Figure 3) which is due to stress level induced
by the global deformation of the structure. The stress level
reaches its maximum of 495 MPa at the corner.

Figure 3 : Von Mises thermal stress (MPa) distribution
at steady state under 100% nuclear heating
(Fim = 0.5 MW/m2, NWL = 1.25 MW/m2).

Zoom on the side part of the module

Table 2 : Temperature and von Mises stress level of the outboard module at steady-state
under 100% nuclear heating (Finc = 0.5 MW/m2, NWL = 1.25 MW/m2)

First Wall (FW)

Cooling Plates (CP)

Shield Block (SB)

Total Module Box (FW + CP + SB)

T min. (°C)

150

171

150

150

T average (°C)

208

202

218

211

T max. (°C)

373

285

278

373

Von Mises max. (MPa)

495

220

293

495
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This study has shown clearly the need to define detailed
design of the cooling circuit in shield block, side walls and
at the front corner of the stainless steel module box. The
thermal stress level in those regions are indeed often very
high (~495 MPa) and could be minimised with appropriate
design of the cooling circuits.

TRANSIENT THERMO-MECHANICAL ANALYSES
OF THE ITER BAFFLE MODULE N°26 p ]

Transient thermo-mechanical analyses have been
performed for the ITER baffle, module 26 (lower outboard
module) with tungsten-tiles. Calculations concerned the
equatorial section of the module (straight part) and didn't
take into account the fixing holes. They have been used as
the "baffle reference" analyses included in the ITER
Comprehensive Design Report edited in July 1998 and
which has concluded he ITER EDA period.

Taking into account the typical ITER transient loads (see
Table 3), thermal calculations have been performed for two
cycles ; the main results are indicated in Table 3, while
Fig. 4 shows the temperature distribution in the FW at the
end of the first cycle. Elastic and elasto-plastic transient
mechanical calculations', with various modeling of the
hardening law assumed for the OFHC-layer have been
performed after taking into account the thermal evolution.

The main results were that thermal gradients and
temperature level have been found acceptable in any part of
the structure, and from the thermal-hydraulic point of
view, the FW concept presented a large margin against
critical heat flux event. The level of stress at the top of the
W-tiles being reasonable (less than 600 MPa) even with a
2D generalised plane strain mechanical analysis, the 3D
calculation taking into account the 5 mm-thick poloidal
castellations has not been judged necessary.

Table 3 : Temperatures reached in baffle materials at various times of the transient calculation

Load Histogram for Baffle analysis (first cycle)

time (s)

Heat Flux (MW/m2)

Nuclear Heating (%)

0

0.12

0

150

0.12

0

200

3
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Baffle Module 26 - TIME = 1200.00 S

Figure 4 : Baffle transient thermal analysis: temperature distribution in the FW

Von Mises thermal stresses obtained with an elastic
calculation are within allowable values (below 3Sm) for the
shield, the liner and the major part of the DSC-heat sink.
Elasto-plastic analysis has also been performed, in
particular because of the high level of stress found in the
OFHC compliant layer. SS-liner and DSC-heat sink were
also treated with an elasto-plastic model. Relevant fatigue
curves necessary to correctly predict lifetime for these
materials are not available at present. However, levels of
plastic strain found in these calculations are far below those
computed for the various high heat flux component mock-
ups which have been tested under thermal cycling with
success. Even if these conclusions have to be verified with
relevant tests and checked when data will be available,
plastic strains are considered acceptable. Therefore, suitable
fatigue lifetime for this component can be ensured.

CONCLUSIONS

The activities performed within this task have been of
significant importance, both for the contribution to the in-
vessel components designs and for the understanding of
critical issues related, in particular, to the severe conditions
to which are submitted the FW of plasma-facing
components. Main achievements in 1998 have been the
identification of some improvements required for the ITER
BB, such as the use of thicker Be-tiles and the need of
modifying the BB module box cooling circuit, and the
establishment of the reference thermo-mechanical analyses
for the ITER baffles. These and past activities in the field of
ITER in-vessel components designs have permitted to give
significant contribution to papers presented at various 1998
international conferences [E, F, G, H].
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UT-SM&C-BLK

Task Title : HELIUM COOLED PEBBLE BED BLANKET

INTRODUCTION

The CEA has proposed, within the EU-Fusion Program, to
examine the use of the lithium meta-zirconate/meta-
titanate as breeder materials for DEMO-HCPB blanket and
to assess the impact of the use of these candidates on the
general design features. The reference breeder material for
the EU-HCPB blanket of DEMO is the lithium ortho-
silicate, proposed and studied by FzK.

Accordingly, the CEA has presented a 1st proposal in 1997
[R1,R1] and assessed the impact of using these potential
candidates on the DEMO-Blanket general features. The
main characteristics of that proposal was the use of a
breeder beds as thick as 16-18 mm with ceramic breeder
materials as rich as 25-28% in Li6. The resultant
maximum operating temperatures was evaluated to be as
high as 1215 °C. Some recent experimental work on
pebble thermal stability have increased the uncertainty in
the thermal stability of the Li-zirconat/-titanante at such
high temperatures. Although the full interpretation of these
results has not yet been completed, the HCPB-blanket
project leader joined by materials experts have
recommended to revise the CEA proposed design to result
in lower operating temperatures. Due to the absence of all
experimental figures, the project leader advised to keep the
maximum operating temperature around the indicative
value of 900 °C for both meta-zirconate and the meta-
titanate ceramics.

In additions, the EU-Fusion Program has decided to use
the EUROFER97 rather than the Martensitic (MANET) as
structure material. A change that would alter significantly
the TBR and the neutron induced activation characteristics
of the HCPB blanket.

Subsequently, it appeared necessary to revise the CEA
proposal in order to integrate the materials experts'
recommendations and the DEMO new specifications.

1998 ACTIVITIES

In 1998, a wide set of optimum configurations, in the TBR
sense, has been determined for DEMO-HCPB. A given
configuration will be fully defined by the cooling plate
thickness (tl), the breeder bed thickness (t2) and the Be-
bed thickness (t3) for a given breeder ceramic at a given
Li-6 enrichment. Thus the option Zr50%-08.09.80 will
assign a 8mm for the cooling plate thickness, a 9mm of
breeder bed thickness and a 80mm of Beryllium bed
thickness in the case of the lithium meta-zirconate ceramic
with 50% enrichment in Li-6.

The BoL Li6 enrichment will be fixed at 50% for all
studied configurations. This resulted from the
investigations done in 1997, [Rl], where thermal
calculations showed that approaching values near to 900-
1000°C of maximum operating temperatures should
necessitate decreasing the breeder thickness to values less
than 12mm. At such small thickness of the breeder bed,
only Li6 enrichment equal or higher than 45% will
guarantee the TBR value of 1.07 at BoL (considering the
ports).

GEOMETRICAL MODEL

The HCPB blanket geometry has been described by a 3D
local model in the equatorial plan region. It allows to
calculate the maximum neutron heating rates in the beds
and optimise the TBR as well. The 3D-local model used in
the neutronic optimisation is fully described in [Rl, PI].
Three ceramic bed thickness have been considered 9, 10
and 12 mm. At each ceramic bed thickness, the Be-bed
thickness has been varied from 30 to 80 mm and the
optimum Be-bed thickness is determined.

TBR OPTIMISATION

TBR optimisation calculations were carried on using
TRIPOLI4, the CEA Monte Carlo neutron transport code.
The details of this parametric evaluations are given in
[PI]. The local TBR values are calculated with statistical
uncertainty less than 0.1% in the worst case. The choice
between different possible breeder bed thickness will be
decided in function of the maximum nominal temperature
observed in the equatorial breeder bed. Among different
examined options, the series of Zr50%_08.12.80,
Zr50%_08.10.80 and Zr50%_08.09.80 have resulted in a
local TBR of 1.43, 1.42 and 1.41, respectively. At Be-bed
thickness of 80mm, the optimum TBR change slightly with
the breeder bed thickness between 12 and 8mm. The final
choice will be done in function of the maximum operating
temperature.

BREEDER DEPLETION

The 2nd needed quantity is the Li-depletion in the time.
Starting from the depletion rate of Li6 and Ii7 per neutron
emitted in the plasma at 14.1 Mev calculated by
TRBPOLI4, the Ii6-enrichment as function of the operating
time at full power could be determined, [P1,P2]. The
variation of the Li6-enrichment against the operating time
in the case of the Zr-08.09.80 option shows that the Li6-
enrichment lower limit of 47% would be attainable around
28 000 hours of full power operation. An enrichment of
47% is corresponding to a local TBR of 1.39
(corresponding to a 1.05 global 3D TBR with the ports, at
the EoL).
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NEUTRON FW LOAD

The resultant FWOB maximum neutron loading was
evaluated to be equal to 2.87 MW/m2 while the mean
neutron loading is equal to 2.50 MW/m2 with an offset
factor of 1.15 due to the neutron source poloidal
distribution.

HEAT RATE RADIAL DISTRIBUTION

The heating rate radial distribution in the OB-breeder bed
in the vicinity of the equatorial plan, for the Zr50%-
08.09.80 option, is evaluated to 67 W/cm3 within the
20mm behind the FW and decreases to 8 W/cm3, 50 cm
further.

MAXIMUM OPERATING TEMPERATURE

All examined options have been evaluated and the
maximum operating temperature in each option was
determined. In the precise case of the breeder bed option of
Zr50%-08.09.80 the maximum heating rate issued from
the neutronic calculation was estimated to be about 67
W/cm3 (BoL). Using the relations describing the effective
bed conductivity as mentioned in [PI] would produce a
maximum operating temperature in the OB-breeder bed
equal to 1085 °C (for CP and FW at 450 °C).

The option Zr50%-08.09.80 results in the lowest maximum
operating temperature.

PEBBLE THERMAL STABILITY

The main restriction on the maximal allowable operating
temperature is due to the existing uncertainty on the
thermal stability of the lithium meta-zirconate and the
lithium meta-titanate at temperatures as high as 1000 °C
and slightly beyond.

Long annealing behaviour in air for temperatures between
800 and 900 has been tested for the meta-zirconate and
meta-titanate in pebbles form and results are reported in
[R4]. It concludes that, for lithium zirconate, produced by
extrusion and sintered at 1050°C for 2 hours, grain size
shows almost no-significant change between 800 °C - 900
°C, up to 75. Results were confirmed in the tests
effectuated at Fzk in He+0.1%H2 at 970 C during 96 days.
In this campaign, X-ray diffraction pattern tests indicated
no additional phase within the detection limits (~ 1%).
However, a slight densification was observed from porosity
measurements from 89% TD at the beginning-of-test to
90.5% at the end-of-test. It has also been observed that the
annealing effect decreases significantly for the pebbles
having been sintered at higher temperatures (~1200 °C) for
zirconate and titanate. Thus, It seems that potential
improvements in the pebble thermal long term behaviour
would be possible by developing fabrication procedures
using higher sintered temperatures. However, the tritium
release behaviour of the pebbles sintered at higher
temperatures should be re-examined.

As for crash load time evolution, only zirconate and
titanate pebbles were tested in the CEA testing
progrogram. For titanate pebbles sintered at 1050 °C,
crush load seems tend to a limit of 1.7 daN after 90 days of
continuous annealing at 900 C. For the zirconate pebbles
sintered and annealed in the same conditions, the crush
load limit tends towards a constant value of 1.9 daN. In all
three ceramics one may conclude that crush load decreases
by almost 50%. However, the crush load limit of the
silicate pebbles presents specific concerns for HCPB
regarding the fact that it has the lesser crash load limit.
While, the crush load limits for the zirconate/titanate
should not en principal rise any specific concerns.

The effect of thermal cycling has also been examined in
two configurations ; 1/ cycling at temperatures between 80
and 600 °C for some 600 cycles, and. 2/ cycling at a range
between 1100 °C and 1200 °C for some 30 cycles. It seems
as if the crush load after cycling tends to the crush load
corresponding to the upper temperature of the cycle.

THERMAL POWER BALANCE

The total plasma energy is transferred to the blanket and
the in-vessel surrounding structure through neutrons at
14.1 MeV (1800 MW*) and alpha-particles (400 MWth).
Neutronic calculations estimated the global quantity of
useful thermal energy deposed and amplified by the
neutron transportation in different blanket structure by
2875 MWth, [R5].

It showed also that the major part of the thermal energy
comes from the breeder bed zone with the same share of
41% of the total energy production, in the IB- and the OB-
breeders, in the IB- and OB-segments, respectively.

The 2nd important contribution is that of the multiplier
with almost 35.5% in the case of the OB-segments and
30% in the IB-segments.

The rest of the contributions comes from the metallic
structures principally made of the Eurofer (FW, cooling
plates, side-walls, and back-walls). The contribution of the
metallic parts rises to about 25% of the total production of
the thermal energy in the blanket.

ACTIVATION CALCULATION

The activation of the structure components such as the FW
and the CP in the HCPB blanket has been assessed. For all
structure components, neutron irradiation time was taken
equal to 20000 h of full power irradiation regime.

The specific activity of the Eurofer structures attain some
10+12 Bq/kg and 2 10+u Bq/kg, just after 20000h of full
irradiation time, for the FW and the other blanket
structures, respectively. Calculations shows that the main
contribution comes from radioactive elements such as F55
(-25%) and W187 (20%), just after shutdown. After 200
years, the specific activity becomes lower than 104* Bq/kg.
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Roughly estimations show that an OB-segment will emit
some 3.5 10+15 Bq just after shutdown. This maximum
activity is shared between the FW (2.3 10+15 Bq) and the
other components (1.2 10+15 Bq).

The dose rate is relatively higher for the FW components
compared to the CP ones. For all structures, dose rate is of
the order of 10+5 Sv/h just after shutdown. It decreases by
factor of 2 after one cooling year and by 3 decades after 10
years. Just after shut down, the main contributions in the
dose rate come from the W187 and the V52. The situation
changes after one year and lasts for few tens of years with
major contributions coming from F55 and Co60.

As for the specific decay heating rate, we observe the same
tendency of having the FW relatively hotter than the other
structures, [P2]. The heating rates of 10"4 kW/kg and 4 10"5

kW/kg are observed just after shut down for the FW and
the CP, respectively. Then, they decrease by some 2
decades in one year. After 10 years, the heating rates are
already lower than 10"7 kW/kg, whatever the structure is.

[R2] J. F. Salavy, M. Eid 'Neutronic & thermal
characteristics of the HCPB blanket in the case of the
use of the zirconate/titanate as breeder material'
technical report, DMT 97/552, SERMA/LCA 2155,
CEA, 01/1998.

[R3] D. Lulewicz - N. Roux, « Development of Li2ZrO3
and Li2TiO3 pebbles. Report Jannuary-
Decemberl997 » technical report - DT97/064
JDL/NR/FL, CEA.

[R4] J D. Lulewicz - N. Roux, « Examination at CEA of
Li4SiO4, Li2ZrO3 and LI2TiO3 pebbles specimens
before and after the long time annealing test at FzK »
technical report - DT98/081 JDL/NR/FL, CEA.

[R5] M Eid et al. « European Blanket ; CEA contribution
to the HCPB Design, impact of the use of the
zirconate/titanate as breeder materials » CEA
technical note, SERMA/LCA/RT/98-2475/A,
Dec. 1998.

CONCLUSIONS REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS

CEA has to revised its concept proposed in 1997, [RI, R2].
The revised concept make use of a breeder bed of 9mm
thickness, a Be-bed of 80mm thickness and a cooling
plates with 8mm thickness, [P1,P2]. The zirconate
enrichment in Li6 is increased up to 50%. The maximum
heating rate in the breeder bed of this concept (Zr50%-
08.09.80) is about 67 W/cm3 resulting in a maximum
operating temperature equal to 1085°C.

The corresponding overall 3D TBR (considering the ports)
is equal to 1.09 at BoL. Breeder depletion calculations
showed that this blanket (Zr50%-08.09.80) may operate
continuously at full power for some 28 000-29 000 hours
before attending the EoL TBR limit of 1.05 (3D with
ports).

Limitations on the maximum operating temperature in the
ceramic breeder comes from uncertainty in the thermal
stability of the pebbles and Li transport at high
temperatures. However, experimentally confirmed figures
are lacking.
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UT-SM&C-LiPb

Task Title : PURIFICATION OF LIQUID METALS

INTRODUCTION

During operation of the water-cooled liquid metal blanket,
the steel box which acts as the liquid metal container can
be corroded by the Pbl7Li alloy flowing at low velocity.
The corrosion products dissolved in the alloy are then
transported with the flow. In some regions, characterized
for example by low temperatures, these corrosion products
can crystallize and form aggregates which can be deposited
on the walls. The processes of corrosion, formation of
aggregates and deposition depend on several factors such
as temperature, hydrodynamics, solubility, kinetics of
exchange at the solid/liquid interface, roughness of the
wall... Another significant factor is the high external
magnetic field used to confine the plasma.

The deposition in uncontrolled zones can lead to plugging
and the accumulation of activated products is a problem for
the maintenance. Therefore, it is necessary to remove the
metallic impurities present in the liquid alloy and
purification methods have to be developped. One way is to
promote the preferential deposition of the products in
controlled areas either by cold trapping or by magnetic
trapping. It results that the deposition process has to be
understood from a basic point of view.

1998 ACTIVITIES

In 1998, the effect of a magnetic field on the formation of
deposits in Pbl7Li liquid alloy has been examined. More
specifically, the deposition of metallic elements resulting
from the corrosion of steels by the liquid alloy under
thermal gradient and magnetic field has been studied. The
case of martensitic steel exposed to Pbl7Li has been
considered and the deposits formed in such conditions have
been identified.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Martensitic steel (type 56T5: 86.7Fe-10.5Cr-0.66Ni-
0.65Mo-0.61Mn-0.48Nb-0.18V-0.22Si) has been used as
material. It was prepared in tubes which were closed at one
end by welding and filled with liquid Pbl7Li under an
argon atmosphere. The open ends of the tubes were then
sealed under vacuum. Two steel tubes were exposed to
Pbl7Li: one was placed under thermal gradient without
magnetic field (test 1), the second one was placed under
thermal gradient with magnetic field (test 2). The tubes
were vertically located in a furnace where a temperature
gradient was established for the test duration.

In test 1 without magnetic field, the temperature gradient
was 510-250 °C. In test 2 with magnetic field, a
temperature gradient 510-250 °C was arranged and a
permanent magnet (0.25 T) was placed around a region of
the tube where deposition was thought likely to occur in
the hope of trapping out any ferromagnetic materials. In
the present experiment, the magnet was placed in a
temperature region ranging from 390 to 320 °C.

On completion of tests (3300 h), the crystals formed on the
walls of tubes or in the bulk of the lithium-lead alloy were
characterized and the composition of the solidified Pbl7Li
was analyzed.

CHARACTERIZATION OF DEPOSITS
WITHOUT MAGNETIC FIELD

FORMED

In test 1, no corrosion layer was observed on the surface of
56T5 steel. The only evidence for corrosion was the direct
observation of crystals on the walls of tubes after the
removal of Pbl7Li, indicating that mass transfer occurred.
Therefore, the main constituents of this steel seem to
corrode at a similar rate when it is in contact with molten
Pbl7Li. Dissolved metallic elements were found in Pbl7Li
(in wppm): 13 for Fe, 3.5 for Mn, < 1.5 for Cr and < 0.7
for Ni.

The characterization of crystals deposited on the steel
surface was complex because they were distributed all over
the tube and exhibited varying compositions. Nevertheless,
some results may be drawn.

The hottest part of the tube (480-510 °C) was mainly
composed of iron-rich crystals having the composition
97.5Fe-2.5Cr. In the temperature range 400-480 °C, other
types of crystals were observed in small quantities: Fe-Cr
crystals (38Fe-59Cr-3Mo), Ni-Fe-Mn-Sn crystals (29.2Ni-
27.2Fe-14Mn-28.3Sn-l.lCr-0.3Mo) and Fe-Nb crystals
(28.2Fe-65.7Nb-2.5Cr-3Mo). For lower temperature
(T<400 °C), the Ni-Fe-Mn-Sn crystals were found
associated with higher chromium content (32Ni-10.5Fe-
16Mn-33.5Sn-8Cr).

It was deduced that the Fe/Cr ratio of these crystals
decreases with temperature. However, at temperature less
than 350°C, the Fe and Cr concentrations were both
lowered and the crystals reach the composition 33.5Ni-
7Fe-18Mn-39Sn-2.5Cr which corresponds to the ternary
compound (Ni,Fe,Cr)2MnSn.

Although the concentrations of Ni and Mn in steel, and Sn
in Pbl7Li are very low, these three elements are easily
associated to form crystals.
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Figure I : Deposits in Pbl 7Li under magnetic field

CHARACTERIZATION OF DEPOSITS FORMED IN
THE PRESENCE OF A MAGNETIC FIELD

In test 2. the corrosion behavior of 56T5 steel seems similar
to that observed in test 1. Corrosion is detected because
crystals are found but the experimental procédure does not
permit to say if there is a quantitative effect of the magnetic
field on the corrosion process. Furthermore, the magnetic
field is placed in a low temperature region so its effect on
corrosion is probably limited. The concentration of metallic
elements present in PblTLi alloy at the end of this test has
been determined. It was found (in wppm): 6.5 for Fe and
1.9 for Cr. The Fe concentration is thus divided by a factor
of 2 compared to test Î.

A completely different situation was observed with regard
to the distribution of crystals in test 2. In fact, the region
which had been at a temperature ranging from 510 to 390
°C during the test was nearly free from deposition. Most of
the crystals were found in the region which was directly in
the magnetic field (temperature range 390-320 CC). Figure 1
shows abundant crystals which were detected in this area
after removal of Pbl7Li. Another evidence for the effect of
the magnetic field is the fact that the crystals are not
randomly distributed but orientated along directions (Fig.
1b). The EDS analysis indicates they are composed of iron
and chromium: 92Fe-8Cr. A large quantity of these crystals
was suspended in the frozen alloy (about 75 mg) but some
of this material were also found adhering to the surface of
the tube. For temperatures less than 300 °C (corresponding
to the part of the tube below the magnetic field), some
crystals were sparsely detected. The analysis showed their
composition to be a mixture of Ni, Mn and Sn
corresponding to the ternary compound (Ni,Fe,Cr)iMnSn.
The deposition of this material seems unaffected by the
presence of the magnetic field because it was also found in
this range of temperature in test 1.

Therefore, the presence of the magnetic field alters the
distribution of corrosion products formed under thermal
gradient.

Preferential deposition of ferromagnetic Fe-Cr crystals in
the region affected by the field has been observed. The
decrease of the Fe content remaining in the Pbl7Li alloy at
the end of the test is consistent with magnetic trapping
effect.

CONCLUSION

A series of simple deposition tests has been carried out in
Ph!7Li contained in martensitic tubes under a thermal
gradient. Different types of crystals have been identified,
composed of Fe and Cr or a mixture of Fe, Cr, Ni. Mn and
Sn. They were found in various quantities and distributed
ail over the steel surface.

Tne deposits with Ni, Mn and Sn were detected in very
small quantities at low temperature below 300 CC. In
presence of a magnetic field there was a marked difference
in behavior.

There was nearly an absence of crystals in the high
temperature region out of the magnet. The majority of
deposits was observed in the region placed in the magnetic
field, some adhering to the steel walls and some in the bulk
of the Pbl7Li. Only one type of this ferromagnetic deposit
composed of Fe and Cr was found. The magnetic field has
no effect on the small amount of deposits composed of Ni,
Mn and Sn.

There is evidence for the magnetic field effect on the
trapping of ferromagnetic material. Deposition is observed
in the region directly affected by the field and the
concentration of iron in solution in Pbl7Li is lowered.
Therefore, magnetic trapping would be an effective method
to remove Fe and Cr from the liquid alloy.
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UT-SM&C-LME

Task Title : LIQUID METAL EMBRITTLEMENT

INTRODUCTION

In the frame of the future fusion reactors, liquid metals
might be used as coolants in parts submitted to high heat
peaks (for example, divertor), or as tritium breeding
materials (for example, lithium-lead alloy). This implies
that the properties of the structural materials must not be
affected by the presence of the liquid metal. Thus, for a
safe operation of the reactor, one must be aware of the
problems which can arise during the solid-liquid contact.

It has long been known that ductile solid metals exposed to
specific liquid metal environments may exhibit a
significant reduction in elongation to failure and fracture
strength when they are tested in tension. Under certain
experimental conditions, the liquid metal embrittlement
(LME) can be quite dramatic and one of the peculiarities of
this phenomenon is the crack propagation rate which is
reported to be very high (up to 50-500 cm.s1). The fact
that a liquid metal can drastically affect the material
resistance to fracture has serious technological
significance.

Embrittlement in liquid metal environments has been the
subject of many reviews describing the phenomenological
features of the LME, the prerequisites for its occurrence,
the effects of variables including grain size, strain rate,
temperature, metallurgical state... However, despite
decades of research, a qualitative explanation of LME has
not yet emerged and its prediction is still missing. It is
therefore appropriate that LME should be reviewed in the
light of more recent work to provide a current assessment
of this phenomenon.

1998 ACTIVITIES

In 1998, the literature survey has been pursued. The
various mechanisms and models which have been
advanced so far to describe the LME have been examined
in details.

There are different models of LME mechanism:

- the dissolution - diffusion models of Robertson and
Glickman,

- the brittle fracture theory based model, denominated
SJWK, proposed by Stoloff, Johnson, Westwood and
Kamdar,

- the ductile failure based models of Lynch and
Popovich,

- the liquid metal atoms penetration based model of
Gordon.

This list is not complete, but the main purpose is to present
the most outstanding models. A diagram which
summarizes the elementary mechanisms involved in each
model has been proposed (Fig. 1). This diagram describes,
for each model, the sequence of the elementary
mechanisms leading to the propagation of cracks in
presence of stress and liquid metal.

They are represented by arrows, which are numbered in
order to link the following description of the models to the
diagram. It allows to make a quick comparison between the
different models and to see whether they use common
elementary mechanisms or not. Furthermore, if we make
this hypothesis that several mechanisms can occur at the
same time to produce LME, as it has yet been proposed,
this diagram gives a general overview of all the
mechanisms that could be involved.

The concept of the adsorption-induced surface energy
lowering is the central point of all these models, excepted
for Robertson who does not mention the occurrence of
adsorption. The adsorption-induced surface energy
lowering has first been introduced by Rebinder, as the
origin of the Rebinder effect (RE) which is one of the
effects exerted by a liquid or a gaseous medium on the
mechanical properties of solids. RE appears as a plastic
flow increase and a strength reduction. The main problem
in using the Rebinder effect to describe LME is that it has
a pure thermodynamic character. That is the reason why
many authors have improved his work by adding molecular
mechanisms and/or by adding kinetic modelization of the
phenomenon.

Robertson has presented his dissolution-diffusion based
model in 1966. The main purpose of his theory is to give
an expression for the crack propagation rate. There is no
reference to a crack initiation stage, consequently the final
expression concerns only the propagation rate. This model
uses only macroscopic, thermodynamic and elastic
concepts.

According to Glickman, LME is a clear manifestation of
the Rebinder Effect (RE). He adds to this approach a
mechanism based on dissolution and diffusion of solid
metal atoms. Glickman worked mainly with solid copper
and lead-bismuth melt. His model of the phenomenon is
mainly kinetic, but also thermodynamic because it is based
on Rebinder's effect.
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Figure 1 : Diagram illustrating all the elementary steps involved in the different LME models

The SJWK model is based on the « weakening of
interatomic bond » mechanism, which is a particular case of
the brittle fracture theory. It manages to rationalize the
effects of many experimental variables: temperature, strain
rate, grain size, slip character, but it was not capable of
predicting susceptibility of a new substrate-environment
system.

The Lynch model, which is also based on « the decrease of
the strength of the interatomic bonds », differs from SJWK
model, because it assumes that crack propagation does not
occur by atom-by-atom rupture of the bonds. This model
gives an explanation for the presence of ductility at a
microlevel. It is mainly based on metallographic
investigations on many different systems.

Popovich presents a mechanism for LME, based on the
Rebinder effect and on enhanced plastic flow. At the
thermodynamic aspect developed by Rebinder, he adds an
atomistic approach. His model is only qualitative and give
no quantitative expression for the time to rupture or for the
crack propagation rate.

The Gordon model is based on the penetration of liquid
metal atoms along the grain boundaries. This concept is that
the actual crack nucleation event is not the rate-controlling
step in the crack initiation, but rather than during an
incubation period there is a preparation process which is
rate-controlling.

For Gordon, the present approach must allow to explain the
delayed fracture, often observed in experimental studies.

CONCLUSION

The survey has been concerned with the most outstanding
models that have been proposed so far in the literature to
describe liquid metal embrittlement. Unfortunately, the
review does not allow an easy comparison between them. In
fact, we cannot conclude that one model is more
appropriate than another one for a specific solid metal -
liquid metal couple. Attempts to apply these models in a
system have often been carried out taking into account
experimental results obtained in specific conditions.
Therefore, we think it is difficult to draw general
conclusions via such limited data.

Some models have been developed to be in agreement with
the behavior of large number of systems. In spite of some
advances, the difficulty still remains to understand and to
predict why a particular embrittling species attacks a
particular metal and how the embrittled metal will crack. As
a consequence, the approach which consists in comparing
the results obtained in two different systems is not relevant,
since the elementary mechanisms which simultaneously
work in one system may not be the same as those involved
in the other.
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For example, diffusion-penetration mechanism should not
be eliminated because it is not involved in some systems.
In fact, it takes place in the embrittlement of copper-
bismuth system, like other elementary mechanisms such as
adsorption. For this reason, studying the elementary
processes that occur in the embrittlement of a specific
solid-liquid couple may lead to improved understanding.

The chemisorption process, which is assumed in most of
the models, should be studied. Liquid penetration at sites
of high stress concentrations (e.g., grain boundaries) and
its effect on embrittlement should be also more
investigated in the future. For example, in a recent paper, a
mechanism of grain boundary penetration via the
development of a macroscopic amorphous layer has been
proposed to explain the loss of ductility in the aluminum-
gallium system. Such a mechanism could be expanded to
other systems. It is necessary therefore to investigate new
experimental work in that field including microstructural
and mechanical studies.
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UT-SM&C-PB

Task Title : FABRICATION OF PERMEATION BARRIERS
USING CVD PROCESSES

INTRODUCTION

The R&D programme devoted to the fabrication of the
tritium permeation barrier (TPB) in the Water Cooled
Lithium-Lead (WCLL) blanket concept is focused on the
development of Fe-Ai coatings by different techniques (hot
dipping , CVD. plasma spraying).

The purpose of the study is to show the interest of the CVD
techniques to propose alternative materials for the TPB.

TiAIN deposition by Plasma Assisted CVD (PACVD) and
vapour aiuminization have been checked in a first part. The
chromizing and siiiconizing feasabiiity has been studied in
1998 on, T91 martensitic steel substrates.

1998 ACTIVITIES

CHROMIZING FEASABILITY

Chromizing has been performed using a pack cementation
method. The piece to be treated is put in a box in contact
with a cement which powder is composed of Cr as donor.
KH4CI as activator and Al;Oj as inert filler which role is to
avoid the sintering of the cement. The activator decomposes
under temperature and reacts with the donor to produce
gaseous compounds of the element to deposit.

The cement has been specifically prepared using a spray-
drying process which produces an homogeneous powder
with an average particle size of 50 urn for a composition of
25 % of Cr, 4 % of MiUCl and 71 % of AI2O3.

The chromizing has been optimized in a furnace equiped
with a pumping system in order to work under low pressure
if necessary. Treatments have been performed at 750°C not
to exceed the tempering temperature of the steel. Times of
16 hours have been tested.

Coatings of about 1.5 urn thick have been obtained as
illustrated on Fig. 1. The layer is rather dense and uniform.
There is no defect such as inclusions, cracks, porosities....
The adhesion is ensured by diffusion between the film and
the substrate. A control by Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy
(EDS) analysis performed on the surface gives a
composition of about 92 % of Cr and 8 % of Fe. The X Ray
Diffraction analysis (XRD) reveals the formation of Cr^Q
compounds. The formation of chromium carbides during
chromization has been already observed and it strondy

depends on the steel carbon content which participates to
the coating formation by diffusion. Surface analysis by
Glow Optical Discharge Spectroscopy (GDOS) confirms
this carbon enrichment.

Figure 1 : SEM metallography of the chromïzed layer
(cross-section)

SILICONIZING FEASABILITY

CVD methods such as processes using SiCu or pack
cementation are currently used for siiiconizing of steels
according to the literature. So the effort has been focused on
the realization of a oxide top layer to check a similar
coating structure as in the case of the Fe-Al/AkOs bi-layer
performed in the frame of the WPA4 programme devoted to
the barrier fabrication.

In effect, in other fields, amorphous silica coatings have
shown remarkable long-term corrosion protection in
oxidizing and suipfaidizing environments up to 1000°C and
this seems to be due to its amorphous structure which
provides a more effective diffusion barrier than the
polycristalline oxide scales formed on iron- or chromium-
based alloys exposed to these environments. Silica coatings
are also considered for diffusion barriers in high
temperature hydrocarbon conversion reactors.

Silica deposition has been optimized in order to perform the
coating on the siliconized steei. A Plasma Assisted CVD
(PACVD) method starting from an organosilicon precursor
(hexamethyldisiloxane : HMDS-G) has been tested because
it presents the advantage to be easily transferable to an
industrial scale. The coatings have been performed in a
piiote-scale reactor. The decomposition of the gaseous
phase is activated by the electrical discharge and no
additional heating is necessary. So, the deposition
temperature does not exceed 300°C which does not modify
neither the substrate properties nor the siliconized layer.
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An ion cleaning is carried out before the deposition step (in
the same device) in order to ensure a good adhesion of the
coating.

Uniform and covering coatings are obtained with
thicknesses of a few micrometers. The layers are very dense
and present a glassy morphology (Fig. 2) which illustrates
the formation of an amorphous structure according to the X
Ray Diffraction analysis. There is no crack or pinholes and
the film presents a good adhesion during test of rupture in
liquid nitrogen. Rutherford Backscatîering Spectroscopy
(RBS) and Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA) reveal the
obtention of different Si/O stoechiometiies according to the
ratio between the oxygen and the HMDS-Q flow rates :
films of plasma-poiymers are formed for low oxygen
concentration in the vapour phase whereas silica coatings
are deposited for high Oj/HMDS-O ratio.

Figure 2 : SEM metallography of a silica coating
(cross-section/

CONCLUSIONS
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This study shows the interest of the CVD methods to form
various coatings with metallurgical characteristics
interesting with regards to the barrier function (high
uniformity, compacity. adhesion....). A iarge panel of
techniques can be used with a choice relevant with the
specifications required by the application. In particular,
specific developments can be performed to produce
coatings at temperatures compatible with the substrate
properties.

The feasability of TiAIN and silica deposition has been
tested and the possibility of aluminizing and chromizing has
been shown with different operating condition ranges. It
must be noticed that SiC coatings which seem promising
barriers and resistant to corrosion by liquid metais could be
easily performed by the PACVD method used for the silica
deposition.
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UT-SM&C-PBM

Task Title : PEBBLE BED THERMO-MECHANICAL MODELLING

INTRODUCTION

There is evidently an increasing interest in the use of the
pebble-beds as a blanket component in the future fusion
reactors. In ITER Breeding Blanket (ITER-BB) and in
DEMO-Helium Cooled Pebble Bed (DEMO-HCPB)
concept both beryllium and breeding ceramics are proposed
in the form of pebble beds for the blanket.

However, the behaviour of different pebble bed types under
fusion-like load conditions is far from being modelled with
satisfaction. CE A has thus initiated, since 1995, a R&D
programme aiming at the modelling and experimental
validation of the pebble-bed mechanical behaviour. Within
a fusion like environment, the pebbles are subjected to
irradiation-induced swelling, thermal (gradient, cyclic)
stress and bed wall-induced stress.

After the FY96-FY97 experimental campaigns to validate
a model based on the soil mechanics approach, [R1-R6],
precisely on the Hujeux model derived from Cam-Clay
model. After validation, the model has been implemented
in CASTEM2000, the CEA qualified code in mechanics
(CEA/DRN/DMT), [R1-R5].

The pebbles are confined in an elementary basic cell of
316L-N stainless steel with typical dimensions of
800x60x250 (mm), [PI].

THERMAL LOADING

Be-pebbles (at 310 °C) are subjected to a cyclic loading
and will tend to expand more than the structure itself (at
200 °C). Relative thermal strain of each material are given
in details in [PI].

IRRADIATION-INDUCED SWELLING

Be-pebbles swelling is mainly due to He-particles
production as a result of the neutron-Be interaction. The
effective volumetric irradiation swelling of the Be-bed is
evaluated to be less than 1% at the EoL (3 Mwy/m3). This
value is extrapolated from the experimental measurements
obtained from the mixed bed Be+Li2Si03 irradiation
experiments, [PI].

GRAVITY LOADING

An order of magnitude equal to 0.8 m of a Be-column
static head has been considered to represent the gravity
effect. This equivalent to some 15 kg.

1998 ACTIVITIES
CONCLUSIONS

During the FY98, R&D effort has been oriented towards
the better understanding of the pebble bed behaviour under
given thermal loading and swelling conditions, and
comparing between different models. Two possible
approaches have been compared ; 1/ the finite elements
model (FEM) and 2/ the discrete elements method (DEM).

The FEM approach is that of the CEA developed model
new implemented in CASTEM, as described above. While,
the DEM approach is that developed at MIT (Boston) and
implemented in the 2D DEM code, MIMES.

Both approaches have thus been applied in one specific
case and compared. The studied case is described in the
following sections.

GEOMETRY & MATERIALS

ITER-BB configuration has served as base of the study-
case. Interest has been drawn principally towards the Be-
pebble bed of ITER blanket. Be-pebble bed is a binary bed
of relatively high packing factor 63%/18% (large
pebbles/small pebbles) and pebbles are with 1.5-2.3/0.1-
0.2mm diameters.

The most significant conclusions out of the methods
comparative analyses are described in the following.

The DEM approach seems interesting in the sense that it
allows a step-by-step (in the time) to follow up the local
void fraction and the pebbles-contact forces evolution. The
thermal loading and the irradiation-induced swelling can
easily be modelled using the DEM. Besides, it should be
underlined that the dynamic aspect of the approach
constitutes its main attractiveness. One the other hand, the
pebble-deformation should also be taken into account, but a
DEM/FEM coupled approach seems to be too costly at high
number of pebbles. The DEM has thus appeared limited to
the modelling of large pebbles.

The FEM approach based Cam-Clay type of modelling
gives good evaluations when dealing with round-shape
pebbles at very high number. It allows the determination of
ranges for the setting parameters. It predicts with
satisfaction the overall stress level in the surrounding
structures and determine the criteria for the evaluation of
the structure failure.
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However, attention should be paid to the fact that the
model has been validated upon non-rigid compression
tests. The blanket pebble bed appears to be relatively too
rigid to be directly applied in the blanket configuration
with no-additional corrections.

Additional efforts are still needed to improve pebble-bed
mechanical response understanding. A model which is
adequate to the fusion blanket operational conditions may
come out of the coupling of the two approaches : the FEM
and the DEM. The adequate model should be able to take
into account the cyclic nature of the mechanical and
thermal loads in the future fusion machines, as well.
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UT-SM&C-RC

Task Title : CVD/PVD COATINGS RESISTANT TO LIQUID METALS

INTRODUCTION

The choice of liquid metals as breeder and coolant for
fusion reactor blankets, requires to use specific materials
which present a good chemical stability in liquid metals.
Another solution lies in the protection of more classical
structural materials against liquid metals corrosion by
using coatings. Chemical and Physical Vapour Deposition
(CVD, PVD) are proposed to produce corrosion barriers in
media such as liquid Li or LiPb.

1998 ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS RESISTANT TO LIQUID METALS:
LITERATURE ANALYSIS

Barrier coatings may be interesting solutions to test for
corrosion applications with regards to bulk materials from
economical and technical point of view. CVD and PVD
techniques are candidates in other fields such as Al
casting, galvanizing... where corrosion protection against
liquid metals is currently met with operating conditions
more drastic than in the case of the Li or LiPb breeders
(temperature level, thermal shocks...).

Corrosion by liquid metals is governed by different
mechanisms which depend on the physico-chemistry of the
liquid-solid system, the material structure, the thermal and
mechanical conditions.... and can be illustrated by different
attack features. Some data about the behaviour of different
materials in lithium, in lead and even in the liquid Pbl7Li
alloy are partially available in handbooks and literature but
they strongly depend on the tested conditions.

In liquid lithium, depending on the conditions, Ni and Co
are not stable whereas Nb and Ta base alloys exhibit very
good corrosion resistance as well as W and W alloys, pure
Ti, V and Zr. Different carbides such as SiC, TiC, ZrC and
NbC show promising results.

In lead, refractory metals such as Nb, Mo, Ta and W have
a good behaviour at different temperatures whereas Ti and
Zr are attacked at 815°C. A wide range of ceramics resists
after 100 hour exposure at 815°C : B4C, SiC, TiC, ZrC,
Cr3C2, BN, TiN, Si3N4, MgO, A12O3, ZrO2, MgAl2O4.

More recent works carried out in conditions closer to the
breeder blanket specifications complete these data.

A12O3 must be avoided in lithium whereas its corrosion
resistance is very good in LiPb. Nitrides such as TiN, A1N
and BN seem to be resistant in both media. Oxides such as
MgO and Al2O3-MgO could be used in LiPb as well as
Y2O3 if its density is correct.

CVD AND PVD DEPOSITION: EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

The use of coatings as corrosion barriers introduces other
factors to guaranty their efficiency such as : covering
capability of the deposition technique, adhesion of the
coating to the substrate, compacity and absence of defects
such as cracks or pinholes.

CVD and PVD respect these specifications. In addition,
they allow «moderate » deposition temperatures which can
be compatible with the structural material properties.
Finally, they offer a large variety of materials (metals,
ceramics...) with various compositions.

The CVD and PVD feasibility of different coatings among
nitrides, carbides, oxides and refractory metals has been
tested in this work. The tested materials have been selected
on the basis of the literature analysis, e.g. (Ti,Al)N, SiC,
Y2O3 and A12O3 by CVD and W by PVD, for their interest
they should present for protection against LiPb. In this
study, the deposition of the different materials has been
performed on specimens in pilote-scale deposition reactors.
A physico-chemical and metallurgical characterization has
been mainly carried out to check the homogeneity and the
compacity of the layers deposited on martensitic steels (8-
10 % Cr).

CVD deposition

CVD deposition includes different static and dynamic
processes which can be selected for the final applications
according to their own specificities. So, different CVD
methods have been used to deposit the selected materials.

(Ti,Al)N films either Al-rich or Ti-rich have been
deposited at 550°C by Plasma-Assisted CVD (PACVD)
starting from a method of in situ chlorination of a TiAl
metallic charge.

SiC coatings have been performed at 500°C, also by
PACVD, but starting from a metalorganic precursor of Si
such as tetramethysilane (Fig . 1).
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Figure 1 : SiC CVD coating
(SEM metallography on cross-section)

For both oxides, yttria and alumina, the deposition has been
carried out using a Pyrosol® method starting from
metaiorganic precursors (MOCVD) such as yttrium (HI)
acetylacetonate trihydrate and aluminum-i-propoxide
respectively in the ranges of 520-530°C and 450-500°C. For
the alumina, the coating has been deposited on the
martensitic steel previously treated by a pack cementation
CVD process in order to form a Fe-Ai sub-layer.

PVD deposition

The W deposition has been carried out by a magnetron
sputtering process. A parametric study of the deposition
conditions has been carried out to achieve good layer
characteristics (Fig. 2). The temperature does not exeed
350°C during deposition.

Films of a few micrometers thick can be tvpically deposited
without redhibitory defects for the corrosion barrier
function such as cracks, porosities....

CONCLUSIONS

A literature analysis on materials resistant to molten metals
has enabled to select some candidates which should resist to
exposure in Li or LiPb among ceramics (nitrides, carbides,
oxides) and refractory metals.

The deposition of titanium-aluminum nitride, silicon
carbide, yttria. alumina and tungsten has been studied
because of the interest they should present as corrosion
barrier for the protection of the structural materials such as
martensitic steels in liquid LiPb.

This study shows the interest of CVD and PVD for the
deposition of various materials thanks to a large panel of
existing techniques. They provide thin coatings with good
quality and without redhibitory defects with regards to the
corrosion barrier function. The deposition of multi-layered
coatings could also be considered.

The behaviour of the different coatings could be checked
thanks to exposure in LiPb in specific equipments such as
the Mélodie loop of CEACEREM.
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Film characterization

With some optimizations, both CVD and PVD techniques
provide dense coatings with fine morphologies, good
uniformity and adhesion.
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UT-RH1

Task title : TECHNOLOGY AND CONTROL FOR HYDRAULIC
MANIPULATOR

INTRODUCTION

To adapt and improve hydraulic technology and control for
fusion remote handling hydraulic manipulators :

- development of force and hybrid control,

- integration of specific hardware to simplify electronics
and wiring for nuclear hardening, and to improve
performances.

To integrate and demonstrate these improvement on an
operational manipulator.

1998 ACTIVITIES

Hydraulic manipulators are candidate for fusion reactor
maintenance. Their main advantages are their large
payload with respect to volume and mass, their reliability
and their robustness. However due to their force control
limitations, they are not relevant for precise manipulation.
For safety reasons, it is required to improve force control
efficiency, specially when contact appears between the
manipulator and its environment for both expected and
unexpected situation.

The aim of the action « Remote handling technique -
Technology and control for hydraulic manipulator » during
the first year was to develop force and hybrid control in
order to avoid these problems. The control scheme had
been developed and tested on a one axis mock-up.

In 1998, this scheme has been implemented in TAO2000,
the robotic controller of CEA/STR. The MAESTRO
hydraulic manipulator was coupled with a master system.
The Man Machine Interface between TAO2000 and the
operator is the software OTARIE. In the same time,
hydraulic technology improvements have been tested. The
feasibility to manufacture pressure sensor working under
fusion requirements has been studied. Pressure servovalves
are tested in order to control the joint without any pressure
sensors.

A master / slave system MA23 / MAESTRO has been
installed and tested during tasks which was performed
using manual mode and automatic mode.

CONTROL SOFTWARE

TAO-2000 is a control hardware and software dedicated to
Computer Aided Teleoperation (CAT). A CAT system
provides the human operator with manual, automatic and
mixed control modes. With such a system, the human
intervenes at an execution level (in manual and mixed
modes) and at a supervisory level in order to select,
monitor and sequence the implemented control modes. In
this supervision activity, two problems are generally
encountered : (i) the operation of a basic CAT system
implies specialised robotics knowledge which cannot be
mastered on-line by an operator whose training is often a
matter of the application domain rather than robotics and
(ii) it heavily relies on geometrical data which are
considered differently by the human and by the computer.

The latter difficulty may be avoided by providing the
control system with a 3D model of the workspace that
allows the operator to visualise and designate geometrical
objects on the screen of a graphic workstation. A solution
to the former problem is to assist the human with a
computer possessing some description of the task : this
supervisory computer is thus able to support a high-level
man-machine dialogue hiding the execution details.
However, a tedious and rigid "programming" phase is
inappropriate as it would jeopardise the flexibility of the
teleoperation system.

1. Control modes

Hybrid force-position control modes are particularly useful
to perform telerobotic tasks. They aim to control position
and force in separate directions and rely upon the virtual
mechanism concept (figure 1). Its principle consists in
simulating with the computer a mechanical linkage
between the arm end-effector (actually the center of the
tool frame) and the environment. The manipulator mobility
is thus restricted to the motions (manually or force-
controlled) which verify the kinematics of the chosen
"virtual" mechanism. In this way, a wrench may be easily
guided perpendicular to a surface or moved along its axis.

The system also provides full manual master-slave modes
(with force feedback), in Cartesian and joint spaces. All
these modes are generally combined with several other
functions : master arm indexing, adjustment of master-
slave ratios, dynamic balancing of a carried load and
position learning.
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Slave Arm

Spring and Damper
in Cartesian Coordinates

Virtual
Mechanism

Joint Coordinates of
the Virtual Mechanism

Joint Coordinates of
the Slave Ann

1,

Joint Coordinates of
the Master Arm

Figure 1 : The virtual mechanism concept :

2. Graphic and supervision functions

Based on a 3D model of the remote environment, the
implemented 3D graphic functions provide computer-
generated visual feedback, they detect and signal collision
threats, they calculate geometrical parameters and compute
collision-free trajectories to reach specified positions. They
also permit the human operator to designate and select
environment objects (like a tool or a screw). The system
man-machine interface is then enhanced with a graphic
workstation that displays an animated synthetic view of the
workspace used as a support for the other 3D graphic
functions. At the higher level, the remote work is either
supervised by a program or interactively controlled through
the dedicated human-computer supervisory interface.

Since telerobotic missions are generally unpredictable, the
effects of a running program may be on-line adjusted,
modified or countermanded using this interface. The parts
played by the supervision interface are thus :

Display the system current configuration, the activated
control modes and 3D graphic functions, the detected
events and alarms. Provide a direct access to the system
general procedures (start...), the control modes and to basic
graphic functions (synthetic viewing, collision detection
and trajectory generation).

The graphic functions and the supervision functions are
grouped in OTARIE software. This new concept of Man /
Machine Interface is represented on figure 2 :

Figure 2 : Man Machine Interface OTARIE
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EXPERIMENTS

The master / slave system MA23 / MAESTRO is now installed.

Figure 3 : MAESTRO and the ma23 master arm

This master /slave system has been tested on the following tasks :

- peg in hole (laboratory task) - screw and unscrew

Figure 4 : Peg in hole with a MAESTRO

automatic tools exchange

Figure 6 : Unscrewing

cutting

Figure 5 : Tool exchange
Figure 7 : Tube cutting
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Figure 8 : Pressure servovalve characteristics

HARDWARE

On the hardware, the pressure servovalves has been tested
in order to be integrated in a hybrid control scheme.

To know if the selected pressure servovalve can run in the
control scheme, the performances of the servovalve has
been characterized. Static and dynamic characteristic have
been identified. These characteristics indicate that this
servovalve allows to control the joint torque with enough
precision and rapidity. So, they can be integrated in a
MAESTRO.

CONCLUSIONS

At the end of this year, a master / slave system (MA23 /
MAESTRO) is able to be tested on the fusion task.
Development of the control software has been achieved and
tested. The system is ready to be qualified under new
realistic tasks.

The studies on the hardware must be forwarded. The
characteristics of the pressure servovalve indicate that it
could be interesting to replace the classical servovalve and
the pressure sensor. This modification will simplify the
hardware in terms of sensors, of wiring. The software will
be also simplified without reduction of performances.
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UT-RH2

Task Title : GRAPHICAL PROGRAMMING FOR REMOTE HANDLING

INTRODUCTION

The UT-RH2 « Graphical programming for remote
handling» action deals with the programming and
supervision of the remote-controlled telerobotics systems
used for the maintenance of the ITER fusion reactor.

Telerobots relying upon Computer Aided Teleoperation (or
CAT) techniques [1] are known to significantly enhance
the performances of remote interventions. CAT allows the
human operator to dynamically set the configuration of his
teleoperation system in order to benefit from the most
appropriate perception-action loop according to the
considered sub-task. As the system generally offers
different ways of achieving a remote task, the operator
must select the telerobot control modes (from full manual
to full automatic) in order to get the best efficiency at any
moment [2].

The supervision of a CAT mission seems therefore to
require a strong robotics expertise. The maintenance
operators in the nuclear field are generally efficient for
manually controlling telerobots, but they are not specialists
in computer programming, nor in robotics. The present
action addresses this problem. Its goal is the development
of a man-computer supervision and programming interface
relying on virtual reality techniques. Using such
techniques, the supervision activities may be translated
into a graphic metaphor based on a 3D realistic or
symbolic representation of the work environment. This
virtual universe contains a number of graphical tools that
have specific behaviours and interact both with the human
operator and with the modelled environment objects.
Preparing and supervising a remote mission is thus
expressed in terms of directly operating virtual tools like a
welding device or a measuring tape without having to
bother about robotics intricacies.

The UT-RH2 action has been organised into 2 steps :

- In 1997, a graphical programming mock-up
implementing the virtual tools concept has been
specified, developed and validated for a well known
drilling task. At the same time, in the frame of action
T329-2 « Magnets feeder lines and cryogenic
connectors maintenance », several processes suited to
the maintenance of the ITER reactor were studied and
specified.

- In 1998, the previous graphical programming mock-up
has been modified to deal with the programming and
supervision of one of the maintenance missions
analysed in action T329-2.

This system has then been used to define a number of
recommendations and guidelines for the specification
of a complete man-computer interface for programming
and supervising ITER remote maintenance missions.

1998 ACTIVITIES

Following its successful validation in 1997, the graphical
programming concept has been developed in 1998 and
applied to the supervision of a remote mission
representative of ITER maintenance tasks. The 1998
demonstrator is dedicated to a pipe cutting mission
performed for maintaining cryogenic connectors. It
features a graphical command and programming language
based on a set of virtual tools that duplicate real drawing,
metrology and maintenance tools.

The demonstrator interface basically displays a computer-
generated 3D representation of the workspace and the
remote robotics arm called in this context the virtual arm
(figure 1). The human operator may first select and adjust
his visual feedback through a virtual camera module easily
controlled with mouse operations. Using a 6 degrees of
freedom (6 DOF) input device (either a SpaceBall or a
SpaceMouse), he may then displace the virtual manipulator
and simulate motions performed under manual control.
Collisions with the environment are detected and signalled
to the operator. The system also prevents the manipulator
from « entering » inside the modelled obstacles.

The mission tested with the graphical programming
demonstrator consists in replacing a part of an ITER
cryogenic connector by a new pipe section. This is
achieved using a special cutting device made in 2 elements
that can be closed around the pipe in the area where it
must be cut. The successive steps of the procedure are thus
(figure 2) :

- grasp the tool,
- go to one end of the cryogenic connector and close the

pipe cutter around it,
- cut,
- open the cutting tool and release the pipe,
- change the orientation of the tool,
- go to the other extremity of the connector and repeat

the cutting operation,
- move the tool while it is still closed and thus holds the

free part of the pipe,
- go and ungrasp the tool and the pipe.

All this mission is performed inside a tight volume with
numerous potential obstacles.
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Figure 1 : General view of the ITER Graphical Programming demonstrator interface
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Figure 2 : Simulation of the pipe cutting process showing the operation list displayed to the operator
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In this context, the main task of the operator is to specify
the work that has to be remotely performed. This is
achieved by interacting inside the 3D graphic environment
with various virtual tools :

- some of them represent the real tools used for the
maintenance operation ; a model of the pipe cutter thus
materialises the main process of our mission ; its main
purpose is to allow the operator to control tasks like
grasping the tool or cutting a pipe ;

- some others stand for the robotics functions that are
involved in the pipe cutting mission ;

- the last are used to define the geometrical parameters of
the previous functions or tool operations.

All these graphical tools have their own graphical shape and
behaviour that simplify their utilisation by the human

operator. To start the mission, the operator designates with
the mouse the cutter tool and the pipe to replace.

A window showing the various steps of the mission is
displayed on the 3D virtual environment. In this case, the
main difficulty is to specify the trajectories that the
manipulator will follow, especially when it is carrying the
tool and a part of the pipe. To do that, the operator just
defines a path consisting in a number of intermediary
manipulator configuration.

These configurations are constructed by moving the arm in
the desired area and pressing a switch. The representation of
a co-ordinate frame is displayed at the selected location. It
features sensitive components (figure 3) that allow the
operator to easily modify them both in translation and
orientation only with the mouse. When a path has been
defined, a trajectory is automatically generated using an
automatic collision free trajectory generation algorithm.

Figure 3 : Creation of a path that can be easily modified
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RESULTS REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS

The main benefit of the graphical programming
demonstrator is to allow the operator to easily prepare a
mission using a representation of the 3D workspace where
all the geometrical parameters required by the robot are
displayed. Additionally, it provides an efficient means to
generate collision free trajectories that can be very complex
when the environment is encumbered by obstacles.

The assessment of the system have shown the following
advantages :

- robot programming is simplified by relying only on
simple input devices (classical 2D mouse and 6 DOF
SpaceBall or SpaceMouse) ;

- help messages are displayed for each mouse motion and
inform the operator of the commands that are available
at any given moment ;

- starting complex robot programs is easily made by
designating objects with the mouse inside the 3D
environment ; often, geometrical parameters are not
requested by the system since they are implicitely
defined through the designated environment objects ;

- the configuration of the manipulator is well understood
by the operator as it is displayed on the synthetic
images and colours are used to indicate mechanical
stops or collision threats ;

- the operator may virtually move the arm using the
SpaceBall or SpaceMouse and be aware of collisions ;

- all the parameters of the robotics procedures are
displayed on the screen.

[1] Spécification du démonstrateur de programmation
graphique ITER (Specification of the ITER graphical
programming demonstrator), C. Leroux, rapport
STR/98.017, 17 mars 1998.

[2] Contribution à la spécification de l'interface de
programmation graplûque d'un système opérationnel
(Contribution to the specification of an operational
graphical programming interface), C. Leroux, mars
1999 (to be released in the near future).
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UT-T1

Task Title : SEPARATION OF THE D/T MIXTURE FROM HELIUM IN
FUSION REACTORS USING SUPERPERMEABLE MEMBRANES
Study of plasma driven superpermeation : Effects of methane and helium additive,
membrane superpermeation in deuterium plasma, plasma driven superpermeation
of palladium membrane

INTRODUCTION

The study undertaken during the present project (1994 -
1998) on hydrogen interaction with superpermeable

membranes confirmed that such membranes can let
through the energetic hydrogen particles almost like an
opening of the same area, and, thus, can be used for
hydrogen pumping, purification and separation from
impurities in fusion and plasma devices.

As for membrane practical application under actual plasma
conditions, there are several important subjects that require
further study. The first one is the effect of such impurities
as CH|, O2, He, etc. on the membrane operation. The
second subject is the size of the flux to pass through the
membrane. This is related with the development of
asymmetric membranes with the preferential hydrogen
desorption at membrane output surface.

Plasma driven permeation of the hydrogen isotope,
deuterium, that is widely employed in fusion devices is the
next subject of our investigation.

Thus, the main goals of the work carried out in 1998 were:

- investigation of the effect of methane and of the helium
additive on the plasma driven permeation through the
niobium membrane;

- study of plasma driven permeation through the
palladium membrane;

investigation of interaction of deuterium plasma with
niobium membrane.

1998 ACTIVITIES

EFFECT OF METHANE ADDITIVE ON
MEMBRANE SUPERPERMEABILITY

The superpermeability is controlled by delicate catalytic
processes at the membrane surfaces and is conditioned by
the state of membrane input surface. Usually monoatomic
films of non-metallic elements (O, C, S, etc.) protect the
membrane from chemical interactions with stable
molecules.

In the case of plasma, impurity molecules can be
dissociated, ionized, etc. That can promote the chemical
processes at the surface, including the growth of thick
films. The effect of methane on niobium membrane
permeability to thermal hydrogen atoms and to energetic
hydrogen generated by plasma was investigated over a
wide range of membrane temperatures, hydrogen pressures
and methane influxes. It was found that methane has no
effect on the thermal atom driven permeation. In contrast
to that methane had a substantial influence on plasma
driven permeation resulting in the membrane permeability
decrease at membrane temperature below 1000°C. The
reason of the effect observed was methane decomposition
in plasma and formation of an amorphous carbon film
preventing permeation of energetic hydrogen particles. To
maintain the membrane superpermeation in the presence of
methane, the method of carbon removal out from the
membrane surface was elaborated. It is based on the
preliminary oxygen dissolution into the membrane. As a
result, the stable long-term plasma driven superpermeation
of niobium membrane was demonstrated under condition
of methane additive.

EFFECT OF HELIUM ADDITIVE

The detailed study of helium effect on niobium membrane
superpermeability showed that helium had no effect on the
membrane pumping both of hydrogen atoms and of other
energetic hydrogen particles generated by plasma. The
typical data observed during these experiments are shown
in fig. 1.

Nb membrane,

P,n =2x10'3 Torr H,, T = 725X
plasma (25 - 40) A, 68 V

500 1000 1500 2000 2500

Time, s

Figure 1 : Plasma driven permeation
of hydrogen through the niobium membrane

with various quantities admitted helium
Hydrogen plasma: 25 A, 65 V. Helium plasma 0-15 A,

depending on He pressure, U=65 V
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As it is seen in fig. 1, the output pressure remained
unchanged even when the ratio of helium / hydrogen
pressures was increased up to the value of 2.

As for pure helium plasma, switching on of the atomizer or
of the plasma had no effect on the partial pressure of
helium in the input and output volumes of the plasma set-
up. Thus, a niobium membrane superpermeable to
hydrogen energetic particles demonstrated its total
impermeability to helium particles.

PLASMA DRIVEN SUPERPERMEATION
PALLADIUM MEMBRANE

OF

Palladium and its alloys are the most widespread materials
for pumping of molecular hydrogen and its isotopes as well
as for their purification and separation from impurities.
This is due to its outstanding physical-chemical properties
such as, for example, very favorable for hydrogen
permeation combination of the heat of hydrogen solution in
palladium and of the diffusion coefficient of dissolved
hydrogen. Note, also, that palladium is a "noble" metal of
Platinum Group and possesses high resistance to
aggressive media.

The interaction of a palladium membrane with energetic
hydrogen particles was investigated. The superpermeable
regime of membrane operation both in the case of thermal
atoms and plasma driven permeation was obtained for the
first time. In particular, the typical for the superpermeable
regime temperature independence of plasma driven
permeation was observed (fig. 2).
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Figure 2 : Temperature dependence of plasma driven
permeation through palladium membrane

PLASMA DRIVEN PERMEATION OF DEUTERIUM

Although such thermodynamic characteristics of
deuterium - niobium system as the diffusion coefficient of
deuterium in niobium and deuterium solubility in niobium

do not differ from that of hydrogen more than by 4Ï, the
sputtering coefficient by deuterium exceeds that of
hydrogen. As a result, fast neutral particle bombardment of
the input membrane surface may lead to the destruction of
superpermeable regime of membrane operation.

Deuterium plasma driven permeation through the niobium
membrane was studied over the same range of
experimental parameters as that for hydrogen. The
superpermeable regime of membrane operation was
observed. Detailed study of such membrane characteristics
as membrane asymmetry, absorption pumping speed and
degree of deuterium compression showed that all these
parameters were very close to that of hydrogen. The more
distinct difference in hydrogen and deuterium permeability
was observed in the value of characteristic transient time of

permeation, -t, that was longer by a factor of V? in the
case of deuterium (fig. 3). It was found that membrane
characteristics remained unchanged after a long term,
hundreds of hours operation with deuterium plasma.

100-

0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3

lO3 T ' . K ' '

Figure 3 : Temperature dependence of characteristic times
of permeation flux establishment,

to.5 and of its decay Tdecfor hydrogen and deuterium.
1,2 - TQ.S for deuterium and hydrogen, respectively,
3, 4 - Tdecfor deuterium and hydrogen, respectively.

CONCLUSION

Effect of methane on niobium membrane permeability to
thermal hydrogen atoms and to energetic hydrogen
generated by plasma was investigated at methane influxes
up to 10"4 Torr. The long-term plasma driven
superpermeation of niobium membrane under the methane
additive was successfully observed.

The study of helium effect on niobium membrane
superpermeability showed that helium had no effect on the
membrane pumping both of atomic helium and helium
plasma. It was also demonstrated that niobium membrane
superpermeable to hydrogen energetic particles is totally
impermeable to any helium particles.

Plasma driven permeation through a palladium membrane
was investigated for the first time, and the superpermeable
regime of its operation was demonstrated. It was found also
that investigated palladium membrane has a strong
favorable asymmetry of input and output surfaces.
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The interaction of deuterium plasma with a niobium
membrane was detailed investigated, and deuterium
plasma driven superpermeation through the membrane was
observed for the first time. Direct comparison of deuterium
and hydrogen permeability did not show a significant
isotope effect.
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UTS2

Task Title : MITIGATION OF HYDROGEN HAZARD IN A FUSION REACTOR
BY REDUCTION OF METALLIC OXIDES

INTRODUCTION

The main environmental and safety issue for fusion plants is
the control of the radioactive substances that will be used or
generated during operation, under all operational or
accidental conditions. Thus, the production of hydrogen and
its subsequent explosion hazard represents a threat to
confinement safety. Significant quantities of hydrogen
could be generated in a very short time inside a fusion
reactor during a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) by
chemical reaction between steam released into the torus and
plasma-facing components at high temperature. On the
basis of functional specifications stemming from accident
sequence analyses, it appears that the implementation of an
anaerobic hydrogen elimination system inside the torus or
its expansion volume is the most advisable mitigation
means because it allows removal of the hydrogen at its
source of production before it comes into contact with
oxygen. After a review of literature data and an
experimental evaluation of various types of metallic oxides
at laboratory scale, manganese oxide catalyzed by

silver compounds was found to be the most efficient
hydrogen material. In order to test this hydrogen mitigation
technique in representative fusion plant accident conditions,
Technicatome and the CEA designed and built a pilot
installation named MIRHABEL (Mitigation of the Risk
linked to Hydrogen by ABsorption and ELimination). After
a short description of MIRHABEL, this report presents and
discusses the test results with respect to ITER accident
conditions.

1998 ACTIVITIES

DESCRIPTION OF MIRHABEL

MIRHABEL is located at the Cadarache research centre in a
blockhouse. A static reactor was selected for MIRHABEL
because it represents accident conditions in a fusion plant
better than a dynamic reactor. The MIRHABEL loop is
composed of a 2.6 litre stainless-steel autoclave (see Fig. 1).
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Its design temperature and pressure are respectively 200° C
and 20 bar. The reactor is heated by heating rings arranged
around it. The reactor can be provided with variable
material charges (50 to 500 g housed in an appropriately
porous container and placed on a platform) and operates at
temperatures of up to 200° C.

The material and gas temperatures are measured by five
thermocouples. The processing loop includes four feed gas
lines (hydrogen, nitrogen, helium and steam), together with
a gas injecting device and a vacuum line. When the reactor
is placed under vacuum, the hydrogen-nitrogen mixture is
introduced at a pressure of between 1 to 10 bar and the total
pressure increase is monitored as a function of time until no
pressure variation is observed

DEFINITION OF TESTS

The parameters to be taken into account in the tests must be
representative of the physical phenomena present under
ITER accident conditions. The following parameters were
investigated : pressure (from 2 to 10 bar), hydrogen partial
pressure (from 0.2 to 5 bar), %H2(from 10 to 100%),
temperature (from 25 to 100°C), oxide mass (from 10 to 50
g), presence of steam.

TEST RESULTS

During a test, two types of data are monitored : pressure
variation and temperature evolution at four levels. The
chemical reaction between the hydrogen and the oxide
induces a drop in pressure. Continuous pressure
measurement in the reactor permits evaluating reaction
kinetics and, after integration, the quantity of hydrogen
removed during the test (hydrogen oxide capacity).

To allow the comparison and interpretation of the various
results, the pressure drop in the MIRHABEL reactor is
illustrated by both the hydrogen conversion ratio and
hydrogen oxide capacity. The main results show that the
chemical reaction consists of the chemical reduction of
dioxide manganese to monoxide manganese. This means
that theoretical dioxide manganese hydrogen capacity is
231.5 cm3 H2 NTP/y. The maximal capacity obtained for a
hydrogen pressure of 5 bar and a temperature of 25° C was
215 cm3 H2 NTP/y. In this case the chemical reduction
ratio was 94 %. The main results are summarized in the
next table :

When the chemical oxide formula is changed to 50 % CuO
- 45 % MnO2 - 5 % Ag2O, its hydrogen capacity increases,
reaching 263 m3 H2/g. The chemical reaction between the
hydrogen and the manganese dioxide is exothermal
(Figure 2). Powder temperature increases over 500° C.
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TX(%)

T(°C)

25

60

100

PH2

Dilution
(%H2)

Implementatio
n

1 container
of 50 g

64 container
of 0.78 g

1 container
of 10 g

1 container
of 50 g

1 container of
50 g

64 container
of 0.78 g

lbar

10% 50%
dry

50%
humid

100%

2 bar

10% 50% 100%

5 bar

50%

Manganese oxide reduction efficiency (MnO2 to MnO)
Tx (100 %) = 231.5 cm2 H2 TPN/g

26 58

23

94

65

94

23

30

78

12

72

87

95

80 94

80
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The effects of the oxide operating parameters with respect
to both kinetics and the capacity of the oxide to remove
hydrogen are as follows:

- The initial temperature and the reaction temperature
are decisive with respect to reaction kinetics and
chemical reduction efficiency,

- The increasing hydrogen partial pressure speeds up the
reaction kinetics and increases the capacity of the oxide
because of decreasing diffusion phenomena,

- Hydrogen dilution in nitrogen decreases oxide
efficiency and slows down reaction kinetics,

particularly because of the significant limitations
induced by the diffusion phenomena, but the oxide
remains efficient for a hydrogen concentration of less
than 10 %,

Steam does not appear to have a negative effect at a
temperature of 25° C and seems to slow down reaction
kinetics at a temperature of 100° C without inhibiting
the chemical reaction. However, the tests for a
temperature of 100° C under steam saturation
conditions must be performed with hydrogen and steam
introduced simultaneously so as to avoid damaging the
oxide.

Tests Conditions

N°TEST

MIRSTA-
PA01

MIRSTA-
-PB01
-PB02

MIRSTA
-PC01
-PC02
-PC03

MIRSTA-
-PD01
-PD02

-PDO3-I1-I3
- PD03-I4-I6

-PD04

MIRSTA

-MA01
-MAO IB
-MA02

-MA03

MIRSTA
-LA01
-LA02

MIRSTA
-NA01

Parameters

Reference
value

Pressure

Temperature
and

Pressure

Hydrogen
Concentratio

n

and
Pressure

Exchange
area

gas/solid
Mass effect

Mass and
pressure

Steam

Chemical
material
formulae

P
(bar

absolu)

2

10
4

2.2
4

2.5

2
2
10
10
1

2
4
2
4
4

10

2
3.5

10

PH2

(bar)

1

5
2

1.1
2
1

0.2
2
1
5
1

1
2

0.2
0.4
2

5

0.03
1

5

T
(°C)

25

25
25

60
100
100

25
25
25
100
25

25
25
25
25
100

25

25
100

25

H2

(%)

50

50
50

50
50
50

10
100
10
50
100

50
50
10
10
50

50

50
33

50

Material
mass

50 g
MnO2/10%Ag2O

50 g
MnO2/10%Ag2O

50 g

MnO2/10%Ag2O

50 g
MnO2/10%Ag2O

50 g in 64 containers

1 container

64 containers

1 contain : 10 g

43 g of
50%CuO
45%MnO2

5%Ag2O
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CONCLUSION -
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

REFERENCES

These first tests show that the manganese dioxide catalyzed
by 10 % silver dioxide is a suitable hydrogen getter.
Accident conditions in a fusion plant are covered by this
material with respect to pressure and temperature.

Several uncertainties will have to be clarified before using
this hydrogen mitigation strategy in a fusion plant. They
are the following:

• Steam effect on material characteristics,
• Validation of material efficiency with respect to low

hydrogen concentrations,
• Behaviour of the material with respect to beryllium dust

and activation radionuclides (poisoning effects),
• Tritium removal.

In order to qualify this material for a fusion plant, the
following developments are necessary:

* Evaluation of reaction kinetics using an experimental
loop adapted to a static reactor,

* Phenomena modelling that integrates environmental
characteristics, transfer phenomena, and reaction
kinetics,

* Solution of the issues arising from the uncertainties,

* Design of an industrial process for the ITER project.

[1] 20th SOFT- September 7-11, 1998. MARSEILLE-
France
Mitigation of hydrogen hazard in a fusion reactor by
reduction of metallic oxides.
V. CHAUDRON, F. ARNOULD, C. LATGE, A.
LAURENT
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UTS3

Task Title : BLANKET SAFETY
Modeling of heat exchanges for high flux components in a fusion reactor during
accidental conditions

INTRODUCTION

One sided high heat flux is the major feature of heat
generated from the plasma of a fusion reactor. This heat is
removed by sub-cooled water flow. For one sided heat
loads, different heat transfer regimes can be present. The
coupling of thermal and hydraulic computation is necessary
to produce a detailed description of the flow and the
thermal pattern in the cooling pipes. This coupling gives a
detailed knowledge of the flow in the channel and the
thermal response of the wall. The final application of such a
work is a better description of fusion heat exchangers under
accidental conditions where heat transfer is degraded.

1998 ACTIVITIES

THERMALHYDRAULIC AND THERMAL
COMPUTATION

The three-dimensional thermalhydraulic and thermal
equations are solved using a finite element method. The
fluid domain is modeled as a half horizontal cylinder and
the solid domain as a half horizontal rectangle. The axial
mesh is structured and the mesh of the fluid and solid bases
is unstructured (see figure 1).

For the thermalhydraulic computation, the heating of the
fluid is modeled by the volumetric source term of the
energy balance equation. This term is computed from the
flux calculated on the F I2 boundary (diffusive heat flux :
--ks9T/cfi = qw(<p) ) and used as an input on the F2

boundary.

For the thermal computation, the major difficulties of the
modeling are related to the boundary conditions at the
cooled surface of the solid. At this boundary, the flow was
divided into different heat transfer regimes determined by
the local wall temperature. The mathematical formulation
can be expressed as a three dimensional conduction

problem with the boundary conditions : - ks —^ = qinc on
dn

the heated surface Fn and - k , — - = h(T - T )on the
ôii

internal wall FI2. Tm is the average water temperature on
each section of the fluid mesh, calculated by the thermal
hydraulic computation.

The heat transfer coefficient is computed using the
following correlations :

- the single phase forced convection regime is described
by the Sieder-Tate equation,

- the fully developed sub-cooled boiling regime is
described as a function of the local heat flux and the
bulk pressure by the Thom/CEA equation,

- the onset of nucleate boiling is approximated using an
equation proposed by Bergles-Rohsenow,

The link between convection and subcooled boiling is made
using the Bergles and Rohsenow method.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

Several calculations
incident heat fluxes
conditions (Tin = 99.1

were performed using different
and steady state thermalhydraulic

'C - Vin = 5.1 m/s - Pin = 3.39 MPa).

Figure 1 : Thermal and thermalhydraulic coupling
(Thermal map of the solid and void fraction in the fluid)

Figure 1 shows the thermal map of the solid and the void
fraction in the fluid. This figure shows that different heat
transfers are present in a same section : the void fraction is
different from zero in the top of the tube (subcooled
nucleate boiling regime) and equal to zero in the rest of the
tube (single phase forced convection regime).
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Figure 2a shows a comparison of numerical and
experimental wall temperature vs incident heat flux. Owing
to the high thermal gradients in the solid, the error on the
thermocouple position is important in comparison of
numerical and experimental results. The experimenter gives
an error of 1 mm on the thermocouple position. This error is
reported on Figure 2.

This allows to note that the numerical results (TC2num) are
above the margin of error. The main reason for this
overprediction is that the value of the heat transfer
coefficient calculated by the Sieder Tate correlation is too
small.

The thermocouples TC3 and TC4 show that the difference
between the numerical and experimental results depends on
the circumferential location. Consequently, we suggest to
use a non uniform corrective factor depending on the
difference between the temperature of the wall and the
temperature of the fluid. As the Prandtl number is a
dimensionless number depending on the temperature, the
corrective term is calculated as the ratio between the Prandtl
number at fluid temperature and the Prandtl number at wall
temperature. Its value is near to one for areas where the
difference between wall and fluid temperatures is small and
increases when this difference increases. We have thus :

Nu = CxNu with C =
Pr,,

« I T

160

•TC2wp
—Tcaium
*-TC2nod

Incident heat flux (MW/m*)

5 10 15
Incident Heat Flux (MW/m2)

20

Figure 2 shows that the computations with the modified
correlation match the experimental data (TC2mod) in a
better way.

Figure 2b shows a comparison of numerical and
experimental outlet fluid temperature vs incident flux.

The good agreement between numerical and experimental
values shows that the coupling between solid and fluid
domain is correct : the heat generation term of the energy
balance equation agrees with the incident heat flux.

CONCLUSION

The temperature profiles for a three dimensional cross-
section of the cooling channel and the hydraulic features of
the two phase flow have been calculated in a steady-state
normal condition of a fusion reactor (single phase
convective regime and developed subcooled boiling) and
the finite element calculations have been compared to
experimental results in order to qualify the coupling method
and the heat transfer correlations.

The main output of these tests is that the coupling
methodology is correct. The type of boundary conditions
used allows to model different heat transfer regime on each
sections.

A modification of the Sieder Tate heat transfer correlation
has been proposed and results appeared then to be in better
agreement.

Another important task of this work is the modélisation of
swirl tubes which has been reported in the final report
constituted by the thesis memorandum.

REFERENCES

[1] M. Grandotto and P. Obry, Computation of two phases
flow in heat exchanges by a finite element method,
European Journal of Finite Element, volume 5, n°l,
1996

[2] E.N. Sieder and G.E. Tate, Heat transfer and pressure
drop of liquids in tubes, Ind Eng Chem, 28, 1936

[3] A.E. Bergles and W.M. Rohsenow, The determination
of forced convection surface boiling heat transfer, J.
Heat Transfer, 1964

[4] J. Boscary, Transfert thermique et flux critique dans
un écoulement hélicoïdal en tube chauffé
asymétriquement, Thesis, Institut de Mécanique des
Fluides de Toulouse, 1995

Figures 2a - 2b : Comparison of numerical and
experimental solid temperatures
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ICF-01

Task Title : INTENSE LASER AND IONS BEAMS DYNAMICS IN
THERMONUCLEAR I.C.F. PLASMAS

INTRODUCTION

The part of our work that is described here is devoted to the
modeling of intense electrons and ions beams interacting
with thermonuclear pellet within the framework of the
Inertial Confinement Fusion. We pay special attention to
electron propagation in the ultra dense part of the ICF target
and to the energy deposition of swift heavy ion beams in
the radiator elements of the thermonuclear pellet. We
focussed our theoretical and modeling attention on two
specific points:

- Correlated Stopping of Relativistic Electron Beams
in Supercompressed DT fuel

The fast ignitor concept [1] can be applied to laser as
well as to heavy ions ICF. The shape and temperature of
the initial hot spot created by the high intensity laser
pulse has to be determined from the deposition profile
of the electron beam generated in the laser-plasma
interaction region. Here we study the collective part of
the energy deposited by the electrons due to their
dynamical intrabeam correlations.

- Effective charges and density effect of swift heavy
ions in dense matter

In Heavy Ion Inertial Fusion (HIIF) the beams deposit
their energy inside radiator element generally made of
light material. We have already shown [4,5] that in such
case, the energy loss and the charge exchange processes
are strongly correlated. A crucial question is then to
determine the effective stopping charge of a partially
ionized heavy ion beam. Our results detailed here give
us a new insight in the so-called density effect for solid
density target, thus having a broad range of applications
that are underlined.

1998 ACTIVITIES

CORRELATED STOPPING OF RELATIVISTIC
ELECTRON BEAMS IN SUPERCOMPRESSED DT
FUEL

Recently, an intense interest for the stopping of relativistic
electron beams in dense and hot plasma of thermonuclear
concern has emerged from the so-called fast ignitor
scenario initially advanced at Livermore [1]. This proposal
is about decoupling the fuel compression through standard
drivers (laser, particle or cluster beams) from the hot spot
ignition in a fraction only of the DT mixture.

The latter process is expected to arise through a
femtosecond laser boring a hole in the corona of the pre-
compressed material.

Here, we address the issues concerning the interaction of
the laser produced relativistic electrons with the fully
ionized and mostly classical electron plasma featuring the
very dense compressed core. The corresponding beam-
plasma collective modes are seen to be collisionaly
damped.

The relativistic stopping of MeV electrons (p « 0.94) in
supercompressed DT fuel (300g/cc, n,. = 1026 cm'3,
T=5keV) has been recently demonstrated [2]. We have
addressed the issue of correlated effects in a dense electron
beam with nb=1022 cm'3, arising from ad hoc femtosecond
laser. These correlated effects are due to the interference
between the induced electromagnetic field created by each
particle beam. To determine these interference terms we
implemented numerically a classical impact parameter
formalism due to Rule and Cha [3], and we have considered
various orientations of two-electron cluster w.r.t. beam
velocity.

A first unexpected result is that for cluster extensions even
much larger than target Debye length, one gets significant
correlated stopping for perpendicular [Fig. 1) and parallel
(Fig. 2) 2-cluster interdistance. As can be seen from Fig. 1,
this effect persists over tens of target screening length in the
case of transverse orientation. The longitudinal correlated
stopping (Fig. 2) is seen modulated and undamped over
several mean electron beam distances, as well. Inferences to
the coupling efficiency of relativistic electron beams with
supercompressed DT fuel are currently under investigation.

3.5-

Figure 1 : Correlated stopping/charge for a 2-cluster
oriented perpendicular to the beam velocity (5=0.94 in term
of interdistance given in number of the target Debye length.

Rx-1 pertains to the relativistic stopping
of an isolated charge
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Figure 2: Correlated stopping/charge for a 2-cluster
oriented parallel to beam velocity in term of interdistance

given in numbers n of mean interelectron
beam distance 2.88 10s cm

EFFECTIVE CEEARGES AND DENSITY EFFECT OF
SWIFT HEAVY IONS IN DENSE MATTER

In the previous report [4] we have shown how the charge
exchange processes affect the straggling of the energy
deposition profile of swift heavy ions in light material. The
crucial parameter here is the average energy 8E lost by a
projectile between two successive charge exchange
processes. It is easily recognized that in cold target 5E is
maximum in light material and it is further increased with
target ionization. Fully ionized light material as
encountered in the radiator element thus exhibits the largest
5E yielding specific effects, as already discussed in [4], like
a large charge exchange dependent energy loss straggling.
The large value of SE has also a profitable consequence on
the experimental side: it gives the best possible accuracy of
the charge dependent stopping power measurement from a
given experimental setup. This gave us the opportunity to
check with a high precision our new charge dependent
stopping theory [5-7] called Convergent Kinetic Lindhard
Theory (CKLT). The CKLT has then be used to re-analyze
the so called density effect, our results are summarized in
the following.

There is, up to now, no precise experimental result on the
stopping power of swift heavy ion beam in hot plasmas at
solid density. However, in many respects, a solid target can
be viewed as a strongly correlated dense plasma. Therefore
the accumulated experimental results on swift heavy ions
interacting with thin solid foils are good benchmarks to
validate theoretical models that will be used to describe the
interaction between swift heavy ion beams and ICF
plasmas. The interaction of swift heavy ions beams with a
foil can be characterized by two parameters of
primaryimportance: the effective stopping charge Zef and
the outside average equilibrium charge Zout of the beam. Zef

is given by the squared root of the ratio of the heavy ion
stopping divided by the proton stopping at the same
velocity Zef = (S(Z,V)/S(Z=1,V))1/2 while ZM is determined
from the measure of the beam average ionization state after
interaction with a foil. A crucial point is that Zef comes
from collisions with target electrons while Zout depends on
ion-ion or ion-atom collisions. Thus these two parameters
enables to check the main features of all the collisional
processes.

One interesting point in the beam-target interaction process
is the influence of the target density. This can be analyzed
by comparing Zef and Zout for solid and gas targets (as
indicated in the following by the superscript s and g).

Comparison of Z*f and Z ^ is very puzzling and, until

recently, has not received a satisfactory theoretical
explanation. The experimental results can be summarized
as follow:

1. If the ion is fully ionized, then there is no density
effect, the difference between Zef and Z ^ therefore
only comes from non-linear terms in the stopping
power

2. If the ion is partially ionized then Zs
olA » Z*ut while

Zrf is only slightly larger than Z*f

The commonly assumed explanation, following the work of
Betz in 1972, is that it is due to multiple excited electrons
inside the solid that yield Auger electrons at the exit
surface. However experiments failed to detect the required
large number of emitted electrons. Thus the full answer has
to come from another side.

We have proposed [8] that non-linear contributions could
have a larger influence than usually assumed and be large
enough to reduce in a large part the density effect on the
stopping effective charge. This can be understood by the
simple following arguments: let us take the example of a 4
MeV/u Uranium ion in carbon, we have approximately [8]
Zout = 58 and Zef = 42. If we do not take into account any
while our code produce a maximum of two. The non
linearity however reduce the stopping power thus yielding a
lower effective charge. This means that it reduces the
difference between the effective charges corresponding to
two different average charges and it is precisely what we
need to explain the density effect on the stopping power.

On a more quantitative level, the density effect is a function
of the slope of the curve of the stopping power S(Q,V) non-
linear correction we then need 16 Auger electrons versus
the ionization state Q at a given velocity V. The larger this
slope is, the larger the density effect will be on the stopping
power. Experimental results require that this slope is much
lower than the linear Q2 scaling. In [8] we already showed,
using a point like stopping model, that the non-linear
contribution reduces to a large part the discrepancy between
theoretical and experimental results on the density effect.

This density effect has been re-examined within the
framework of our new charge dependent stopping theory
[5-7]. We showed that the influence of the electronic charge
density bounded to the projectile yields another reduction
of the slope of S(Q,V) thus allowing now a full satisfactory
description of the density dependent stopping process. As
an example we give in Fig 2-3 our results for a 1.5
MeV/amu Chlorine ions in cold and ionized hydrogen
targets.
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Projectile ionization state

Figure 3 : S(Q,V)for a 1.5MeV/amu Cfi+ in hydrogen.
Full curve : linear Q2 scaling; dot curve : non linear point-

like model; dash curve : our new result

We see that even when the ion is more than half ionized,
our results depart significantly from the linear model. The
difference between the full and point like model is twice
larger in the cold target than in the plasma one. This arises
mainly from the low value of our plasma target (2 1017 cm'
3). For solid density target it is expected that the cold and
plasma target will be closer. This point is currently under
investigation.
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Figure 4 : Same as Figure 3 for a plasma target

CONCLUSION

We report recent progress made in the understanding of
high-energy electrons and ions beams interaction with
dense plasma. In both cases emphasis is put on taking into
account all of the physical parameters influences in a
coherent way. The relativistic, multiple scattering and
collective effects in the electron case and the non-linearity
and the extended charge contribution for the swift heavy
ions. Our results provide significant improvements upon
previous approximated theoretical models thus allowing a
better understanding of high intensity particles beams
interacting with ICF plasma, specifically concerning the
influence of the target high density.
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ICF-02

Task Title : CIVIL APPLICATIONS OF INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION
Cryogenic targets production using magnetic lévitation

INTRODUCTION

Inertial confinement fusion experiments will be performed
with laser beams focusing on a target. These targets are
hollow spheres of about two 2 mm in diameter the internal
wall of which are covered with a solid D2 or DT layer. The
success of the experiments will depend of the homogeneity
of the layer thickness. In a previous report [1], we have
shown that theorically, magnetic lévitation could
compensate gravity effect and allow to obtain an
homogeneous thickness of liquid in the target before
solidification. A 10 Teslas supra conducting coil has been
caracterised and a cryostat has been designed. This year, the
cryostat has been built and experiments have been
performed. We report in this paper some view of the facility
and the first experimental results we have obtained with
Hydrogen.

1998 ACTIVITIES

THE TEST FACILITY

As we have previously shown [1], the product of the field
by the field gradient necessary to levitate hydrogen is -491
T2/m. This can be obtained with a 10 Teslas
supraconducting coil.

A vacuum vessel containing the condensation cell (fig. 1)
is placed in the bore of the coil. Magnetic lévitation is
observed thank to an endoscope associated with a CCD
camera (fig. 2).

Endoscope for th
camera

Figure 2 : A view of the cryostat

Capillary for H2

sapphire window

valve (ice plug) ~~
leads of the heater
(to melt the ice plug)

copper thermal bridge

Thermometer

Heater (temperature
cell regulation)

brass stick

Figure 1 : A view of the experimental cell
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EXPEREMENTAL RESULTS

Two preliminary experiments have been performed with
two different cells [2]: the first one has a 10 mm diameter
and the second one has a 3 mm diameter.

The 10 mm diameter cell :

The results are shown on the FIG 3.

Fig 3 a) the cell is empty.

Fig 3 b) the cell is half filled with liquid H2. We can see
clearly the meniscus. The thickness of the liquid
layer should be 1.5 mm for a well distributed
configuration all around the cell.

Fig 3 c) the magnetic field is increased to compensate
77% the gravity. We can see the meniscus
becoming more circular.

Fig 3 d) the magnetic field is increased to compensate
99.5% the gravity.

Fig 3 e) the magnetic field compensates the gravity. The
meniscus is a perfect circle but the vapor phase
doesn't come to the center of the cell. The
position of the vapor phase is instable, sometime
it comes to the right of the cell and sometime it
goes to the left of the cell. This is probably due
to gradient field inhomogeneties at the cell
scale.

Fig 3 f) the magnetic field is increased to be stronger
than the gravity. We can see the vapor phase
going to the bottom of the cell and the liquid
going to the top of the cell.

This experiments shows that for such a large cell and a
large thickness layer (1.5mm), the magnetic lévitation
cannot be a mean to obtain an homogenous layer thickness
with the present magnetic field profile, due to the
instabilities of the vapor phase.

The 3 mm diameter cell :

The results are shown on the FIG 4.

Fig 4 a) the cell is empty.

Fig 4 b) the cell is about half filled with liquid H2.

Fig 4 c) the magnetic field is increased to compensate
the gravity. We can see that the liquid is well
distributed around the cell (the thickness of the
layer is about 300um). This time, the vapor
phase is stable at the center of the cell.

Fig 4 d) die temperature of the cell is decreased below
the triple point, (some H2 freezes on the
windows),

Fig 4 e) if we wait for some hours, the ice on the
windows disappears (due to parasitic heat
coming from the light).

Fig 4 f) if we decrease the magnetic field and increase
the temperature, the liquid falls down again.

CONCLUSION

A test facility showing that magnetic lévitation can be a
way to obtain a uniform thickness solid layer in the inertial
confinement fusion targets has been designed and built.

Experiments have been performed in two different cells.
The results are the following :

- In a 10mm diameter cell in which the liquid thickness
layer would be about 1.5 mm, we have not got a
uniform thickness layer because of the instability of the
position of the vapor phase due to a non uniformity of
the magnetic field.

- In a 3 mm diameter cell in which the liquid thickness
layer is about 300um (two sizes which are probably
near by the required sizes for the inertial confinement
fusion targets), we have obtained a good and stable
uniformity of the liquid (and solid) layer thickness.

After these encouraging preliminary results, further
investigations should be performed to characterize the
solid layer thickness and roughness. But to prepare these
investigations, more details should be given on the
specifications (geometry, roughness,...) of the future targets
required for inertial confinement fusion.

Another aspect to be looked at rapidly is also the overall
process of production and distribution of these targets
(frequency and number of plasma shots). Some
developments and studies will be necessary to define and
qualify a nominal process.
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ICF-03

Task Title : FAST IGNITER CONCEPT STUDIES

INTRODUCTION 1998 ACTIVITIES

In the usual scheme of inertial laser fusion, a spherical
pellet filled with deuterium-tritium fuel is irradiated either
directly by several laser beams or indirectly by X-rays
generated by the laser beams interacting with a high-Z
material.

The outer part of the target expands in vacuum, while the
inner part is accelerated inward. During this implosion, the
fuel is progressively compressed. At the end of the
compression stage, it is expected that the density and the
temperature of the fuel will be high enough to initiate a
burn process of the fuel. With present day lasers, the non-
uniformity of illumination resulting from laser-intensity
imbalance and hydrodynamic instabilities is a strong
limiting factor. As a result, the compressed core is not
ignited so that only a small fraction of the fuel is effectively
used.

A new scheme has been proposed recently. Near the end of
the compression stage to very high densities (~300 g/cc) —
this is done with "conventional" nanosecond pulse duration
lasers — a laser beam creates a channel in the plasma by
pushing the critical density surface towards the core, after
which the final heater or igniter beam is turned on.

The igniter beam interacts with the density gradient
generated by the channeling beam and generates hot
electrons at MeV energies, which penetrate into the
compressed core and cause an instantaneous rise in its local
temperature. In the very high intensity regime, the quiver
velocity of the electrons in the laser field is relativistic.

The LULI Laboratory is involved in this research effort in
two different ways:

- Through a long term collaboration with the Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory (RAL), CEA-Limeil (laser P102)
and the University of California (UCLA). The LULI
and RAL have intensified recently their collaboration
through a "Laboratoire Européen Associé" named High
Power Laser Science,

- The new 100 TW, 0.3 ps Chirped-Pulse-Amplification
Titane:Sapphire laser has allowed to perform particle
acceleration experiments (involving other laboratories at
the Ecole, the University of Orsay and the RAL) and to
study the different phases of the fast igniter concept and
many other subjects related to high intensity laser-
matter interaction.

Our experimental and numerical work have concentrated up
to know on the following topics:

- Propagation of intense laser pulses in underdense
plasmas, formation of density channels, self-focusing,
absorption mechanisms, generation of fast particles,

- Interaction with overdense plasmas, relativistic
propagation at over-critical densities, generation of fast
electrons,

- Simulations of the experimental results obtained in
studies of the relativistic propagation at over-critical
densities. This is the numerical part of the tasks 4 and 5
of the contract,

- Theory of parametric instabilities in the high intensity
laser interaction regime. This is the theoretical part of
task M4,

- Interaction with overdense plasmas at ultra-high
intensities (which cannot be reached in present-day laser
installations), demonstration of the role of magnetic
fields in collisionless shock generation, channeling,
electron transport. This corresponds to the task 5 of the
contract.

In 1998, we have gone in the subject of parametric
instabilities in greater depth. It is well known that laser
propagation in plasmas is subject to various instabilities,
which could play an important role in advanced fusion
concepts and advanced accelerators.

At moderate intensities, these instabilities are clearly
identified as the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), the
relativistic modulational instability (RMT), the relativistic
filamentation instability (RFI), and the two-plasmons decay
(TPD). In the weakly relativistic regime, forward SRS and
RMI have been shown to merge in a rarefied plasma.

In the fully relativistic regime, the one-dimensional (1-D)
dispersion relation has been established recently. In our
theoretical work, we have derived the general 2-D
dispersion relation for circularly polarized waves in a cold
plasma, valid for any laser intensity and plasma density,
which includes the SRS, RMI, RFI, and TPD instabilities as
limiting cases at low intensities, and the previous
relativistic 1-D results.
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Figure 1: Contour plots of the growth rate of the
instabilities as a function of the wave number (kz,\a±).

The parameters are (a) a0 =1.46 and n o / n c =5xlO"3 ,

(b) ao=V37I and no/nc=O.5, (c) ao=V37ï and
n o / n c = 1 . 5 . (d) shows the growth rate for the same

parameters as (b) but calculated from a naïve 2-D
extension of previous works. There are 10 contours on each
plot, the minimum and maximum being, respectively, (a)
0.01, 0.1; (b) and(d) 0.04, 0.4; (c) 0.035, 0.35.

The dispersion relation is obtained as an infinite Hill
determinant that we solve numerically. We first verified
that we recover the known results in the case of underdense
( n o « n c ) plasmas and of not too high ( a o < O . l )
intensities of the laser with slight modifications due to the
circular polarization. At low density and higher intensities,
we found new zones of instability in the ( k z , k x ) plane.
Their shape is semi-circular and well described by the
equation (k2 - N k 0 ) 2 + k x

2 = N2(<o0 / c ) 2 , N > 2 as can
be seen in Fig. l(a), for which ao=1.46 and

n o / n c = 5 x l ( T 3 . Each lobe corresponds to a resonance
with a different harmonic of the vector potential through a
three-wave process. A typical result of the calculations is

shown in Fig. l(b), which corresponds to a0 = v3 /2 and
n o / n c = O . 5 . We emphasize here that the naïve 2-D
extension of the 1-D fully relativistic dispersion relation
does not predict any of the successive TPD lobes, as can be
clearly seen in Fig. l(d) which shows the growth rate as
predicted by this naïve extension for the same parameters as
Fig. l(b). Correlatively, the electrostatic (ES) character, as
compared to electromagnetic (EM), of the instability
evolves towards a mixed EM/ES character. In the induced
transparency regime n c < n 0 < y n c , t h e different zones of
instability already described tend to merge and new lobes
appear that extend in the kz <0 region (see Fig. lc) for

which a0 =1.46 and n o / n c =1.5 . The successive lobes
in the wave-vector plane are no more associated with a
single harmonic as in the very underdense case, but a wide
range of harmonics are simultaneously excited.

A more detailed description of these results can be found in
Refs. [21-23].

Following the work of Pukhov and Meyer ter Venn [9] who
showed clear evidence of channeling in overdense plasmas
at intensities up to 1020 W/cm2, we have investigated the
ultrahigh intensity regime, at intensities of

IX2 = 1020 W/cm2. These intensities are marginally reached
in present-day laser installations but continuous progress in
reducing laser-induced damage to compression gratings and
in improving the quality of beam focusing (deformable
mirrors or active adapative optics to reduce the beam
wavefront inhomogeneities) will soon make this possible.
One of the drawback of Pukhov's simulations is the rather
low (10 n<;) electron density of the target. Another limitation
resides in the limited number of particles used and the small
size of the system. In the present work, we have studied the
interaction of a 1 um wavelength laser field with a massive
target at 80 times critical density. The laser pulse rises in 72

©o"1 (about 35 fs) and is then kept constant. The laser
impinges on the target at normal incidence in a focal spot of
5 um FWHM. Figure 2 shows the magnetic field (left) and
the electron density (right, in units of nc ) as a function of

space (in ko units corresponding to a box of 1OOX.O ). The

time for this snapshot is 1400 a0'
1 (approximately 700 fs).

The laser intensity is IX2 = 1021 W/cm2.

On the electron density plot, the "crater" drilled by the laser
ponderomotive pressure is clearly visible. On both sides of
this crater, a shock extending several tens of wavelengths
radially around the focal spot has been created by the
pressure associated to the huge magnetic field (exceeding
109 G, see the left picture) extending in the vacuum.
Electron densities around 200 x nc are reached at the edge

of this shock. Several filamentary structures can be seen in
the density plot, corresponding to individual channels
driven by the currents of fast electrons. Similar structures
are seen in the magnetic field plot. No evidence of merging
of these filaments (a feature which could be seen in
Pukhov's simulations) is observed. Figure 3 shows the
electron thermal flux for laser intensities of

IX2 = 1020 W/cm2 (left) and IX.2 = 1021 W/cm2 (right), again
as a function of space. One can see clearly, in the vacuum
region, the curvature of the electron trajectories around the
toroidal magnetic field lines shown in Fig. 2. At the lower
intensity (left in Fig. 3), clear channels of electron thermal
fluxes can be seen in the direction of the incident laser
beam. A limited amount of energy is transferred radially.
The picture changes abruptly for the higher intensity (right
in Fig. 3) which shows a quasi-isotropic heat transfer in the
bulk of the target. While electron trajectories have a regular
behavior at low intensity, some turbulence can be seen at
the higher intensity, in front of the target. Iso-contours of
the relativistic electron density nc /y with values 1 (blue
curve) and 5 (red curve) have been superimposed in the
figures. At the lower intensity the relativistic iso-densities
are well separated outside the focal spot, and the crater has
a nice round shape. At the higher intensity, the two iso-
densities are undistinguishable, and the crater has a more
chaotic shape.
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Figure 2 : Magnetic field in Megagauss (bottom) and

electron density (top)) at 1400 ©0~
!

(approximately 700 fs). Massive target at 80 x nc

Laser intensity is IÂ2 =102ï W/cnc.

A huge, shallow, crater caused by the magnetic pressure
can be seen around the focal spot These results clearly
indicate the lack of channeling for these ultra-relativistic
intensities.

We do not recover the feature found by Pukhov that when
penetrating the overdense region, the electron current
breaks up into several filaments at early times, but is
channeled into a single magnetized jet later on.

More simulations are necessary to fully investigate these
effects, which could result from differences in the codes,
important improvements would be to introduce binary
collisions in the code and to simulate more realistic laser
pulse shapes.

Figure 3 : Electron thermal flux in zmits of n / nc (v / c)2

as a function of position for a laser intensity

of I/,2 = 1020 W/cnc (left) and I/? = 1021 W/anr (right)

at 1400 ®0~ (approximately 700fs).

Massive target at 80 x n c .

CONCLUSIONS

Salient results of our recent experimental effort in faigb-
kttensity short-pulse laser interaction studies of the fast
igniter concept can be summarized as follows:

Channeling in underdense plasmas

- Using the 24TW Vulcan laser focused on the edge of a
helium gas jet, we have been able to detect 100 MeV
electrons accelerated by the Raman self-modulated
wakefield. This corresponds to electric fields of about
100 GV/m. Channeling by the relativistically-mtense
laser pulse has been demonstrated.
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- Using the LULI laser in the long (600 ps) pulse regime,
we have demonstrated channeling over distances of
several mm. The channel parameters can be optimized
by changing independently the laser intensity or the gas
pressure. These results are very encouraging for
experimental situations (particle acceleration, fast
igniter) where high-intensity optical guiding is needed.

Propagation of intense laser pulses in overdense targets

- Transmission of laser pulses in the relativistic regime
(IX2 > 1018 W/cm2um2) has been observed at a level of
a few percent for target thickness around 100 nra. The
condition of near-solid density at the time of laser
interaction has been verified by time-resolved X-ray
spectroscopy.

- Spectra of the back-scattered light show a strong red-
shift which is the signature of the effect of the laser
ponderomotive force pushing on the plasma. At the
same time, transmitted light spectra show strong
modulations.

- These observations show that neither self-induced
transparency nor hole-boring can explain the
observations. A new mechanism has to be found to
explain the overdense propagation.

- Recent simulations performed at CPTH show that fast
electrons may play a role in the starting process of
overdense propagation.

Laser wakefield acceleration and parametric
instabilities

In the optimum conditions (laser pulse length of the order
of half a plasma period) electrons injected at 3 MeV have
been accelerated to 4 - 5 MeV. The accelerating electric
field is then of the order of E ~ 1 GV/m. The next step for
this kind of experiment will be to increase the laser energy
and the electron injection energy to both reduce the radial
effects and improve the maximum energy gain.

We have presented the first calculation of the growth rate of
electron parametric instabilities of circularly polarized
electromagnetic waves valid for any laser intensity and
plasma density.

Ultrahigh intensity laser plasma simulations

We have demonstrated the role of high magnetic fields,
located near the surface of the target, in the dynamics of the
interaction outside the focal region of the intense laser. As a
result of these fields, a collisionless shock is launched
inside the target.

When the laser intensity is raised from IX.2 > 1020

W/cm2|im2 to IA,2 > 1021 W/cm2um2, the electron thermal
flux inside the bulk of the target is more isotropic. This
counter-intuitive result is an indication that the formation of
a single channel at ultrahigh intensities is far from being an
easy goal to reach, contrary to the results obtained
elsewhere [9].
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APPENDIX 1 : DIRECTIONS CONTRIBUTION
TO THE FUSION PROGRAMME

Direction des Sciences de
la Matière

DRECAM I
Département de Recherche sur l'Etat

Condensé, les Atomes et les Molécules

DRFC
Département de Recherche sur la

Fusion Contrôlée

DRFMC
Département de Recherche

Fondamentale sur la Matière
Condensée

Direction des Réacteurs
Nucléaires

DMT
Département de Mécanique et de

Technologie

PER
Département d'Etude des

Réacteurs

T330

CNET94-345
CNET96-432
CNET97-463
CNET98-477
M29
M30
M40
M48
T222.4ter

CNET96-409
ICF-02

CNET96-412
CNET98-474
SEA3-1
SEA5-2
SM5-1.2
UT-N-DPA
UT-N-NDA
UT-SM&C-BLK
UT-SM&C-FCC
UT-SM&C-PBM
UT-SM&C-REL
UT-SM&C-WI
WP3-3.3
WP-A1-1.1
WP-A2-1.1
WP-A2-2.1
WP-A2-3.1
WP-A2-4.1
WP-A7-1.1
WP-A7-2.2
WP-A9-3.1
WP-B1-1.2
WP-B2-1
WP-B7-1.1
WP-B7-2.3

CNET98-473
SEA1-11
SEA1-14
SEA1-2
SEA5-1
SEA5-3
SEAFP2-2
SEAFP3-1
SEAL10.3
SEAL4.3
SEP1-1
SEP3-1
UTS2
UTS3
WP-A10-2.2
WP-A3-2.1
WP-A3-9.1
WP-A6-1.1
WP-A6-2.1
WP-A9-2.2
WP-B6-1.3

Saclay

Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache

Grenoble
Grenoble

Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay

Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
Cadarache
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DTA
Direction des

Technologies Avancées

CEREM
Centre d'Etude et de
REcherches sur les

Matériaux

CE2M
Centre d'Elaboration et de Mise

en forme des Matériaux

DECM I
Département d'Etudes du

Comportement des Matériaux

DEM
Département d'Etudes des

Matériaux

DPSA
Département des Procédés et

Systèmes Avancés

LETI DEIN
Laboratoire d'Electronique de

Technologie et
d'instrulentation

Département d'Electronique et
d'Instrumentation Nucléaires

UT-PFC&C-HFW
UT-PFC&C-PS
UT-PFC&C-SiC
WP-B8-2

NWC2-2
SM 1-2.4
SM2-1.1
SM2-3.1
SM3-5.1
SM6-4.2
UT-SM&C-CM3
UT-SM&C-COR
UT-SM&C-GAL
UT-SM&C-LAM2
UT-SM&C-LAM3
UT-SM&C-LiPb
UT-SM&C-LME
WP5
WP-A4-2.1
WP-A5-1
WP-A8-3.1

DV4
T216
T216-2
T217
T224
UT-SM&C-HIP
UT-SM&C-PB
UT-SM&C-RC
V63
WP-A3-1.1
WP-A3-4.1
WP-A4-1.1

Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay

Fontenay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Fontenay
Saclay
Saclay
Fontenay
Fontenay
Saclay
Saclay
Fontenay
Fontenay
Saclay
Fontenay
Fontenay
Fontenay

Grenoble
Grenoble
Grenoble
Fontenay
Grenoble
Grenoble
Grenoble
Grenoble
Saclay
Grenoble
Grenoble
Grenoble

SM4-1.1
SM4-4.1
SM4-5.1
T204-1
T204-4
T216-1
T301-2
T329-1
T329-2
T329-4
T329-5
UT-RH1
UT-RH2
UT-SM&C-A4

Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Fontenay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Saclay
Fontenay
Saclay
Saclay

T252 Saclay
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APPENDIX 2 : ALLOCATIONS OF TASKS

NEXT STEP PROGRAMME

-^ PLASMA FACING COMPONENTS |

CNET96-412 ITER outboard baffle : Design, analysis, technical specifications & folow-up of
fabrication & testing of mock-ups and prototypes

CNET97-463 High heat flux testing of primary first wall small scale mock-ups - 200 kW electron
beam gun test

CNET98-477 Thermal fatigue of divertor medium scale components - 200 kW electron beam gun

DV4 Full scale manufacturing of high heat flux components designs
for Divertor modules

T222.4ter Manufacture and testing of permanent components ; optimisation of cooling system -
Critical heat flux and thermo-hydr. of representative elements (continuation) ; Non
destructive testing, calibrated defects; heat load influence

-[VACUUM VESSEL and SHIELD

CNET98-473 ITER reference breeding blanket design (stage 2) : Safety analysis

CNET98-474 ITER reference breeding blanket design : Thermo-mechanical and pebble-bed
analyses, material assessment

NWC2-2 Aqueous corrosion - Out of pile and in-pile experiments on the stress corrosion

cracking of reference 316L stainless steel and welds

T204-1 ITER backplate mockup project - Laser cutting for repair

T204-4 Ultrasonic inspection for backplate inter-sector weld

T216 Development of a reliable 316LN/DS-Cu/Be joint

T216-1 Attachment of blanket modules to the back-plate - Laser process for cutting and

welding of the hydraulic connections

T216-2 Numerical analysis and metallurgical expertise of first wall mock-ups

T217 Improved materials and joint corrosion testing - Fabrication of a CuCrZr IG/316 LN
IG joint for corrosion testing

T224 Development of a thermal bond layer for first wall repair. Study of Rheocast Al-Ge
thixotropic compliant layer for in-situ rebrazing

T301-2 YAG laser welding for sector field joint - Laser multipass welding of a prototype

containment vessel sector

T330 Water radiolysis irradiation tests

V63 Improved materials and joints irradiation testing - Cu alloys and joints improvement.
Standardization of joint testing procedures

H MAGNETS

CNET94-345 Design study on ITER joints

CNET96-409 ITER cryoplant design evaluation

CNET96-432 Modelling, testing and analysis of full size ITER Joints

M29 Conductor fabrication - ITER conductor R&D and monitoring

M30 Conductor fabrication - ITER conductor R&D coordination

M40 Design work on magnet R&D

M48 Winding & insulation development - Joint development

-1 REMOTE HANDLING \

T2S2 Radiation tolerance assessment of standard components for remote handling process
instrumentation

T329-1 Bore tooling for divertor cooling pipe

T329-2 Magnet feeder lines and cryogenic connectors maintenance

T329-4 Bore tools for 4" bend pipes

T329-5 In-vessel RH dexterous operations

Unit

DMT

DRFC

DRFC

DEM

Site

Saclay

Cadarache

Cadarache

Grenoble

investigator

Giancarli

Chappuis

Chappuis

Rigal

DRFC Cadarache Schlosser

DER

DMT

Cadarache

Saclay

DRFC Cadarache

DRFMC Grenoble

DRFC Cadarache

DRFC Cadarache

DRFC Cadarache

DRFC Cadarache

DRFC Cadarache

DIN Saclay

Marbach

Giancarli

DECM Fontenay Hélie

DPSA

DPSA

DEM

DPSA

DEM

DEM

DEM

DPSA

DRECAM

DEM

Saclay

Saclay

Grenoble

Fontenay

Grenoble

Fontenay

Grenoble

Saclay

Saclay

Grenoble

Affilie

Serre

Saint Antonin

Affilie

Burlet

Revol

Saint-Antonin

Aubert

Hickel

Burlet

Ciazynski

Claudet

Turck

Duchateau

Duchateau

Libeyre

Decool

Giraud

DPSA

DPSA

DPSA

DPSA

Saclay

Fontenay

Saclay

Saclay

De Prunelé

Villedieu

Friconneau

Villedieu
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SEAl-ll

SEA1-14

SEA1-2

SEA3-1

SEA3-5

SEA5-1

SEA5-2

SEA5-3

SEP1-1

SEP3-1
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Safety approach and documentation support. Assessment of ITER Non Site Specific DER
Safety Report

Contribution to the european assessment of the documentation emitted DER

byJCT

Safety approach and documentation support

Coherent system of codes for the ITER safety analysis

In vessel safety analysis

Validation of computer codes and models - Pactiter validation

Validation of computer codes and models

Validation of computer codes and models - Thermohydraulical codes validation
experiments EVITA

Adaptation of the PACTOLE code for the evaluation of ITER activated corrosion

product source term

Waste characterisation and strategy DER

Cadarache Marbach

Cadarache Fiorini

DER

DMT

TA

DER

DMT

DER
TA

DER

Cadarache

Saclay

Aix-les-Milles

Cadarache

Saciay

Cadarache
Aix-les-
Milles

Cadarache

Marbach

Toumi

Masson

Tarabelli

Toumi

Girard
Arnould

Tarabelli

Cadarache Rosanvallon

LONG TERM PROGRAMME

-A EUROPEAN BLANKETPROJECT |

-Water Cooled Lithium Lead (WCLL) Blanket

WP-A1-1.1

WP-A2-1.1

WP-A2-2.1

WP-A2-3.1

WP-A2-4.1

DEMO blanket feasibility and design, segment design and analysis - Segment design
adaptation to new specifications

Test Blanket Module feasibility and design, design and analysis - TBM design,
analysis, and manufacturing sequence

Test Blanket Module feasibility and design, TBM subsystems - TBM ancillary
equipment design

Test Blanket Module feasibility and design, Interface with ITER and test program -
ITER Interface & TBM test program

Test Blanket Module feasibility and design : Maintenance, support, remote handling,
waste disposal - ITER support system and maintenance procedure

WP-A3-1.1 ITER Test Module fabrication : Double wall tube development and fabrication -

Double Wall Tube HIP fabrication

WP-A3-2.1 Double-wall tube out-of-pile testing. DIADEMO experimental programme

WP-A3-4.1 Iter Test Module fabrication - ITM box fabrication using powder HIP technique

WP-A3-9.1 TBM fabrication : Development of minor components and instrumentation - Pablito :
a new lithium-lead test facility for instrumentation test

WP-A4-1.1 Permeation Barriers Fabrication and Characterization - Permeation Barriers
Fabrication and Characterization by CVD and HIP

WP-A4-2.1 Permeation barriers out of pile testing (PB performance) - PRF in Pbl7Li & in water
(and corrosion)

WP-A5-1 Tritium extraction from Pbl7Li

WP-A6-1.1 Safety analysis for DEMO power plant

WP-A6-2.1 Safety analysis of ITER WCLL test module -
Definition of safety approach

WP-A7-1.1 Data base for blanket systems - Contribution to the common blanket systems Data
base

WP-A7-2.2 ITER Test module system reliability - Contribution to the ITER Test Module

reliability assessment

WP-A8-3.1 Pbl7Li Physico-Chemistry - On-Line monitoring and stabilisation of the Li-Content

WP-A9-2.2 Pbl7Li water interaction : Water large leaks

WP-A9-3.1 Pb 17Li/Water interactions, definition of counter-measures - Required counter-
measures

WP-A10-2.2 Experimental demonstration of MHD phenomena - Turbulence in MHD flow shear
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• Helium Cooled Pebble Bed (HCPB) Blanket

WP-B1-1.2 DEMO-HCPB Blanket : Segment design & analysis - Design optimisation for
alternative ceramics Li2ZrO3 or Li2TiO3

WP-B2-1 ITER Test Module blanket feasibility & design - Adaptation to HIP fabrication

technology

WP-B6-1.3 Contribution to the safety approach of the DEMO HCPB blanket concept

WP-B7-1.1 Data base for blanket systems - Contribution to the Common blanket systems data

base

WP-B7-2.3 Contribution to ITER Test Module reliability assessment

WP-B8-2 Development of Li2ZrO3 and Li2TiO3 pebbles - Development of Li2ZrO3 and Li2TiO3

pebbles made by sintering

-Structural Materials

SM1-2.4 Irradiation experiments. PEE of samples irradiated in HFR - Phase 1A

SM2-1.1 Characterisation and qualification of potential low activation martensitic steels -
Effects of thermal ageing on the microstructure and mechanical properties of 7.5/9 Cr
(W/Ta/V) reduced activation martensitic steels

SM2-3.1 Mechanical properties of weldments (F82 mod.)

SM3-5.1 Corrosion in water with additives - corrosion studies on specimen from task A4-2.1

SM4-1.1 Assessment of EB and GTAW weldability of LAM steel

SM4-4.1 Transition weldment with a LAM steel using EB process

SM4-5.1 Investigations on commercial filler metal for GTAW of LAM steels

SM5-1.2 Evaluations for application of mechanical design codes for fusion materials

SM6-4.2 Micostructural characterisation by SANS techniques - Microstructural
characterisation after thermal ageing of LAM and conventional martensitic steels by
Small Angle Neutron Scattering

WP5 Coordination - Materials R&D strategy for future fusion reactors

-\ MATERIALS for FUSION POWER PLANT 1

.Advanced Materials

WP3-3.3 Characterisation of material, specific tests and performance considerations of low
activation ceramic compounds (LACC) such as SiC/SiC

. Neutron Source

CNET97-451 Evaluation and refinement of the conceptual design of the accelerator part of the D-Li
neutron source

H LONG TERM SAFETY!

SEAFP2-2 Improved coverage of events - Event sequence analysis

SEAFP3-1 Improved containment concepts

SEAL4.3 Multiple failure sequences. Risk and consequence assessment

SEAL 10.3 Waste detritiation. Integration of experimental support

L-f SOCIO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH ON FUSION (SERF) |

SERFO-3 Socio-economic research on fusion : Long term scenari, The effects of uncertainty on
the evaluation of research programmes
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UNDERLYING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMME

-(PLASMA FACING COMPONENTS

-I VACUUM VESSEL & SHIELD |

UT-PFC&C-HFW Transparent polycrystalline ceramic windows

UT-PFC&C-PS B4C and composite coatings

UT-PFC&C-SiC Composite materials for PFC

UT-SM&C-A4 Assessment of laser weldability of internal components materials - Laser weldability
of martensitic and low activations steels

UT-N-DPA Displacement Per Atom modelling

UT-N-NDA Nuclear data assessment

UT-SM&C-CM3 Interaction between the deformation dislocation network and irradiation - Mechanical
properties and micro-mechanisms in irradiated stainless steels

UT-SM&C-COR Metal & oxides thermodynamic stability and solubility in water cooling system -
Aluminium oxides stability and solubility in water

UT-SM&C-FCC FLICA-CASTEM coupling

UT-SM&C-GAL Compatibility of some alloys and refractory metals with liquid metals

UT-SM&C-HIP Solid and powder HIP technologies development

UT-SM&C-LAM2 Irradiated behaviour of reduced activation (RA) martensitic steels after neutron
irradiation at 325°C

UT-SM&C-LAM3 Microstructural investigation of reduced activation martensitic steels by SANS -
Study of secondary hardening phenomena in F82H steel by Small Angle Neutron
Scattering

UT-SM&C-REL Reliability modelling

UT-SM&C-WI Design & analysis of vacuum vessel & internals

H BLANKETS!

UT-SM&C-BLK Helium cooled pebble bed Blanket

UT-SM&C-LiPb Purification of liquid metals

UT-SM&C-LME Liquid metal embrittlement

UT-SM&C-PB Fabrication of permeation barriers using CVD processes

UT-SM&C-PBM Pebble bed thermo-mechanical modelling

UT-SM&C-RC CVD/PVD coatings resistant to liquid metals

H REMOTE HANDLING!

UT-RHl

UT-RH2

-IFUEL CYCLE!

UT-Tl

HSAFETY!

UTS2

UTS3

Technology and control for hydraulic manipulator

Graphical programming for remote handling

Separation of the D/T mixture from helium in fusion reactors using superpermeable
membranes - Study of plasma driven superpermeation : effects of methane and helium
additive, membrane superpermeation in deuterium plasma, plasma driven
superpermeation of palladium membranes

Mitigation of hydrogen hazards in a fusion reactor by reduction of metallic oxydes

Blanket safety - Modeling of heat exchanges for high flux components in a fusion
reactor during accidental conditions
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INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION PROGRAMME ~"|

ICF-01 Intense laser and ions beams dynamics in thermonuclear ICF plasmas Université Orsay Oeutsch

ICF-02 Civil applications of Inertial confinement fusion-Cryogenic targets production using DRFMC Grenoble Châtain
magnetic lévitation

ICF-03 Fast igniter concept studies EP Palaiseau Migus
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UT-SM&C-BLK Helium cooled pebble bed blanket 333

UT-SM&C-CM3 Interaction between the deformation dislocation network and irradiation -
Mechanical properties and micro-mechanisms in irradiated stainless steels 299

UT-SM&C-COR Metal and oxides thermodynamic stability and solubility in water

cooling system - Aluminium oxides stability and solubility in water 3 03

UT-SM&C-FCC FLICA-CASTEM coupling 305

UT-SM&C-GAL Compatibility of some alloys and refractory metals with liquid metals 307

UT-SM&C-HIP Solid and powder HIP technologies development 311

UT-SM&C-LAM2 Irradiated behaviour of reduced activation (RA) martensitic steels after
neutron irradiation at 325°C 315

UT-SM&C-LAM3 Microstructural investigation of reduced activation martensitic steels
by SANS - Study of secondary hardening phenomena in F82H steel by
Small Angle Neutron Scattering 319

UT-SM&C-LiPb Purification of liquid metals 337

UT-SM&C-LME Liquid metal embrittlement 341

UT-SM&C-PB Fabrication of permeation barriers using C VD processes 345
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UT-SM&C-REL Reliability modelling 323

UT-SM&C-WI Design and analysis of vacuum vessel and internals 327

UT-T1 Separation of the D/T mixture from helium in fusion reactors using

superpermeable membranes - Study of plasma driven superpermeation :
Effects of methane and helium additive, membrane superpermeation in
deuterium plasma, plasma driven superpermeation of palladium membrane 359

V63 Improved materials and joints irradiation testing -
Cu alloys and joints improvement. Standardization of joint testing procedures 63
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WP-A1-1.1 DEMO blanket feasibility and design, segment design and analysis -
Segment design adaptation to new specifications 137

WP-A2-1.1 Test Blanket Module feasibility and design, design and analysis -
TBM design, analysis and manufacturing sequence 139

WP-A2-2.1 Test Blanket Module feasibility and design, TBM subsystems -
TBM ancillary equipment design 141

WP-A2-3.1 Test Blanket Module feasibility and design, interface with ITER
and test program - ITER interface and TBM test program 145

WP-A2-4.1 Test Blanket Module feasibility and design, maintenance, support,
remote handling, waste disposal - TBM support system
and maintenance procedure 149

WP-A3-1.1 ITER Test Module fabrication : Double wall tube development and fabrication

Double Wall Tube HIP Fabrication 153

WP-A3-2.1 Double-wall tube out-of-pile testing - DIADEMO experimental programme 157

WP-A3-4.1 ITER test module fabrication -
ITM box fabrication using powder HIP technique 161

WP-A3-9.1 TBM fabrication : Development of minor components and instrumentation -
P ABLITO : a new lithium-lead test facility for instrumentation test 165

WP-A4-1.1 Permeation barriers fabrication and characterisation -
Permeation barriers fabrication and characterisation by CVD and HIP 167

WP-A4-2.1 Permeation barriers out-of-pile testing (PB performance) -

PRF in Pbl7Li & in water (and corrosion) 169

WP-A5-1 Tritium extraction from Pbl7Li 173

WP-A6-1.1 Safety analysis for DEMO power plant 177

WP-A6-2.1 Safety analysis of ITER WCLL test module - Definition of safety approach 181

WP-A7-1.1 Demo-blanket : Segment design & analysis
Data base and ITM Reliability Assessment 185

WP-A7-2.2 Demo-blanket : Segment design & analysis
Data base and ITM Reliability Assessment 185

WP-A8-3.1 Pb 17Li Physico-Chemistry -

On-Line monitoring and stabilisation of the Li-Content 187

WP-A9-2.2 Pbl7Li water interaction : Water large leaks 191

WP-A9-3.1 Pb 17Li water interactions, definition of countermeasures -
Required countermeasures 195

WP-A 10-2.2 Experimental demonstration of MHD phenomena -
Turbulence in MHD flow shear layers 197
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Design optimisation for alternative ceramics L^ZrOs/L^TiOs 201

WP-B2-1 HER Test Module blanket feasibility & design -

Adaptation to HIP fabrication technology 205

WP-B6-1.3 Contribution to the safety approach of the DEMO HCPB blanket concept 209

WP-B7-1.1 Demo-blanket : Segment design & analysis
Data base and ITM Reliability Assessment 185

WP-B7-2.3 Demo-blanket : Segment design & analysis
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Development of Li2ZrO3 and Li2Ti03 pebbles made by sintering 213
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APPENDIX 5 : CEA SITES

CEA SITES

^ Sites with Fusion Tasks

• Another Site

• Gcenoble


